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Samenvatting 

In de afgelopen jaren is er significante belangstelling geweest voor technische 
schuld. Het concept van technische schuld ging eerst over kwesties met interne 
kwaliteit maar is nu uitgebreid naar de hele levenscyclus van software, waar ook 
softwarearchitectuur en testen onder valt. Op het architectuurniveau wordt 
architectuurtechnische schuld voornamelijk opgelopen door architectuurbeslissingen 
die opzettelijk of onopzettelijk systeembrede kwaliteitsattributen in gevaar brengen, 
vooral onderhoudbaarheid en evolueerbaarheid. Gezien de fundamentele invloed 
van softwarearchitectuur op kwaliteitsattributen, inclusief onderhoudbaarheid en 
evolueerbaarheid, heeft technische schuld op het architectuurniveau een grotere en 
bredere impact op deze kwaliteitsattributen dan andere typen technische schuld, 
zoals technische schuld op het niveau van broncode. Daarom moet 
architectuurtechnische schuld op een systematische en toepasselijke manier 
gemanaged worden, om zo de gezondheid van de software architectuur te 
verbeteren, en om de kosten van systeemevolutie en -onderhoud op de lange termijn 
te optimaliseren. 

Het meeste onderzoek naar technische schuld focust zich op technische schuld op 
het niveau van broncode, terwijl technische schuld op architectuurniveau en het 
managen daarvan minder goed verkend blijft. Op dit moment is er een gebrek aan 
een algeheel proces voor het systematisch managen van architectuurtechnische 
schuld, evenals een gebrek aan een benadering voor concrete activiteiten rondom 
architectuurtechnische schuld, in het bijzonder voor het identificeren, meten, en 
documenteren van architectuurtechnische schuld. 

Voorafgaand aan het onderzoeken van de belangrijkste problemen in het managen 
van architectuurtechnische schuld moesten we eerst het concept van technische 
schuld en de huidige staat van onderzoek naar het managen van technische schuld 
goed begrijpen. Dit kon ons helpen om een degelijk begrip van 
architectuurtechnische schuld te krijgen en ons inspireren om een toepasselijke 
aanpak voor het managen van architectuurtechnische schuld te bedenken. Hiervoor 
hebben we een systematische literatuurmappingonderzoek over technische schuld en 
het managen van deze schuld uitgevoerd. De hoofdresultaten zijn als volgt 
samengevat. (1) Technische schuld is geclassificeerd in tien types volgens de stages in 
het softwareontwikkelproces, en technische schuld in broncode was het meest 
bestudeerde type technische schuld. (2) Rente, principe, en risico zijn de meest 
gebruikte begrippen voor het beschrijven en uitleggen van het concept technische 
schuld. (3) In de meeste studies wordt beargumenteerd dat technische schuld een 
negatief effect heeft op de onderhoudbaarheid van een software systeem. (4) Acht 
management activiteiten rondom architectuurtechnische schuld zijn geïdentificeerd; 
onder deze activiteiten hebben het identificeren, meten, en herbetalen van van 
technische schuld het meeste aandacht gekregen, terwijl het 
representeren/documenteren van technische schuld het minste aandacht kreeg. (5) 
Van de 29 tools die gebruikt worden voor het managen van technische schuld zijn er 
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slechts vier die puur bedoeld zijn voor het managen van architectuurtechnische 
schuld; de meeste tools ondersteunen alleen het managen van technische schuld in 
broncode en ontwerp, terwijl er weinig tools ondersteuning bieden voor het 
managen van andere typen technische schuld, bijvoorbeeld architectuurtechnische 
schuld. 

Na het verkrijgen van een begrip over de huidige stand van zaken in het 
onderzoek naar technische schuld hebben we geprobeerd te verkennen hoe 
architectuurtechnische schuld kan worden gemanaged. Als eerste heben we een 
voorstel gedaan voor een conceptueel model van architectuurtechnische schuld 
welke is gebaseerd op het begrip van technische schuld, alsmede een sjabloon voor 
elementen van architectuurtechnische schuld welke is gebaseerd op dit model. 
Vervolgens hebben we een managementproces voor architectuurtechnische schuld 
ontwikkeld welke gebruik maakt van het conceptuele model, om zo het maken en 
evalueren van beslissingen vanuit een waarde-georiënteerd perspectief in 
architectuurontwerp te faciliteren. Het managementproces voor 
architectuurtechnische schuld bestaat uit zes activiteiten: identificeren, meten, 
prioriteren, herbetalen, in de gaten houden, en documenteren van 
architectuurtechnische schuld. Een voorbeeld in het bedrijfsleven waarin de 
voorgestelde benadering (het proces en model) voor het managen van 
architectuurtechnische schuld in architecturale synthese en evolutie wordt gebruikt 
laat zien hoe architectuurtechnische schuld kan worden gemanaged tijdens het 
werken aan een architectuur. Dit onderzoek kan op de lange termijn worden 
gebruikt om een beheersbare en voorspelbare balans tussen de waarde en kosten van 
architectuurontwerp te realiseren. 

De eerste stap in ons management proces voor architectuurtechnische schuld is om 
architectuurtechnische schuld te identificeren. Bestaande benaderingen voor het 
identificeren van architectuurtechnische schuld zijn voornamelijk gebaseerd op de 
analyse van broncode, en hebben daarom bepaalde tekortkomingen: (1) ze kunnen 
alleen problemen in de systeemimplementatie identificeren; (2) ze kunnen alleen 
worden toegepast als een systeem geimplementeerd is in broncode; en (3) ze missen 
een mechanisme voor het bevestigen of een geïdentificeerde architectuurtechnische 
schuld een echte architectuurtechnische schuld is of niet. Om deze problemen aan te 
pakken hebben we een benadering voor het identificeren van architectuurtechnische 
schuld voorgesteld welke is gebaseerd op architectuurbeslissingen en 
wijzigingsscenarios. Door middel van een casestudy in een telecommunicatiebedrijf 
heben we de effectiviteit en gebruikersvriendelijkheid van deze benadering 
geëevalueerd. De resultaten laten zien dat de voorgestelde benadering nuttig is en 
simpel te gebruiken voor het identificeren van technische schuld, en dat het ook 
ondersteuning bied voor het plannen van releases en voor het meten van de rente 
van architectuurtechnische schuld. 

Het is moeitlijk om architectuurtechnische schuld precies te meten, maar het 
spreekt voor zich om een indicatie te geven van de totale hoeveelheid 
architectuurtechnische schuld in een software systeem. Indicatoren van 
architectuurtechnische schuld kunnen laten zien wat de richting is van wijzigingen in 
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de architectuurtechnische schuld van opeenvolgende versies van een software 
systeem. Eén indicator van architectuurtechnische schuld is het gemiddelde aantal 
gewijzigde componenten per commit: een hoger aantal gewijzigde componenten per 
commit is een indicatie van meer architectuurtechnische schuld in een software 
systeem. Het is echter moelijk, en soms onmogelijk, om het aantal gewijzigde 
componenten per commit te berekenen omdat de data (i.e., het logbestand met 
commits) niet altijd aanwezig of toegangkelijk is. We stellen voor om meetwaardes 
over de modulariteit van software te gebruiken welke direct kunnen worden 
berekend op basis van broncode als een plaatsvervaner voor het aantal gewijzigde 
componenten per commit, om zo een indicatie van architectuurtechnische schuld te 
geven. We hebben de correlatie tussen het aantal gewijzigde componenten per 
commit en modulariteitmetrieken gevalideerd door meerdere holistische casestudies 
binnen dertien open source projecten. De resultaten van dit onderzoek suggereren 
dat twee modulariteitmetrieken, namelijk de index van pakketwijzigingsimpact en 
de index van pakket-doel-focus, een significante corelatie hebben met het aantal 
gewijzigde componenten per commit, en deze metrieken kunnen daarom gebruikt 
worden als alternatieve indicators voor architectuurtechnische schuld. 

Nadat architectuurtechnische schuld is geïdentificeerd en gemeten moet de kennis 
over architectuurtechnische schuld expliciet worden gedocumenteerd waardoor de 
rest van de activiteiten rondom het managen van architectuurtechnische schuld 
wordt gefaciliteerd. Bestaand onderzoek over het documenteren van 
architectuurtechnische schuld is echter gelimiteerd en neemt niet alle zorgen van 
belanghebbenden over architectuurtechnische schuld weg. We stellen zes 
architectuur viewpoints voor welke gerelateerd zijn aan architectuurtechnische 
schuld. Elk viewpoint is een raamwerk voor een aantal zorgen over 
architectuurtechnische schuld. Al deze zorgen zijn systematisch uit literatuur 
gehaald in het voorgenoemde systematische literatuurmappingonderzoek over 
architectuurtechnische schuld. De zes viewpoints helpen gezamenlijk om een 
omvatten begrip over architectuurtechnische schuld in een software systeem te 
krijgen, en dit geeft ondersteuning voor het maken van architectuurbeslissingen. Om 
de effectiviteit van viewpoints over architectuurtechnische schuld bij het 
documenteren van architectuurtechnische schuld te evalueren hebben we een 
casestudy uitgevoerd bij hetzelfde bedrijf waar de voorgenoemde benadering voor 
identificatie van architectuurtechnische schuld was gevalideerd. De resultaten van de 
casestudy laten zien dat gedocumenteerde views over architectuurtechnische schuld 
de documentatie van architectuurtechnische schuld effectief kunnen faciliteren. 

De voorgenoemde benaderingen voor het managen van architectuurtechnische 
schuld hebben hun beperkingen terwijl ze niet alle activiteiten in het 
managementproces van architectuurtechnische schuld afvangen. Wij verkenden de 
toepassing van kennis-gebaseerde benaderingen in software architectuur door een 
systematisch literatuurmappingonderzoek, om zo het huidige management van 
architectuurtechnische schuld (wat een type architectuurkennis is) te verbeteren. We 
zagen (1) de representatie van architectuurtechnische schuld en architectuur in een 
formele vorm, en het verder toepassen van redeneringstechnieken die gebaseerd zijn 
op deze formele representaties, kan worden gebruikt voor het identificeren, meten, 
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prioriseren, en in de gaten houden van architectuurtechnische schuld, en (2) dat het 
delen en hergebruik van kennis over architectuurtechnische schuld en gerelateerd 
architectuurkennis ondersteuning kan bieden aan het identificeren, documenteren, 
prioriseren, herbetalen, en in de gaten houden van architectuurtechnische schuld. 
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Abstract 

Technical debt (TD) has received significant attention in the past few years. The 
concept of TD was initially concerned with internal quality issues in coding, and 
currently it has been extended to the whole software lifecycle, such as software 
architecture and testing. At the architecture level, architectural technical debt (ATD) 
is mainly incurred by architecture decisions that intentionally or unintentionally 
compromise system-wide quality attributes, particularly maintainability and 
evolvability. Considering the fundamental influence of software architecture on 
quality attributes, including maintainability and evolvability, TD at the architecture 
level (i.e., ATD) has greater and wider impact on these quality attributes than other 
TD types, such as code-level TD. Thus, ATD needs to be systematically managed in 
an appropriate manner, in order to improve the health of the software architecture 
and optimize the cost of maintenance and evolution of the system in the long term. 

Most research on TD focuses on TD at the source code level while TD at the 
architecture level and its management remain under-explored. Currently, there is a 
lack of an overall process for systematically managing ATD, as well as approaches 
for concrete ATD management activities, particularly for ATD identification, 
measurement, and documentation. 

Before investigating the key problems in ATD management, we first needed to 
obtain a comprehensive understanding on the concept of TD and the current state of 
research on TD management (TDM). This could help us to build a solid 
understanding on ATD and inspire us to come up with appropriate approaches for 
ATD management. To this end, we conducted a systematic mapping study on TD 
and its management. The main results are summarized as follows. (1) TD is classified 
into ten types according to the stages of the software development lifecycle, and code 
TD was the most studied TD type. (2) Interest, principal, and risk are the most 
frequently-used notions to describe and explain the TD concept. (3) Most studies 
argue that TD negatively affects the maintainability of the software system. (4) Eight 
TDM activities were identified; among the activities, TD identification, measurement, 
and repayment received the most attention, while TD representation/documentation 
received the least. (5) Among the 29 tools used for managing TD, only four are 
dedicated tools for TDM; most tools only support managing code and design TD, 
while few tools support the management of other types of TD, e.g., ATD. 

After having gained an understanding on the state of the art on TD research, we 
tried to explore how to manage ATD. First we proposed a conceptual model of ATD 
based on the understanding on TD, and an ATD item template based on this model; 
then we developed an ATD management process that utilizes this conceptual model, 
in order to facilitate decision-making and decision-evaluation in a value-oriented 
perspective in architecture design. The ATD management process is comprised of six 
activities: ATD identification, measurement, prioritization, repayment, monitoring, 
and documentation. An industrial example using the proposed approach (the 
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process and model) of ATD management in architecture synthesis and evaluation 
shows how ATD can be managed in architecting. The contribution of this work 
provides a controllable and predictable balance between the value and cost of 
architecture design in the long term. 

In our ATD management process, the first step is to identify ATD. Existing ATD 
identification approaches are mainly based on source code analysis and thus suffer 
from certain shortcomings: (1) they can only identify issues at the system 
implementation; (2) they can only be employed after the systems is implemented in 
code; and (3) they lack a mechanism to confirm whether the identified ATD is real 
ATD or not. To address these issues, we proposed an ATD identification approach 
based on architecture decisions and change scenarios. We evaluated the effectiveness 
and usability of this approach, through an industrial case study in a large 
telecommunications company. The results show that the proposed approach is useful 
and easy to use for ATD identification, and it also supports release planning and 
ATD interest measurement.  

It is difficult to precisely measure ATD, but it makes sense to indicate the amount 
of the total ATD in a software system. ATD indicators can show the change direction 
of the ATD in sequential versions of the software system. One indicator of ATD, is 
the average number of modified components per commit (ANMCC): a higher 
ANMCC indicates more ATD in a software system. However, it is difficult and 
sometimes impossible to calculate ANMCC, because the data (i.e., the log of commits) 
are not always available or accessible. We proposed to use software modularity 
metrics, which can be directly calculated based on source code, as a substitute of 
ANMCC to indicate ATD. We validated the correlation between ANMCC and 
modularity metrics through a holistic multiple case study on thirteen open source 
software projects. The results of this study suggested that two modularity metrics, 
namely Index of Package Changing Impact (IPCI) and Index of Package Goal Focus 
(IPGF), have significant correlation with ANMCC, and therefore can be used as 
alternative ATD indicators. 

After ATD is identified and measured, the knowledge about ATD needs to be 
explicitly documented thereby facilitating the rest of the activities in ATD 
management. Existing work on ATD documentation is rather limited and it cannot 
address all stakeholders’ concerns on ATD. We proposed six architecture viewpoints 
related to ATD (ATD viewpoints in short). Each viewpoint frames a number of 
concerns on ATD. All these concerns were systematically extracted from literature in 
the aforementioned systematic mapping study on TD. The six ATD viewpoints 
together help to get a comprehensive understanding of ATD in a software system, 
thereby providing support for architecture decision-making. To evaluate the 
effectiveness of the ATD viewpoints in documenting ATD, we conducted an 
industrial case study in the same company where the aforementioned ATD 
identification approach was validated. The case study results show that the 
documented ATD views can effectively facilitate the documentation of ATD.  

The aforementioned approaches for ATD management have their limitations while 
they do not cover all the activities in the ATD management process. We explored the 
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application of knowledge-based approaches in software architecture through a 
systematic mapping study, in order to improve the current management of ATD, 
which is a type of architectural knowledge. We found that (1) the representations of 
ATD and architecture in a formal form and further applying reasoning techniques 
based on these formal representations can support ATD identification, measurement, 
prioritization, and monitoring, and (2) the sharing and reuse of the knowledge on 
ATD and related architectural knowledge can support ATD identification, 
documentation, prioritization, repayment, and monitoring. 
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Chapter 1  Introduction 

his thesis studies technical debt at the software architecture level, i.e., 
architectural technical debt, and its management. This chapter first introduces 
background knowledge of this thesis, then discusses the problem statement as 

well as the research design of this thesis, and finally presents the overview of this 
thesis. 

1.1 Background 
This section introduces background knowledge about this thesis, including 

software architecture, technical debt, and architectural technical debt. 

1.1.1 Software Architecture 
Software architecture (SA), as a discipline in software engineering, is considered 

rather mature, as it was initiated almost two and a half decades ago (Clements and 
Shaw, 2009; Kruchten, Obbink, and Stafford, 2006; Shaw and Clements, 2006). The 
practice of SA has become established and popular, and is considered essential to the 
success of software projects (Clements and Shaw, 2009). Every software system has 
an architecture, which fundamentally influences the software system especially 
regarding its quality attributes.  

Despite the maturity and popularity of the SA practice, there still is no agreement 
on what exactly SA entails. In this thesis, we use the definition of SA from the 
international standard for architecture description, ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010, which 
defines architecture as the “fundamental concepts or properties of a system in its 
environment embodied in its elements, relationships, and in the principles of its 
design and evolution” (ISO/IEC/IEEE, 2011).  

A SA needs to be represented and documented in some form, in order to preserve 
the key knowledge of the system’s structure and behavior. This can facilitate the 
understanding and communication of the SA among stakeholders. ISO/IEC/IEEE 
42010 recommends to represent and document SA using a viewpoints-based 
approach (ISO/IEC/IEEE, 2011). An architecture viewpoint addresses one or more 
concerns on SA. 

Among the fundamental concepts regarding SA, architecture decisions are treated 
as the first-class entities of architecture description (Bosch, 2004; ISO/IEC/IEEE, 
2011). An architecture decision is a design decision that affects the architecture 
design space for a target software system (Kruchten, 2004). Jansen and Bosch 
proposed that SA can be seen as a set of architecture decisions (Jansen and Bosch, 
2005). 

1.1.2 Technical Debt 
Technical debt is an emerging research field in software engineering that became 

popular in the recent few years (Li, Avgeriou, and Liang, 2015). Technical debt (TD) 
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refers to immature software artifacts that do not satisfy the required level of quality. 
The term “technical debt” was coined by Ward Cunningham in 1992 (Cunningham, 
1992) to describe the not-quite-right code, which can speed up software development 
in the short term but may hurt the system’s maintainability and evolvability in the 
long term. Although the concept of TD was proposed more than 20 years ago, it only 
received significant attention from the software engineering research community in 
recent years, particularly since 2010 (Li, Avgeriou, and Liang, 2015). Currently, TD is 
not limited to the implementation level, but it has been extended to the whole 
software development lifecycle. According to different stages of the software 
development lifecycle, TD can be classified into different types, such as requirements 
TD, architectural TD, design TD, and test TD.  

Another classification can be based on the intentionality of incurring TD, hence TD 
can be classified into intentional TD and unintentional TD (McConnell, 2008). 
Intentional TD is usually incurred strategically to meet urgent short-term business 
benefits at the cost of the long-term health of the software system. Unintentional TD 
is mostly incurred by poor development decisions that hurt the maintainability and 
evolvability of software systems. 

TD influences negatively the internal quality of a software system. TD in a 
software system can hurt the long-term maintenance and evolution of the system but 
is essentially invisible to end users. They are not aware of the existence of the TD as 
long as the system they are using, provides the needed features (Kruchten, Nord, and 
Ozkaya, 2012). 

Naturally, some terms related to financial debt are borrowed to describe or 
characterize TD. Just as financial debt, TD is also comprised of principal and interest. 
Principal refers to the cost that is required to resolve the TD when it is incurred, and 
interest refers to the extra cost that is needed to perform maintenance and evolution 
tasks when the TD remains unresolved.  

1.1.3 Architectural Technical Debt 
Architectural technical debt (ATD) is TD at the architecture level. It refers to 

immature architecture artifacts. ATD is mainly incurred by architecture decisions 
that intentionally or unintentionally compromise system-wide quality attributes, 
particularly maintainability and evolvability (Li, Liang, and Avgeriou, 2014). 
Intentional ATD is incurred by strategic compromises of maintainability and 
evolvability in architecture decision making. Unintentional ATD can be incurred by 
poor architecture decisions or violations of architecture rules and architecture 
nonconformance during detailed design and coding. Both types of ATD need to be 
managed in the software lifecycle (Li, Liang, and Avgeriou, 2014). 

Like all other types of TD, managing ATD is of great essence for the long-term 
health of software systems. Especially, given the fundamental influence of SA on the 
quality of a software system, it is of paramount importance to manage ATD, in order 
to construct a high-quality SA in terms of maintainability and evolvability. 
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1.2 Problem Statement 
TD can do harm to the long-term health of software systems (Brown et al., 2010). If 

it is left unresolved, TD in a software system will accumulate incrementally over time, 
thus the maintainability and evolvability of the software system will decrease 
accordingly. As a consequence, bugs become difficult to fix, and performing 
improvements and implementing new requirements for both features and quality 
attributes become challenging. Bug fixes and improvements are about 
maintainability, and new requirements are concerning evolvability of systems. 

Considering the fundamental influence of SA on quality attributes, including 
maintainability and evolvability, TD at the architecture level (i.e., ATD) has greater 
and wider impact on these quality attributes than other TD types, such as code TD. 
Therefore, ATD needs to be systematically managed in an appropriate manner, in 
order to improve the health of the SA and optimize the cost of maintenance and 
evolution of the system in the long term. By managing ATD in a software system we 
refer to identifying it, measuring it, recording it, and eventually resolving it to keep 
the software at a healthy level.  

However, research on ATD management is rather immature. First, simply because 
of the limited amount of research on ATD management. According to our mapping 
study on TD, although ATD is often mentioned in literature, there is little work on 
how to manage ATD (Li, Avgeriou, and Liang, 2015). Second, existing ATD 
management approaches do not build on or make use of current architecting 
techniques, for example for architecture analysis and documentation. Third, the 
attempts of using code-based approaches to manage ATD have not generated 
satisfactory results. For instance, existing ATD identification approaches reported in 
literature are mainly based on code analysis, which can identify only part of 
implementation structure issues but fail to identify most ATD types (Li, Avgeriou, 
and Liang, 2015). Therefore, ATD management requires more investigation in order 
to provide effective support to software architects and other involved stakeholders. 
In this thesis we focus on two main problems regarding managing TD in SA: 

 Lack of an overall process for managing ATD. Although the concept of ATD 
has been used in software engineering community, no dedicated process for 
managing ATD has been proposed or applied. An ATD management process 
is an overall approach to managing ATD. Such a process specifies what 
activities are involved in ATD management and how these activities relate to 
each other. 

 Lack of approaches to realize concrete ATD management activities. ATD 
management entails a set of activities, such as ATD identification, 
measurement, and documentation. ATD identification and measurement are 
two core activities in ATD management, while ATD documentation is a 
supporting activity for all ATD management activities. However, there is 
limited support for these ATD management activities. 

 Lack of effective ATD identification approaches. The first step in 
effectively managing ATD in a software system, is to identify it. 
Existing ATD identification approaches (Zazworka et al., 2013b) can 
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only detect part of system-wide structural issues, leaving most ATD 
types undetected. 

 Lack of approaches to measuring ATD. To make ATD quantifiable 
and its impact explicit, ATD must be measured; this can consequently 
facilitate decision-making during architecting. It is difficult to precisely 
quantify ATD, but it should be estimated with an acceptable accuracy.  

 Lack of approaches for systematic ATD documentation. ATD should 
be explicitly documented, otherwise architecture decision making is 
very likely to ignore it and its impact on candidate decisions. ATD 
documentation aims to preserve the knowledge about ATD in a 
software system, which can be subsequently shared among the 
involved stakeholders, and eventually support the architecture 
decision-making. Existing approaches tend to document ATD in an ad 
hoc manner (Guo and Seaman, 2011; Holvitie and Leppӓnen, 2013; 
Zazworka et al., 2013a); therefore those approaches cannot address all 
stakeholders’ concerns on ATD.  

The following statement summarizes the aforementioned problems into the main 
research problem: 

We lack an overall process for systematically managing ATD, as well as 
approaches for concrete ATD management activities, particularly for ATD 
identification, measurement, and documentation.  

The consequences of this problem pose great technical and financial risks to 
software development. First and foremost, stakeholders are not aware of what kind 
of ATD management activities to perform and how; this means that ATD cannot be 
systematically managed and will at best be dealt with in an ad-hoc manner. Second, 
most ATD types cannot be identified. The unidentified ATD will accumulate interest 
over time, thus significantly increase the cost of maintenance and evolution of the 
system. Third, ATD that is not measured cannot be taken into account regarding the 
investment decisions for future development and the process of keeping the system 
architecture healthy. Thus, the impact of unmeasured ATD may be underestimated 
or overestimated, which leads to suboptimal decision making. Finally, ATD cannot 
be codified in a systematic way, which may lead to the lack of traceability between 
ATD and related artifacts, thus impeding effective impact analysis of ATD. 
Undocumented ATD could also hamper the effective communication among the 
involved stakeholders concerning the ATD.   

1.3 Research Design 
The research project, documented in this thesis, adopts design science framework 

presented by Wieringa (Wieringa, 2009) as the problem-solving methodology. 
According to the framework, the research problem stated in Section 1.2 is further 
decomposed into a set of practical problems and knowledge questions that will be 
addressed in this thesis. 
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1.3.1 Design Science Framework 
Design science “emphasizes the connection between knowledge and practice by 

showing that we can produce scientific knowledge by designing useful things” 
(Hevner et al., 2004; Wieringa, 2009). Design science entails three main tasks, namely 
problem investigation, building, and evaluation (March and Smith, 1995; Wieringa, 2009). 
Problem investigation asks about the given problem without changing it (Wieringa, 
2009), building constructs an artifact for a specific purpose, and evaluation 
determines how well the artifact serves the purpose (March and Smith, 1995).  

Figure 1.1 shows the design science framework adopted from (Wieringa, 2009), as 
a refinement of Hevner et al.’s research framework of (Hevner et al., 2004). Design 
science is practice-oriented (Wieringa, 2009). A design science project solves an 
existing practical problem, called a design-science problem, from the environment. 
To resolve the design-science problem, it requires to either apply knowledge from a 
domain’s knowledge base or do original research, both contributing to the domain’s 
knowledge base.  

 

People, 
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Technology

Practical 
problems

Knowledge 
questions
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Engineering 
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Analytical and empirical 
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Access to 
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Use
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Figure 1.1. Design science framework adopted from (Wieringa, 2009) 

Design science starts with dealing with business needs derived from the 
environment. Design science is decomposed into a nested problem structure, in 
which two major types of problems need to solve: (1) practical problems that call for 
“a change of the world so that it better agrees with some stakeholder goals”, and (2) 
knowledge questions that call for “a change of our knowledge about the world” 
(Wieringa, 2009). Practical problems are resolved by matching problems and 
solutions in the engineering cycle, in which the problem is investigated, and 
solutions are proposed and validated; proposing a solution addresses a practical 
problem while investigating a practical problem and validating a solution are 
knowledge questions. Knowledge questions are answered by applying knowledge 
from the knowledge base, or by performing original research using analytical and 
empirical research methods (Wieringa, 2009). Typical empirical research methods 
include case studies, controlled experiments, systematic mapping studies, systematic 
literature reviews, surveys, and action research. In this thesis, we answer knowledge 
questions using case studies and systematic mapping studies that are described in 
detail in Section 1.3.3.  

The design science framework in Figure 1.1 is appropriate for the presentation of 
long-term research projects such as PhD projects, since the framework considers 
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problem solving as an iterative process which allows describing the evolution of the 
design-science problem and its solutions at the same time. A PhD project usually 
starts with a problem statement of a top-level practical problem (i.e., the design-
science problem). During the progress of the project, the PhD researcher gets a 
deeper understanding on the design-science problem and develops an initial solution 
to the problem. This deeper understanding and initial solution can emerge more 
resolving concrete practical problems and knowledge questions. In the next section, 
this PhD project is presented using design science framework in Figure 1.1. 

1.3.2 Practical Problems and Knowledge Questions 
This section explains the practical problems (PPs) and knowledge questions (KQs) 

addressed in this thesis, and how they relate to each other. These practical problems 
and knowledge questions are shown in Figure 1.2, in which hollow arrows denote 
problem composition and single arrows denote temporal sequence. In the remaining 
of this chapter, we refer to both practical problems and knowledge questions as 
research questions (RQs). The main research problem stated in Section 1.2 is 
decomposed into six RQs, and, except for RQ-4 and RQ-6, each RQ is further 
decomposed into two or three sub-RQs.  

To resolve the main research problem, the first step is to understand the 
phenomenon of TD in depth. To this end, we formulate knowledge question RQ-1 
(What is the state of the art of TD research?). RQ-1 is further decomposed into two sub-
RQs. RQ-1.1 (What is the current understanding of TD concept in literature?), helps get an 
in-depth understanding of TD and related notions. RQ-1.2 (What is the existing support 
for managing TD?) aims to identify existing support for TDM, including TDM 
activities performed, TDM approaches applied, and TDM tools used. 

The results of RQ-1.1 and RQ-1.2 show among other things, that there is no 
accepted definition of ATD and its related concepts, and there is no clear direction on 
how ATD can be managed. To address the latter problem, we formulate practical 
problem RQ-2 (How to manage ATD?). RQ-2 is decomposed into three sub-RQs. First, 
practical problem RQ-2.1 (Develop a conceptual model of ATD.) aims at getting a 
specific understanding on ATD based on the results of RQ-1.1. Second, practical 
problem RQ-2.2 (Design a process for managing ATD.) aims to develop an ATD 
management process based on the typical TDM activities identified in RQ-1.2, in 
order to facilitate ATD management in architecting. The proposed ATD conceptual 
model and management process are further validated in RQ-2.3 (Are the ATD 
conceptual model and management process valid?) with an industrial example. 

The ATD management process identified in RQ-2.2 paves the way for the 
following research activities in this thesis. Specifically the ATD management process 
entails five major activities: identification, measurement, prioritization, repayment, 
and monitoring. The process also includes ATD documentation, which is an 
important supporting activity, orthogonal to the other activities in ATD management. 
The following three RQs (RQ-3, RQ-4, and RQ-5) focus on three of the 
aforementioned ATD management activities: ATD identification, measurement, and 
documentation, respectively.  
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<Problem statement>

We lack an overall process for systematically managing ATD, as well as approaches for 

concrete ATD management activities, particularly for ATD identification, measurement, and 

documentation. 

<Knowledge Question>

How can knowledge-based 

approaches be used in ATD 

management?

<Knowledge Question>

What is the state of the art of TD 

research?

<Knowledge Question>

Can modularity metrics be used 

to indicate the amount of ATD?

<Practical Problem>

How to manage ATD?

<Practical Problem>

How to identify ATD?

<Practical Problem>

How to document ATD?

   <Knowledge Question>

What is the current understanding 

of the TD concept in literature?

    <Knowledge Question>

Is the ATD identification approach 

effective and easy to use?

<Practical Problem>

Develop an ATD identification 

approach based on architecture 

decisions and change scenarios.

    <Knowledge Question>

What is the existing support for 

managing TD? 

<Practical Problem>

Design a process for managing 

ATD.

<Practical Problem>

Develop a conceptual model of 

ATD.

<Practical Problem>

Develop an ATD documentation 

approach that meets the 

stakeholders’ concerns.

     <Knowledge Question>

What are the stakeholders’ 

concerns on ATD?

    <Knowledge Question>

Is the ATD documentation 

approach effective?

Sequence

Decomposition

1

2

3

4

5

6

2.1

2.2

1.1

1.2

3.1

3.2

5.1

5.2

5.3

      <Knowledge Question>

Are the ATD conceptual model 

and management process valid?

2.3

 

Figure 1.2. Decomposition of the research problem 

Practical problem RQ-3 (How to identify ATD?) aims at developing an approach for 
identifying ATD in an effective way that is easy to use for practitioners. RQ-3 is 
further decomposed into two sub-RQs. RQ-3.1 aims to develop an ATD identification 
approach based on architecture decisions and change scenarios, which is inspired by the 
ATD conceptual model developed in RQ-2.1. This approach needs to be 
subsequently evaluated in terms of its effectiveness and usability in RQ-3.2 (Is the 
ATD identification approach effective and easy to use?).   
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RQ-4 (Can modularity metrics be used to indicate the amount of ATD?) is concerned 
with ATD measurement. Although ATD cannot be precisely measured, we can still 
indicate the amount of ATD in a software system using well-defined system-wide 
metrics. In RQ-4, we explore the ability of existing system-wide structure quality 
metrics in indicating ATD.  

After ATD is identified and measured, ATD should be made explicit and visible to 
involved stakeholders through ATD documentation. Otherwise, identified ATD and 
its impact on candidate decisions are very likely to be ignored during architecture 
decision making. Thus, in practical problem RQ-5 (How to document ATD?) we 
develop an ATD documentation framework to systematically describe and codify 
ATD. RQ-5 is decomposed into three sub-RQs. First, RQ-5.1 (What are the stakeholders’ 
concerns on ATD?) is a knowledge question, which aims at collecting the stakeholders’ 
concerns on ATD from literature, in order to find out the needs of different kinds of 
stakeholders on ATD. Second, in practical problem RQ-5.2, we develop an ATD 
documentation approach that meets the stakeholders’ concerns collected in RQ-5.1. Third, 
the ATD documentation approach is evaluated in an industrial environment, in order 
to answer knowledge question RQ-5.3 (Is the ATD documentation approach effective?). 

The proposed ATD management process (RQ-2) and approaches for ATD 
identification (RQ-3), measurement (RQ-4), and documentation (RQ-5) are attempts 
to systematic ATD management. These approaches are, of course, not perfect and 
they do not cover all major activities in ATD management. There is a need to 
improve the process and approaches developed in this thesis and devise approaches 
to cover other ATD management activities, such as ATD prioritization, repayment 
and monitoring. Given that ATD is an important type of architectural knowledge 
(AK), especially for system maintenance and evolution, in knowledge question RQ-6 
(How can knowledge-based approaches be used in ATD management?), we explore existing 
knowledge-based approaches in SA in order to get insights on how to improve ATD 
management using knowledge-based approaches.  

1.3.3 Research methods for answering knowledge questions 
In this thesis, we used three types of research methods: systematic mapping study, 

case study, and industrial example. 

 Systematic mapping study. A systematic mapping study is a form of 
secondary study aiming to get an overview on a certain research topic, to 
identify research gaps, and to collect evidence in order to direct future research 
(Engström and Runeson, 2011; Kitchenham and Charters, 2007). It allows all 
available studies in a domain to be plotted and analyzed at a high level 
thereby answering broad research questions regarding the current state of the 
research on a topic (Kitchenham and Charters, 2007).  

 Case study. Case studies aim at investigating contemporary phenomena in 
their real-life context (Yin, 2014). They enable researchers to obtain a deep 
understanding on the case under study. In a case study, no control over 
behavior events is required, and this ensures a high degree of realism 
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(Runeson and Höst, 2009). Case studies are good choices to validate new 
techniques in real-life environments.  

 Industrial example. An industrial example, also called as a slice of life, adopts a 
software system developed in industry, to demonstrate how the research result 
works in a real-life setting (Shaw, 2002). 

Table 1.1 shows the research methods that were employed to answer the 
knowledge questions in Figure 1.2, and the corresponding sections describing the 
study design using the respective research method.  

Table 1.1. Relationships between RQs, empirical methods, and chapters 

RQ ID Knowledge question Empirical method Described in 

RQ-1.1 What is the current 
understanding of the TD concept 
in literature? 

Systematic 
mapping study 

Section 2.3 

RQ-1.2 What is the existing support for 
managing TD? 

Systematic 
mapping study 

Section 2.3 

RQ-2.3 Are the ATD conceptual model 
and management process valid? 

Industrial example Section 3.5 

RQ-3.2 Is the ATD identification 
approach effective and easy to 
use? 

Case study Section 4.4 

RQ-4 Can modularity metrics be used 
to indicate the amount of ATD? 

Case study Section 5.3 

RQ-5.1 What are the stakeholders’ 
concerns on ATD? 

Systematic 
mapping study 

Appendix B.1 

RQ-5.3 Is the ATD documentation 
approach effective? 

Case study Section 6.5 

RQ-6 How can knowledge-based 
approaches be used in ATD 
management? 

Systematic 
mapping study 

Section 7.2 

 

1.4 Overview of this Thesis 
The remainder of this thesis is comprised of seven chapters. The research 

questions are addressed in Chapters 2 to 7. Chapter 8 contains the conclusions drawn 
and future research directions. Table 1.2 shows the main research problems, their 
solutions, and the corresponding chapters that address the research problems. Table 
1.3 shows the research questions and the corresponding chapters in which they are 
addressed. Chapters 2 to 7 are based on scientific journal and conference papers as 
well as book chapters. These papers and chapters are either already published or 
currently accepted. 
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Table 1.2. Problems and solutions 

Research problem Solution Chapter 

Lack of an overall 
process for managing 
ATD 

An ATD management process that 
includes the following activities: ATD 
identification, measurement, 
prioritization, repayment, monitoring, and 
documentation  

Chapter 3 

Lack of effective ATD 
identification approaches 

An ATD identification approach based on 
architecture decisions and change 
scenarios 

Chapter 4 

Lack of approaches to 
measuring ATD 

Two system-wide modularity metrics 
(Index of Package Changing Impact and 
Index of Package Goal Focus) can be used 
to indicate the total amount of ATD in a 
software system 

Chapter 5 

Lack of approaches for 
systematic ATD 
documentation 

An ATD documentation framework 
comprised of six ATD viewpoints, each 
addressing one or more stakeholders’ 
concerns on ATD 

Chapter 6 

Table 1.3. Thesis overview 

Research question Chapter 

RQ-1: What is the state of the art of TD research? Chapter 2 

RQ-2: How to manage ATD? Chapter 3 

RQ-3: How to identify ATD? Chapter 4 

RQ-4: Can modularity metrics be used to indicate the amount of ATD? Chapter 5 

RQ-5: How to document ATD? Chapter 6 

RQ-6: How can knowledge-based approaches be used in ATD 
management? 

Chapter 7 

 

Chapter 2 is published as a peer-reviewed paper in the Journal of Systems and 
Software (Li, Avgeriou, and Liang, 2015). This chapter reports a systematic mapping 
study on the current understanding on the concept of TD in literature and existing 
support for TD management (TDM). I was the lead author of this paper, and the 
major designer and executor of study.  

Chapter 3 is based on a peer-reviewed chapter published in the book “Economics-
Driven Software Architecture” by Elsevier (Li, Liang, and Avgeriou, 2014). This chapter 
proposes a conceptual model of ATD, and a process of ATD management. I was the 
lead author. 
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Chapter 4 is based on a peer-reviewed conference paper in the proceedings of the 
12th Working IEEE/IFIP Conference on Software Architecture (Li, Liang, and 
Avgeriou, 2015a). This chapter proposes an approach for identifying ATD based on 
architecture decisions and change scenarios. I was the lead author, designed the 
proposed approach and the case study for validating the approach, and conducted 
the case study. 

Chapter 5 is based on a peer-reviewed conference paper in the proceedings of the 
10th International Conference on the Quality of Software Architectures (Li et al., 
2014). This chapter reports an empirical study that investigates the ability of 
modularity metrics acting as indicators for ATD. Besides being the lead author, I 
designed and carried out the empirical study.  

Chapter 6 is based on a peer-reviewed chapter that has been accepted to be 
published in the book “Software Quality Assurance in Large Scale and Complex Software-
intensive Systems“, by Elsevier (Li, Liang, and Avgeriou, 2015b). This chapter 
proposes an ATD documentation framework comprised of a set of architecture 
viewpoints that address stakeholders’ concerns on ATD. Besides being the lead 
author, I designed the ATD documentation framework and the case study for 
validating the framework and executed the case study.  

Chapter 7 is based on a peer-reviewed journal paper in the journal of Information 
and Software Technology (Li, Liang, and Avgeriou, 2013). This chapter is a 
systematic mapping study on the application of knowledge-based approaches in SA. 
I was the lead author of this paper, and the major designer and executor of study.  





 

 

Chapter 2  A Systematic Mapping Study on 
Technical Debt and Its Management 

[Published as: Li, Z., Avgeriou, P., & Liang, P. (2015). A systematic mapping study 
on technical debt and its management. Journal of System and Software, 101 (3), pp. 
193-220.] 

Abstract 

Context: Technical debt (TD) is a metaphor reflecting technical compromises 
that can yield short-term benefit but may hurt the long-term health of a 
software system.  

Objective: This work aims at collecting studies on TD and TD management 
(TDM), and making a classification and thematic analysis on these studies, 
to obtain a comprehensive understanding on the TD concept and an 
overview on the current state of research on TDM. 

Method: A systematic mapping study was performed to identify and 
analyze research on TD and its management, covering publications between 
1992 and 2013. 

Results: Ninety-four studies were finally selected. TD was classified into ten 
types, eight TDM activities were identified, and twenty-nine tools for TDM 
were collected.  

Conclusions: The term “debt” has been used in different ways by different 
people, which leads to ambiguous interpretation of the term. Code-related 
TD and its management have gained the most attention. There is a need for 
more empirical studies with high-quality evidence on the whole TDM 
process and on the application of specific TDM approaches in industrial 
settings. Moreover, dedicated TDM tools are needed for managing various 
types of TD in the whole TDM process. 

 

2.1 Introduction 
echnical debt (TD) is a metaphor reflecting technical compromises that can 
yield short-term benefit but may hurt the long-term health of a software 
system. This metaphor was initially concerned with software implementation 

(i.e., at code level), but it has been gradually extended to software architecture, 
detailed design, and even documentation, requirements, and testing (Brown et al., 
2010). Although the Technical Debt metaphor was proposed two decades ago, it has 
only received significant attention from researchers in the past few years.  

TD can do both good and harm to a software project. TD that is intentionally 
incurred (to achieve some short-term benefit) can be fruitful (Allman, 2012) if the cost 
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of the TD is kept visible and under control. In some cases, the development team 
may choose to take some TD in order to obtain business value. For instance, 
incurring TD can speed up the development of new features, thus helping the 
company move ahead of competition. On the other hand, TD can also be incurred 
unintentionally, meaning that the project manager and development team are not 
aware of the existence, location, and consequences of the TD. If left invisible and 
unresolved, TD can be accumulated incrementally, which in turn results in 
challenges for maintenance and evolution tasks. 

Both intentional and unintentional TD (McConnell, 2008) should be managed in 
order to keep the accumulated TD under control (Lim, Taksande, and Seaman, 2012). 
TD management (TDM) includes activities that prevent potential TD (both 
intentional and unintentional) from being incurred, as well as those activities that 
deal with the accumulated TD to make it visible and controllable, and to keep a 
balance between cost and value of the software project. 

In order to systematically manage TD, it is necessary to have a clear and thorough 
understanding on the state of the art of TDM. Different methods and tools have been 
used, proposed, and developed for TDM, but it is not clear how these methods and 
tools map to TDM activities. Furthermore, although TD has gained significant 
attention over the past years, the researchers and practitioners in the TD community 
perceive the concept of TD in different ways, while ambiguities exist around the 
inevitable hype of TD. For example it is still unclear what can be classified as TD and 
what cannot in software development, the compromise of which system quality 
attributes is considered as TD, and what are the limits of the TD metaphor. 
Answering these basic questions on the TD concept would help researchers to 
advance the state of the art and practitioners to appraise and select techniques for 
TDM in their application context. 

In this chapter, we report the results of a systematic mapping study broadly 
examining the concept of TD and its management. A systematic mapping study is a 
form of secondary study aiming to get a comprehensive overview on a certain 
research topic, to identify research gaps, and to collect evidence in order to direct 
future research (Engström and Runeson, 2011; Kitchenham and Charters, 2007). It 
allows all available studies in a domain to be analyzed at a high level thereby 
answering broad research questions regarding the current state of the research on a 
topic (Kitchenham and Charters, 2007). Another form of secondary study is a 
systematic literature review (SLR), which aims at identifying, evaluating, and 
interpreting all available studies to answer particular research questions, and 
requires more in-depth analysis (Kitchenham and Charters, 2007). We selected to 
conduct a mapping study instead of a SLR because the involved domain of TD is 
quite broad and we want to include all research literature (excluding gray literature) 
in the domain and classify it. Our focus is thus not on analyzing particular aspects of 
the involved domain, but in answering broad questions about the overall domain. 
This mapping study on TD and its management has the following objectives:  

(1) To get a comprehensive understanding of the concept of “technical debt” in 

software development based on existing research work on TD; 
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(2) To get an overview of the current state of the research on TDM, including 

TDM activities, approaches, and tools; 

(3) To identify promising directions for future research on TD and its 

management. 

Despite the significant attention to the field of Technical Debt, our systematic 
mapping study indicates that there are no other secondary studies that 
comprehensively investigate the concept of TD and its management. One other 
significant work in this area, by Tom et al., reports on a study for understanding the 
dimensions of TD, the reasons for incurring TD, and the benefits and drawbacks of 
allowing TD to accrue (Tom, Aurum, and Vidgen, 2013). It involves a multivocal 
literature review (MLR) and is supplemented by interviews with software 
practitioners and academics to establish the boundaries of the Technical Debt 
phenomenon (Tom, Aurum, and Vidgen, 2013). The MLR is based on their previous 
SLR on TD (Tom, Aurum, and Vidgen, 2012), in the sense that the results of that SLR 
are combined into the MLR. Our mapping study and Tom et al.’s work are 
complementary to each other, in the following three aspects: 

 Objectives. Our mapping study mainly aims to get 1) a comprehensive 
understanding on the concept of TD; 2) an overview of the current state of 
the research on TDM; 3) promising future research directions. In contrast, the 
work of Tom et al. (Tom, Aurum, and Vidgen, 2013) focuses on the 
dimensions and causes of TD, and the benefits and drawbacks of allowing 
TD. The first objective of our study has a partial overlap with the study of 
Tom et al. (Tom, Aurum, and Vidgen, 2013): the types of TD in our study are 
similar to the dimensions of TD in Tom et al.’s work. However, we collected 
more types of TD than the dimensions of TD in Tom et al.’s work, and we 
further classified the TD types into sub-types of TD. We also investigated 
several other aspects of TD that were not studied in Tom et al.’s work, 
including the studied and under-studied TD (sub-)types, TD-related notions, 
the compromised quality attributes when TD is incurred, and the limits of the 
TD metaphor. In contrast, Tom et al. looked into the reasons for TD, and the 
benefits and drawbacks of incurring TD, which were not investigated in our 
work. Thus, our mapping study and the work of Tom et al. are 
complementary to each other for the purpose of covering the whole research 
field of TD. 

 Methodology. Both are secondary studies on the topic of TD. Our work 
applied a systematic mapping study method, while the work of Tom et al. 
used a SLR and MLR. The differences between the systematic mapping study 
and SLR methods are the type of research questions asked and analysis 
conducted on the literature review (Kitchenham and Charters, 2007). As 
aforementioned, a systematic mapping study provides demographics and 
classifications to answer broad research questions about a particular topic, 
while a SLR provides in-depth analysis to answer more specific research 
questions of the topic investigated (Kitchenham and Charters, 2007). 
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 Primary studies. First, our mapping study examined the research work 
published from 1992 to 2013, while the work of Tom et al. (Tom, Aurum, and 
Vidgen, 2013) systematically checked the publications before 2011 (they 
conducted the SLR in 2011). Second, our mapping study only includes peer-
reviewed publications as primary studies, while (Tom, Aurum, and Vidgen, 
2013) includes both peer-reviewed publications and web blogs and articles. 
Third, our mapping study selected 94 peer-reviewed primary studies, 
compared with 19 peer-reviewed primary studies in (Tom, Aurum, and 
Vidgen, 2013); this can be partly explained by the large number of studies on 
TD published in the last two years as shown in Figure 2.5. In addition, the 
study of Tom et al. also included around 35 web blogs and articles. In the 
work of Tom et al., they described that they also reviewed the papers 
published in the Managing Technical Debt workshops in 2010 to 2012, and in 
the IEEE Software special issue on TD (Nov/Dec 2012), but they included 
these papers as additional sources instead of primary studies. Thus, the set of 
the primary studies in our mapping study is significantly different from that 
of Tom et al.’s. 

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: Section 2.2 describes the 
research questions of this systematic mapping study. The procedure of this mapping 
study is detailed in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 presents the synthesis results of the 
extracted data from the selected studies and answers the research questions. Section 
2.5 discusses the mapping study results and their implications to researchers and 
practitioners. Section 2.6 discusses the threats to validity of this mapping study, and 
Section 2.7 presents the conclusions drawn in this mapping study. 

2.2 Research questions 
The goal of this study, described using the Goal-Question-Metric approach (Basili, 

1992), is: to analyze primary studies on TD for the purpose of getting a comprehensive 
understanding with respect to the TD concept and TDM, from the point of view of 
researchers and practitioners in the context of software development. 

To achieve the objectives presented in the Introduction section, this mapping study 
will answer the following research questions (RQs) classified into two categories 
below. The answers to these two categories of RQs can be linked to the objectives of 
this mapping study: a comprehensive understanding of the concept of Technical 
Debt (Category 1 of RQs), an overview of the current research on TDM (Category 2 of 
RQs), and promising future research directions on TD and TDM (Categories 1 and 2 
of RQs). 

(1) RQs on the TD concept 

The RQs in this category concern the overall concept of TD. The answers to these 
RQs can provide us with a comprehensive understanding on TD. 

RQ1: What are the types of TD and what is not considered as TD? 
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Rationale: A TD type refers to a specific category of TD (e.g., architectural, design, 
code) or a sub-category based on the cause of TD (e.g., architectural TD can be 
caused by architecture smells). TD can also be classified in other ways, such as 
strategic and non-strategic TD, or the TD quadrant (Fowler, 2009). However, in this 
mapping study we focus on the classification of TD according to the phases of the 
software development lifecycle, as this can help stakeholders in different roles (e.g., 
requirements engineer, architect, test engineer) become aware of what TD may be 
incurred during the development phases that they are involved. By answering this 
RQ, we can list the types of TD and potentially shed light on some conflicting 
viewpoints on these types. In addition, not all things that are detrimental to a 
software system are TD. We use the term non-TD to denote such aspects that are 
detrimental to a software system but are not considered as TD. We can also get a 
clearer boundary between TD and non-TD. 

RQ2: What TD types are researchers and practitioners mostly working on and what 
types are under-studied? 

Rationale: Not all types of TD have received equal attention from the TD community. 
For instance, the TD types that can be detected by existing tools may have received 
more attention. By answering this RQ, we can get information about which types of 
TD (types are derived from answering RQ1) are most interesting for researchers and 
practitioners, and what TD types are left under-studied. The latter may point out 
research gaps and thus lead to future research directions.  

RQ3: What notions are used for describing and explaining TD? 

Rationale: A notion here refers to any term that has direct relationship with TD and 
is used to describe or explain the concept of TD. Such a notion should make sense for 
TD in general, and not only for a specific type of TD (e.g., requirements TD). 
Examples of such notions are principal and interest. The extracted notions do not 
overlap with the extracted TD types in RQ1. They are two different concerns in this 
mapping study. The former emphasizes the categorization of TD instances while the 
latter focuses on the explanation and description of the TD phenomenon as a whole. 
By answering this RQ, we can obtain the vocabulary directly related to TD and 
notions that tend to be accepted in the community of TD. 

RQ4: Which quality attributes are compromised when TD is incurred? 

Rationale: TD makes compromises on system quality attributes, such as 
maintainability. The answer to this RQ will provide us with a list of quality attributes 
that are compromised when TD is incurred. This list of quality attributes and the 
frequencies that those quality attributes are mentioned in the selected studies, can to 
some extent reflect the understanding of researchers and practitioners on the scope of 
TD, i.e., which quality attributes are considered relevant to TD and which ones not. 

RQ5: What are the limits of the TD metaphor? 

Rationale: The TD metaphor may not be a perfect metaphor. We want to know what 
limits the metaphor has, e.g., Rooney argues that the TD metaphor is not perfectly 
applicable for development approaches like Scrum) in which code is continuously 
improved and therefore TD is continuously repaid (Rooney, 2010). This information 
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can help us deepen the understanding of this metaphor, and inspire us to refine 
further the TD metaphor and its management extending the original concept from 
the financial domain. 

(2) RQs on TDM 

The RQs in this category focus on the research on TDM. The answers to these RQs 
will provide an overview on TDM activities, approaches, and tools, as well as 
challenges in TDM research and application. 

RQ6: What are the different activities of TDM? 

Rationale: By answering this RQ, we can understand what activities are performed 
in TDM and what activities are mostly discussed or used to manage TD (e.g., TD 
identification and measurement) in software development. 

RQ7: What approaches are used in each TDM activity? 

Rationale: By answering this RQ, we can get an overview of the approaches that 
have been proposed, developed, and employed for different TDM activities. This 
answer can inform practitioners what approaches they can use in specific TDM 
activities, and also help researchers to identify the research gaps in approaches for 
various TDM activities.  

RQ8: What tools are used in TDM and what TDM activities are supported by these 
tools? 

Rationale: Appropriate tools can facilitate the management of TD. The answer of this 
RQ can help practitioners in selecting available tools for different TDM activities, and 
also help researchers to adapt or develop new tools for TDM. 

RQ9: What challenges for TDM have been identified? 

Rationale: The answer to this RQ will provide a list of challenges identified by the 
TD researchers. Subsequently this can lead us to focus future research and to identify 
issues in the application of TDM techniques in practice. 

2.3 Mapping study execution 
The procedure of this mapping study follows the guidelines for performing 

secondary studies (including SLR and systematic mapping study) proposed by 
Kitchenham and Charters (Kitchenham and Charters, 2007). Although there are 
dedicated guidelines for performing mapping studies (i.e., (Petersen et al., 2008) by 
Petersen et al.), we did not use them in this study since some RQs cannot be 
answered only by mappings (see details about data synthesis in Section 2.3.7). 
Similar to (Li, Liang, and Avgeriou, 2013), we do not use study quality assessment 
results to filter primary studies. The execution procedure of this mapping study is 
shown in Figure 2.1. The details of the steps in the procedure are presented in the 
following subsections. 
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Figure 2.1. The procedure of this mapping study 

2.3.1 Study search 
We used an automatic search method to retrieve the relevant studies for this 

mapping study in the searching phase. We retrieved studies in a number of selected 
electronic databases, with the search terms described in Section 2.3.1.2, through the 
search engines provided by the databases. Manual search method on target venues 
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(e.g., journals and conferences) was not used in this mapping study, since there are 
no specific venues for this study topic, except for the Managing Technical Debt (MTD) 
workshops. But all the papers published in the MTD workshops can be retrieved in 
IEEEXplore database, which is one of the databases included in the automatic search. 
We present the details of the automatic search in the following subsections. 

2.3.1.1 Search scope 

The search scope is important to a mapping study since it influences the needed 
effort for the study search and the completeness of primary studies that are 
potentially relevant to the research topic. The search scope of this mapping study 
includes the time period and electronic databases. 

2.3.1.1.1 Time period 

We chose the year 1992 as the start of the search period for this mapping study 
since the Technical Debt metaphor was coined that year (Cunningham, 1992). The 
end of the search period is December 2013 when we started this mapping study. 

2.3.1.1.2 Electronic databases 

Study searches were performed in nine main electronic databases, as suggested in 
(Chen, Ali Babar, and Zhang, 2010), which are listed in Table 2.1. Although EI 
Compendex is considered as an important source (Chen, Ali Babar, and Zhang, 2010; 
Kitchenham and Charters, 2007), we did not include this database for the following 
reasons: (1) EI Compendex is inaccessible in our universities; (2) most publication 
venues indexed in EI Compendex are also indexed in other selected electronic 
databases; and (3) the “snowballing” and extension in Google Scholar, which are 
introduced later in Sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4, largely include the missed relevant 
studies which were only indexed in EI Compendex (if any). 

Table 2.1. Electronic databases searched 

# Database Selected 

DB1 IEEEXplore Yes 
DB2 ACM Digital Library Yes 
DB3 Science Direct Yes 
DB4 ISI Web of Science Yes 
DB5 SpringerLink Yes 
DB6 Scopus Yes 
DB7 Inspec Yes 
DB8 CiteSeer No (after trial search) 
DB9 Wiley InterScience No (after trial search) 

 

2.3.1.2 Search strategy 

The search strategy of the mapping study affects the completeness of the retrieved 
studies and the effort that we need to spend, thus, it should be carefully designed. 
The search strategy is detailed as follows: 

(1) Trial searches were performed in each database in Table 2.1 with the 

intention of checking the number of returned papers from each database. The 
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objective of the trial searches is to check whether it makes sense to spend 

effort in all the databases. We used “technical debt” as the search string in the 

abstract to search studies in the electronic databases. Multiple peer-reviewed 

publications on TD were found in DB1 – DB7, while only one paper (a 

technical report, which is not peer-reviewed and should be excluded, see 

inclusion criterion I3 in Section 2.3.2.1) was returned in DB8 and no TD 

related study was found in the returned results of DB9. Therefore, we did not 

include DB8 and DB9 as study sources for automatic searches, as noted in 

Table 2.1.  

(2) The search string was adjusted to the single term “debt” for formal automatic 

searches, because some papers related to TD do not use the term “technical 

debt” explicitly but use the name of a specific form of technical debt, such as, 

design debt, code smells debt. This helps to maximize the number of the 

returned relevant papers, as it places as few restrictions as possible on the 

search string. Note that, the automatic searches using database search 

engines should be limited in the area of Computer Science or Software 

Engineering, depending on whether domain search option is provided by the 

search engines of the databases. 

(3) Formal automatic searches with the search string “debt” were performed in 

DB1 – DB7. 

2.3.2 Study selection 
To ensure that the study selection results are objective, we defined selection 

criteria (Section 2.3.2.1) that were employed in the study selection process (Section 
2.3.2.2). 

2.3.2.1 Selection criteria 

The following criteria will be used as inclusion criteria: 
I1. The paper is related to software development. Papers on financial debt 

should not be included. 

I2. The paper should focus on some specific types of TD or TD as a whole. If a 

paper just mentions the concept of TD, without in-depth investigation or 

detailed explanation in the context of that paper on specific types of TD, TD 

occurring in actual cases, or the concept of TD, then this paper should not be 

included. 

I3. The paper should be peer-reviewed, i.e., published in journals, conference 

proceedings, workshop proceedings, or book chapters. A publication that has 

not undergone a peer review is considered informal and not included. 

Exclusion criterion, for this mapping study is: 
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E1. Any paper published in the form of abstract, tutorial, or talk is excluded. 

Papers in the form of abstract, tutorial, or talk do not provide enough details 

that are required in scientific papers to illustrate the research question and its 

solution in depth. 

The language of papers is not regarded as an exclusion criterion, since we had 
filtered out the non-English papers by adjusting the settings of the search engines of 
the selected databases during the study search step. 

2.3.2.2 Selection process 

The study selection includes the following steps: 
1) First round study selection. One researcher filtered papers based on metadata 

including title, keywords, and venue name, applying the inclusion criteria I1 

and I3 as shown in Table 2.2. The inclusion criteria I2 and E1 were not used in 

this round, since it is impossible to know whether a paper focuses on certain 

type of TD and the form of a paper (e.g., tutorial) according to the metadata 

only. A paper with any doubt about its relevance to the study topic was 

included for the next round selection. 

2) Second round study selection. Two researchers independently filtered papers 

by reading the abstracts of the papers left in the first round selection and 

applying the criteria I1, I2, and E1. The criterion I3 was inapplicable in this 

round since we can identify whether a paper is peer-reviewed in the first 

round and we do not need to do it again. Selection results were verified by 

two researchers and any disagreements on the selection results were 

discussed and addressed. If the disagreement could not be resolved, the 

paper was included. If it was difficult to make a decision on whether a paper 

should be included or not, the paper was included. 

3) Third round study selection. Two researchers independently filtered papers 

by reading the full text of the papers left in the second round selection, 

applying the criteria I1 and E1 as shown in Table 2.2. For the same reason 

stated in the previous bullet, the criterion I3 was inapplicable in this round. 

Again, any disagreements on selection results were discussed and consensus 

on the final selection results was achieved. 

Table 2.2. Use of selection criteria in study selection 

Selection round Criteria used 

1st Round: selection by metadata I1, I3 
2nd Round: selection by abstract I1, I2, E1 
3rd Round: selection by full text I1, I2, E1 
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2.3.3 Snowballing 
In order not to miss any potentially relevant studies, we applied the “snowballing” 

technique to find more potentially relevant studies by checking the references of each 
selected study (Budgen et al., 2008; Wohlin, 2014). Snowballing is an iterative process: 
the first iteration uses as input the selected studies from the study selection phase 
and checks their referenced papers; in subsequent iterations, the referenced papers of 
the newly selected studies of the last iteration are checked; this iterative process ends 
at an iteration during which no study is newly selected. Each iteration follows the 
three study selection sub-steps, exactly like the study selection phase as described in 
Section 2.3.2.2: based on metadata, on abstracts, and on full text. The selected studies 
from the snowballing process were combined into the final results of the study 
selection. 

2.3.4 Extension in Google Scholar 
To ensure the set of selected studies are complete and we do not miss relevant 

studies, we extended the study search in Google Scholar (GS). Specifically, we 
checked against the top 200 results of the search with the search string “technical 
debt” in Google Scholar. The reasons we used the search string “technical debt” 
instead of “debt” as in the formal automatic searches are that (1) too many 
publications on other types of debt (e.g., financial debt) were returned and (2) there 
was no effective way to restrict publications to the software engineering field when 
using “debt” as the search string in Google Scholar. First we selected the potentially 
relevant papers that are not in the set of the selected studies through the previous 
steps (study selection and snowballing), and then the papers also underwent filtering 
based on metadata, abstract and full text (just like we did for study selection and 
snowballing).  

We did not choose Google Scholar as one of the databases for study search for the 
following reasons: (1) Most of the returned papers in Google Scholar are indexed in 
the selected databases; (2) we cannot limit the search of “debt” within the software 
engineering field in Google Scholar, which causes the number of returned results to 
be largely beyond what can be manually checked; and (3) the returned papers in 
Google Scholar are sorted by Google’s PageRank technique, which may cause 
recently published relevant papers to rank very low.  

2.3.5 Quality assessment 
All the finally selected studies underwent quality assessment through a set of 

questions regarding the evidence level of the study and the quality of the data items 
to be extracted. The quality assessment questions are described as follows: 

Q1. How much evidence supports the claims related to TD in the study? We 

adopted the evidence hierarchy proposed in (Alves et al., 2010). More 

specifically, the evidence hierarchy is defined as follows (from weakest to 

strongest): 

Level 0: No evidence. 
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Level 1: Evidence obtained from demonstration or working out toy 
examples. 

Level 2: Evidence obtained from expert opinions or observations. 
Level 3: Evidence obtained from academic studies, e.g., controlled lab 

experiments. 
Level 4: Evidence obtained from industrial studies, e.g., causal case 

studies. 
Level 5: Evidence obtained from industrial practice. 

Q2. Is there a clear statement of the aims of the research? 

Q3. Is there a clear statement of the definition of TD (defined by the authors or 

adopted from other references)? 

Q4. Is there a clear statement of which types of TD the paper focuses on? 

Q5. Are the limitations of the study discussed explicitly? 

 

Question Q1 evaluates the evidence level of the study related to the TD concept 
and its management approaches in the selected paper. In particular, we make a 
distinction between “evidence obtained from expert opinions” and “evidence 
obtained from industrial practice”. If a paper only presents opinions of industrial 
experts or academic researchers without supported empirical studies, we consider 
that the paper provides evidence from expert opinions. The evidence from industrial 
practice indicates that the claims related to TD has already been approved and 
adopted by some industrial organizations for daily engineering practice (Alves et al., 
2010; Galster et al., 2014). Q2 and Q5 were adopted from (Dybå and Dingsøyr, 2008) 
and (Ali et al., 2010) while Q3 and Q4 are formulated according to our study topic 
and RQs. We adopted and adjusted the grading rules for the quality assessment 
questions used by Dybå and Dingsøyr (Dybå and Dingsøyr, 2008). A three-point 
scale is used to answer questions Q2, Q3, Q4, and Q5, i.e., “yes”, “to some extend”, 
and “no”. Each quality assessment question was further quantified by assigning a 
numerical value to each answer (“yes” = 1, “to some extend” = 0.5, and “no” = 0). For 
question Q1, a six-point scale is used to grade the six evidence levels (from weakest 
to strongest evidence, the score of the evidence level of each selected study can be 0.0, 
0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, or 1.0). Then, a quality assessment score can be given to a study by 
summing up the scores to all the questions for the study. 

2.3.6 Data extraction 
To answer RQs as presented in Section 2.2, we extracted the data items listed in 

Table 2.3 from each selected study. The extracted data were recorded on a 
spreadsheet. 
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Table 2.3. Data items extracted from each study 

# Data item name Description Relevant 
RQ 

D1 Year The publication year of the study None 

D2 Venue The name of the publication venue of the study None 

D3 Publication type Journal, conference, workshop, or book chapter None 

D4 Author type Industry, academia, or both None 

D5 TD type The type of TD, e.g., Architectural or code TD.  RQ1 

D6 Non-TD The concepts that are not regarded as TD, e.g., 
unimplemented features.  

RQ1 

D7 TD studied TD types that researchers and practitioners are mostly 
working on. 

RQ2 

D8 TD-related 
notions (notions 
relevant to TD) 

The notions (e.g., interest) that have direct relationships 
with TD, and are used or discussed in the study. There 
should be clear definitions or descriptions about the 
notions, or the notions are self-explanatory. The notions 
should make sense in general and not only used to 
describe or explain a specific form of TD or a certain 
TDM approach. For a selected study, the extracted 
content of this data item should not have overlaps with 
the data items TD type (D8) and TDM activity (D12). 

RQ3 

D9 Quality 
attributes 
compromised 

The quality attributes that are compromised by 
incurring TD. 

RQ4 

D10 Limit The limits of the TD metaphor when applied in the 
software engineering domain. 

RQ5 

D11 TDM activity The TDM activities that are discussed in the study, e.g., 
TD identification and measurement. 

RQ6 

D12 TDM approach, 
TD types it 
handles, and its 
input artifacts 

The TDM approach that conducts specific TDM 
activities, the TD types that the TDM approach deals 
with, and the artifacts that the TDM approach takes as 
input.  A TDM approach is not limited to be used for 
one specific TDM activity, but might be used for 
multiple TDM activities. 

RQ7 

D13 TDM tool, its 
functionalities, 
TD types it 
handles, its 
input artifacts, 
and supporting 
TDM activities 

The TDM tool used in the study, the functionalities of 
the tool, the TD types handled by the tool, the artifacts 
taken as input by the tool, and the TDM activities 
supported by this tool. 

RQ8 

D14 Challenges The challenges on TDM that have been identified in the 
study. 

RQ9 

 

Before data extraction, we discussed the definitions of the data items to be 
extracted to clarify the meanings of the data items to all the authors. To make sure 
that all the authors have the same understanding on the data items, before the formal 
data extraction, two authors did a pilot data extraction with five studies and all 
disagreements were discussed and resolved. After the pilot data extraction, one 
author extracted data from part of the selected studies and another author performed 
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the data extraction on the rest of the selected studies independently. Finally, the two 
authors checked all the extracted data together to make sure that the data are valid 
and clear for further analysis.  

2.3.7 Data synthesis 
Data synthesis aims to synthesize the extracted data to answer the RQs defined in 

Section 2.2. Descriptive statistics and frequency analysis were employed in 
synthesizing the data to answer RQ3, RQ6, RQ7, and RQ8. When synthesizing the 
data to answer RQ7, besides using descriptive statistics, we also plotted the relevant 
studies to a map which has three dimensions (i.e., TDM activity, publication year, 
and TD type). This map provides the distribution of all the selected studies in which 
TDM approaches are mentioned, and we also categorized concrete approaches for 
each TDM activity. In answering RQ8, in addition to using descriptive statistics, we 
also tabulated the collected tools, their related information (e.g., related studies and 
TD types handled), and their supported TDM activities. To answer RQ1 and RQ2, we 
created a classification tree that categorizes TD into different types, and each type 
was further categorized into sub-types based on the causes of the TD type. To answer 
RQ4, we mapped the collected quality attributes that are considered compromised 
when TD is incurred, to the software product quality model proposed in ISO/IEC 
25010 (ISO/IEC, 2011), a uniform model of software quality attributes. As for RQ5, 
we just list the collected data as we only found several studies that explicitly discuss 
the limits of TD. In constructing the answer for RQ9, we categorized the challenges 
into different types according to the topics of the challenges. The data synthesis of 
this mapping study is further detailed in Sections 2.4.4 and 2.4.5, along with the 
study results to the RQs.  

It is worth explaining how we synthesized the TD-related notions (data item D8 in 
Table 2.3) because the synthesis of this data item is more subjective than of other data 
items. As described in data item D8 in Table 2.3, we distinguish TD-related notions 
from TD types and TDM activities. A TD-related notion is used to explain or describe 
the TD concept in general. We followed the rules described below: 

 If a candidate notion describes some aspects of TD (e.g., property and 
uncertainty), then keep it. 

 If a candidate notion describes TD in general instead of a specific type of 
TD (e.g., test TD), then keep it. 

 If a candidate notion can only be used to describe a specific type of TD 
(e.g., test TD), then remove it. 

 If a candidate notion is a synonym to another candidate notion, then 
merge them into one. 

 If a candidate notion A describes a special case of another candidate 
notion B, then keep notion B (the general type) and remove notion A. For 
instance, “compounding interest” is a type of “interest”, so we just keep 
the latter and remove the former. 
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2.4 Study results 
We performed this systematic mapping study according to the procedure 

described in Section 2.3. We first present the study search and selection results in 
Section 2.4.1, then describe the demographic data of the selected studies in Section 
2.4.2 and the study quality assessment results in Section 2.4.3,  and finally answer the 
RQs defined in Section 2.2: Section 2.4.4 answers the first category of RQs (RQ1, RQ2, 
RQ3, RQ4, and RQ5); Section 2.4.5 answers the second category of RQs (RQ6, RQ7, 
RQ8, and RQ9). 

2.4.1 Search and selection results 
Figure 2.2 shows the study search results, the selection results in each round of 

study selection, as well as the selection results from the references check 
(snowballing) and the study extension by Google Scholar. Totally, 1665 papers were 
returned from the database searches (described in Section 2.3.1.1.2), 168 papers were 
left after the selection by metadata (1st round), 107 papers left after duplicated 
papers were removed, 94 papers left after the selection by abstract (2nd round), and 
75 papers left after the selection by full text (3rd round). 10 more papers were 
selected after checking the references (snowballing) of the 75 selected papers. 9 more 
papers were selected after the study extension by Google Scholar, during which we 
also performed snowballing based on 9 selected papers and no extra related papers 
found (this snowballing is not shown in both Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2). Thus, in total, 
there are 94 primary studies finally selected in this mapping study (see Appendix 
A.1). 
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Figure 2.2. Study search and selection results 

2.4.2 Demographic results 
This section describes the demographic data of the selected studies, i.e., the study 

classifications by author type, publication venue, and publication year. 

2.4.2.1 Classification by author type 

As shown in Figure 2.3, authors of 43% of the selected studies (i.e., 40 studies) 
work in industry, and authors of 40% of the selected studies (i.e., 38 studies) come 
from academia. The rest (17%) of the selected studies (i.e., 16 studies) come from both 
academia and industry, i.e., some of the authors of a study work in academia and the 
other authors work in industry, instead of authors working in both academia and 
industry simultaneously. 
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Figure 2.3. Distribution of selected studies over author types 

2.4.2.2 Classifications by publication type and source 

 

Figure 2.4. Distribution of selected studies over publication types 

Each selected study was published as a conference paper, journal paper, workshop 
paper, or book chapter. The study distribution over publication types is shown in 
Figure 2.4, in which Workshop, Journal, and Conference are the three, almost equally, 
popular publication types with 34% (32 studies), 33% (31 studies), and 30% (28 
studies) of the selected studies, respectively. Only three studies fall into the 
publication type of Book chapter. 
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Appendix A.2 presents the publication sources of all the selected studies, their 
types, number of studies, and the corresponding percentages against the total 
number of selected studies. The selected studies distribute over 41 publication 
sources, which indicates that TD and its management have received widespread 
attention in the entire software engineering community.  

2.4.2.3 Classification by publication year 

Figure 2.5 shows the distribution of selected studies over the time period from 
1992 to 2013. This figure provides clear information on the trend of the number of 
published studies on TD. During the first 16 years after the TD metaphor was coined, 
there are no studies published in most of these years, except for only one study per 
year published in years 1992, 2000, 2006, and 2007. From 2008 to 2013, the number of 
the published studies on TD has been increasing in general. Especially, since 2010, 
there were at least 15 studies published per year, which is a big leap compared with 
the years before 2010. One reason for this could be that the Managing Technical Debt 
workshop was initiated in 2010 and this workshop raised the attention on TD and the 
awareness of managing TD.  

 

Figure 2.5. Distribution of selected studies over time period 

2.4.3 Study quality 
As stated in (Kitchenham and Charters, 2007), quality assessment of primary 

studies is not a necessary task for a mapping study. Thus, we did not use the quality 
assessment results for study selection, but present them as a reflection of the validity 
of the selected studies. The quality of the selected studies is evaluated in the quality 
assessment stage (see Figure 2.1) by assigning scores to the quality assessment 
questions (described in Section 2.3.5) of each study. The scores of each selected study 
reflect the quality of the selected study and the credibility of the results of this 
mapping study (Shahin, Liang, and Babar, 2014). The quality assessment results can 
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also indicate potential limitations of current research and provide directions for 
future research in the field (Kitchenham and Charters, 2007). The detailed quality 
assessment results are presented in Appendix A.3. The mean score is 3.17 (out of a 
maximum of 5.00), which means that the average quality of the selected studies is 
neither perfect nor unacceptable. 

Figure 2.6 shows the distribution of the selected studies over quality scores. We 
can find that most selected studies (61 studies, 65%) received a score in the range 
(2.50, 4.00]; there are 9 selected studies receiving scores falling into the highest score 
range (4.50, 5.00]; and no selected studies received scores belonging to the lowest 
score range [0.00, 0.50]. 

We pay special attention to the evidence level of the claims related to TD in the 
selected studies (the quality assessment question Q1 in Section 2.3.5), since it 
determines with how much confidence, the claims can be trusted. There are six 
evidence levels (described in Section 2.3.5) and the higher the evidence level, the 
more likely a study’s claims can be trusted. As presented in Appendix A.3, the mean 
score of the evidence level of the selected studies is 0.40 (equal to the score of 
evidence level 2), which means the average evidence level is relatively low. Figure 
2.7 shows the distribution of the selected studies over their evidence levels. 32 
selected studies (34%) do not have any evidence (level 0), and only 8 selected studies 
(9%) received the highest level of evidence (level 5: evidence obtained from industrial 
practice). 

 

Figure 2.6. Distribution of selected studies over quality scores 
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Figure 2.7. Distribution of selected studies over evidence levels 

2.4.4 TD concept 
This section answers the RQs on the concept of TD, i.e., RQ1, RQ2, RQ3, RQ4, and 

RQ5. 

2.4.4.1 TD and non-TD (RQ1) 

RQ1: What are the types of TD and what is not considered as TD? 

2.4.4.1.1 TD types 

We collected a large number of TD types and instances (each of which can be 
associated with a TD type) at different levels from the selected studies. These TD 
types can be classified into ten coarse-grained types and each of those is further 
classified into several sub-types based on the causes of TD. The resulting 
classification tree is shown in Figure 2.8.  

1. Requirements TD refers to the distance between the optimal requirements 
specification and the actual system implementation, under domain 
assumptions and constraints (Ernst, 2012).  

2. Architectural TD is caused by architecture decisions that make compromises 
in some internal quality aspects, such as maintainability. 

3. Design TD refers to technical shortcuts that are taken in detailed design. 
4. Code TD is the poorly written code that violates best coding practices or 

coding rules. Examples include code duplication and over-complex code. 
5. Test TD refers to shortcuts taken in testing. An example is lack of tests (e.g., 

unit tests, integration tests, and acceptance tests). 

6. Build TD refers to flaws in a software system, in its build system, or in its 
build process that make the build overly complex and difficult. 
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7. Documentation TD refers to insufficient, incomplete, or outdated 
documentation in any aspect of software development. Examples include 
out-of-date architecture documentation and lack of code comments. 

8. Infrastructure TD refers to a sub-optimal configuration of development-
related processes, technologies, supporting tools, etc. Such a sub-optimal 
configuration negatively affects the team’s ability to produce a quality 
product. 

9. Versioning TD refers to the problems in source code versioning, such as 
unnecessary code forks. 

10. Defect TD refers to defects, bugs, or failures found in software systems. 

 

Note that, for the classification of TD sub-types based on the causes of TD (see 
Figure 2.8), if no causes for a TD type were explicitly specified in a study, we 
classified the corresponding TD sub-type as “not specified”. In Figure 2.8, the TD 
sub-types highlighted with gray are the ones that are studied (not just mentioned, see 
the difference detailed in Section 2.4.4.2); a related study marked with an underline is 
a study that investigates the corresponding TD sub-type in depth. We will elaborate 
on this further in Section 2.4.4.2. 

As shown in Figure 2.8, code TD (as a whole or its sub-types) is the most 
mentioned TD type in the selected studies (40%, 38 out of 94 studies); architectural 
TD, test TD, and design TD are the second (27%, 25 studies), third (26%, 24 studies), 
and fourth (24%, 23 studies) most mentioned TD types respectively; versioning TD, 
requirements TD, and build TD are the three least mentioned TD types, mentioned in 
one (1%), three (3%), and three (3%) studies, respectively. 

2.4.4.1.2 Non-TD  

A number of selected studies explicitly mention a number of things that should 
not be regarded as TD. Compared with the number of the TD types that are explicitly 
mentioned or investigated in the selected studies as shown in Figure 2.8, the number 
of non-TD types is relatively small as listed in Table 2.4. In particular, only six types 
of non-TD were collected in the selected studies: defects, unimplemented features, 
lack of supporting processes, unfinished tasks in the development process, trivial 
code quality issues, and low external quality. Particularly, in S17, S47, S64, and S48, 
the authors considered that TD is about the flaws of the internal quality and invisible 
to external users, which is not the case for defects; thus defects are not TD. In terms 
of the number of the studies that explicitly mention or investigate what TD is and 
what it is not, the latter seems to have received little attention from the TD 
community. The list of non-TD types in Table 2.4 has not been widely accepted, 
considering the small number of studies mentioning them. We note that there are 
four studies claiming that defects are not TD, even though in the previous section, 
defect TD was identified as TD by 11 studies; we will discuss these two conflicting 
opinions in the Discussion section (Section 2.5). 
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Figure 2.8. TD classification tree 
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Table 2.4. Non-TD 

Non-TD Studies 

Defects S17, S47, S48, S64 

Unimplemented features or functionalities S3, S28, S47, S48 

Lack of supporting processes S85 

Unfinished tasks in the development 
process 

S48 

Trivial code quality issues S4 

Low external quality S47 

 

2.4.4.2 TD types studied (RQ2) 

RQ2: What TD types are researchers and practitioners mostly working on and what types 
are under-studied? 

We mapped the TD types as well as the TD sub-types studied to their related 
primary studies in Figure 2.8. A TD (sub-) type is considered to be studied in a 
specific primary study if the primary study discussed, or conducted an empirical 
study on this TD (sub-) type, used an existing TDM approach to manage, and/or 
proposed a new TDM approach for this (sub-) type of TD. In Figure 2.8, the TD sub-
types filled with gray are the ones that are studied; a related study marked with an 
underline is a study that investigates the corresponding TD sub-type in depth.  

As shown in Figure 2.8, among the ten types of TD, code TD is the most studied 
type. Test TD, architectural TD, design TD, documentation TD, and defect TD have 
also received significant attention. Requirements TD, build TD, infrastructure TD, 
and versioning TD have not received much attention. 

2.4.4.3 TD-related notions (RQ3) 

RQ3: What notions are used for describing and explaining TD? 

We collected TD-related notions that describe or explain TD. To better understand 
the relationships between the notions and TD, we used a diagram (see Figure 2.9) to 
show the notions, their categories, their relationships with TD, and the number of 
studies in which each notion is used. The notions are explained in detail and their 
related studies are listed in Table 2.5. We extracted 24 TD-related notions, among 
which interest, principal, and risk are the top three most used notions. We classify the 
TD-related notions into five categories according to their meanings and relationships 
with TD. The notions in the “Metaphor” category are the metaphors borrowed from 
the economics domain; the notions in the “Property” category describe different 
properties or characteristics of TD; the notions in the “Uncertainty” category 
characterize the uncertainty nature of TD; the notions in the “Effect” category are 
used to describe the effects of TD; the notions in the “Cause” category are related to 
the causes of how TD is incurred. Note that some notions could belong to more than 
one category, but we classified each notion into the primary category which we 
considered fitting the notion best. For instance, the notions cost and value can also be 
classified into the category “Property”. 
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Figure 2.9 TD-related notions, their categories, and the number of related studies 
for each notion 
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Table 2.5. TD-related notions and their related studies 

Notion Description Related studies 

Interest The extra effort needed to modify the part of the 
software system that contains TD [S9, S34]. 

S1, S2, S9, S10, S11, S12, 
S15, S16, S17, S20, S22, 
S23, S24, S34, S35, S39, 
S40, S42, S50, S53, S55, 
S56, S61, S62, S65, S71, 
S72, S73, S75, S77, S78, 
S85, S91, S93, S94 

Principal The estimated cost of resolving a given type of TD 
[S9]. 

S9, S11, S12, S16, S17, 
S24, S34, S35, S39, S40, 
S55, S72, S73, S77, S85, 
S93, S94 

Risk TD is a type of risk for a software project, since TD 
can eventually hurt the health of the project if the 
TD is left unresolved. 

S1, S3, S12, S17, S34, 
S35, S52, S53, S65, S72, 
S93 

Type TD can be classified into various types, such as 
architectural TD and documentation TD. 

S9, S10, S17, S22, S34, 
S39, S52, S72, S73, S94 

Interest 
probability 

“The probability that a particular type of TD will in 
fact have visible consequences [S9].” 

S9, S12, S35, S39, S40, 
S72, S73, S93 

Technical 
decision 

TD is caused by technical decisions, such as 
architecture decisions and implementation (coding) 
decisions. 

S10, S12, S24, S52, S56, 
S61, S69, S78 

Interest rate The percentage of the interest of a specific piece of 
TD out of its principal in a given period. 

S2, S9, S10, S11, S53, 
S85, S91 

TD item A TD item is a unit of TD in a software system. An 
example of a TD item is a “God” class with 
information about its location, estimated cost and 
benefit of it not being repaid, responsible developer, 
and its TD type (design TD in this case). The TD in a 
software system is comprised of a number of TD 
items. 

S34, S39, S72, S93 

Technical 
compromise  
/tradeoff 
/shortcut 

Compromises between optimal technical solutions 
and sub-optimal ones (that incur TD) in a specific 
environment.  

S1, S11, S12, S55 

Cost The cost of incurring TD, i.e., the sum of principal 
and interest. 

S11, S17, S34 

Cause The reason for the existence of TD. S30, S42, S52 

Symptom A sign manifesting the existence of TD. S17, S52, S55 

Consequence 
/effects 

The influences of incurring TD on the software 
system. 

S11, S52, S62 

Value/benefit The potential benefit of incurring TD, i.e., the 
benefit that can be immediately obtained and the 
possible future benefit after TD is incurred. 

S9, S34 

Investment TD can be an investment for a software project as 
long as the benefit of incurring the TD outweighs its 
cost. 

S34, S48 

Environment “In software engineering projects, debt is relative to 
a given or assumed environment [S9].” 

S9, S85 

Origin of debt 
/intentionality 

Origin of debt refers to the intentionality of the 
debt, i.e., whether the TD is incurred intentionally 

S9, S93 
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or unintentionally [S9]. 

Impact of debt The scope of the influence when changing the 
system to repay TD, e.g., the number of affected 
components [S9]. 

S9 

Inhibitor of 
fast 
development 

Extra effort needs to be spent in working on and 
around the software part containing the unsolved 
TD, which negatively affects the speed of 
development. 

S45 

Visibility TD should be visible to stakeholders, particularly to 
the system-level decision-makers and the people 
who will eventually repay it [S9]. 

S9 

Present value The immediate benefit obtained after TD is incurred 
[S9]. 

S9 

Debt accretion TD may increase non-linearly and accruing too 
much debt may lead to a software system into a 
serious, even irreparable, state [S9]. 

S9 

Bankruptcy Bankruptcy happens when the part of the software 
system which contains TD is no longer viable to 
support future development and a complete rewrite 
and a new platform are needed [S63]. 

S63 

Technological 
gap 

Gaps in technology caused by the invisible aspects 
of natural software aging and evolution, such as 
technological obsolescence, change of environment, 
rapid commercial success, advent of new and better 
technologies, and so forth [S47]. 

S47 

 

2.4.4.4 Compromised quality attributes (RQ4) 

RQ4: Which quality attributes are compromised when TD is incurred? 

This subsection presents the quality attributes (QAs) compromised when TD is 
incurred. When extracting the raw data of quality attributes from the selected studies, 
we observed that the extracted quality attributes did not comply with a uniform 
quality model; for example some of these QAs are adopted from the ISO/IEC 9126 
standard (ISO/IEC, 2001), and some are defined and used by the authors themselves. 
All the extracted QAs are about software product quality and none is about quality 
in use (ISO/IEC, 2011) (i.e., software quality from the perspective of human-
computer interaction). Thus, we map the extracted QAs to the product model 
defined in ISO/IEC 25010 standard (ISO/IEC, 2011), which is the latest revision of 
ISO/IEC 9126.  

Table 2.6 shows the QAs that are compromised when TD is incurred.  Many 
selected studies only mention the QAs compromised but do not specify the sub-QAs. 
Since ISO/IEC 25010 does not distinguish between the ease of implementing new 
requirements and fixing bugs as different QAs, we classified into modifiability the 
cases where the ability to implement new requirements is negatively influenced.  

Most studies argue that TD negatively affects the maintainability (maintainability 
as a whole or its sub-QAs) of software systems; other QAs and sub-QAs are only 
mentioned in a handful of studies each. 
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Table 2.6. QAs from ISO/IEC 25010 compromised by incurring TD 

QA 

    Sub-QA 
Studies 

Functional suitability None 

    Functional completeness None 

    Functional correctness S85, S92 

    Functional appropriateness None 

Performance efficiency S14, S17, S50 

    Time behavior None 

    Resource utilization None 

    Capacity None 

Compatibility S68 

    Co-existence None 

    Interoperability S45, S85 

Usability S93 

    Appropriateness recognizability None 

    Learnability None 

    Operability S85 

    User error protection None 

    User interface aesthetics S93 

    Accessibility None 

Reliability S14, S38, S50, S51 

    Maturity None 

    Availability None 

    Fault tolerance S17 

    Recoverability S17 

Security S14, S17, S50, S79 

    Confidentiality None 

    Integrity None 

    Non-repudiation None 

    Accountability None 

    Authenticity None 

Maintainability S1, S3, S7, S9, S10, S11, S14, S15, S20, S21, S25, 
S29, S34, S35, S36, S37, S38, S41, S42, S44, S46, 
S47, S49, S50, S51, S52, S55, S57, S60, S62, S72, 
S73, S74, S76, S78, S79, S81, S82, S86, S87, S88, 
S89, S90, S91, S92, S94 

    Modularity S66 

    Reusability S14, S50, S68, S86 

    Analyzability S17, S62 

    Modifiability S1, S3, S5, S9, S11, S14, S17, S18, S31, S38, S45, 
S47, S50, S51, S57, S60, S61, S62, S71, S78, S85 

    Testability S14, S50, S51, S62, S85 

Portability S14, S21, S50, S76 

    Adaptability S60, S79, S85 

    Installability None 

    Replaceability None 
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Note: Some studies mentioned both main QAs and sub-QAs, so we classified these 
studies into both the main QAs and applicable sub-QAs. Other studies only 
mentioned sub-QAs or the main QAs without specifying sub-QAs. 

2.4.4.5 Limits of the technical debt metaphor (RQ5) 

RQ5: What are the limits of the TD metaphor? 

We only found three studies discussing the limits of the TD metaphor. In S67, 
Rooney challenges the TD metaphor and states that it is not sufficient to describe the 
systems built in modern development approaches, such as XP, since the TD incurred 
in modern approaches is usually paid off in the near future. The accumulated debt is 
thus relatively little, while the code keeps value over time. In S71, Schmid argues that 
there are several major shortcomings of the TD metaphor: (1) TD lacks a standard 
unit of measurement; (2) The amount of interest that needs to be repaid directly 
depends on the future development that is affected by the TD. Thus, it is impossible 
to relate TD directly to an interest rate or an interest period. In S1, Allman thought 
that people who take on TD are usually not the ones who repay the TD. This may 
encourage people to take more TD to accelerate their development. 

2.4.5 TD management 
This section answers the research questions on TD management (TDM), i.e., RQ6, 

RQ7, RQ8, and RQ9. 

2.4.5.1 TDM activities (RQ6) 

RQ6: What are the different activities of TDM? 

TDM is composed of a set of activities that prevent potential TD from being 
incurred or deal with existing TD to keep it under a reasonable level. Table 2.7 shows 
nine TDM activities that are collected and refined from the selected studies. Detailed 
explanations of these TDM activities are presented below: 

 TD identification detects TD caused by intentional or unintentional technical 
decisions in a software system through specific techniques, such as static 
code analysis. 

 TD measurement quantifies the benefit and cost of known TD in a software 
system through estimation techniques, or estimates the level of the overall 
TD in a system. 

 TD prioritization ranks identified TD according to certain predefined rules 

to support deciding which TD items should be repaid first and which TD 

items can be tolerated until later releases.  

 TD prevention aims to prevent potential TD from being incurred. 

 TD monitoring watches the changes of the cost and benefit of unresolved TD 
over time. 

 TD repayment resolves or mitigates TD in a software system by techniques 

such as reengineering and refactoring. 

 TD representation/documentation provides a way to represent and codify 
TD in a uniform manner addressing the concerns of particular stakeholders.  
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 TD communication makes identified TD visible to stakeholders so that it can 
be discussed and further managed. 

 

The TDM activities mentioned above have received significantly different levels of 
attention, considering the number of selected studies that have mentioned or deeply 
investigated each TDM activity. As shown in Table 2.7, TD repayment, identification, 
and measurement have been mentioned or investigated in more than half of the total 
selected studies, with percentages 63% (59 out of 94), 54% (51 out of 94), and 52% (49 
out of 94), respectively. TD representation/documentation have received the least 
attention with only four (4%) related selected studies. 

Table 2.7. TDM activities and the numbers of related studies 

TDM activity No. of studies % 

TD repayment 59 63 

TD identification 51 54 

TD measurement 49 52 

TD monitoring 19 20 

TD prioritization 17 18 
TD communication  17 18 

TD prevention 9 10 

TD representation 
/documentation 

4 4 

 

2.4.5.2 TDM approaches (RQ7) 

RQ7: What approaches are used in each TDM activity? 

We present TDM approaches in two perspectives: (1) distribution of studies over 
TDM activities, TD types, and publication years, and (2) categories of approaches for 
each TDM activity. The names of the approach categories are indicative and other 
names could also be used, e.g., the category “Code metrics” could also be called 
“Code measurement”. 

2.4.5.2.1 Primary studies of TDM 

Figure 2.10 shows the distribution of the 58 selected studies, which mention, 
propose, or use one or more TDM approaches, over TDM activities, TD types, and 
publication years. A bubble in the left part of the figure represents one or more 
studies that include approaches for a TDM activity published in a certain year. For 
instance, the left-bottom bubble in Figure 2.10 denotes that the seven studies (S39, 
S40, S57, S71, S88, S93, and S94) mentioned, proposed, or used approaches for TD 
identification and these studies were published in 2013. In the right part of Figure 
2.10, a bubble denotes one or more studies include approaches for a TDM activity 
dealing with a specific type of TD. Note that, we use “general TD” as a TD type in 
Figure 2.10 when an approach is not dedicated to handling a specific TD type (one of 
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Figure 2.10. Distribution of studies on TDM approaches over TDM activities, TD 
types, and publication years 
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the ten TD types in Figure 2.8). During 1992 to 2008, only one study was published 
per year in 1992, 2000, 2006, and 2007, two studies were published in 2009, and no 
study was published in the other years. Most of the studies (90%, 52 out of 58) on 
TDM approaches were published between 2010 and 2013. 

Figure 2.11 shows the distribution of studies where one or more concrete 
approaches were mentioned, used, or proposed for TDM activities. There are 
significantly more studies that presented approaches for TD identification, 
measurement, and repayment than for the rest of the TDM activities. Note that the 
numbers in Figure 2.11 are different than the numbers in Table 2.7, as the former 
concerns studies that include approaches for the different TD activities, while the 
latter may simply mention TDM activities without discussing approaches.  

 

Figure 2.11. Distribution of studies on TDM approaches over TDM activities 

Figure 2.12 shows the distribution of studies where one or more concrete TDM 
approaches were mentioned, used, or proposed to manage various TD types. There 
are significantly more studies that present TDM approaches to deal with code TD, 
design TD , and architectural TD. There is no study including concrete TDM 
approaches for documentation TD and versioning TD. As shown in Figure 2.8, 
documentation TD is studied in 10 studies, which is not conflicting with the fact of 
no study including concrete TDM approaches for documentation TD. The reason is 
that the 10 studies only discuss documentation TD (e.g., on its consequences and 
causes), or have empirical studies on documentation TD but without specify what 
TDM approaches were used in the empirical studies. 
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Figure 2.12. Distribution of studies on TDM approaches over TD types 

2.4.5.2.2 TD identification 

TD identification approaches collected from 26 studies are categorized into four 
categories as shown in Table 2.8. Code analysis and dependency analysis are two 
most popular approaches. 

Table 2.8. TD identification approaches and related studies 

Category Description Studies 

Code analysis Analyze source code to identify 
violations of coding rules, lack of tests; 
calculate software metrics based on 
source code to identify design or 
architecture issues 

S3, S7, S11, S16, S17, 
S22, S37, S39, S40, S41, 
S50, S51, S55, S62, S71, 
S87, S92, S93, S94 

Dependency 
analysis 

Analyze dependencies between 
different types of software elements 
(e.g., components, modules) 

S8, S51, S56, S57, S88, 
S94 

Check list Check against a list of predefined 
scenarios where TD is incurred [S74] 

S74 

Solution 
comparison 

Compare the actual solution with the 
optimal solution in some dimension, 
such as cost/benefit ratio. If the actual 
solution is not the optimal one, then TD 
is incurred 

S23, S61 
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2.4.5.2.3 TD measurement 

TD measurement approaches collected from 24 studies are classified into six 
categories as shown in Table 2.9. Calculation model is the most used category for TD 
measurement. 

Table 2.9. TD measurement approaches and related studies 

Category Description Studies 

Calculation 
model 

Calculate TD through mathematical 
formulas or models 

S11, S14, S16, S17, S20, 
S22, S37, S39, S50, S51, 
S55, S58, S61, S62, S70, 
S72, S83 

Code metrics Calculate TD using metrics of source 
code 

S3, S7, S25, S39, S83 

Human 
estimation 

Estimate TD according to experience 
and expertise 

S34, S72 

Cost 
categorization 

Estimate various types of the cost of 
handling the incurred TD [S80] 

S80 

Operational 
metrics 

Indicate TD using quality metrics of 
product operation [S74] 

S74 

Solution 
comparison 

Calculate the distance between the 
actual solution and the optimal solution 
[S23] 

S23 

 

2.4.5.2.4 TD representation/documentation 

Four studies (S34, S39, S72, and S93) propose an approach to represent TD, and all 
four of them perform the representation with TD items. A TD item is a unit of TD of 
a software system, for example a “God” class (see Table 2.5). However, the proposed 
formats of TD items are different. The fields of a TD item are shown in Table 2.10, in 
which we can see that the fields ID, Location, Responsible/author, Type, and Description 
are included in a TD item in all four studies.  

Table 2.10. Fields of a TD item and related studies 

Field Description Studies 

ID A unique identifier for a TD item S34, S39, S72, S93 

Location The location of the identified TD item S34, S39, S72, S93 

Responsible 
/author 

The person who is responsible for repaying 
the TD item 

S34, S39, S72, S93 

Type The TD type that this TD item is classified 
into, e.g., architectural TD 

S34, S39, S72, S93 

Description General information on the TD item S34, S39, S72, S93 
Date/time The date or time when the TD item is 

identified 
S34, S39, S72 

Principal The estimated cost of repaying the TD item S34, S72, S93 
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Interest 
amount 

The estimated extra cost of tolerating the TD 
item 

S34, S72, S93 

Interest 
probability 

The probability that the interest of this TD 
item needs to be repaid 

S72, S93 

Interest 
standard 
deviation 

The estimated difference between the 
estimated interest amount and the actual 
(future) interest amount   

S34 

Correlations 
with other 
debt items 

Relationships between this TD item and 
other TD items 

S34 

Name The name of a specific type of TD in a TD 
item (in S39, a TD item may include multiple 
TD types) 

S39 

Context A certain implementation context (e.g., 
programming language used) of a specific 
TD type in a TD item. 

S39 

Propagation 
rules 

How this TD item impacts the related parts 
of the software system 

S39 

Intentionality Intentionally or unintentionally incurred S93 

 

2.4.5.2.5 TD prioritization 

Six studies explicitly discuss concrete approaches for TD prioritization, which are 
categorized into four categories as shown in Table 2.11.  

Table 2.11. TD prioritization approaches and related studies 

Category Description Study 

Cost/benefit 
analysis 

If resolving a TD item can yield a higher benefit than 
cost, then this TD item should be repaid. TD items with 
higher cost/benefit ratios of repayment should be 
repaid first [S91]. 

S80, S91 

High 
remediation 
cost first 

TD items that are more costly to resolve should be 
repaid first [S50, S51]. 

S50, S51 

Portfolio 
approach 

The portfolio approach considers TD items along with 
other new functionalities and bugs as risks and 
investment opportunities (i.e., assets). “The goal of 
portfolio management is to select the asset set that can 
maximize the return on investment or minimize the 
investment risk [S34].” 

S34 

High 
interest first 

TD items incurring higher interest should be repaid first 
[S72]. 

S72 
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2.4.5.2.6 TD monitoring 

Five studies explicitly discuss concrete approaches for TD monitoring, which are 
shown in Table 2.12. 

Table 2.12. TD monitoring approaches and related studies 

Category Description Study 

Threshold-
based approach 

Define thresholds for TD related quality metrics, and issue 
warnings if the thresholds are not met [S22]. 

S22 

TD propagation 
tracking 

Track the influences of TD through dependencies between 
other parts of a system and the parts of the system that 
contains TD [S39]. 

S39 

Planned check Regularly measure identified TD and track the change of 
the TD [S7]. 

S7 

TD monitoring 
with quality 
attribute focus 

Monitor the change of quality attributes that detrimental 
to TD, such as stability [S5]. 

S5 

TD plot Plot various aggregated measures of TD over time and 
look at the shape of the curve to observe the trends [S72]. 

S72 

 

2.4.5.2.7 TD repayment 

TD repayment approaches collected from 18 studies are classified into seven 
categories as shown in Table 2.13. Among these categories of TD repayment 
approaches, refactoring is mostly used. 

Table 2.13. TD repayment approaches and related studies 

Category Description Study 

Refactoring Make changes to the code, design, or 
architecture of a software system without 
altering the external behaviors of the 
software system, in order to improve the 
internal quality [S10]. 

S1, S9, S10, S12, 
S22, S25, S51, S60, 
S68, S86, S92 

Rewriting Rewrite the code that contains TD. S1, S10, S15, S51 

Automation Automate manually-repeated work, e.g., 
manual tests, manual builds [S84], and 
manual deployment [S74]. 

S50, S74, S84 

Reengineering Evolve existing software to exhibit new 
behaviors, features, and operational quality. 

S9, S10, S12 

Repackaging Group cohesive modules with manageable 
dependencies to simplify the code [S12].  

S12 

Bug fixing Resolve known bugs [S26]. S26 

Fault tolerance Strategically place runtime exceptions where 
the TD is [S82]. 

S82 
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2.4.5.2.8 TD communication 

TD communication approaches collected from 13 studies are categorized into six 
categories as shown in Table 2.14. 

Table 2.14. TD communication approaches and related studies 

Category Description Study 

TD dashboard A dashboard displays TD items, types, and amounts in 
order to get all stakeholders informed of the existence of 
the TD.  

S3, S50, 
S51, S69 

Backlog All identified TD items as well as anything to be resolved 
in the development are put into the backlog of the 
software project, so that the TD items can be treated as 
important as known bugs and unimplemented planned 
features and functionalities. 

S11, 
S64, S82 

Dependency 
visualization 

Visualize the undesirable dependencies (e.g., overly 
complex dependencies) between software elements (e.g., 
components and packages). 

S8, S56 

Code metrics 
visualization 

Visualize code metrics in some tools such as code maps 
and highlight those software elements with bad measured 
quality (e.g., code complexity). 

S7, S42 

TD list A TD list keeps all identified TD items and make them 
visible to stakeholders. 

S5, S39 

TD 
propagation 
visualization 

Show the connections between different TD items, and 
how a TD item affects and is affected by other TD items 
[S39]. 

S39 

 

2.4.5.2.9 TD prevention 

TD prevention approaches collected from 7 studies are classified into four 
categories as shown in Table 2.15. 

Table 2.15. TD prevention approaches and related studies 

Category Description Study 

Development 
process 
improvement 

Improve current development processes to prevent 
the occurrences of certain types of TD [S19, S46].  

S19, S43, 
S46 

Architecture 
decision making 
support 

Evaluate potential TD caused by different 
architecture design options, and then choose the 
option with less potential TD [S70]. 

S2, S70 

Lifecycle cost 
planning 

Develop cost-effective plans that look at the system 
throughout the lifecycle to minimize overall TD of the 
system [S79].  

S79 

Human factors 
analysis 

Cultivate a culture that minimizes the unintentional 
TD caused by human factors, e.g., indifference and 
ignorance [S30]. 

S30 
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Table 2.16. Tool support for TDM activities1 

# Tool Functionality Vendor Study TD type Artifact T
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T1 SIG 
Software 
Analysis 
Toolkit 

Calculating code 
properties 
 

SIG S62 Code TD Code X X       X 

T2 Google 
CodePro 
Analytix 

Calculating code metrics Google S25 Design TD: 
code smells 

Code  X       X 

T3 iPlasma Calculating code metrics Politehnica 
University of  
Timisoara 

S25 Design TD: 
code smells 

Code  X       X 

T4 Eclipse 
Metrics 

Calculating code metrics State of Flow S25 Design TD: 
code smells 

Code  X       X 

T5 Rational 
AppScan 

Identifying security 
flaws in source code 

IBM Rational S3 Code TD Code X         

T6 PMD Looking for potential 
problems in source code 

OSS S3 Code TD Code X        X 

T7 PHPMD Detecting mess (e.g., 
overcomplicated 
expressions) in PHP 
code 

OSS S3 Code TD Code X        X 

T8 NDepend Calculating .NET code 
metrics 

SMACCHIA.
COM SARL 

S3 Code TD Code X         

T9 NCover Analyzing code coverage  
for .NET 

NCover.com S3 Test TD Code X         

T10 FxCop Analyzing managed 
code assemblies to 
identify compliance 
issues against .NET 
programming guidelines 

Microsoft S3 Code TD .NET 
assemblies 

X        X 

T11 CodeXpert Automating PL/SQL 
code quality and 
standards reviews 

Dell S3 Code TD Code X        X 

T12 Cobertura Analyzing code coverage 
for Java 

OSS S3 Test TD Code X        X 

T13 Checkstyle Checking Java code 
against coding standards 

OSS S3 Code TD Code X        X 

T14 Software 
maps tool* 

Visualizing code quality 
of source code files 

University of 
Potsdam 

S7 Code TD Code X X  X   X  U 

T15 RE-
KOMBINE 

Identifying and 
measuring requirements 
TD 

University of 
British 
Columbia 

S23 Requirements 
TD 

Requirements
, solutions 

X X       U 

T16 Code 
Christmas 
Trees  

Visualizing code 
complexity and coverage 

Centric 
Consulting 

S42 Code TD Code       X  U 

T17 CAST's 
Software's 
Applications 
Intelligence 
Platform 

Identifying violations in 
source code and 
categorizing the 
violations by quality 
attributes 

CAST S16, S17 Code TD, 
architectural 
TD 

Code X         

T18 Technical 
Debt 
Evaluation 
(SQALE) 
plugin for 
SonarQube* 

Analyzing, measuring, 
visualizing, and 
prioritizing TD based on 
SQALE quality model 

Inspearit S50, S51 Code TD Code X X X    X   

T19 STAN Calculating the structure 
quality metrics  of Java 
systems 

Odysseus 
Software 
GmbH 

S37 Design TD Code  X        

T20 Resource 
Standard 
Metrics 

Calculating source code 
metrics and analyzing 
code quality to find style 
violations and logic 
problems 

M Squared 
Technologies 
LLC 

S37 Design TD, 
Code TD: 
coding 
violations 

Code X X        

T21 DebtFlag* Supporting TDM by 
maintaining an 
implementation level 
representation of TD and  
providing needed 
information for project 

University of 
Turku 

S39 Code TD 
  

Code X   X  X X  U 

                                                        
1 “U” in column Free of charge denotes unknown; “*” in column Tool denotes dedicated 
tools specifically built for TDM; “OSS” in column Vendor denotes the tool developed in 
OSS (Open Source Software) community. 
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level management; 
providing an Eclipse 
Plugin to capture TD by 
using lightweight 
documentation tool, and 
a Web application to 
manage TD. 

T22 RBML 
compliance 
checker 

Calculating a distance 
between a realization of 
a design pattern and the 
intended design 

Montana 
State 
University 

S40 Design TD: 
grimes 

UML models X        X 

T23 A tool to 
identify bad 
dependencie
s  

Identifying bad intra- 
and inter- module 
dependencies 

University of 
Waterloo 

S88 Architectural 
TD, Code TD 

Code X        U 

T24 Sonar TD 
plugin* 

Identifying and 
measuring TD in the 
form of low code 
coverage, design, 
violations, complexity, 
comments 

SonarSource 
SA 

S3, S11, 
S26, 
S58, 
S69, S83 

Code TD, 
Test TD, 
Documentatio
n TD 

Code X X X X X  X  X 

T25 SonarQube Open platform for 
managing code quality 

SonarSource 
SA 

S3 Code TD Code X        X 

T26 SonarQube 
COBOL 
Plugin 

Performing objective and 
automated COBOL code 
reviews against coding 
best practices 

SonarSource 
SA 

S3 Code TD: 
coding 
violations 

Code X         

T27 CLIO Identifying modularity 
violations 

Drexel 
University 

S40, 
S41, S94 

Architectural 
TD: 
architectural 
compliance 
issues 

Compiled 
binaries 

X        U 

T28 CodeVizard Identifying code smells University of 
Maryland 

S41, 
S40, 
S93, S94 

Design TD: 
code smells 

Code X        U 

T29 FindBugs Identifying automatic 
static analysis issues 

University of 
Maryland 

S3, S41, 
S87, 
S93, S94 

Code TD: 
coding 
violations 

Code X        X 

 

2.4.5.3 TDM tools (RQ8) 

RQ8: What tools are used in TDM and what TDM activities are supported by these tools? 

Tools are important for performing TDM activities, thus, we examined the tools 
that are mentioned, used, or developed in the selected studies for the purpose of 
managing TD. Table 2.16 shows the functionalities provided, TD types handled, 
artifacts taken as input, and the TDM activities supported by the tools. In addition, 
the column “Vendor” denotes the organizations that develop the tools; the column 
“Study” lists the studies that mentioned, used, or developed the tools in the 
corresponding rows; the column “TD type” describes the TD types that are dealt 
with by the tools; the column “Artifact” describes the input of the tools; and the 
column “Free of charge” denotes whether the tool can be used for free. If a study 
discusses both TDM approaches and tools, this study is mapped to both Figure 2.10 
and Table 2.16. 

http://www.umd.edu/
http://www.umd.edu/
http://www.umd.edu/
http://www.umd.edu/
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Figure 2.13. Number of tools supporting TDM activities  

 

Figure 2.14. Number of tools supporting TD types 

As shown in Table 2.16, most (86%, 25 out of 29) of the tools take source code as 
input, only one (T1) takes .NET Assemblies as input, one (T15) takes requirements 
and solutions as input, and one (T27) takes compiled binaries as input. As shown in 
Table 2.16, except for the four dedicated TDM tools (denoted with *), the rest of the 
collected tools support no more than two TDM activities. As shown in Figure 2.13, 
TD identification is widely supported by 86% (25 out of 29) of the tools; TD 
measurement and communication also received support by 28% (8 out of 29) and 17% 
(5 out of 29) of the tools respectively, but that is much less than TD identification. The 
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rest five TDM activities are supported by very few tools; especially TD prevention 
has no supporting tool. Only four tools are dedicated to managing TD, while most of 
the collected tools in Table 2.16 are borrowed from other fields (e.g., code quality 
analysis). Most of the tools deal with code TD and design TD (see Figure 2.14). 

2.4.5.4 Challenges in TDM (RQ9) 

RQ9: What challenges for TDM have been identified? 

We identified a number of challenges explicitly stated in the selected studies.  

 Challenges in managing induced and unintentional TD. S44 argues that TD can be 

induced by stakeholders other than architects in the project or across the 

portfolio. For example such TD can be caused by imposing a strict release 

date at the cost of software quality, or through the cascaded effect from 

decisions made on other projects on which a given project depends. Such TD 

is beyond the control of the development team of a given project, thus is hard 

to manage. S44 also argues that it is difficult to deal with the unintentional 

TD caused by situations such as acquisition, new alignment requirements, or 

changes in the market ecosystem. 

 Difficulties in business and economic value transformation. S86 holds that it is 

very hard for organizations to assign business value to the intrinsic quality 

(i.e., compromised QAs presented in Section 0 when TD is incurred) of the 

software product itself. S24 holds that it is hard to translate TD into economic 

consequences. 

 Challenges in TD measurement. S1 believes that it can be difficult to know in 

advance which TD items will ultimately have the highest cost. S91 argues 

that, in many projects, the cost and benefit of refactoring (an approach to 

repaying TD) cannot be easily quantified and estimated. S52 holds that 

measuring TD is not easy because its impacts are not uniform. S61 argues 

that a key challenge in iterative development is the ability to quantify the 

value of infrastructure and quality-related tasks, which quite often are 

architectural. S5 argues that, due to the lack of TD measures, development 

teams could not make a strong case to the business side to convince business 

stakeholders to invest in fixing technical shortcuts taken. This often leads to a 

disruptive bug-fixing iteration or major redesign. 

 Challenges in TD prevention. S19 argues that in agile development it is 

challenging to reduce the number of defects and at the same time improve 

non-functional quality (to prevent incurring TD).  

 Lack of an underlying theory and models to aid TD identification and measurement. 

S72 argues that a comprehensive TD theory should be developed to formalize 

the relationship between the cost and benefit of the TD concept, and 
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subsequently practical TDM approaches should be developed and validated 

to exploit the TD theory in management decision making. 

2.5 Discussion 
This section presents our interpretation of the results of this systematic mapping 

study and the implications of the results for researchers and practitioners who are 
working on TD. 

2.5.1 Technical Debt concept 
This subsection discusses the classification of TD, conflicting opinions on TD, QAs 

compromised when TD is incurred, and the current state of the research of TD. 

2.5.1.1 Classification of TD 

In the data synthesis phase, we encountered some difficulties in TD classification, 
as in several cases the TD type was not clear from the study itself or was conflicting 
with other studies or literature. We discuss how we dealt with them below. 

(1) In S55, the author argues that duplicate code is design debt, but we classified 

it into code TD since code duplication affects a fragment of a function or 

method. 

(2) S85 argues that deferred functionality is TD, but we did not include it in the 

TD classification tree, to be consistent with the bulk of TD literature which 

does not consider this as TD.  

(3) Some primary studies only mention that quality issues in code are TD, 

without specifying details of the quality issues. For example, in S34 the 

authors deem that “low quality code” is TD, in S28 the authors consider 

“code quality deficits” are TD, and in S15 the author argues that “not-quite-

right code” is TD. We classified these kinds of quality issues in code as low-

quality code, which is a sub-type of code TD. 

(4) We did not take structural debt (in S47) as a TD category since structural 

issues can be merged into architectural TD or design TD depending on their 

granularity. System-level structural quality issues can be regarded as a kind 

of architectural TD. Class- and method-level structural quality issues can be 

seen as a kind of design TD. 

(5) The sub-type “bad dependency” of build TD is different from undesired 

dependencies in system-level structure issues of architectural TD. The former 

refers to dependencies on external components and libraries that are 

frequently changed while the latter are dependencies on internal components.  

(6) In S71, the authors mention that sub-optimal structured code is TD without 

giving further details. We classified the sub-optimal structured code into 

complex code, a sub-type of code TD. 
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(7) S83 investigates portfolio debt, but does not give a definition for it. Hence, we 

did not include it as a TD type. 

(8) S93 introduces usability debt as the lack of a common user interface template. 

We included this case into design TD, as user interface design is part of 

design.  

(9) Some primary studies (e.g., S14) mentioned quality debt. In fact, any TD hurts 

one or more quality attributes (or QAs are compromised when TD is 

incurred). We consider quality debt too general, thus did not include it in the 

TD classification tree. 

We found that researchers and practitioners tend to use the term “debt” arbitrarily, 
without attaching a clear and precise meaning to it; this leads to ambiguous 
interpretation of the term. They also tend to connect any software quality issues to 
debt, such as code smells debt, dependency debt, and usability debt. It seems that the 
term “debt” is a buzzword that is being used very often, leading to ambiguous 
interpretation of its meaning; we hope that this systematic mapping study on TD will 
provide sufficient clarification of the TD concept.  

2.5.1.2 Conflicting opinions on TD 

The concept TD was coined to describe the technical shortcuts taken in coding in 
order to speed up the development and to meet an urgent release deadline 
(Cunningham, 1992). TD was originally used to describe ‘not-quite-right code’. In 
recent years, TD has been extended to other phases in the software development 
lifecycle and more and more concepts were put under the umbrella of TD (Kruchten 
et al., 2013). In this mapping study, we found some conflicting opinions on the scope 
of TD.  

 Regarding the scope of TD, Barton and Sterling deem that TD concerns issues 

found in the code that affect future development (Barton and Sterling, 2010), 

while many others such as (Brown et al., 2010) hold that TD is a broader 

concept concerning also issues in other phases of the lifecycle, e.g., 

requirements or architecture, which harm the long-term health of a software 

project.  

 In S85, Theodoropoulos et al. argue that deferred functionality is TD, while 

S17, S47, S48, and S64 explicitly point out that unimplemented features and 

functionalities are not TD. 

 Eleven studies consider defects as TD (see Figure 2.8), while four studies (S17, 

S47, S48, and S64) explicitly emphasize that defects should not be included 

into TD. 

 Trivial code quality issues are not considered as TD in S4. This point actually 

contradicts the TD literature, which takes into account trivial code quality 

issues. However, the authors of S4 do not define what trivial code quality 

issues are, but they take messy code as an example. Messy code actually covers 
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code violating coding rules, which is a sub-type (coding violations) of code 

TD; 17 studies consider coding violations are TD. 

2.5.1.3 Quality attribute compromised 

As shown in Table 2.6, most of the selected studies argue that maintainability or its 
sub-QAs are compromised when TD is incurred. This is in accordance with the 
original description of TD by Ward Cunningham (Cunningham, 1992). However, 
several other studies do mention other QAs and sub-QAs that get compromised 
because of TD (see Section 0), so maintainability is not the only QA suffering from 
TD. 

2.5.1.4 Current research on TD 

Both academia and industry pay significant attention to the research on TD, 
judging from the numbers of the selected studies conducted by academic researchers 
and industrial practitioners (40 studies by researchers only, 38 studies by 
practitioners only, and the rest 16 studies are joint effort from both researchers and 
practitioners). This is certainly a very encouraging sign, where a software 
engineering research topic receives a balanced attention by both communities. One 
potential reason is that the concept of TD originated from industrial practices 
(Cunningham, 1992) and was first becoming popular in the agile development 
community. As described in (Tom, Aurum, and Vidgen, 2013), there had been a lot of 
web blogs and online articles discussing TD before it became a popular research 
topic in academia. During the study selection and data extraction stages of this 
mapping study, we found that “technical debt” has been a widely-accepted and 
broadly-used term in the agile development community (see (Birkeland, 2010; Martin, 
Biddle, and Noble, 2009; Sutherland, Schoonheim, and Rijk, 2009; Uy and Ioannou, 
2008)). 

Interest and principal are the two most used notions to describe and explain the 
concept of TD. This is understandable since interest and principal are the basic parts 
of financial debt, so they can be effectively borrowed to describe and explain the TD 
concept. 

TD is considered as risk in eleven studies and as investment in two studies. Since 
TD means sacrificed software internal quality, it is always a risk for the future 
software development. TD has both benefit and cost. When the benefit of TD 
outweighs its cost, we can strategically incur TD as making an investment. However, 
when the benefit of TD is less than its cost, incurring TD is riskier. The measurement 
of the cost and benefit of TD is an important and interesting topic for further research. 

The TD community has spent a lot of effort to investigate different types of TD, but 
spent little effort in distinguishing between TD and non-TD. Only ten studies 
explicitly mentioned what should not be included as TD. Studies S17, S47, S48, and 
S64 argue that defects should not be TD; studies S3, S28, S47, and S48 hold that 
unimplemented features and functionalities should not be TD; studies S85 considers 
that lack of supporting processes (e.g., business continuity plan) is not TD; S48 
argues that unfinished tasks in the development process are not TD; study S4 points 
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out that trivial code quality issues (e.g., messy code) are not TD; and study S47 
considers that low external quality (e.g., usability) is not TD. 

Most of the studies concern code TD. This is mainly because dealing with source 
code means there are several available tools supporting the identification, 
measurement, and repayment of this type of TD. Another possible reason is that code 
TD is concrete and easy to understand. Finally, practitioners are working on code 
every day and they already have much experience in some TDM activities (e.g., TD 
identification and TD repayment) and approaches (e.g., code analysis with tools and 
code refactoring). 

Test TD is the second most studied TD type. The main reason is probably because 
many tools can analyze code test coverage and automated unit tests. Significant 
effort also has been spent in architectural TD, partly because the system-level 
structure quality issues can be identified and measured by dependency analysis 
based on source code. Design TD is also investigated in many selected studies. Most 
effort on design TD research has been spent in code smells, one particular sub-type of 
design TD. The potential reason is that code smells are well recognized and 
substantial work has been carried out in both academia and industry (Fowler et al., 
1999; Marinescu, 2012). 

Requirements TD, build TD, infrastructure TD, and versioning TD received little 
attention from the software engineering community. One potential reason is that 
requirements TD is more abstract, also concerns business instead of purely technical 
issues, and is not so well defined as other types of TD. Regarding build TD, 
infrastructure TD, and versioning TD, these do not directly influence software 
product quality, but impact the productivity of software development; thus, there 
may not be much awareness regarding these TD types in their respective 
communities. 

2.5.2 Technical debt management 

2.5.2.1 TDM activities 

We distilled eight TDM activities from the extracted data of selected studies. TD 
repayment, identification, and measurement are the three activities that gained the 
most attention from the software engineering community. These three TDM activities 
are the most fundamental activities in TDM, as they correspond to three fundamental 
questions on TD: Where is the TD located? How much is the TD? How to repay the 
TD? 

TD representation/documentation received little attention. One potential reason is 
that most studies investigating TDM in depth use tools to automatically identify TD 
based on source code, which is more convenient to track and monitor TD than 
documented TD, and consequently developers tend not to explicitly document the 
TD; when the stakeholders need to browse the TD, they just run the tools once again. 
If TD identification is based on architecture design models, decisions, or other non-
code artifacts, TD should be represented in an appropriate form and documented for 
further management. 
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2.5.2.2 TDM approaches 

As shown in Figure 2.11, TDM approaches are mentioned, used, or proposed 
mostly for identification, measurement, and repayment. The main reasons are: (1) 
most of these approaches are either reusing or based on existing approaches and 
supporting tools in other areas of software development, hence usually less effort is 
required to propose, use, and validate such approaches than completely new 
approaches; (2) TD identification, measurement, and repayment are the three 
fundamental TDM activities (see previous subsection), which urgently need concrete 
approaches to be applied in real projects. 

Code analysis is the main approach of TD identification, since most TD 
identification approaches reuse existing code analysis tools to detect issues such as 
coding violations, low test coverage, complex code, code smells and code duplication, 
but there are few approaches proposed to identify TD. 

Calculation models are the most used approach to measure TD. Most calculation 
models for measuring TD aggregate a set of software metrics that can be calculated 
based on source code, which is more concrete (close to the running system) for 
measuring TD than other software artifacts (e.g., UML models). Refactoring is the 
most used approach for TD repayment in selected studies, since most selected 
studies on TD repayment are about code and design TD, most of which can be repaid 
by refactoring. 

2.5.2.3 TDM tools 

As shown in Table 2.16, except for the four dedicated TDM tools, the rest of the 
collected tools support no more than two TDM activities. Although some tools that 
are not devoted to TDM can be used to support one or two TDM activities, they can 
only provide limited support for TDM in the software development process. This 
implies that more devoted TDM tools need to be developed in order to support more 
TDM activities for daily use. 

Most identified TDM tools as shown in Figure 2.13, facilitate TD identification, 
while other TDM activities gain little support by the tools. Since other TDM activities 
such as TD prioritization are frequently performed in practice, they also need tool 
support. Although many tools have been mentioned, used, or developed for TD 
identification in Figure 2.13, there are many more tools for identifying issues in code 
that have not been presented in the selected studies, since there are many such tools 
for different programming languages that do not explicitly aim at TDM. 

Although there is only one tool in Table 2.16 that can facilitate TD repayment, 
many modern Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) provide functionalities 
supporting code refactoring (TD repayment), such as Microsoft Visual Studio, 
Eclipse for Java, and plugins for popular IDEs. There is no tool for TD prevention. 
The potential reason is that TD prevention can be supported mainly by software 
development process improvement. For instance, continuous integration adopted in 
the software development process requires a high coverage of automated unit and 
integration tests; in this way, test TD can be significantly prevented. 
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Most TDM tools collected in the selected studies deal with code TD and design TD, 
while other types of TD get little support by the tools. Compared with code TD and 
design TD, other types of TD (e.g., architectural TD) are either more abstract or 
seldom studied. More tools are needed for managing other types of TD, such as 
architectural TD. We think that an ideal TDM tool should be able to handle multiple 
types of TD, so that a comprehensive management on various types of TD can be 
performed. Finally, an ideal TDM tool should be integrated into the daily work 
environment of developers, architects, and project managers. 

2.5.3 Implications for researchers 
The results of this mapping study point out a number of implications for 

researchers. 
(1) There should be a boundary between TD and non-TD. Some researchers tend 

to put anything that is detrimental to the software product and development 

process under the umbrella of TD, which may cause confusion and ambiguity.  

(2) The relationships between TD items should be further investigated. A TD 

item is not an “island”, it can affect or be affected by other TD items. Only 

S34 and S39 explicitly take the mutual influences between TD items into 

account. 

(3) TDM approaches should be refined significantly, while more empirical 

studies are needed to show evidence of usage of the different TDM 

approaches. Many TDM approaches are only mentioned in the related 

primary studies, but the authors have not deeply discussed or investigated 

how to use those approaches in actual cases. Thus, these kinds of approaches 

may not be practical enough to be used in real projects. 

(4) TD representation/documentation needs more investigation, as it is currently 

under-investigated. Some types of TD (e.g., automatic static analysis issues 

and lack of unit tests) can be automatically identified through code analysis 

tools, therefore, they can be effectively documented at least in some form. 

However, some other types of TD (e.g., architectural TD and infrastructure 

TD) that usually cannot be automatically identified, some effort needs to be 

spent for their documentation and further management. Identifying such 

types of TD requires much effort and time, but if not documented, such TD 

may be overlooked.  

(5) Since code-related TD (e.g., code TD and design TD) may change frequently 

because of fast evolving source code, it is desirable that code-related TD is 

automatically documented or marked along with the code through e.g., 

automatic code analysis tools, so that code-related TD can be easily 

monitored and tracked.  

(6) Since TD will evolve when the software system changes over time, we believe 

that it is necessary to emphasize the traceability between TD and related 
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artifacts, such as architecture and detailed design models, source code, and 

requirements. For instance, it is useful to document the relationships between 

architectural TD and related components when codifying architectural TD, 

for the purpose of estimating the cost of repaying architectural TD. 

(7) Most collected TDM tools take source code as input, but source code cannot 

cover all types of TD, such as infrastructure TD. We think it is fruitful to 

design and develop tools dealing with artifacts other than source code (e.g., 

architectural design models and requirements) to manage TD.  

(8) There are only seven tools that can be used for other types of TD except for 

code and design TD. We encourage researchers to consider existing tools (e.g., 

modelling tools) in other areas of software development and to develop new 

tools that support managing various types of TD (e.g., architectural TD).  

(9) More research is needed to investigate the capabilities of existing IDEs in 

managing TD and to extend IDEs and design tools (e.g., modelling tools) for 

managing TD. TDM tools should be integrated into the work environment of 

development teams, making TDM as part of their daily work instead of an 

additional task on them. 

(10) The results of quality assessment of the selected studies (as shown in 

Appendix A.3) reveal that the average evidence level of the claims related to 

TD is only 0.40 (the mean score of Q1), a relatively low score. This means that 

we lack empirical studies with a high evidence level. More high-level 

empirical evidence on TDM will make TD stakeholders (e.g., architects, 

developers, and managers) more confident in managing TD by applying 

various TDM approaches and tools. More importantly, it can help to raise the 

awareness of managing TD by reporting cases of successes or failures of 

TDM. 

2.5.4 Implications for practitioners 
The results of this mapping study also point out a number of implications for 

practitioners. 
(1) There are only few cases that present the whole TDM process in industry, so 

more industrial cases are needed to show how to deal with different types of 

TD in practice. These industrial cases may increase awareness of TD and even 

inspire different stakeholders for a more serious consideration of TDM. 

(2) More industrial studies are needed to show how to prioritize a list of TD 

items to maximize the benefit of a software project and which factors should 

be considered during TD prioritization in the context of commercial software 

development. 

(3) Many tools can already be used for TD identification based on source code 

and adopted with a low barrier in the daily work of software engineers. Thus, 
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practitioners can already make use of such tools to detect TD for further 

management. 

(4) Some tools can be used for TD measurement as suggested in the related 

primary studies. However, most of the tools do not calculate the monetary 

value of the cost to repay the identified TD. TD is about the future cost of 

software development, but the accuracy of the calculation of TD is not very 

high. We believe that the metrics used in these tools can only be used as 

indicators for some types of TD (e.g., architectural TD). In TD measurement, 

the mutual influences between TD items are not taken into account, thus, this 

is another threat to the accuracy of TD calculation. Practitioners should be 

cautious when making development decisions and release planning based on 

the TD measurements. 

(5) Since code-related TD (e.g., code TD and design TD) tends to change 

frequently due to code evolution, TDM tools that manage code-related TD 

should be integrated into IDEs, so that the TDM tools can facilitate the daily 

work of stakeholders in software development. Hence, it is important that 

practitioners use existing or develop dedicated TDM tools which can be 

integrated into their work environment. 

(6) More exploration is needed on the abilities of existing IDEs in TDM. Some 

powerful IDEs, such as Microsoft Visual Studio (MS VS), are helpful in TDM 

in terms of TD identification, measurement, repayment, etc. For instance, MS 

VS can facilitate the management of architectural TD, design TD, code TD, 

and test TD. Practitioners can extend MS VS (e.g., by developing plugins) to 

combine all the available functionalities supporting various TD types and 

TDM activities to systematically facilitate an integrated TDM process. 

2.6 Threats to validity 
The results of this systematic mapping study may be affected by the coverage of 

the study search, bias on study selection, imbalance of study distribution, inaccuracy 
of data extraction, and bias on data synthesis, which are discussed in this section.  

2.6.1 Incompleteness of study search 
There may be relevant studies that were not retrieved, which may affect the 

completeness of the study search. To mitigate this threat, first, we searched the most 
popular electronic databases in which a large number of journals, conference and 
workshop proceedings, and book chapters in the software engineering field are 
indexed. The trial search was performed on nine databases and the final full search 
was performed on seven databases. Second, we employed the “snowballing” 
technique (Wohlin, 2014) to include the potential studies in the references of the 
selected studies retrieved from the database searches. Third, the extension in Google 
Scholar also helped to increase the completeness of the potentially relevant studies, 
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since Google Scholar may include relevant studies that are not indexed in the 
selected databases. Although we took actions to improve the completeness of study 
search, there were still limitations: since we used the word “debt” as the search term, 
it is possible that we missed relevant studies that investigate the phenomenon of TD 
but do not explicitly use the term “debt” (e.g., work related to ‘smells’ or 
‘refactoring’).  

2.6.2 Bias on study selection 
There may be bias on behalf of the researchers regarding the study selection. A 

first step towards reducing the bias is to set clear inclusion and exclusion criteria for 
study selection. However, different researchers are prone to have different 
understandings on these criteria, hence the selection results of different researchers 
tend to be varied. To mitigate the bias on study selection results, a pilot selection was 
performed to ensure that the researchers reached a consensus on the understanding 
of the selection criteria. Also, the study protocol was discussed among the 
researchers to ensure a common understanding on study selection. Moreover, in the 
second and final round of study selections, two researchers conducted the selection 
process in parallel and independently, and then compared and discussed their 
selection results to mitigate any potential personal bias in study selection. However, 
since we included only peer-reviewed studies in this mapping study, it is possible 
that we missed some important non-peer-reviewed work on TD (e.g., McConnell’s 
white paper on TD (McConnell, 2008)).  

2.6.3 Imbalance of study distribution over publication venues 
As we can see in Appendix A.2 (Distribution of selected studies over publication 

sources), around one third of the selected studies (31 out of 94) come from the series 
of the Managing Technical Debt workshops. To some extent, these studies may carry 
the biases of the workshop organizers and committee members. However, we did 
not deal with such kind of biases, because there is no effective way to identify exactly 
what such biases are and thus they cannot be mitigated or eliminated. In addition, 
workshops by definition allow immature results to be published, which may skew 
the evidence level of the selected primary studies. 

2.6.4 Inaccuracy of data extraction 
Bias on data extraction may result in inaccuracy of the extracted data items, which 

may affect the classification and analysis results of the selected studies. This bias was 
reduced by three measures. First, the data items to be extracted in this mapping 
study were discussed among the researchers and agreement on the meaning of each 
data item was achieved. For instance, in the study protocol, we explicitly defined 
what TD-related notions and TDM activities are, and disagreements were resolved 
among the researchers. Second, a pilot data extraction was performed among three 
researchers, and disagreements on the results of the pilot data extraction were 
discussed to reach a consensus. This measure further improved the accuracy of the 
extracted data items. Third, the data extraction results were checked by two 
researchers, and again disagreements were discussed and resolved. 
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2.6.5 Bias on data synthesis 
Not all papers sufficiently and clearly describe the details of information that is to 

be extracted as data items. Therefore, we had to infer certain pieces of information of 
data items during data synthesis. For instance, a study may mention that specific 
QAs are affected when TD is incurred, without providing the definitions or 
descriptions of these QAs. Since there is no consensus in the literature on the 
complete list of QAs and their definitions, we chose to map the collected QAs to the 
QAs defined in ISO/IEC 25010 (ISO/IEC, 2011). During this mapping, we needed to 
infer the real meanings of the QAs which definitions are not specified. To minimize 
the possibility of the inaccuracy of such inferences, we discussed the extracted data 
items after each researcher checked their context in the studies from which they were 
extracted, to clarify the potential ambiguities. 

2.7 Conclusions 
In this mapping study, we searched for relevant studies in seven main publication 

databases and 75 studies got selected. 10 more studies were selected through the 
snowballing technique. Finally, 9 more studies were selected by extension in Google 
Scholar. In total, we got 94 primary studies finally selected for data extraction. Based 
on the extracted data, we get a comprehensive understanding of the concept of TD, 
as well as an overview of the current state of the research on TDM. The main 
conclusions we draw are summarized in the following points: 
(1) Both academia and industry paid significant attention to research on TD, 

according to the distribution of the selected studies over author types. 

(2) Widespread attention was paid to research on TD throughout the software 

development lifecycle, considering the wide range of publication sources in 

which the selected studies were published. 

(3) The number of the published studies on TD had been increasing significantly 

from 2008 to 2013. 

(4) Interest, principal, and risk are the most frequently-used notions to describe and 

explain the concept of TD. 

(5) TD can be classified into ten types and each TD type can be further categorized 

into sub-types according to the causes of TD. The ten types of TD are 

requirements TD, architectural TD, design TD, code TD, test TD, build TD, 

documentation TD, infrastructure TD, versioning TD, and defect TD. Among the 

ten TD types, code TD was the most studied in the selected studies. 

(6) Most studies argue that TD negatively affects the maintainability (maintainability 

as a whole or its sub-QAs) of software systems, while other QAs and sub-QAs are 

only mentioned in a handful of studies each. 

(7) The various TDM activities received significantly different levels of attention, 

with TD repayment, identification, and measurement receiving the most 

attention and TD representation/documentation the least attention.  
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(8) The numbers of studies on approaches for different TDM activities vary 

significantly. The approaches for TD identification, measurement, and repayment 

were mentioned, used, or proposed the most frequently in the selected studies, 

while approaches for TD representation/documentation received the least 

attention. The most discussed approaches for TD identification, measurement, 

and repayment are code analysis, calculation models, and refactoring, 

respectively. 

(9) 29 tools for managing TD were collected from the selected studies. Among the 29 

tools, only four are dedicated tools to managing TD and the rest are borrowed 

from other fields of software development. Each of the four dedicated TDM tools 

can support more than two TDM activities, while the rest of the tools can only 

support one or two TDM activities. Most tools support code and design TD 

management, while few tools support managing other types of TD (e.g., 

architectural TD). Most tools use source code as input. 

With the implications discussed in Section 2.5, we encourage the researchers and 
practitioners in software engineering community to conduct more empirical studies 
with high-level evidence on the whole TDM process and on the application of 
specific TDM approaches in industrial settings. In addition, more sophisticated and 
dedicated TDM tools are needed for managing various types of TD in the whole 
TDM process. 

 





 

 

Chapter 3 Architectural Technical Debt 
Management in Value-Oriented Architecting 

[Based on: Li, Z., Liang, P., & Avgeriou, P. (2014). Architectural debt management in 
value-oriented architecting. In I. Mistrik, R. Bahsoon, R. Kazman & Y. Zhang (Eds.), 
Economics-Driven Software Architecture, Elsevier, pp. 183-204.] 

Abstract 

Architectural technical debt (ATD) may be incurred when making 
architecture decisions. In most cases, ATD is not effectively managed in the 
architecting process: it is not made explicit, and architecture decision 
making does not consider the ATD incurred by the different design options. 
This chapter proposes a conceptual model of ATD and an ATD management 
process applying this ATD conceptual model in order to facilitate the 
decision-making in a value-oriented perspective of architecting. We also 
demonstrate how ATD management can be employed in architectural 
synthesis and evaluation in a case study. The contribution of this work 
provides a controllable and predictable balance between the value and cost 
of architecture design in the long term.  

 

3.1 Introduction 
n the field of software architecture (SA), there has been a paradigm shift from 
describing the outcome of the architecting process to documenting architectural 
knowledge (AK), such as architecture decisions and rationale, which are 

considered as first-class entities of a software architecture (ISO/IEC/IEEE, 2011). 
Architecture decisions often involve tradeoffs made between a number of 
stakeholder concerns. In particular, technical concerns (e.g., system quality attributes) 
are often compromised to meet business concerns (e.g., development cost or time to 
market). For example, poorly-designed legacy components may be reused instead of 
implementing their functionality from scratch, in order to achieve a fast product 
delivery. Such tradeoffs made in architecture design may lead to architectural 
technical debt (ATD). 

In a broader scope, technical debt (TD) refers to immature software artifacts that 
fail to meet the required level of quality (Cunningham, 1992; Seaman and Guo, 2011). 
Accordingly, ATD refers to immature architecture design artifacts that compromise 
system-wide quality attributes (QAs), particularly maintainability and evolvability. 
On the one hand, TD needs to be repaid sooner or later, as it may have grave 
consequences on future software development cycles; on the other hand, TD (and 
ATD as a type of TD) is not necessarily a “bad thing”, but rather something which 
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can be leveraged for business advantage when incurred with full knowledge of the 
consequences, i.e., being explicitly managed (Kruchten, Nord, and Ozkaya, 2012). 

Although many approaches have been proposed to document architecture 
decisions in the architecting process (e.g., decision views in architecture design (van 
Heesch, Avgeriou, and Hilliard, 2012a, 2012b)), the ATD caused by decisions is still 
not effectively managed. In most cases, ATD is not made explicit, and architecture 
decision-making does not take into account the ATD that will be incurred by the 
different design options. This may cause problems particularly during system 
maintenance and evolution, when ATD is accumulated and difficult to repay. In this 
chapter, we present an initial attempt to tackle this problem comprised of the 
following: a) an ATD conceptual model; b) an architectural technical debt 
management (ATDM) process applying the proposed conceptual model, and aligned 
with a general architecting process. Our contribution to this end can facilitate optimal 
decision-making in architecture design and achieve a controllable and predictable 
balance between the value and cost of architecture design in the long term. 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 discusses ATD, while 
Section 3.3 proposes an ATD conceptual model. Section 3.4 presents an ATDM 
process integrating the proposed conceptual model and the application of the ATDM 
process in value-oriented architecting. Section 3.5 describes an industrial example to 
demonstrate how value-oriented architecting with ATDM works in real-life projects. 
Section 3.6 discusses the related work to the topic of this chapter, and Section 3.7 
concludes this chapter with future research directions. 

3.2 Architectural technical debt 
TD in software development has attracted an increasing interest from practitioners 

and researchers in the software engineering community. TD is a metaphor, coined by 
Ward Cunningham in 1992, for the tradeoff between writing “clean” code at higher 
cost and delayed delivery, and writing “dirty” code cheaper and faster by making 
shortcuts resulting in higher maintenance cost once it is shipped (Buschmann, 2011; 
Cunningham, 1992). This metaphor was initially proposed and concerned with 
software coding. Currently, the concept of TD is extended to other phases in software 
development lifecycle, such as software architecture design, detailed design, and 
even software documentation and testing (Brown et al., 2010; Ozkaya et al., 2011b). 

TD is essentially invisible to users since they cannot witness the existence of TD 
when they are using a software system that works well. Conceptually, TD concerns 
the technical gaps between the current solutions and the optimal solutions, which 
may have a negative impact to the system quality, especially maintainability and 
evolvability of a software system (Kruchten, Nord, and Ozkaya, 2012). ATD is a type 
of TD at the architecture level. It is mainly caused by architecture design decisions 
that compromise the maintainability and evolvability of a software system. In 
contrast, code-level TD is concerned with the quality of the code and is usually 
incurred by the poor structure of the code and disobedience of coding rules and best 
practices (i.e., bad code smells). 
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Maintainability and evolvability are the two main system quality attributes that 
are compromised when incurring ATD. According to the ISO/IEC FDIS 25010 
standard (ISO/IEC, 2011), maintainability includes the following sub-characteristics 
(i.e., quality attributes): modularity, reusability, analyzability, modifiability, and 
testability. Evolvability is not defined in either ISO 9126 or ISO/IEC FDIS 25010. We 
define software evolvability as the ease of adding new requirements (functional and 
non-functional). As an example of ATD, consider an architecture decision, which 
uses a legacy component implemented with an obsolete technology to speed up 
development; this may make it hard to add new functionalities with new 
technologies that are incompatible with the obsolete technology. In summary, ATD 
essentially results from the compromise of modularity, reusability, analyzability, 
modifiability, testability, or evolvability during architecting. In this chapter, we only 
consider the QAs maintainability and evolvability while other QAs are out of scope 
of ATD (Kruchten, Nord, and Ozkaya, 2012). 

ATD, as a kind of TD, can be seen as an important type of risk for a software 
project in the long term (Seaman and Guo, 2011), but ATD is often ignored by the 
architecture and management teams. The main reason is that ATD concerns the cost 
of the long-term maintenance and evolution of a software system instead of the 
visible short-term business value. Furthermore, ATD is not easy to identify and 
measure since it is invisible until the following cases happen: maintenance tasks are 
hard to conduct, new features are difficult to introduce, and system quality attributes 
are challenging to meet, etc. This chapter contributes to solving this problem by 
making ATD explicit through a conceptual model and by offering a process to 
manage ATD through explicit cost-benefit tradeoff. 

ATD is incurred by either explicit or implicit architecture decisions. ATD can be 
managed in two ways: when architecture decisions are being made and after 
decisions have been made. The former aims at dealing with ATD before it is incurred 
by an explicit architecture decision, while the latter focuses on handling ATD after it 
has been incurred by an existing explicit or implicit architecture decision. Both ways 
of ATD management are presented in Section 3.4. 

3.3 ATD conceptual model and template 
This section proposes an ATD conceptual model for capturing and using ATD in 

the architecting process. 

3.3.1 Conceptual model 
We constructed an ATD conceptual model that is depicted in Figure 3.1 using 

UML notation, based on our understanding on ATD and TD literature (Brown et al., 
2010; Kruchten, Nord, and Ozkaya, 2012). The gray part of this model (Architecture 
rationale, Architecture decision, and Concern) represents the concepts adopted from the 
conceptual model of architecture decisions and rationale in ISO/IEC/IEEE 
42010(ISO/IEC/IEEE, 2011). In this conceptual model, the core concept is ATD item, 
which acts as the basic unit to record ATD. An example of an ATD item is presented 
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in section 3.3.2. Note that in the rest of this chapter, the phrases “resolve an ATD item” 
and “repay ATD” will be used interchangeably. 
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Figure 3.1. Conceptual model of ATD 

 An ATD item is a basic unit of ATD that is incurred by an architecture decision 
that compromises a system quality attribute: evolvability or maintainability. The 
detailed representation and description of this concept with a template is 
presented in Section 3.3.2. 

 ATD rationale justifies why an ATD item is incurred, and it records explanation, 
justification, or reasoning about an ATD item incurred. ATD rationale for an ATD 
item may partially use architecture rationale for the architecture decision that 
incurs the ATD item, when the architecture rationale explains tradeoffs between 
maintainability or evolvability and other system quality attributes. 

 A Compromised quality attribute refers to the quality attribute (QA) that is 
sacrificed to meet other concerns (e.g., business benefit). A compromised QA 
concerning an ATD item can only be either maintainability (which includes the 
following sub-QAs: modularity, reusability, analyzability, modifiability, and 
testability (ISO/IEC, 2011)) or evolvability according to the clarification of why TD 
is incurred in (Kruchten, Nord, and Ozkaya, 2012). 

 Cost refers to the sum of the effort (e.g., person-day, time, or money) that is 
needed to resolve an ATD item and the added effort spent on maintenance and 
evolution tasks.  

 A Cost metric is used to measure the cost to resolve an ATD item in a quantitative 
way, and it can be person-days, calendar days, monetary units (e.g. US dollar), or 
others. 
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 Principal refers to the cost if an ATD item is being resolved at the time when the 
ATD item is identified, i.e., according to the architecture design at that time.  

 Interest refers to the extra cost due to maintenance or evolution work if an ATD 
item is not resolved. The interest of an ATD item may increase when related 
changes take place in the part of the software architecture that contains the ATD 
item. For instance, the principal of an ATD item is 5 person-days for the current 
release of the system, while the interest will be another 3 person-days when the 
ATD item is left unresolved in the next release of the system. The interest of an 
ATD item is comprised of the scenario interests caused by a set of relevant change 
scenarios that are explained in the next bullet. 

 A Change scenario describes a possible change (an evolution or a maintenance 
task) that is influenced by an ATD item and the consequence of this change. A 
change scenario can be used to calculate the interest of an ATD item. Typical 
change scenarios include: (1) the unimplemented features that are planned in the 
roadmap of the software system, but difficult to introduce without modifying the 
architecture; and (2) the maintenance tasks that improve certain QAs (except 
maintainability and evolvability which have been compromised in ATD) of the 
implemented software architecture. Each scenario is comprised of three elements: 
Consequence, Scenario interest, and Probability.  

 Consequence refers to extra work resulting from a change scenario when the 
related ATD item is unresolved.  

 Scenario interest refers to the interest of a change scenario related to an ATD item. 

 Probability refers to the likelihood a change scenario will actually happen in the 
next release.  

 Benefit refers to the positive impact on the system when an ATD item is incurred, 
e.g., shorter time to market or improved system quality. 

 Technical benefit refers to the benefit gained in terms of design-time or run-time 
quality attributes of the software system, when an ATD item is incurred.  

 Non-technical benefit refers to the benefit gained in terms of business and 
organizational aspects when an ATD item is incurred. 

 Business benefit refers to the benefit gained in business aspects when an ATD 
item is incurred, such as shorter time to market or decreased development cost. 

 Organizational benefit refers to the benefit gained to the organization that 
develops the software system (i.e., the benefit to the organization instead of the 
software system itself) when an ATD item is incurred. As an example, consider an 
organization that chooses to reuse in a new system, existing components 
developed in other projects though these components do not fit the software 
architecture perfectly; as a result, the organization does not need to maintain 
various components with similar functionalities.  

 Quality attribute benefit refers to the benefit gained in terms of improvement of a 
specific quality attribute of the software system when an ATD item is incurred. 
The improved quality attribute can be any type except maintainability and 
evolvability. An example: a software system adopts the relaxed layered pattern 
instead of the strict layered pattern to achieve higher performance at the cost of 
lower maintainability. 
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Note that, the interest of an ATD item will increase as changes happen in the part 
of the architecture that influences the ATD item; we propose to measure the interest 
of an ATD item using software release as time unit. The time length within which 
one can predict possible change scenarios influences the amount and accuracy of the 
estimated interest of ATD items. The longer time length one adopts, the more change 
scenarios one will get but with lower accuracy. We argue that architects can predict 
change scenarios in the next release of a software system more reasonably since they 
are more sure about what changes will happen in the next release than in the next 
two or more releases. 

3.3.2 ATD item 
As shown in Table 3.1, the ATD item template provides detailed information 

needed to document an ATD item. This template is based on the ATD conceptual 
model, so most of the elements in this template are adopted from the model. The 
explanation of each element is briefly described in the template. We provide more 
detailed description about some key elements in the template. ID is the unique 
identification number of the ATD item, so that an ATD item can be referred to within 
the architecture description of a software system by using this ID. The Name of an 
ATD item reflects the essence of the ATD item. The Status of an ATD item can be 
unresolved or resolved. Resolved ATD items of a software architecture are a type of 
architectural knowledge (AK) of the software system. This type of AK shows how the 
ATD of a software system was managed, therefore it can benefit future decision 
making of this system or it could be reused in similar systems. The unresolved ATD 
items of a software system should be monitored. An ATD item is Incurred by an 
architecture decision. In order to keep the scope of an ATD item manageable, if ATD 
is incurred by a group of architecture decisions, we decompose it into several ATD 
items so that each item is caused by an individual architecture decision. Change 
scenarios are used to measure the interest of an ATD item. Each scenario with a 
scenario number (#) is comprised of scenario description, consequence, scenario interest, 
and probability. The interest of an ATD item is the sum of the product of the scenario 
interest of each scenario and its probability as calculated by the formula in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1. Template for documenting an ATD item 

ID An unique identification number of the ATD item 

Name The name of this ATD item 

Date The date when this ATD item was generated or changed 

Status Resolved or unresolved 

Incurred by The decision incurs this ATD item 

Responsible The name of the person or team who is responsible for managing this ATD 
item 

Compromised 
QA 

The QA(s) that are compromised, from modularity, reusability, analyzability, 
modifiability, testability, or evolvability 

Rationale The reason why the ATD item is incurred 

Benefit The value gained when this ATD item is incurred 

Cost The cost suffered by incurring this ATD item, which is the sum of principal and 
interest below. 

Principal The cost if this ATD item is resolved at the time when the ATD item is 
identified 

Interest The interest that this ATD item accumulates (the interest is calculated based on 
the predicted change scenarios described below) 

Change  
scenarios 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The interest of this ATD item (total interest) = 
1

n

k kk
I P


  

# Scenario  
description 

Consequence Scenario 
interest 

Prob. 

1 Scenario 1 consequence 
of scenario 1 

I1 P1 

2 Scenario 2 consequence 
of scenario 2 

I2 P2 

… … … … … 

n Scenario n consequence 
of scenario n 

In Pn 

Architecture 
diagram 

A diagram or model that illustrates the concerned part in the architecture 
design 

History Change history of this ATD item 

 

To explain the use of this template to document ATD items, a concrete example of 
an ATD item is presented in Table 3.2. This ATD item is from an architecture design 
of an industrial information system with which users can query product test results 
and customize product test results reports. The test results of various products, 
which are generated by external automatic test systems, are stored in a remote 
database. There are also some pictures and text files as the test results of some types 
of tests and these files are stored in file servers. The current architecture is comprised 
of four layers as shown in Table 3.2. The User Interface layer handles users’ events. 
The Algorithm layer is responsible for generating product quality reports. The Test 
Result File Management layer is responsible for getting test result files from right 
server and parsing test results files into specific forms. The Data Access layer 
provides services to store and query the data in the database. 
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Table 3.2. An example ATD item 

ID ATD-6 

Name Compromised modifiability due to relaxed layered pattern 

Date 26-10-2012 

Status Unresolved 

Incurred by Decision-6: Using relaxed layered architectural pattern to speed up 
development 

Responsible Zengyang 

Compromised 
QA 

Modifiability 

Rationale From a technical perspective, the strict layered pattern is a more appropriate 
solution. We decided to employ the relaxed layered architectural pattern to 
allow invocations to go across layers. Compared with the strict layered pattern, 
it is not necessary to encapsulate everything within the upper layers from the 
lower layers. Thus, we can save development time by skipping the effort of 
encapsulating every service of a layer from the layer below. Meanwhile, the 
performance of this software system is improved since invocations can go 
across layers in the relaxed layered pattern. But this solution will have a 
negative impact on modifiability of the system when the predicted change 
scenarios happen since a change in a lower layer may cause modifications of all 
upper layers that directly depend on the lower layer. 

Benefit (i) 11 person-days of development time are saved by implementing the relaxed 
layered pattern compared to implementing the layered pattern in the system. 
(ii) The performance of the software system is improved. 

Cost Principal + Interest = 10+15.2 = 25.2 person-days 

Principal 10 person-days (if we use the layered pattern to resolve this ATD item at the 
time when the ATD item is identified) 

Interest 12×0.6+10×0.8 = 15.2 person-days 

Change  
scenarios 

 

# Scenario description Consequence Scenario  
interest 

Prob. 

1 Change file transfer 
method in layer 1 

Both layer 2 and layer 3 
are influenced and must 
be modified accordingly. 

12 person-
days 

0.6 

2 Replace the data access 
method of the lowest layer 
(DB Access) because a new 
technology is adopted 

All the upper layers need 
to be modified 
accordingly. 

10 person-
days 

0.8 

Architecture 
diagram 

layer 1: Test Result File Management

layer 2: Algorithm

layer 3:User Interface

layer 0: DB Access

provide service
Legend

layer
 

History Created: 18-07-2012 by Zengyang 
Updated: 26-10-2012 by Zengyang, revised the probability of change scenario 1 
from 0.5 to 0.6. 
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3.4 Method 
This section proposes a Decision-based ATDM (DATDM) approach. To derive the 

process we collected activities for TD management from a number of publications 
surveyed in Chapter 2, and we combined these activities to form an ATDM process 
(i.e., the DATDM approach) that is based on architecture decisions and integrates the 
proposed ATD conceptual model. The DATDM approach is introduced and 
employed in the architecting process to facilitate various architecting activities. 

3.4.1 ATDM process 
We surveyed publications on TD management and identified a number of 

activities for managing TD in Chapter 2. These activities have been adapted from TD 
to ATD. Note that, the ATDM process include six main activities: ATD identification, 
measurement, prioritization, repayment, monitoring, and documentation. Although 
the ATD prevention and communication are also important, they are not included 
for two reasons: (1) ATD prevention does not deal with actual ATD; and (2) ATD 
communication is purely an ATD consumption activity, and does not directly 
contribute to the creation or update of ATD items. The details of each ATDM activity 
as well as their input and output in the architecting process are decribed below. 

1. ATD identification detects ATD items during or after the architecting process. An 
ATD item is incurred by an architecture decision, thus, one can investigate an 
architecture decision and its rationale to identify an ATD item by considering 
whether the maintainability or evolvability of the software architecture is 
compromised. 

2. ATD measurement analyzes the cost and benefit associated to an ATD item and 
estimates them, including the prediction of change scenarios influencing this ATD 
item for interest measurement. For interest measurement, three types of change 
scenarios are considered: (1) the planned new features according to the release 
plan of the software project; (2) the already-known maintenance tasks that 
enhance specific QAs (except maintainability and evolvability) of the implemented 
software architecture; and (3) the emerging requirements. The first two types of 
change scenarios can be predicted while the rest one is unforeseeable. For some 
complex software systems (e.g., operating systems), the time interval between two 
releases can be very long. For instance, Microsoft Windows 7 Service Package 1 
was released 16 months after the first release of Microsoft Windows 7. For such 
kind of software systems, it is inevitable that new requirements emerge during the 
development of a new release. Some of these new requirements need to be 
implemented in the release. Thus, in such cases situation, to ensure a reasonable 
accuracy of interest measurement, the interest of related ATD items should be re-
measured at different times during the development of the release. 

3. ATD prioritization sorts all the identified ATD items in a software system using a 
number of criteria. The aim of this activity is to identify which ATD items should 
be resolved first and which ones can be resolved later depending on the system’s 
business goals and preferences. There are a number of ATD items in a software 
system and all the ATD items will not be resolved at one time due to their cost or 
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technical issues. The ATD items have different financial and technical impacts on 
the system. Consequently, it is wise to choose the items with higher priorities to be 
resolved first. Software projects have different context, and there are no standard 
criteria to decide the priority of an ATD item in a project. However, the following 
factors need to be taken into account in ATD prioritization: (1) the total cost of 
resolving an ATD item; (2) the cost/benefit ratio of the ATD item; (3) the interest 
rate of the ATD item; (4) how long the ATD item has been incurred; (5) the 
complexity (e.g., the number of involved components of an ATD item) of resolving 
an ATD item. Since not all types of benefits can be measured in a unified metric, it 
is hard to automatically prioritize the ATD items by tooling. However, an 
appropriate tool, which reasonably deals with the factors described above, can 
facilitate ATD prioritization. 

4. ATD repayment concerns making new or changing existing architecture decisions 
in order to eliminate or mitigate the negative influences of an ATD item. An ATD 
item is not necessarily resolved at once. In certain situation, only part of an ATD 
item is resolved, because it could be too expensive to resolve the entire ATD item, 
and resolving part of the ATD item can make the ATD item under control with an 
acceptable cost. When an ATD item is partially resolved, the ATD item will be 
revised and split into two parts: the part that is resolved and the part that is not.    

5. ATD monitoring watches the changes of the cost and benefit of unresolved ATD 
items over time. When an architectural change happens in the part of architecture 
design containing an unresolved ATD item or when one ATD item is partially 
resolved, the affected ATD item will be recognized as a changed ATD item. All the 
changed ATD items will be measured in the next ATDM iteration. This ATDM 
activity makes ATD changes explicitly and consequently keeps all the ATD items 
of the system under control.  

6. ATD documentation codifies ATD items in a predefined format. It is an important 
supporting activity in ATDM, and it could be performed when ATD items in a 
software system need to be updated. ATD documentation can be conducted along 
with all five ATDM activities described above, since ATD items may change in all 
those activities. 

Figure 3.2 shows the process of ATDM with the inputs and outputs of each ATDM 
activity except for ATD documentation. Since ATD documentation is a supporting 
activity and may be conducted along with any of the other ATDM activities, we are 
omitting it from Figure 3.2 for simplicity reasons. In a software project, the ATDM 
process is generally performed multiple times during the lifecycle of the project. An 
ATDM iteration is defined as a period that the ATDM process goes through all 
possible ATDM activities. For instance, an ATDM iteration can be a release, an 
increment development period, or a Sprint in Scrum. The time when an ATDM 
iteration will happen depends on the actual necessity of performing ATDM activities. 
The activities in the ATDM process can be re-visited when necessary. In addition, it 
is not mandatory that all ATDM activities should be performed in every iteration of 
the ATDM process. In the rest of this section, we present how this ATDM process 
deals with ATD items. The detailed ATDM process is presented as follows: 
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Identification

Measurement

Prioritization

Repayment

Architecture decision

Architecture rationale

Compromised QA

ATD item

ATD rationale
Compromised QA

ATD rationale

Change scenario

Principal

Interest

Benefit

ATD items

Principal

Interest

Benefit

A list of changed ATD items

ATD item

ATD rationale

Compromised QA

Resolved ATD item

Monitoring

ATD item

Principal

Interest

Benefit

A list of sorted ATD items

Architecture 

decisions with ATD

Unresolved 
ATD items

ATDM activity ATD element sequence input outputKey

 

Figure 3.2. ATDM process in ATDM activities 

1. When a new architecture decision made results in compromising maintainability 
or evolvability, the architect identifies a new ATD item. If an architecture decision 
is re-considered there are two options: if it already compromised maintainability 
or evolvability then the existing ATD item is revised; if it did not previously 
compromise maintainability or evolvability, then a new ATD item is created. First, 
the architect identifies which QA is compromised by this decision by analyzing the 
documented architecture decision and its rationale. Then, taking the compromised 
QA as the basis of the ATD identification, the architect further identifies the ATD 
item and rationale.  

2. The ATDM process moves to the ATD measurement. After change scenarios related 
to the architecture decision are predicted, the architect estimates the interest of this 
ATD item based on these change scenarios. With the ATD rationale, the architect 
also estimates the principal and the benefit of the ATD item.  

3. The ATDM process continues with ATD prioritization. ATD prioritization sorts all 
the identified ATD items according to specific criteria (e.g., the ATD item with 
higher cost gets a higher priority to be resolved) when a new ATD item is 
introduced or any existing ATD item is changed. The criteria are defined by 
architects according to the concrete architecting context since there is no uniform 
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unit to compare all the cost and benefit of ATD items. The architect then browses 
the prioritized ATD items, and decides the ATD items that should be resolved.  

4. If there are ATD items that should be resolved, the ATDM process moves to ATD 
repayment. Otherwise, the ATDM process moves to ATD monitoring of existing 
ATD items. When any change occurs with the monitored ATD items, the ATDM 
process will repeat the following activities sequentially: ATD measurement, ATD 
prioritization, and ATD repayment. 

3.4.2 ATDM within the architecting process 
Hofmeister et al. proposed an architectural design model that consists of three core 

architecting activities, i.e., architectural analysis, synthesis, and evaluation 
(Hofmeister et al., 2007). Architectural analysis “examines, filters, and/or reformulates 
architectural concerns and context in order to come up with a set of architecturally significant 
requirements (ASRs)” (Hofmeister et al., 2007). Architectural synthesis proposes a 
collection of architecture solutions to address the ASRs identified during 
architectural analysis (Hofmeister et al., 2007). Architectural evaluation evaluates the 
candidate architectural solutions that are proposed during architectural synthesis 
against the ASRs (Hofmeister et al., 2007). These architecting activities are not 
performed sequentially but are iterated during architecture design. Furthermore, 
these activities are also performed during software maintenance and evolution in 
order to maintain the consistency and correctness of the architecture. 

In this chapter we apply the proposed ATDM process (i.e., DATDM approach) to 
managing ATD within the general architecting process in (Hofmeister et al., 2007). A 
software architecture can be considered as a set of architecture decisions (Jansen and 
Bosch, 2005). Therefore, the architecting process can be regarded as a decision-
making process. The objective of this approach is to facilitate the architecture 
decision-making process by managing ATD and, consequently to assist architects in 
making appropriate and well-founded decisions and to ensure that the ATD of a 
system remains controllable. 

Figure 3.3 shows ATDM within the architecting process and focuses on how the 
ATD flow can facilitate the architecting activities. The ATD flow refers to a kind of 
data (artifacts) flow from the ATDM process to the architecting process. The ATD 
flow, consisting of instances of ATD concepts, bridges the gap between the ATDM 
process and the value-oriented architecting process. ATDM can facilitate both 
architectural synthesis and evaluation. In particular, measured ATD items can be 
used as input for architectural synthesis and evaluation activities: (1) In architectural 
synthesis, an architect can reflect on the design options for a decision topic in terms 
of ATD, and particularly in terms of the costs and benefits of the identified ATD 
items. (2) In architectural evaluation, the evaluator assesses the architecture decisions 
made (either implemented into code or not) against the related architecturally 
significant requirements (ASRs), e.g., scenarios pertaining certain quality attribute. 
The identified and measured ATD items can be used as inputs and outputs of 
architectural evaluation. The existing architectural evaluation methods tend to assess 
to what extent the architecture design meets the existing requirements. ATDM is 
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concerned with the balance of cost and benefit of a software system from an ATD 
perspective. Thus, ATDM provides a complementary perspective on the costs and 
benefits of architecture decisions caused by ATD to existing evaluation methods. 
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ATD rationale
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Principal
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Figure 3.3. ATDM in architecting process with ATD flow 

ATDM can be used as an instrument to facilitate decision-making in architectural 
synthesis (i.e., make architecture decisions for decision topics) and to evaluate 
architecture decisions that have been made. ATDM activities can be triggered in the 
following situations: (i) maintenance tasks are hard to complete or new 
functionalities are difficult to add and implement in an existing architecture; (ii) there 
is a need to update the information of existing ATD items of an architecture due to 
changes of this architecture; (iii) there is a need to evaluate the existing decisions at 
any point of time.  

In architectural synthesis, for each decision topic, the main steps of using the 
DATDM approach are described below: 

1. Proposing design options for the decision topic.  
2. Identifying ATD items. The architect identifies the ATD items incurred by each 

design option for the decision topic by analyzing each design option.  
3. Measuring ATD items. For each ATD item identified in Step 2, the cost and benefit 

are estimated. 
4. Making the architecture decision with consideration of ATD items. The ATD items 

are also recorded as part of the rationale of the architecture decision. 

In architectural evaluation, the main steps of using the DATDM approach are as 
follows: 

1. Collecting architecture decisions of the following types: (i) that have not incurred 
ATD; (ii) that are related to architectural maintenance tasks hard to conduct; (iii) 
that are related to new requirements difficult to introduce; and (iv) that are related 
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to changes of the existing architecture design. Architecture decisions with their 
rationales are the inputs for the next step. 

2. Identifying ATD items. For each architecture decision collected in Step 1, identify 
the ATD items incurred by the architecture decision through analyzing the 
decision and its rationale. 

3. Measuring ATD items. For each architecture decision, estimate the cost and benefit 
of the ATD items (including the newly identified ATD items in step 2 and the ATD 
items already identified in architectural synthesis and previous architectural 
evaluations). 

4. Evaluating architecture decisions with consideration of ATD items, more 
specifically the cost and benefit of ATD items. 

After architectural evaluation, all the identified ATD items will be prioritized and 
the ATD items with the higher priorities will be the candidate ATD items to be 
resolved first. Then, the ATDM process moves to ATD repayment. To resolve an 
ATD item, the architecting process revisits architectural synthesis activity with this 
ATD item as an input. 

3.5 Case Study 
An industrial example is presented in this section to demonstrate how the 

proposed ATD conceptual model and process for ATDM can support reaching a 
balanced architecture design in terms of value and cost in the long term. The 
software system used in this example is a system for automatic test of hardware 
products with embedded systems running on them – Automatic Test System (ATS), 
which is a real-life project developed by a leading telecommunications equipment 
manufacturer in China. The rest of this section introduces the background of the ATS, 
the architecture design of the ATS, and use of decision-based ATDM in the 
architecting process. 

3.5.1 Background 
ATS aims to automatically test hardware products. Typical tested hardware 

products by ATS are mainboards of high-performance routers and base stations of 
wireless telecommunications. Generally speaking, two kinds of tests need to be 
performed on the products before delivery: functional test and performance test. 
Functional test is used to ensure that the functionalities of the tested products work 
in various conditions (e.g., high-temperature and low-temperature environments), 
while the performance test is to make sure the tested products satisfy the minimal 
performance requirements (e.g., a specific radio frequency sensitivity of 
telecommunication base stations) in different conditions. The ATS in this example is 
dedicated to perform functional tests of base stations. 

Typically, an ATS is a combination of hardware and software subsystems. The 
hardware subsystem is used as a test environment. The software subsystem is 
responsible for communicating with the Unit Under Test (UUT), perform the test, 
and generate the test results in various forms. In this example, the ATS refers to the 
software subsystem in a typical ATS. In this case study, the ATS provides features, 
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such as test automation, test results visualization, and test results persistence (i.e., 
storing test results to a database). 

3.5.2 Architecture design 
Figure 3.4 shows the main components in the software architecture of the ATS. 

ATS Controller handles the commands from GUI component. The typical test process 
is described as follows: (1) A user logs in to the ATS through GUI component, and 
ATS Controller deals with the user login in User Management. (2) The user configures 
the current test through GUI component, and ATS Controller deals with the test 
configuration in Test Settings. (3) The user starts an automatic test in GUI component, 
ATS Controller starts the Test Engine that is the most important component and 
responsible for executing the Test Item Flow. (4) The Test Engine loads the test 
configuration data for the current test, requests the Test Item List Parser to parse all 
the test items of this test, and load the specific Test Item Flow for test items. Test Item 
Flow implements the concrete test execution flow for all test items of a specific test. 
(5) The Test Engine executes each test item and generates test results. The Test Engine 
updates these test results to GUI component and Test Result Saver, so that the user 
can see the real-time test results in the GUI component and the test results can be 
collected and stored in right time. (6) Test Result Saver stores test results to database 
(MS SQL Server) through DB Handler, which provides services to store data to and 
query data from MS SQL Server. (7) If any fault or exception happens during the test, 
the Logger records the fault or exception information in a log file to assist problem 
tracing and fixing. 
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Figure 3.4. Component diagram of ATS software architecture 
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3.5.3 Using DATDM in architecting activities 
This subsection illustrates two concrete examples using DATDM in architectural 

synthesis and evaluation, respectively, in the context of the ATS architecture design. 

3.5.3.1 ATDM in architectural synthesis 

In architectural synthesis, the architect proposes design options for each 
architecture decision topic and then chooses the more appropriate one that addresses 
the decision topic according to the pros and cons of the design options. 

To improve the reliability of the test results persistence and to keep the ATS 
running uninterruptedly when the remote database server (MS SQL Server) is 
inaccessible, a decision topic arises (of AD-12): how to store test results locally in a 
“cache” when the remote database server is inaccessible. The architect proposes two 
design options for this decision topic: storing test results in XML files (design option 
1) and storing test results in MS Access (design option 2). Since the test results are 
stored in a remote database and a local database (or file), any change to the table 
design in the remote database needs to be updated to the local one; otherwise the test 
results cannot be stored correctly. In addition, the test results in the local database (or 
file) need to be synchronized to the remote database. Therefore, the two design 
options will incur ATD. The ATD items ATD-10 and ATD-11 that are incurred by the 
two design options are presented in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4, respectively. 

After comparing the ATD items with their costs and benefits, the architect chooses 
design option 2 as the solution (design decision) to address the decision topic, since 
the cost of ATD-11 (incurred by option 2) is less than ATD-10 (incurred by option 1) 
and the benefit of ATD-11 is more valuable for the project currently in the current 
release. 

3.5.3.2 ATDM in architectural evaluation 

Suppose that the first release of the ATS product has been delivered, the 
architecture of ATS needs an architectural evaluation since the first delivery was 
developed in a tight schedule and its architecture design did not undertake a serious 
external evaluation by an independent party. As an example, architecture decision 
AD-8 evaluated using DATDM approach. The architecture decision is described 
below: 

AD-8: The Test Engine updates test results to GUI component and Test Result Saver. This 
architecture decision is adopted from a previous automatic test application, so that some 
legacy components can be reused in this ATS. 

According to the steps of DATDM approach in architectural evaluation that are 
described in Section 3.4.2, the following steps are performed: 

1. Architecture decision AD-8 with its rationale is used as the input of the 
architectural evaluation. 

2. An ATD item (i.e., ATD-3) is identified using the ATD item template as shown in 
Table 3.5. 

3. Two change scenarios are predicted. These scenarios are negatively influenced by 
AD-8 and they are used to measure the cost of ATD-3. The benefit of ATD-3 is 
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estimated according to the decision and its rationale. The benefit and cost of ATD-
3 are analyzed and described in Table 3.5. 

4. ATD-3 is considered as part of output of this architectural evaluation. 

Table 3.3. An ATD item identified from design option 1 of architecture decision 
AD-12 

ID ATD-10 

Name Compromised modifiability due to using XML files to store test results 

Date 10-11-2012 

Status Unresolved 

Incurred by AD-12: storing test results in XML files (design option 1) 

Responsible Tom 

Compromised 
QA 

Modifiability 

Rationale If XML is used to store test results temporarily when the remote database 
server is inaccessible, extra functions to store and read the test results to and 
from XML files are needed. In addition, any new table added in the remote 
database requires a new XML schema. 

Benefit (i) XML files are platform-independent and they can be reused in the ATS 
when running in other operating systems. 
(ii) The developers are experienced in developing and testing with XML, so 
that they do not need additional training, which saves time and cost.  

Cost 1 + 8.1 = 9.1 person-days 

Principal 1 person-day (this is the architecture redesign cost to resolving this ATD item, 
and there is no implementation cost of a design change during architecture 
design phase) 

Interest 5×0.9 + 4×0.9 = 8.1 person-days 

Change  
scenarios 

 

# Scenario description Consequence Scenario  
interest 

Prob. 

1 Synchronize the data in 
local storage files to the 
remote database server 

Add functions to read 
the test results from 
XML files and store the 
test results to MS SQL 
Server 

5 person-
days 

0.9 

2 Add new tables 
(around 10) to record 
the new test results in 
MS SQL Server 

Design XML schemas 
and add functions to 
store the test results to 
XML files 

4 person-
days 

0.9 

Architecture 
diagram 

DB Handler

XML File

XML 

Transformation

Test Result 

Saver

MS SQL 

Server
 

History Created: 10-11-2012 by Tom 
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Table 3.4. An ATD item identified from design option 2 of architecture decision 
AD-12 

ID ATD-11 

Name Compromised modifiability due to using MS Access to store test results 

Date 10-11-2012 

Status Unresolved 

Incurred by AD-12: storing test results temporarily in local MS Access database (design 
option 2) 

Responsible Tom 

Compromised 
QA 

Modifiability 

Rationale If MS Access as a local database is used to store test results temporarily 
when the remote database server is inaccessible, any change of the tables 
design in the remote database requires the according modification to the 
tables in MS Access. In addition, data in the local MS Access database need 
to be uploaded and synchronized to the remote database. 

Benefit (i) DB Handler can be reused to store data to MS SQL Server since both MS 
SQL Server and MS Access support SQL standard. 
(ii) The performance of MS Access is better than file-based storage methods 
(e.g., XML). 
(iii) This design option can enrich the development team with experience of 
using MS Access as a database, which may be helpful to other ATS projects. 

Cost 1 + 2.25 = 3.25 person-days 

Principal 1 person-day (same reason as described in Table 3.3) 

Interest 2×0.9 + 0.5×0.9 = 2.25 person-days 

Change  
scenarios 

 

# Scenario description Consequence Scenario  
interest 

Prob. 

1 Synchronize the data in 
local storage files to the 
remote database server 

Develop functions 
to query test results 
from MS Access 
and test the 
functions 

2 person-
days 

0.9 

2 Add new tables 
(around 10) to record 
the new test results in 
MS SQL Server 

Add the new tables 
in MS Access and 
test them  

0.5 person-
days 

0.9 

Architecture  
diagram 

DB Handler

MS SQL 

Server
MS Access

Test Result 

Saver

 

History Created: 10-11-2012 by Tom 
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Table 3.5. An ATD item identified from architecture decision AD-8 

ID ATD-3 

Name Compromised evolvability due to dealing with test results in the Test Engine 

Date 26-10-2012 

Status Unresolved 

Caused by AD-8: the Test Engine updates test results to GUI component and Test Result 
Saver 

Responsible Zengyang 

Compromised 
QA 

Evolvability 

Rationale The use of test results are heavily related to the most important component — 
Test Engine. Adding any new functionality that needs to use test results will 
result in modification and testing of the Test Engine and any functionality 
depending on the Test Engine.  

Benefit (i) The reliability of test result persistence of the ATS is good since the test 
results are updated to GUI component and the Test Result Saver immediately 
when the results are generated. 
(ii) The performance of updating test results to GUI component and Test Result 
Saver is good since the test results are updated directly to these two 
components without crossing intermediate components. 
(iii) The ATS can reuse a component of a legacy system that employs a similar 
strategy to the Test Engine in the ATS, therefore, 6 person-days is saved. 

Cost 8+14.4 = 22.4 person-days 

Principal 8 person-days 

Interest 10×0.9 + 6×0.9 = 14.4 person-days 

Change  
scenarios 

 

# Scenario description Consequence Scenario 
interest 

Prob. 

1 Add an Unit Under 
Test (UUT) 
visualization 
component 

Have to modify the code 
in the Test Engine and test 
all functionalities 
depending on the Test 
Engine 

10 person-
days 

0.9 

2 Generate a report for 
the just-finished test 

Have to store the test 
results somewhere, such 
as a buffer 

6 person-
days 

0.9 

Architecture  
diagram Test Engine

GUI
Test Result 

Saver

 
History Created: 26-10-2012 by Zengyang 

 

In addition, suppose that there are a number of ATD items identified and 
measured in the ATS architecture design in the architectural evaluation using 
DATDM. After analyzing and comparing the benefits and costs of these ATD items, 
ATD-3 is prioritized as the most critical ATD item and the architect decides that this 
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ATD item should be resolved urgently since it negatively influences the evolution of 
the ATS. Therefore, the ATD-3 enters the ATD repayment activity in the DATDM 
process. The root reason resulting in ATD-3 is that the generation of test results is not 
transparent to the use of the test results. If the architect adds a Test Result Repository 
as an intermediate component between Test Engine and GUI component with Test 
Result Saver, the Test Engine is then free from direct uses of test results. Consequently 
adding a new functionality that uses the test results will not result in the 
modification and testing cost to the Test Engine. Therefore, a solution to resolving 
architectural technical debt ATD-3 is to add a Test Result Repository that stores the test 
results temporarily as shown in Table 3.6. The Test Engine updates the latest test 
results to the Test Result Repository and all the components that use test results will 
request the test results from the Test Result Repository instead of the Test Engine. The 
resolved ATD item ATD-3 is shown in Table 3.6, which only depicts the updated 
elements comparing with the ATD-3 in Table 3.5. 

Table 3.6. Resolved ATD item ATD-3 

ID ATD-3 

Date 26-11-2012 

Status Resolved 

Responsible Zengyang 

Rationale The solution to resolving ATD-3 is to add a Test Result Repository that stores the 
test results temporarily as shown in architecture diagram below. The Test 
Engine updates the latest test results to the Test Result Repository and all the 
components that use test results will request the test results from the Test Result 
Repository instead of the Test Engine. In this way, the Test Engine is free from the 
direct uses of test results. 

Architecture 
diagram Test Engine

Test Result 

Repository

GUI
Test Result 

Saver

 
History Created: 26-10-2012 by Zengyang 

Revised: 26-11-2012 by Zengyang 

3.6 Related work 
Value-oriented software architecting is an important area in value-based software 

engineering (Boehm, 2006), especially for architecture practitioners, since it explicitly 
considers economic aspects as a driven factor within the whole architecting process. 
Practitioners and researchers in the software architecture community already put 
considerable effort into this area and investigate value and economic impact in 
architecture design. Kazman et al. proposed Cost Benefit Analysis Method (CBAM) 
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for architecture evaluation (Kazman, Asundi, and Klein, 2001), which models and 
calculates the costs and benefits of architecture decisions, to assist architecture 
evaluation in a cost and benefit perspective. Both CBAM and architecture evaluation 
with DATDM evaluate architectural strategies from a cost-benefit perspective based 
on scenarios. The major differences between CBAM and architecture evaluation with 
DATDM are (1) CBAM evaluates the quality attribute benefit of an architectural 
strategy while our approach evaluates both non-technical benefit (e.g., organizational 
benefit) and quality attribute benefit of an architecture decision; (2) CBAM estimates 
the cost of implementing an architectural strategy, but our approach estimates the 
future cost of maintenance and evolution tasks plus the implementation cost of an 
architecture decision; (3) Our approach considers the probability of a change scenario 
in next release as a parameter when estimating the cost of an ATD item. Martínez-
Fernández et al. presented a reuse-based economic model for software reference 
architectures (Martínez-Fernández, Ayala, and Franch, 2012). This economic model 
provides a cost-benefit analysis for the adoption of reference architectures to 
optimize architectural decision-making. This model also estimates the development 
and maintenance benefits and costs of a specific product based on reuse of a 
candidate reference architecture, and the reference architecture with highest ROI 
(return on investment) is selected. With this model, the benefits and costs of a 
software architecture as a whole are calculated, while in our DATDM approach, 
benefits and costs are measured based on architecture decisions and incurred ATD 
items. 

Architectural technical debt management is an emerging research area in software 
architecture. To date, little research has been conducted on technical debt 
management at architecture level, and the scope of architectural technical debt is not 
clear (Kruchten, Nord, and Ozkaya, 2012). Nord et al. employed an architecture-
focused and measurement-based approach to develop a metric to quantify and 
manage architectural technical debt (Nord et al., 2012). In their approach, 
architectural technical debt is modeled as rework, and the amount of rework caused 
by a suboptimal architecture design strategy is considered as the metric for 
architectural technical debt measurement. This approach “can be used to optimize 
the cost of development over time while continuing to deliver value to the customer 
(Nord et al., 2012)”. Measuring ATD incurred by different design paths in this 
approach provides a good way to estimate the ATD incurred by a group of 
architecture decisions. 

3.7 Conclusions and future work 
Architectural technical debt is an important element that needs to be considered in 

architecting process, especially for value-oriented architecting, but is currently 
seldom addressed. This chapter proposes an ATD conceptual model accompanied by 
an ATD item template conforming to it, and integrates this conceptual model into the 
ATDM process in order to facilitate the decision-making and decision-evaluation in a 
value-oriented perspective in architecture design. An industrial example using the 
proposed approach (the process and model) of ATDM in architecture synthesis and 
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evaluation shows how ATD can be managed in architecting. In a methodology 
perspective, the contribution of the work in this chapter provides a controllable and 
predictable balance between the value and cost of architecture design in the long 
term. 

Using ATDM in value-oriented architecting is a new research area, and the 
following directions need further exploration: 

1. ATDM theory. There remain a number of research questions: How to measure 
quantitatively the benefits of an ATD item? Is it possible to measure the benefits of 
an ATD item in a uniform metric or is measuring ATD items necessary and helpful 
for architects to make decisions? How to define the criteria used to decide whether 
a specific ATD item should be resolved intermediately or left unresolved until 
later releases? Besides the cost of resolving an ATD item and its interest related to 
change scenarios, how do other value considerations like aesthetics, social 
concerns, societal concerns, governance concerns etc. influence the cost of an ATD 
item? What is the correlation between metrics of ATD and risk, such as cost for 
ATD items and impact for risk? 

2. ATDM tool support. What features should an ideal ATDM tool have? For 
example, an ATDM tool may better support architects with ATD item 
documentation, ATD monitoring in a dashboard, and visualization of the 
relationships between incurred ATD items and architecture decisions. 

3. Evidence. We currently lack scientific evidence (e.g., academic or industrial 
studies through controlled experiments) on how ATDM can facilitate architecting. 
Empirical studies on using ATDM in architecting activities are needed. 
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identification based on architecture decisions and change scenarios. Proceedings of the 
12th Working IEEE/IFIP Conference on Software Architecture (WICSA ‘15), IEEE, pp. 65-
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Abstract 

Architectural technical debt (ATD) is incurred by design decisions that 
intentionally or unintentionally compromise system-wide quality attributes, 
particularly maintainability and evolvability. ATD is harmful to the system’s 
long-term health, thus it needs to be identified for further management. 
However, existing ATD identification approaches are mainly based on 
source code analysis and thus suffer from certain shortcomings: they can 
only identify issues at the system implementation; they can only be 
employed after the system is implemented in code; they lack a mechanism to 
confirm whether the potential ATD identified is real ATD or not. To address 
these issues, we proposed an ATD identification approach based on 
architecture decisions and change scenarios. To evaluate the effectiveness 
and usability of this approach, we conducted a case study with an 
information system in a large telecommunications company. The results 
show that the proposed approach is useful and easy to use, and it supports 
release planning and ATD interest measurement. 

 

4.1 Introduction 
rchitectural technical debt (ATD) is caused by architecture decisions (ADs) 
that consciously or unconsciously compromise system-wide quality 
attributes (QAs), especially maintainability and evolvability. Typical ATD 

includes violations of best practices, consistency, and integrity of software 
architectures (SAs), such as breaking the principles of architectural patterns and 
introducing architecture smells (e.g., package dependency cycles). ATD needs to be 
well managed in order to maintain the long-term health of the system. If left 
unmanaged, the ATD will accumulate interest incrementally, potentially causing 
risks: making it challenging to conduct maintenance tasks, introduce new features, as 
well as meet system QAs, etc. 

The first step in our ATD management (ATDM) process is to identify the existing 
ATD in the software system (see Section 3.4.1). As discussed in Chapter 2 and 
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Chapter 3, ATD identification detects the locations of the ATD in the system, and 
identifies the causes of the ATD, the compromised QAs, and the impact on future 
development. In our recent mapping study on technical debt (see Section 2.4.5.2.2), 
we found that existing approaches on identifying ATD are mainly based on source 
code analysis. However, such ATD identification approaches can only identify, as 
expected, source code-related issues, e.g., modularity violations. They cannot identify 
ATD caused by ADs that are not reflected in the code, such as inappropriate, 
immature or obsolete technologies used, and architecture nonconformance. 
Furthermore, those ATD identification approaches can only be applied after the 
system is implemented, which may lead to significant rework in order to repay the 
ATD. Finally, the source code analysis-based approaches can only provide indicators 
for ATD, i.e., identify the location of potential ATD, but provide no means to confirm 
whether it is actual ATD or not. 

To overcome the shortcomings of source code analysis-based ATD identification 
approaches, we propose to identify ATD based on ADs made during the architecting 
process and change scenarios for software maintenance and evolution. An AD is a 
design decision that affects the architecture design space for a target software system 
(Kruchten, 2004). A change scenario is a maintenance or evolution task to be 
performed in the software system. The proposed approach takes ADs and change 
scenarios as input, and then comes up with ATD items that are caused by the ADs or 
negatively impact the change scenarios. To validate our proposed approach, we 
conducted an industrial case study which evaluates the effectiveness and usability of 
identifying ATD using this approach. The results show that the approach is useful 
and easy to use, and it supports release planning and ATD interest measurement. 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 discusses related work 
regarding ATD identification, while Sections 4.3 and 4.4 present, respectively, the 
proposed approach and its evaluation through a case study in an industrial 
environment. The results of the case study are discussed in Section 4.5, followed by 
the conclusions of this chapter and discussion of future work in Section 4.6. 

4.2 Related Work 
Not much work has been done on ATD identification according to our recent 

mapping study on technical debt (see Section 2.4.5.2.2). Existing research focuses on 
identifying ATD based on source code analysis. Curtis et al. used a tool (CAST's 
Software's Applications Intelligence Platform) to detect highly coupled components 
based on source code analysis (Curtis, Sappidi, and Szynkarski, 2012a; Curtis, 
Sappidi, and Szynkarski, 2012b). Eisenberg applied Sonar (a code analysis platform) 
to calculate package interdependencies in order to identify potential tightly coupled 
packages (Eisenberg, 2012). Wong et al. proposed to identify modularity violations (a 
type of ATD) by comparing modular structure of the system obtained by source code 
analysis, with actually co-changing components obtained by revision history parsing 
(Wong et al., 2011), and this approach was also employed in (Izurieta et al., 2012; 
Zazworka et al., 2013b) to identify modularity violations as ATD. Wang et al. 
proposed an approach to detect so-called bad dependencies (i.e., underutilized and 
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inconsistent modular dependencies) via analyzing symbol-level dependencies in 
source code (Wang et al., 2013). Letouzey and Ilkiewicz mentioned that architecture-
related changeability issues, such as cyclic dependence, can be detected by source 
code analysis (Letouzey and Ilkiewicz, 2012). 

Brondum and Zhu proposed an approach to visualize structural and behavioral 
dependency relationships between architecture elements (e.g., components) 
(Brondum and Zhu, 2012), and the authors claimed that this visualization can help to 
identify ATD, but they did not formulate a systematic method or operational 
guidelines for ATD identification. 

Nord et al. defined a metric for managing ATD as the total cost, per release, of the 
implementation of new architectural elements (e.g., components) in this release and 
the rework of pre-existing elements in previous releases (Nord et al., 2012). This 
metric in principle can be used to identify a more cost-efficient evolution path (i.e., 
release plan) by comparing the cumulative values of the metric of alternative 
evolution paths. In this sense, an evolution path with a larger value of the metric, is 
considered to incur more ATD.  However, it is unclear what types of ATD can be 
identified and where the location of the ATD is. 

4.3 Approach 
In this section, we first present the rationale of the ATD identification approach, 

then describe the approach in detail, and finally discuss how the proposed approach 
addresses the shortcomings of existing source code analysis-based ATD 
identification approaches. 

4.3.1 Rationale 
ATD is often represented in the form of ATD items. An ATD item is a unit of ATD 

in a system. An ATD item is incurred by an AD that compromises one of the 
following QAs: modularity, reusability, analyzability, modifiability, testability, and 
evolvability (see Section 3.3.2). The first five QAs are the sub-QAs of maintainability 
according to ISO 25010 (ISO/IEC, 2011). As mentioned in Section 3.2, we consider 
that maintainability is about how easy bugs can be fixed and improvements can be 
completed, while evolvability is defined as the ease of adding new requirements. An 
ATD item has a negative impact on one or more change scenarios. The impacted 
scenarios need more effort to be completed when the ATD item is unresolved than if 
the ATD item did not exist. The extra effort for completing those impacted change 
scenarios is called interest of the ATD item. This means that the interest of an ATD 
item is affected by its impacted change scenarios. If a change scenario reoccurs 
regularly, ATD measurement needs to calculate the scenario’s interest in a long 
period instead of in just the upcoming release or next six months. The relationships 
between ATD items, ADs, change scenarios, QAs, and interest are shown in a 
conceptual model (see Figure 4.1). 

We use an example to further explain these concepts and their relationships. In a 
strict layered software system, a new architect made an AD of cross-layer dependencies, 
i.e., allowing a higher layer to have dependencies to layers other than the one 
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directly below it. This AD compromised system modularity thus incurred an 
(unintentional) ATD item called violation of the strict layered pattern. This ATD item 
negatively impacted the change scenario of changing the APIs of the lowest layer, 
resulting in extra effort needed to change multiple higher layers, rather than only 
changing the layer directly above the lowest one. This extra effort constitutes the 
ATD item’s interest affected by the change scenario. 

 

ATD item
Architecture 

decision

Change 

scenario

incurs

affects
Interest

1 0..* 1..* 1..*

impacts

1..*

1..*1

1

has

Quality attribute

0..*

compromises

1..*

 

Figure 4.1. Relationships between ATD related concepts 

Considering the causal relationships between ATD items and ADs as well as the 
fact that the interest of ATD items is affected by their impacted change scenarios, we 
propose to identify ATD items based on ADs and change scenarios. We present the 
details of the proposed approach in the next section. 

4.3.2 Approach Description 
Before identifying ATD in a software system using this approach, architects need 

to record the ADs using at least the listed elements in the AD template shown in 
Table 4.1. This step can be omitted if the ADs have already been recorded. The AD 
template contains the major AD elements identified in (Shahin, Liang, and 
Khayyambashi, 2009) and an additional element “architecture diagram”. All ADs are 
put in an AD list. An initial prioritization of the list of ADs could help balance effort 
and benefit for users when it is not possible to analyze all ADs. 

Table 4.1. Architecture decision template 

ID A unique identifier of this AD 

Name A brief name for this architecture decision (AD) 

Description The details about the AD, i.e., how a design problem is solved 
with this AD 

Alternatives Alternative solutions to the same design problem 

Rationale The reason why the decision was chosen over alternatives 

Pros The advantages of the decision 

Cons The disadvantages of the decision 

Architecture 
diagram 

A diagram or model that illustrates the affected part (e.g., 
affected components) in the architecture design 
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Figure 4.2. Logical flow of the core of the ATD identification approach 

Similarly, the change scenarios also need to be established. At first, a list of change 
scenarios needs to be created. The project’s list of unresolved bugs, planned 
improvements on QAs and functionalities, as well as new requirements (on both 
QAs and functionalities) could serve as candidate change scenarios. In the next step, 
users (i.e., project members) mark the change scenarios that are hard to complete or 
have been postponed since those change scenarios are more likely to be negatively 
impacted by ATD. The list of candidate change scenarios is subsequently reduced to 
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include only the marked change scenarios. In practice, users need to choose a 
reasonable length of development time period in which the planned change 
scenarios will be analyzed to identify ATD. The longer the chosen time period, the 
more change scenarios will be analyzed, and thus more ATD items may be identified 
for further management. However, more change scenarios to be analyzed entails 
more required effort for each execution of the proposed ATD identification approach. 
To balance the required effort for executing the approach, against the risk of the 
system’s long-term health (maintainability and evolvability), users could limit the 
number of to-be-analyzed change scenarios, for example, only analyzing the change 
scenarios for the upcoming release or the following six months. An initial 
prioritization of the list of change scenarios is recommended when it is not possible 
to analyze all the change scenarios. 

As shown in Figure 4.2, the proposed approach is comprised of two parts: a 
decision-based part and a scenario-based part. The two parts can be executed in an 
arbitrary order. It is not mandatory to execute both parts. Instead, users may choose 
to execute one of the two parts and skip the other one. Since new ADs and change 
scenarios may be added during the execution of the approach, it can be executed 
iteratively to recheck those ADs and scenarios until the iteration in which no new 
ADs and change scenarios are added. Note that the execution of the ATD 
identification approach requires the project members (the architects, project manager, 
and development team members) to work together in a workshop, physically or 
virtually. 

4.3.2.1 Decision-based part 

The decision-based part starts with analyzing ADs, in order to come up with ATD 
items incurred by the ADs, and related change scenarios that are impacted. Each AD 
is dealt with in four steps. 

Step 1.1. The architects choose an AD from the AD list (which is prioritized as 
aforementioned), then check whether one or more of the six aforementioned QAs are 
compromised by the AD, according to its description (see in Table 4.1). How to 
analyze ADs, is out of the scope of this chapter (for example, the Decision-Centric 
Architecture Reviews (DCAR) method (van Heesch et al., 2013) can be employed). 

Step 1.2. If none of the aforementioned QAs is compromised, the identification 
process ends. Otherwise, there are one or more potential ATD items identified. Each 
compromised QA corresponds to a new potential ATD item. 

Step 1.3. The project members come up with change scenarios negatively impacted 
by the potential ATD items. If a change scenario is not in the change scenario list, 
then it must be added. If a potential ATD item does not have any impacted change 
scenario, this ATD item is not a true ATD item, thus should be dropped. 

Step 1.4. The architects record all the ATD items resulting from Step 1.3 using the 
template in Table 4.2, and add them to the ATD item list. This ATD item template is 
an adaptation based on the template shown in Table 3.1. 
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Table 4.2. ATD item template 

ID A unique identifier of this ATD item 

Name The name of this ATD item 

Date The date when this ATD item was identified or updated 

Intentionality Intentional or unintentional 

Incurred by The AD that incurs this ATD item 

Compromised 
QA 

The QA that is compromised (modularity, reusability, 
analyzability, modifiability, testability, or evolvability) 

Rationale The reason why the ATD item is incurred 

Benefit The value gained if the ATD item remains unresolved 

Cost The cost suffered by incurring this ATD item, which is the sum 
of principal and interest described below 

Principal The cost if this ATD item is resolved at the time when the ATD 
item is identified 

Interest The interest that this ATD item accumulates (The interest is the 
sum of the interest of all change scenarios described below) 

Change 
scenarios 

The change scenarios impacted by this ATD item, their 
consequences, scenario interest, and probabilities of the 
scenarios 

Architecture 
diagram 

A diagram or model that illustrates the concerned part (e.g., 
affected components) in the architecture design 

 

4.3.2.2 Scenario-based part 

The scenario-based part starts with analyzing change scenarios for collecting 
symptoms of ATD items, and then finds out the ADs that cause the ATD items. Each 
change scenario is dealt with in five steps. 

Step 2.1. The architects choose one change scenario from the list (which is 
prioritized as aforementioned), and then the project members analyze whether the 
change scenario is more difficult to be completed than it ideally should be, i.e., 
whether a better (ideal) architecture design exists compared to the current one (as-is). 
The difference between the ideal and as-is architecture designs is the root of ATD. 

Step 2.2. If not, the scenario-based process of this change scenario ends. Otherwise, 
the project members identify which QA is compromised regarding the change 
scenario, and add a new ATD item. 

Step 2.3. The project members (particularly the architects) come up with an AD 
that influences the change scenario regarding the compromised QA. This means that 
this AD incurs the ATD item. If the AD is not in the AD list, then it must be added. 

Step 2.4. The project members check whether any other change scenarios in the list 
are negatively impacted by this ATD item regarding the compromised QA. If so, 
these scenarios must be assigned to the ATD item. 

Step 2.5. The architects record the ATD item using the template provided in Table 
4.2. 
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4.3.3 Going beyond the State of the Art 
This section describes how the proposed ATD identification approach addresses 

the shortcomings in the existing source code analysis-based ATD identification 
approaches as mentioned in Sections 4.1 (Introduction) and 4.2 (Related Work). 

ATD types identified. Due to the diversity of ADs and change scenarios, the 
proposed approach can identify any type of ATD, both through the decision-based 
part and the scenario- based part. Typical ATD types are architecture smells, system-
wide structure quality issues, and architectural compliance issues (Li, Avgeriou, and 
Liang, 2015). An example for the decision-based part is to identify ATD caused by 
the decision to implement most features of a software system for Windows platform 
first and then adjust the architecture to make the system portable to Mac OS and 
Android platforms. An example for the scenario-based part is to analyze a change 
scenario being delayed because it needs a new technology that the current 
architecture does not support. Both examples of ATD cannot be identified by source 
code analysis-based approaches. 

When ATD identification can be applied. Due to the independence from source 
code, both the decision-based and scenario-based parts can be used during the early 
stages of the development life cycle, before ADs are implemented in code. This can 
potentially avoid substantial rework when paying the interest incurred by ATD, 
which is much more expensive when performed after the system implementation. 

ATD confirmation. Source code analysis-based ATD identification approaches 
only provide indicators for ATD, but cannot confirm whether the identified potential 
ATD is actual ATD or not. The proposed approach relates an ATD item to the actual 
impacted change scenarios, which allows stakeholders to understand how the 
identified ATD item negatively impacts software development. Therefore it connects 
an ATD item to real cost in terms of the incurred interest of the impacted change 
scenarios. Therefore, stakeholders can make sure that the identified ATD is true ATD. 

4.3.4 Known Limitations 
One known limitation of the proposed approach is that some ADs may be 

forgotten and thus not recorded; this affects the coverage of the identified ATD items. 
If an AD that incurs a certain ATD item is not recorded, this ATD item may not be 
identified thus posing a threat to system maintainability and evolvability. Similarly, 
change scenarios that are missed during the change scenario collection phase also 
influence the coverage of the ATD items identified. However, the decision-based and 
scenario-based parts of the approach, to some extent, help mitigate this risk as one 
part can fill in the gaps of the other. On the one hand, the decision-based part may 
identify the ATD items that cannot be identified by the scenario-based part. If a 
change scenario that is negatively impacted by an ATD item, is not in the change 
scenario list, while the AD that incurs this ATD item is in the AD list, then this ATD 
item can be identified by the decision-based part through analyzing the AD. On the 
other hand, the scenario-based part may identify the ATD items that cannot be 
identified by the decision-based part. If an AD that incurs a specific ATD item is not 
in the AD list, while the negatively impacted change scenarios are in the change 
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scenario list, this ATD item can be identified by the scenario-based part through 
analyzing the impacted change scenarios. 

Another limitation of the proposed approach is that the coverage of identified 
ATD items depends on how well the users of the approach can analyze the ADs and 
change scenarios. This further depends on the expertise and experience of the users 
(i.e., the project members), as well as available time and effort. 

4.4 Case Study 
To evaluate the proposed ATD identification approach, we conducted a case study 

in a large telecommunications company in China. This case study was designed and 
reported by following the guidelines proposed by Runeson and Höst (Runeson and 
Höst, 2009). 

4.4.1 Study Objective and Research Questions 
The goal of this case study, described using the Goal-Question-Metric approach 

(Basili, 1992), is: to analyze the proposed ATD identification approach for the purpose of 
evaluation with respect to its effectiveness and usability, from the point of view of 
practitioners in the context of industrial software development. 

This goal results in two research questions (RQs), one for effectiveness (RQ1) and 
one for usability (RQ2). With the term “effectiveness”, we are interested in three 
specific factors (see sub-questions of RQ1). 

RQ1: How effective is the approach? 

Rationale: This RQ concerns the extent to which the proposed approach can 
identify real ATD (RQ1.1), as well as whether the output of this approach can 
facilitate ATD-related activities that are closely related to ATD identification. In 
particular we are interested in two such activities: measuring ATD interest (RQ1.2) 
and optimizing the release planning of the project (RQ1.3). 

 RQ1.1: How useful is the ATD identification approach for identifying ATD in 
the project? 

Rationale: The approach should be able to help practitioners find real ATD in 
their project. 

 RQ1.2: How appropriate is the granularity of the change scenarios used in the 
ATD identification approach for ATD interest measurement in the project? 

Rationale: ATD interest indicates the risk of ATD to future development, and 
thus should be measured and made visible. Since the interest of an ATD item 
is affected by its associated change scenarios, the granularity of the change 
scenarios has an impact on the measurement of ATD interest. 

 RQ1.3: How helpful are the identified ATD items to the release planning of the 
project? 

Rationale: The identified ATD items have a negative impact on future 
maintenance and evolution, thus should be taken into account in the release 
planning of the project. To ease future development, some ATD items should 
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be resolved prior to specific maintenance and evolution tasks. This may lead to 
adjusting the release planning. 

RQ2: How easy is it to execute the ATD identification approach for the project? 

Rationale: The usability of the approach largely reflects the possibility that the 
approach will be adopted by users. 

4.4.2 Case and Units of Analysis 
This is an embedded single case study, since multiple units of analysis (i.e., the 

participants) are studied for one case: an information system in a large 
telecommunications company in China. The participants are the units of analysis 
instead of the identified ATD items, because we evaluated the proposed ATD 
identification approach through the analysis of the participants’ feedback rather than 
the identified ATD items. The information system analyzes test data in various 
formats of telecommunications equipment and generates various types of reports 
about the quality of the tested telecommunications equipment. This system also 
provides the functionality of managing and controlling whether a piece of 
telecommunications equipment is allowed to proceed in a set of sequential tests. The 
system has a history of around seven years and a size of 760,000 lines of code in C#. 
Around 290 person-months of development effort has been invested in this project. 
Nine project members participated in the case study, including two architects (A1, 
A2), one project manager (M1), five developers (D1 – D5), and one tester (T1). 

4.4.2.1 Data Collection 

4.4.2.1.1 Data Collected 

To answer the RQs defined in Section IV.A, we collected the data items listed in 
Table 4.3, which also lists the target RQ of each data item. In addition, we collected 
information about the study participants’ experience in software industry (see Table 
4.4). 

4.4.2.1.2 Data Collection Methods 

We used interviews as the main data collection method in this case study. As 
suggested in (Runeson and Höst, 2009), interviews allow us to get in-depth 
knowledge about the topics of interest in the case study, by asking a series of 
questions about the interview topic to the study participants. Interviews can be 
categorized into unstructured, semi-structured, and fully structured (Runeson and 
Höst, 2009). In this case study we employed semi-structured interviews, which 
allowed us to adjust the order of the planned questions according to the 
development of the conversation between the researcher and the participants. 
Furthermore, semi-structured interviews allowed us to explore in more depth the 
interview topics by asking follow-up questions based on the participants’ answers. 
We interviewed all nine participants. 
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Table 4.3. Data items collected 

# Data item Scale Range RQ 

DI1 Usefulness of the 
approach  

Ordinal Ten-point Likert. One for 
completely useless, ten for 
extremely useful  

RQ1.1 

DI2 The total number of 
ATD items identified 

Ratio Positive natural numbers RQ1.1 

DI3 The number of ATD 
items identified by the  
decision-based part 

Ratio Positive natural numbers RQ1.1 

DI4 The number of ATD 
items identified by the  
scenario-based part 

Ratio Positive natural numbers RQ1.1 

DI5 Appropriateness of the 
granularity of the change 
scenarios used in the 
ATD approach for 
interest measurement 

Ordinal Five-point Likert: too 
coarse, a bit too coarse but 
acceptable, appropriate, a 
bit too small but acceptable, 
too small 

RQ1.2 

DI6 Helpfulness of the ATD 
items identified by the 
approach to the release 
planning 

Ordinal Three-point Likert: 
unhelpful, insignificantly 
helpful, significantly 
helpful 

RQ1.3 

DI7 Ease of use in executing 
the approach 

Ordinal Ten-point Likert. One for 
completely unusable, ten 
for extremely usable 

RQ2 

 

Participant observations are a secondary data collection method used in the case 
study. As discussed in (Runeson and Höst, 2009), participant observations are 
conducted in order to investigate how a specific task is performed by study 
participants. Participant observations can be conducted using different approaches. 
We conducted observations during the workshop to gather information about how 
the participants identify ATD using the decision-based and scenario-based parts of 
the proposed approach. 

4.4.2.1.3 Data Collection Procedure 

The procedure that we followed is comprised of five tasks and is shown in Figure 
4.3. Task2, Task3, and Task4 took place within a workshop in which a researcher (the 
first author) and nine participants attended. We briefly describe each task of the 
procedure below. 
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Table 4.4. Information collected about study participants 

# Participant data item Scale Unit Range 

PDI1 Time the participants have 
worked in software industry 

Ratio Years Positive natural 
numbers  

PDI2 Time the participants have 
worked as developers 

Ratio Years Positive natural 
numbers 

PDI3 Time the participants have 
worked in the current 
company 

Ratio Years Positive natural 
numbers 

PDI4 Time the participants have 
worked in the domain of the 
case 

Ratio Years Positive natural 
numbers 

PDI5 Time the participants 
worked in their current role 
in software industry 

Ratio Years Positive natural 
numbers 

PDI6 Time the participants have 
been involved in the current 
project 

Ratio Years Positive natural 
numbers 

PDI7 Received dedicated training 
in SA 

Nominal n.a. Yes or No 

DI8 Experience level in SA Ordinal n.a. Five-point Likert 
scale2 

 

Workshop

Task1: 
Record ADs
(~120 mins)

Task4:
Identify ATD based on ADs and change scenarios, 

measure ATD, and conduct participant observations
(80 mins)

Task3:
Filter and mark 

change scenarios
 (10 mins)

Task2:
 Present ATD 

identification approach
(15 mins)

Task5: 
Interview the 
participants

(30~40 mins each)
 

Figure 4.3. Procedure of the case study 

Task1: The architects recalled the ADs of the selected case following the guidelines 
provided by the researchers, and then recorded the ADs using the template in Table 
4.1. Table 4.5 shows one of the ADs that were recalled during Task1. 

Task2: The researcher presented the ATD identification approach and related 
concepts to the participants in a tutorial. 

 

                                                        
2 The five-point Likert scale: a) No knowledge on SA, b) Some knowledge on SA but never involved in 

architecting, c) Experience in architecting small software systems (<=50,000 lines of code), d) Experience in 
architecting big software systems (>50,000 lines of code), and e) Chief architect of big software systems. 
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Table 4.5. An example architecture decision 

ID AD10 

Name Using pre-defined Excel templates for product quality reports 

Description We need to first design the formats and styles for different types 
of reports for different product lines and models, and then write 
the numbers on the product quality to the right cells of the right 
templates. 

Alternatives Excel automation: to generate reports and change report formats 
and styles by programming. 

Rationale We need to speed up the development to meet the tight deadline 
of the first release. Although we have already known Excel 
automation is a better solution, all the development team 
members currently are not experienced in Excel automation. 

Pros We can save considerable effort and time to deliver the first 
release of the system. 

Cons It will be time-consuming and error-prone to add new product 
models and product lines, as it needs to change the report formats 
of all report types. It is also hard to modify report styles since it 
needs the developers to manually change the styles of all the 
report templates. Also, considerable effort is required to validate 
the changes to the report templates. 

Architecture 
diagram Client UI

Excel
Handler

Fixed 
Report

Customized 
Report

Legend
Component Provide 

service to  

 

Task3: The project manager provided the project’s change scenario list that was 
maintained in an issue tracking system. Before the workshop, the manager had 
marked the change scenarios that have been delayed. The participants marked the 
change scenarios that are difficult to complete. 

Task4:  Based on the lists of ADs and change scenarios, the participants applied 
the proposed approach to identify ATD items. Specifically, the participants first used 
the decision-based part of the proposed approach and then the scenario-based part. 
Along the ATD identification, the chief architect recorded the ATD items using the 
template in Table 4.2. An example ATD item is shown in Table 4.6. The participants 
also estimated the benefit and cost of each ATD item according to their expertise and 
experience in the project after the ATD item was identified. During this task, the 
researcher conducted participant observations on how the participants acted during 
this task. 
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Task5: After the workshop, we interviewed all nine participants with semi-
structured interviews, asking a series of questions along the lines of the research 
questions. We interviewed the participants one by one, and each interview took 30 to 
40 minutes. 

Table 4.6. An example ATD item 

ID ATD1 

Name Poor support for report format and style customization 

Date 22-08-2014 

Intentionality Intentional 

Incurred by AD10 

Compromised 
QA 

Evolvability 

Rationale To speed up the implementation of the feature of product quality 
reports, we decided to use the pre-defined Excel templates instead 
of Excel automation to set the formats and styles of the report files, 
since we did not have experience in Excel automation. We saved 15 
person-days. 

Benefit 15 person-days 

Cost 32.8 person-days 

Principal 25 person-days 

Interest 3×0.8+1×0.9+5×0.9=7.8 person-days 

Change 
scenarios 

 

# Scenario 
description 

Consequence Scenario 
interest 

Proba 
bility 

S10 Add a new 
report type for 
product line A 

Manually add a 
new type of report 
template and test it 
for product line A 

3 
person-
days 

0.8 

S11 Add a new 
product model 
for product 
line B 

Manually update 
and test all the 
existing report 
templates  

1 
person-
day 

0.9 

S13 Add a new 
product line 

Manually add and 
test all types of 
report templates for 
the new product 
line 

5 
person-
days 

0.9 

Architecture 
diagram 

Excel
Handler

Fixed 
Report

Customized 
Report

Legend
Component Provide 

service to  
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4.4.3 Data Analysis 
We used descriptive statistics and qualitative analysis to examine the data 

collected during the case study. Descriptive statistics was used to analyze the 
participants’ selections (e.g., the scores assigned to the usefulness of the proposed 
approach) that directly answered the interview questions, as well as the participants’ 
professional experience information. Constant comparison method (Glaser and 
Strauss, 1967), a well-established theory generation method in qualitative analysis 
(Seaman, 1999), was used to analyze the data gathered in order to further explore the 
reasons behind the scores assigned and selections made by the participants. 

4.4.4 Study Results 
As shown in Table 4.7, all the participants had worked in software industry for 

seven or more years and as software developers for more than 5 years, except one 
who had 3.5 years of experience in software industry and as a developer. Four 
participants had experience in architecting big software systems (more than 50,000 
LOC); two had experience in architecting small software systems (less than 50,000 
LOC); while the others had basic knowledge on architecture only (without 
architecting experience). 

Table 4.7. Participants' professional experience information 
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PD8: Experience level in software 

architecture (SA) 

A1 8 8 8 6 6 6 Y Chief architect of big software systems 

A2 9 6 9 2 5 2 Y Experience in architecting big software 

systems 

M1 10 5 13 7 7 7 Y Experience in architecting big software 

systems 

D1 7 7 7 5 5 5 N Some SA knowledge but never involved in 

architecting 

D2 8 8 5 3 7 3 N Experience in architecting small software 

systems 

D3 9 9 4 2 1 1 Y Experience in architecting small software 

systems 

D4 9 6 6 3 3 3 N Some SA knowledge but never involved in 

architecting 

D5 3.5 3.5 3.5 1.5 3.5 1.5 Y Experience in architecting big software 

systems 

T1 7 7 6 0.1 0.1 0.1 N Some SA knowledge but never involved in 

architecting 

 

4.4.4.1 Effectiveness (RQ1) 

We report the results of RQ1 according to its three sub-RQs. 
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4.4.4.1.1 Usefulness (RQ1.1) 

During the workshop, the participants identified 10 ATD items covering various 
aspects of the architecture, e.g., database, application server, obsolete .NET 
technology, external system dependency, and report generation mechanisms. Eight 
of these ATD items could not be identified by source code analysis. Out of the 10 
ATD items, 6 were identified by the decision-based part of the approach, while the 
remaining 4 were identified by the scenario-based part. 20 ADs and 26 change 
scenarios were used in this case study. 

In the interviews with the participants, we asked how useful they found the 
approach to be in identifying the ATD in the project. The results of this question are 
shown in Table 4.8. The mean score is 8.2 out of 10. This score indicates that the 
approach is very useful in identifying ATD in this case. Eight participants gave 
scores no less than 8 while only one (D3) gave a score below 8. 

Table 4.8. Usefulness of ATD identification 

Participant A1 A2 M1 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 T1 Mean 

Score 8 9 8 8 8 7 9 9 8 8.2 

 

Subsequently, we asked the participants follow-up questions to elaborate on their 
responses about usefulness. The participants expressed the following points: 

 The architects believed that the proposed approach can identify most ATD 
items in the project. The chief architect (A1) thought that the most serious ATD 
items was in fact identified. He also argued that, the decision-based part of the 
approach is especially useful for identifying the ATD incurred by the ADs that 
intentionally compromise some of the QAs. 

 The developers D2, D4, and D5 expressed their satisfaction with using the 
scenario-based part of the approach, since it successfully helped them identify 
several ATD items that the three developers had been struggling with.  

 The developers D2, D3, D5 and the tester (T1) added that, the scenario-based 
part of the approach is more useful and easier to use for them since they are 
working on the scenarios in their daily work. 

From the participant observations during the workshop, we found that ATD items 
that were incurred by ADs, which related to concrete functionalities, are more likely 
to be identified by the scenario-based part of the approach. In this case study, the 
decision-based part seems more useful in identifying ATD items that were caused by 
the fundamental ADs on the infrastructure of the software architecture. One reason is 
that some ADs related to concrete functionalities that had not been recalled during 
the AD recording stage. 

Another observation is that the ATD items identified by the scenario-based part 
are more urgent to be resolved than the ones identified by the decision-based part. It 
was not a surprise. We found that, the change scenarios that were used to 
successfully identify ATD items using the scenario-based part, were the ones that 
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had troubled the developers in the recent period. In contrast, most of the ATD items 
identified by the decision-based part were not so urgent but at a high level. 

4.4.4.1.2 Appropriateness of change scenarios for ATD interest measurement 
(RQ1.2) 

During the workshop, the participants also measured the benefit, principal, and 
interest of each ATD item after it was identified. We particularly paid attention to the 
impact of the change scenarios on interest measurement, since the interest of an ATD 
item reflects the risk of the ATD item on future development. In the interviews with 
the participants, we asked how appropriate the granularity of the used change 
scenarios is for measuring the interest of the identified ATD items. The results of this 
question are shown in Table 4.9. Seven out of nine participants regarded that the 
granularity of the change scenarios was appropriate for measuring the interest of 
ATD items. Particularly, all the developers and the manager regarded that the 
granularity of the change scenarios was appropriate for interest measurement. 

Table 4.9. Appropriateness of the change scenarios used to interest measurement 

Participant Scenario granularity  

A1 A little bit too small, but acceptable 

A2 Appropriate 

M1 Appropriate 

D1 Appropriate 

D2 Appropriate 

D3 Appropriate 

D4 Appropriate 

D5 Appropriate 

T1 A little bit too small, but acceptable 

 

The participants further explained their perceptions on the granularity of the used 
change scenarios to interest measurement as follows: 

 Architect A1 thought that the granularity of part of the change scenarios used 
in the case study is a little bit too small but acceptable. He admitted that 
change scenarios of smaller granularity may help to make a more accurate 
estimation of the interest of an ATD item. However, he postulated that 
estimating ATD interest based on change scenarios of relatively coarse 
granularity can reduce the needed time for the interest estimation and obtain 
acceptable accuracy of interest estimation at the same time. 

 The manager considered the change scenario granularity as appropriate for 
ATD interest measurement, since he conducted daily project management 
based on the list of such change scenarios. 

 The developers and architect A2 felt confident of measuring the interest of 
ATD items with the change scenarios used in the ATD identification, since the 
granularity of these change scenarios is the same as the granularity they 
handle in their daily work. 
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4.4.4.1.3 Helpfulness of the identified ATD items for release planning (RQ1.3) 

In the interviews, we asked the participants how helpful the identified ATD items 
are for release planning. As shown in Table 4.10, seven participants (including the 
two architects and the project manager) considered that the identified ATD items are 
significantly helpful in their release planning. Two participants (D1 and T1) thought 
that the identified ATD items are helpful but not significantly for release planning. 

Table 4.10. Helpfulness of the identified ATD items to release planning 

Participant Option 

A1 Significantly helpful 

A2 Significantly helpful 

M1 Significantly helpful 

D1 Insignificantly helpful 

D2 Significantly helpful 

D3 Significantly helpful 

D4 Significantly helpful 

D5 Significantly helpful 

T1 Insignificantly helpful  

 

4.4.4.2 Usability (RQ2) 

In the interviews, we asked the participants how easy they found the approach to 
be. The results for this question are shown in Table 4.11. The mean score is 7.9 out of 
10. This score indicates that the approach is relatively easy to use. Six participants 
gave scores no less than 8 while three gave scores below 8. 

Table 4.11. Usability of ATD identification 

Participant A1 A2 M1 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 T1 Mean 

Score 8 9 8 6 7 6 9 9 9 7.9 

 

The participants gave further remarks about usability during the interviews: 

 Most participants considered that there were no significant difficulties in ATD 
identification using the approach.  

 The developers D1 and D3 had difficulties sometimes in judging whether a 
development decision is an architectural one or not, as there is no clear 
boundary between ADs and other development decisions.  

 The developer D2 argued that sometimes he was not very confident whether a 
maintainability issue is an ATD item or technical debt at a lower level. 

 

From the participant observations during the workshop, we noted that 
participants from different roles acted differently when using the two parts of the 
approach (the decision-based and the scenario-based). The developers were more 
enthusiastic in identifying ATD items using the scenario-based part. The main reason 
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is that each developer was familiar with part of the change scenarios that were used 
in this case study. Thus, the developers gave many remarks on specific change 
scenarios when they were analyzing change scenarios during the scenario-based 
ATD identification. We also observed that the developers tended to discuss technical 
details about the ATD items identified by the scenario-based part. 

4.4.5 Threats to Validity 
We discuss the threats to different validity types that are suggested in the 

guidelines of reporting case study research (Runeson and Höst, 2009). Internal 
validity is not discussed since we did not investigate causal relationships but only 
evaluate the ATD identification approach that we proposed. 

Construct validity refers to the extent to which the studied operational measures 
really reflect the research questions (RQs) (Runeson and Höst, 2009). A frequent 
threat is that the data collected during a case study cannot effectively answer the RQs. 
To reduce this threat, we clearly defined the RQs and the data items (i.e., operational 
measures) that need to be gathered for answering each RQ in the study protocol and 
iterated this protocol multiple times. Furthermore we applied data source 
triangulation by gathering data both from interviews as well as participant 
observations. Another threat is that the participants may not have the same 
understanding on the interview questions as the researchers’. To mitigate this threat, 
we piloted the data collection instruments with an architect from another company. 
The feedback from this architect helped us to significantly reduce the ambiguities in 
the interview questions. 

External validity refers to the generalizability of the case study results (Runeson 
and Höst, 2009). The study results may be generalizable for software projects with 
similar project and team sizes. Since only one case is studied in one application 
domain (i.e., information systems), the results may not be generalizable to other 
application domains. Additionally, because the case study was conducted in China, 
the cultural context may have played a role in the results. Hence, replication of the 
study is desirable in other countries to validate the results in other cultural contexts. 

Reliability is concerned with the data and the analysis being dependent on certain 
researchers (Runeson and Höst, 2009). To ensure the reliability of the study results, 
we defined a case study protocol in which we clearly defined the RQs, data items to 
be collected for the RQs, interview questions to collect the needed data items, and 
concrete operation steps. We also conducted a pilot study following the protocol 
with an architect from another company as mentioned before. Finally, even though 
the data analysis just involved descriptive statistics and simple data categorization, 
data analysis was performed independently by two authors and subsequently cross-
checked for consistency. 

4.5 Discussion 
In this section, we interpret the study results as well as advantages and 

disadvantages of the proposed approach. 
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4.5.1 Interpretation on the Results of the RQs 
Interpretation RQ1.1. The study results show that the proposed ATD 

identification approach is very useful considering that the mean score for usefulness 
is 8.2. Although the ATD items identified by the decision-based part of the approach 
are more than the ones identified by the scenario-based part in this case study, it 
does not mean that the decision-based part is more powerful in identifying ATD than 
the scenario-based part. In the case study, the decision-based part was used first and 
followed by the scenario-based part. Some of the ATD items identified by the 
decision-based part could also be identified by the scenario-based part. 

As mentioned in Section 4.3.4, the extent to which participants can recall ADs and 
collect change scenarios influences the coverage of the ATD items identified. In the 
interviews with the architects, they were confident that they have enough knowledge 
about the ADs to be able to find out the compromises made on system 
maintainability and evolvability. In addition, all the participants, particularly the 
developers and tester, considered that analyzing the change scenarios was not a 
difficult task for them. 

Interpretation RQ1.2. The interest of an ATD item that is identified using the 
proposed approach, is relatively easy to measure, considering that most participants 
(7 out of 9) regarded the granularity of the change scenarios to be appropriate for 
ATD interest measurement. Since change scenarios are not necessarily independent 
from each other, it is possible that multiple change scenarios share a common part 
that needs to be modified to resolve the related ATD items. In this case, it is better to 
combine such change scenarios for interest measurement, in order to obtain a more 
accurate estimation. For the same purpose, a coarse change scenario should be 
decomposed if the change scenario is impacted by multiple ATD items with different 
compromised QAs. 

Interpretation RQ1.3. The fact that most of the participants considered that the 
identified ATD items are significantly helpful to release planning, indicates that the 
identified ATD items are real problems influencing the future development of the 
project. The participants were already aware that there were some problems related 
to part of the identified ATD items. However, they did not have a good mechanism 
to characterize the problems, and thus did not carefully and specifically explore the 
actual impact of those problems on future development. As a result, those problems 
had been left unresolved though some participants were struggling with those 
problems. During the workshop, some participants expressed their appreciation for 
the introduction of the concept of ATD. As the developer D2 said, “Finally, I find a 
good term to describe the problems that I have suffered from.” 

The proposed ATD identification approach does not only detect the location of an 
ATD item, but also identifies which change scenarios are negatively impacted by the 
ATD item. These change scenarios allow the participants to assess the real impact of 
the ATD item based on them (the scenarios). Therefore, the participants have enough 
confidence to determine whether a release plan needs to be adjusted according to the 
assessment of the impact of the identified ATD items. 
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Interpretation RQ2. The study results indicate that the approach is relatively easy 
to use, considering that the mean score of usability is 7.9. AD and ATD are the key 
concepts for using the approach. However, these two concepts had not been 
introduced in the project, and participants might not have thoroughly understood 
them, given that the researcher briefly introduced them in a 15-minute tutorial. This 
might have prevented the usability of the approach from being higher. 

Before the ATD identification, the participants needed to recall ADs and collect 
change scenarios. All the participants thought that the change scenarios were 
relatively easy to collect, since all the scenarios had been recorded in an issue 
tracking system. For the ADs, there is no dedicated AD documentation in the project. 
The architects said that “If ATDM is introduced in the beginning of the project, it would be 
easier to collect ADs; if ATDM is introduced after the project started, the preparation of ADs 
is not so easy since not all ADs can be recalled/recovered and it is hard to precisely recover the 
related information of all ADs, such as alternatives, rationale, and pros and cons.” 

4.5.2 Advantages 
 The architects of the project regarded that the decision-based part was 

particularly effective in identifying the ATD intentionally incurred by the ADs 
they made. 

 All the project members (i.e., the project manager, architects, developers, and 
tester) agreed that the reuse of the existing well-recorded change scenarios saves 
much time and effort. In addition, they are very familiar with these change 
scenarios as they need to examine (part of) the scenarios in every development 
iteration. 

 The development team members considered that the scenario-based part of the 
approach is particularly useful and easy to conduct, since they are familiar with 
the change scenarios and are even under pressure from delayed change scenarios 
that are negatively impacted by certain ATD items. 

 The architects agreed that associating ATD items to concrete impacted change 
scenarios is helpful to estimate the interest of ATD items. 

 Both architects argued that the decision-based and scenario-based parts of the 
approach are complementary to each other in terms of covering all ATD items in 
a software system. 

4.5.3 Disadvantages 
 There is no dedicated tool supporting the ATD identification process. Ideally a 

tool should be provided that is integrated with the issue tracking systems to 
synchronize with the change scenarios, and codifies ADs, ATD items as well as 
their traceability information. This could significantly reduce the documentation 
effort and save time in querying related information during ATD identification. 

 Some users (e.g., new developers) may not be familiar with ADs and ATD items, 
though the templates provided in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 may partially address 
this issue. 
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 The preparation of ADs may take time when the ADs are not documented, 
especially when the ADs were made a long time ago as the knowledge about 
ADs tends to vaporize. 

4.6 Conclusion and Future Work 
We propose an approach to identify ATD based on architecture decisions and 

change scenarios. This approach provides the capability to identify ATD types that 
existing ATD identification approaches, mainly based on source code analysis, 
cannot identify. The results of the industrial case study show that the proposed 
approach is effective in identifying ATD. Specifically, the approach is useful in 
identifying real ATD, the granularity of the change scenarios used for ATD 
identification is appropriate for ATD interest measurement, and the identified ATD 
items are helpful to release planning. The case study results also show that the 
approach is easy to use. Our approach shows a high potential in identifying ATD 
that makes it visible to stakeholders. 

We plan to replicate the case study in more industrial projects with different sizes 
and from various domains. We also plan to customize the approach in order to make 
it suitable for an agile context, with appropriate tool support. 
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Abstract 

Architectural technical debt (ATD) is incurred by design decisions that 
consciously or unconsciously compromise system-wide quality attributes, 
particularly maintainability and evolvability. ATD needs to be identified 
and measured, so that it can be monitored and eventually repaid, when 
appropriate. In practice, ATD is difficult to identify and measure, since ATD 
does not yield observable behaviors to end users. One indicator of ATD, is 
the average number of modified components per commit (ANMCC): a 
higher ANMCC indicates more ATD in a software system. However, it is 
difficult and sometimes impossible to calculate ANMCC, because the data 
(i.e., the log of commits) are not always available. In this chapter, we 
propose to use software modularity metrics, which can be directly calculated 
based on source code, as a substitute of ANMCC to indicate ATD. We 
validate the correlation between ANMCC and modularity metrics through a 
holistic multiple case study on thirteen open source software projects. The 
results of this study suggest that two modularity metrics, namely Index of 
Package Changing Impact (IPCI) and Index of Package Goal Focus (IPGF), 
have significant correlation with ANMCC, and therefore can be used as 
alternative ATD indicators. 

 

5.1 Introduction 
echnical debt has been increasingly gaining attention from researchers in the 
software engineering domain and from practitioners in the software industry 
in the past years (Brown et al., 2010; Kruchten, Nord, and Ozkaya, 2013; 

Ozkaya et al., 2011a). The concept of technical debt was coined by Ward 
Cunningham to describe immature work in coding that can yield short-term benefit 
(e.g., fast delivery), but will lead to high maintenance and evolution cost in the long 
term (Cunningham, 1992). Technical debt can span all phases of the software 
development lifecycle, including requirements analysis, architecture design, detailed 
design, testing etc. (Kruchten, Nord, and Ozkaya, 2012). More generally, technical 
debt refers to immature work in a software system that takes compromises in one 
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dimension to meet urgent needs in some other dimension (Brown et al., 2010). In this 
chapter, we focus on the technical debt at architecture level, i.e., architectural 
technical debt (ATD). 

As discussed in previous chapters, ATD is caused by design decisions that 
consciously or unconsciously compromise system-wide quality attributes (QAs), 
especially maintainability and evolvability. Typical ATD includes violations of best 
architecture practices and breakages of the consistency and integrity of software 
architectures. An example of ATD is the creation of architecture dependencies that 
violate the strict layered architectural pattern, i.e., a higher layer having direct 
dependencies to layers other than the one directly below it. ATD may also include 
the adoption of immature architecture techniques. Another ATD example is the use 
of an immature web application framework, which might require significant 
modifications, and therefore extra effort, to adapt in the developed web application. 

By taking into account the negative impact on the long-term health of a software 
system, ATD needs to be effectively managed to keep its amount under a reasonable 
level. Management of ATD entails identifying and measuring it, so that it can be 
monitored and eventually repaid. However, in practice ATD is difficult to identify 
and measure, since ATD does not yield observable behaviors to end users (Brown et 
al., 2010; Li, Liang, and Avgeriou, 2014; Ozkaya et al., 2011a). One solution is to 
define ATD indicators that denote the presence and relative amount of ATD. One 
such indicator is the average number of modified components per commit (further 
referred as ANMCC). A commit, also called a revision, is a unit of modification to the 
source code of a software system. ANMCC indicates the presence of ATD as follows: 

- ANMCC reflects the complexity and difficulty of making changes to a software 
system. A high ANMCC means that in a specific revision, and in order to 
perform a maintenance task (e.g., debugging or implementing a new feature) 
many components had to be modified. This fact indicates a difficulty in 
performing maintenance activities, due to high coupling between components, 
and intensive ripple effects. 

- The increase of the complexity and difficulty of making changes to a software 
system is the consequence of accumulated ATD. If not repaid, ATD will 
continuously accumulate interest, which makes the system more complex and 
difficult to implement changes later on (Brown et al., 2010; Cunningham, 1992).   

- A higher ANMCC entails an increase in the complexity and difficulty to 
change, thus implying potential increase in ATD. 

 However, it is hard and sometimes even impossible to calculate ANMCC, because 
the commit records (i.e., history data of source code changes) are not always 
available. For instance, a legacy system may not have commit history data; or a 
system that is built based on reused components from different projects has no 
complete commit history data. To address this issue, we try to find a substitute for 
ANMCC indicator that can be calculated based on source code; such a substitute 
should be accurate (ground truth representation of the system) and available.  

 In order to identify such a substitute we look into modularity metrics. According to 
ISO/IEC 25010 standard (ISO/IEC, 2011), modularity is one of the sub-characteristics 
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of  maintainability, which is one of the QAs compromised by ATD. Modularity is 
defined as the “degree to which a system or computer program is composed of discrete 
components such that a change to one component has minimal impact on other components 
(ISO/IEC, 2011)”. A snapshot of the source code of a project is the result of previous 
changes (commits). The modularity metrics of a snapshot of the project source code 
can, to a certain extent, reflect the development difficulty of changes to this project in 
the near future (Sethi et al., 2009). Specifically, as the modularity of a software system 
increases, the ANMCC of this software system is expected to decrease. Consequently, 
system modularity, to a certain degree, can also substitute ANMCC in terms of 
indicating ATD.  

 In this chapter, we empirically investigate the ability of existing modularity 
metrics to substitute ANMCC as ATD indicators, through a holistic multiple case 
study on thirteen open source projects. The main contribution of this chapter is the 
empirical evidence supporting that two of the investigated modularity metrics, i.e., 
Index of Package Changing Impact (IPCI) and Index of Package Goal Focus (IPGF), 
have significant negative correlations with ANMCC – the ATD indicator. Thus, the 
two software modularity metrics (IPCI and IPGF) can be used as indicators of ATD 
of a system. The merit of using IPCI and IPGF as ATD indicators is that they can be 
automatically calculated using a single version of source code, while the calculation 
of ANMCC requires commit history information of a project which is not always 
available. 

 The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: we discuss related work on 
technical debt measurement, especially ATD measurement in Section 5.2. The case 
study design is illustrated in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 describes the results of the case 
study and Section 5.5 discusses the study results and their implications. The threats 
to the validity of the case study are identified in Section 5.6. We conclude the work in 
this chapter with future work directions in Section 5.7. 

5.2 Related Work 
Technical debt measurement is considered as an important step in the technical 

debt management process (Seaman and Guo, 2011). Although technical debt is not 
easy to measure (Brown et al., 2010), there have already been some attempts trying to 
estimate it at various levels (e.g., code level, architecture level) and from different 
perspectives.  

In (Brown et al., 2010), Brown et al. proposed to aggregate individual technical 
measures of technical debt in three aspects similarly to financial debt: principal, 
interest probability, and interest amount. The total technical debt is the sum of the 
principal, and the product of interest probability and interest amount. Seaman and 
Guo measured these three aspects of a technical debt item by assigning them values 
of high, medium, or low (Seaman and Guo, 2011). They suggested that these coarse-
grained estimates should be sufficient for tracking technical debt items and making 
preliminary decisions on technical debt management. When more required 
information (e.g., historical effort data) is available, fine-grained estimations can be 
made upon that information for refined management decision-making. 
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Curtis et al. estimated technical debt by calculating the cost of fixing different 
types of violations (e.g., code smells) that were identified through automatic static 
analysis of source code against rules of good architecture and coding practice (Curtis, 
Sappidi, and Szynkarski, 2012b). They analyzed millions of lines of source code of 
business applications collected from various companies in different application 
domains. These collected applications were written in 28 programming languages. 
The principal of technical debt can be calculated through the following formula 
(Curtis, Sappidi, and Szynkarski, 2012b): 

Principal = ((Σ high-severity violations) × (percentage to be fixed) × (average hours 
needed to fix) × ($ per hour)) +  
((Σ medium-severity violations) × (percentage to be fixed) × (average hours needed to fix) 
× ($ per hour)) +  
((Σ low-severity violations) × (percentage to be fixed)  
× (average hours needed to fix) × ($ per hour)). 

    When the percentages of high-, medium-, and low-severity violations to be fixed 
are 50%, 25%, and 10%, respectively, fixing each violation takes one hour and the 
labor cost is 75 US dollar per hour, the average estimated technical debt principal is 
3.61 US dollar per line of code in the aforementioned collected source code. The 
technical debt principal per line of source code differs among programming 
languages. However, there are some issues with estimating the technical debt of a 
concrete software system with fixed value (i.e., 3.61 US dollar per line of code). 
Usually, architectural violations are much more difficult to fix compared with the 
design-level and code-level violations. In addition, the cost of fixing the same type of 
violations differs largely in different contexts of various software projects. 

    Marinescu proposed an approach to identify and measure technical debt of object-
oriented software systems by detecting and assessing specific types of design flaws 
through object-oriented metrics (Marinescu, 2012). The approach is composed of four 
steps: (1) choose a set of concerned design flaws, (2) define rules for detecting the 
selected design flaws, (3) measure the negative impact of each instance of the design 
flaws, and, finally, (4) calculate an overall score based on all detected design flaws to 
indicate the design quality of a system. The accuracy of the technical debt 
measurement in this approach depends on the ability of the design flaws detection. 
This approach can only identify and measure technical debt at detailed design level, 
while our investigation focuses on technical debt at architecture level.  

Nord et al. defined a metric for managing ATD (Nord et al., 2012). The value of 
this metric, calculated for each release, is the total cost of the implementation of new 
architectural elements introduced in this release, and the rework of pre-existing 
elements in previous releases. They considered architectural rework as the necessary 
adaption work for adding new architectural elements to the existing architecture of a 
software system. The rework cost is calculated based on the analysis of the changing 
dependencies from existing adapted architectural elements to the new introduced 
elements. This metric can be used to calculate the relative amount of ATD incurred in 
different software evolution paths, i.e., release plans. Suppose that there are two 
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release plans RP1 and RP2, in which the same features are implemented, i.e., they 
generate the same amount of business value. The relative amount of ATD is the 
difference between the values of metric calculated on RP1 and RP2. Thus, this metric 
can facilitate architecture decision-making in ATD management. The main limitation 
of this approach is the accuracy of the estimation of implementing new features and 
rework, especially the latter. Each software evolution path involves several releases, 
which implies that the estimation of rework and new implementations of later 
releases is based on the estimation of the earlier releases. This may pose a significant 
threat to the accuracy of ATD estimation.  

In this chapter, we consider that the estimation of ATD should be calculated on 
real data (i.e., source code), and the estimation makes more sense within a relative 
short term, e.g., between two releases. That is, the estimation of the next release is 
based on the real data of this implemented release. 

5.3 Case Study Design 
In order to investigate the ability of modularity metrics to substitute the average 

number of modified components per commit (ANMCC), and thus act as alternative 
indicators of system’s ATD, we performed a holistic multiple case study on thirteen 
C# open source software (OSS) projects provided by GitHub3. The main reason for 
conducting a case study is that, through using OSS projects, and more specifically 
their source code and commit information, we examine the phenomenon in its real-
life context, since both factors, i.e., modularity and ANMCC, cannot be monitored in 
isolation, and their environment cannot be controlled. In this section we describe the 
case study, which was designed and reported according to the guidelines proposed 
by Runeson and Höst (Runeson and Höst, 2009). 

5.3.1 Objective and Research Questions  
The goal of this study, described using the Goal-Question-Metric (GQM) approach 

(Basili, 1992), is: to analyze modularity metrics for the purpose of evaluation with respect to 
their ability to act as substitutes of ANMCC, for indicating ATD, from the point of view of 
software architects in the context of OSS evolution. 

Based on the abovementioned goal, we have extracted two research questions 
(RQs): 

RQ1: Are there modularity metrics that correlate with ANMCC? 
RQ2: Which modularity metrics have the most accurate correlation with ANMCC? 

5.3.2 Case and Unit Analysis 
According to (Runeson and Höst, 2009), case studies can be characterized based on 

the way they define their cases and units of analysis. This study is a holistic multiple 
case study, in the sense that we investigate multiple OSS projects, i.e., cases, and 

                                                        
3 https://github.com/ 

https://github.com/
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from each case we extract a single unit of analysis. In this study, as unit of analysis 
we use the pair of two selected releases of an OSS project. 

5.3.3 Case Selection 
In this study, we only investigate C# OSS projects, since we make use of the 

functionalities provided by Microsoft Visual Studio 2012 (MS VS2012). Specifically, 
the functionality of code map generation can create detailed and complete reports on 
the structure of a software system, and the reports on the software structure can be 
used to calculate modularity metrics. 

For selecting cases (OSS projects) included in our study, we apply the following 
criteria: 

1. Each selected project should have at least 6 releases, so that we can choose two 
neighboring releases that meet the release selection rules that are defined in 
the later part of this section. If a project has only two releases, it may still be in 
very early development stages, leading to tremendous changes between two 
neighboring releases. Thus, any estimation for the second release based on the 
first release is not likely to be reliable. 

2. Each release of a selected project should have at least 5 components. With this 
criterion, the modularity concept for a software system makes sense, in the 
sense that a system with less than five components is either not modular, or 
small in terms of size. 

3. The full list of commit records of the selected project can be automatically 
extracted using the TortoiseSVN4  client. The TortoiseSVN client is a user-
friendly tool that can automatically export the complete commit records of a 
project from most SVN servers.   

The source code of the selected project should be successfully compiled, which is 
the prerequisite of generating code maps using MS VS2012. The code maps 
generated by VS2012 are used as input for the modularity metrics calculation. 

Since a unit of analysis is the pair of two selected releases of the OSS, we need to 
set rules to ensure that the selected releases are reasonable. The rules are defined as 
follows: 

1. The difference between the numbers of components of the two selected 
releases is relatively small (<=2). 

2. The difference between the numbers of types (e.g., classes, interfaces) of the 
two selected releases should not be too small (>=10);  

3. The number of commits between the two selected releases should not be too 
small (>=15).  

The first two rules ensure that the OSS project did not dramatically change, but 
still changed significantly, and the third rule helps to reduce the unevenness of 
changes over commits. 

                                                        
4 http://tortoisesvn.tigris.org 

http://tortoisesvn.tigris.org/
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5.3.4 Data Collection 

5.3.4.1 Dataset 

For each unit of analysis, we have recorded seven variables, six modularity metrics 
(V1-V6) and the ANMCC value, i.e., the ATD indicator (V7), as follows: 
V1. Index of Inter-Package Usage (IIPU) is the ratio of the number of Use 

dependencies between classes within a local package against the total number of 
Use dependencies between classes of the whole software system (Abdeen, 
Ducasse, and Sahraoui, 2011).  

V2. Index of Inter-Package Extending (IIPE) is the ratio of the number of Extend 
dependencies between classes within a local package against the total number of 
Extend dependencies between classes of the whole software system. The Extend 
dependency here can be the inheritance relationship between two classes or the 
implementation relationship between a class and an interface (Abdeen, Ducasse, 
and Sahraoui, 2011).  

V3. Index of Package Changing Impact (IPCI) is the percentage of the number of the 
non-dependency package pairs against the total number of all possible package 
pairs. This metric measures the strength of the independency of packages 
(Abdeen, Ducasse, and Sahraoui, 2011).  

V4. Index of Inter-Package Usage Diversion (IIPUD) is the average extent of how 
diverse the classes used by a specific package distribute in different packages 
(Abdeen, Ducasse, and Sahraoui, 2011).  

V5. Index of Inter-Package Extending Diversion (IIPED) is the average extent of how 
diverse the classes extended by a specific package distribute in different packages 
(Abdeen, Ducasse, and Sahraoui, 2011). 

V6. Index of Package Goal Focus (IPGF) is the average extent of the overlap between 
the different service sets provided by the same component to other different 
components in a software system (Abdeen, Ducasse, and Sahraoui, 2011). IPGF 
indicates the average extent that the services of a specific package serve for the 
same goal.  

V7. Average Number of Modified Components per Commit (ANMCC) is the 
average number of components that are modified during each commit (i.e., 
revision) in the studied period. 

The value of each modularity metrics falls in the range [0, 1]. A greater value of a 
modularity metric indicates that the software system is better modularized. Finally, 
in order to mitigate the influence of project size on the ANMCC value, for data 
analysis, we have used the normalized value of ANMCC. We normalize the ANMCC 
value by dividing ANMCC with the number of the components (as a representation 
of project size) of the early release in the two selected releases. All the modularity 
metrics are calculated by the ModularityCalculator tool, while the ANMCC is 
calculated by the CommitAnalyer tool. Both tools are developed by the authors and 
publicly available5.  

                                                        
5 http://www.cs.rug.nl/search/uploads/Resources/ATDAnalysis Tools.zip 
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Note that in this study we define a component as an assembly6 in C# software 
projects. 
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Figure 5.1. The method to collect the data for calculating ANMCC and modularity 
metric M 

                                                        
6 In C# (or generally in .NET) “an assembly is a collection of types and resources that forms a 
logical unit of functionality (Microsoft, 2002)” 
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5.3.4.2 Data collection method 

Figure 5.1 shows the data collection method of this case study. More specifically, 
for each selected C# OSS project, we need to collect its full list of commit records and 
the source code of a set of releases. The former is used to calculate the ANMCC, and 
the latter is used to calculate the modularity metrics of releases. A commit record is 
the log information of changes to the source code repository during this commit. 

Suppose that there are n OSS projects. For project i, the two selected releases are 
releases i1 and i2, ki is the total number of commits of the first i1 releases, and release i2 
has hi commit records. In Figure 5.1, NMC(ki+j) denotes the number of modified 
components in commit ki+j of project i, and ANMCCi denotes the value of ANMCC 
during release i2 (i.e., between releases i1 and i2) of project i. Thus, we use formula (1) 
to calculate ANMCCi: 

𝐴𝑁𝑀𝐶𝐶𝑖 = (∑ 𝑁𝑀𝐶(𝑘𝑖 + 𝑗)
ℎ𝑖
𝑗=1 )/ℎ𝑖                        (1) 

Mi denotes the value of the modularity metric M of release i1 of project i. Mi is 
calculated based on the source code of release i, i.e., the commit ki. 

5.3.4.3 Data collection procedure for modularity metrics 

The task of data collection for modularity metrics calculation is performed in four 
steps that are described below:  

(1) Source code download. The source code of each release of a selected OSS project 
can be downloaded and stored locally using the TortoiseSVN client for further 
analysis. 

(2) Code map generation. The goal of this step is to get the structure data of the 
selected OSS projects. The code map of a version of the source code of a C# OSS 
project is an XML file that contains the structure data of all the software elements 
(e.g., assembly, class, and method) and links between them. We generate the code 
maps for all releases of the selected C# OSS projects using VS2012. For an OSS project, 
there are two types of code that should be filtered out when generating the code 
maps: 1) test code (e.g., unit tests, integration tests) and 2) code of examples that 
show how to use the functions and APIs provided by the functional part. The reasons 
for excluding these two types of code are that: test code will not be delivered to users, 
and code of examples is not related to the internal quality of the OSS. But both types 
of code are tightly coupled with the functional code and can seriously reduce the 
modularity of software systems, and consequently should be removed from 
modularity metrics calculation. 

(3) Code map parsing. Since the code maps generated by VS2012 are too complicated 
to understand and use, we use our tool CodeMapParser to parse the generated code 
map into a simplified and clean format that is easier to handle than the original 
format. This CodeMapParser tool is available together with the other two tools used 
in this chapter7. 

                                                        
7http://www.cs.rug.nl/search/uploads/Resources/ATDAnalysis Tools.zip 
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(4) Modularity metrics calculation. We use the tool ModularityCalculator to 
calculate the modularity metrics (V1-V6) presented in Section 5.3.4.1 based on the 
simplified form of the code map data generated in the previous step. For each 
selected OSS project, this tool can generate a report in Microsoft Excel format, which 
contains the modularity metrics of all releases of the project. 

5.3.4.4 Data collection procedure for ANMCC 

The goal of this task is to calculate the average number of the components that are 
modified in each commit (i.e., ANMCC, the ATD indicator) in the selected projects. 
For each project, we need to extract all the commit records and to identify the 
component that each modified source code file belongs to in every commit. The 
detailed steps of the data collection procedure for ANMCC are described as follows: 

(1) Commit records download. The commit records of the selected OSS projects can 
be downloaded using the TortoiseSVN client, which can automatically extract a 
complete list of commit records of a project. With the TortoiseSVN client, we can 
extract commit records from standard SVN servers and any code repositories 
supporting Subversion, such as GitHub. 

(2) Commit records parsing. We need to parse the commit records to extract needed 
data items for ANMCC calculation. This step can be performed using our developed 
tool CommitAnalyzer. The extracted data items include the start and end commit 
numbers of each release and the list of files modified in each commit. 

(3) Commit records filtering. Some data in commit records are invalid for the 
ANMCC calculation and therefore need to be filtered out. First, the data on the test 
code files should be removed, and second, the data on the code files of examples 
should also be removed for the same reasons we presented in Section 5.3.4.3. The tool 
CommitAnalyzer can semi-automate the commit records filtering with human 
intervention to confirm which source code directories contain the invalid data. 

(4) ANMCC calculation. In order to calculate the ANMCC, we need to identify the 
component that a modified source code file belongs to in every commit, and the 
release that each commit record belongs to. The tool CommitAnalyzer also provides 
the functionality for calculating ANMCC. 

5.3.5 Data Analysis 
In order to explore the research questions, set in section 5.3.1, we will investigate 

the correlations between the modularity metrics and ANMCC. Intuitively, we expect 
that there are negative correlations between modularity metrics and ANMCC. There 
are two candidate correlation tests, i.e., the Pearson correlation coefficient and 
Spearman’s rho (Field, 2013). Pearson correlation coefficient is a parametric test, used 
to measure the strength of a linear association between two variables. Spearman’s 
rho is a non-parametric test used to measure the strength of monotonic association 
between two variables. The values of both Pearson correlation coefficient and 
Spearman’s rho range in [-1, 1], where the value 1 means a perfect positive 
correlation, and the value -1 means a perfect negative correlation. Using the Pearson 
correlation coefficient requires that two variables for the correlation calculation 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monotonic
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follow normal distributions, while using the Spearman’ rho does not have such a 
requirement. To select the appropriate correlation calculation method, we need to 
check the normality of the variables (i.e.,V1-V7), through a Shapiro-Wilk’s test (Field, 
2013).  

Concerning RQ1, we choose the appropriate correlation test according to the 
results of the Shapiro-Wilk’s tests. We use the correlation coefficient value of the 
selected correlation test and the level of statistical significance, for each correlation. 
Next, concerning RQ2, we use the Hoteling-Williams test (Field, 2013), in order to 
test possible differences among the predictive ability of different modularity metrics, 
which appear to be significantly correlated to ANMCC, in RQ1. 

All statistical tests will be performed with Matlab by one author, and will be 
validated with SPSS by another author. 

5.4 Case Study Results 
We analyzed thirteen OSS projects by following the case study design presented in 

Section 5.3. The list of the selected OSS projects along with demographic information 
is shown in Table 5.1, where: “#Release” is the number of all the releases of the 
project, “#Component” is the number of the components of the latest release of the 
project, “#Type” is the number of the types of the latest release of the project, and 
“#Commit” is the number of all the commits of the project. The data of the 
aforementioned four columns describe the sizes and change frequency of the selected 
OSS projects. 

The rest of this section presents the collected dataset and the results of the 
correlation tests between the modularity metrics and ANMCC. 

Table 5.1. Selected OSS projects in the case study 
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URL 

1 Cassette 8 13 398 2022 1.5 github.com/andrewdavey/cassette 

2 CastleCore 12 6 569 6744 9.0 github.com/castleproject/Core 

3 CCNET 28 14 1093 6359 10.5 github.com/ccnet/CruiseControl.NET 

4 ILSpy 7 14 2641 1706 6.0 github.com/icsharpcode/ILSpy 

5 MassTransit 20 17 960 4165 6.0 github.com/phatboyg/MassTransit 

6 Nancy 25 20 493 3471 4.5 github.com/NancyFx/Nancy 

7 NSpec 38 5 162 644 2.5 github.com/mattflo/NSpec 

8 NUnit 20 20 861 3723 10.0 github.com/nunit/nunitv2 

9 Rebus 87 18 304 1257 2.0 github.com/rebus-org/Rebus 

10 Scriptcs 9 5 120 842 0.5 github.com/scriptcs/scriptcs 

11 SignalR 23 18 598 18978 2.5 github.com/SignalR/SignalR 

12 SimpleData 21 9 307 774 3.0 github.com/markrendle/Simple.Data 

13 SolrNet 11 9 301 1782 6.0 github.com/mausch/SolrNet 

                                                                                                                a A Type in C# can be a Class, Interface, Enum, Delegate, or Struct 

https://github.com/icsharpcode/ILSpy
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5.4.1 Collected Dataset 
The selected releases and their demographic information of the thirteen selected 

OSS projects are shown in Table 5.2, where: the column “Release 1” is the early 
release of the corresponding project; the column “Release 2” is the later release; the 
columns “#Component” and “#Type” are the number of components and the 
number of Types of Release 1, respectively; the column “#Commit” is the number of 
commits during the period between Release 1 and Release 2; and the 
“∆(#Component)” and “∆(#Type)” are the difference of the numbers of components 
and types between Release 1 and Release 2, respectively. 

Table 5.2. Selected releases and their demographic information 
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1 Cassette v2.0.0 12 327 134 v2.1.0 1 71 

2 CastleCore v3.0.0 6 558 44 v3.1.0 0 10 

3 CCNET v1.3.0 8 547 239 v1.4.1 0 52 

4 ILSpy v1.0.0-M3 8 1772 179 v1.0.0-Beta 1 68 

5 MassTransit v1.x.eol 18 564 107 v2.0b1 -1 70 

6 Nancy v0.7.1 12 241 155 v0.8.1 0 32 

7 NSpec v0.9.61 5 150 76 v0.9.64 0 10 

8 NUnit v2.5.9 22 767 194 v2.6.0 0 28 

9 Rebus v0.27.0 16 232 20 v0.28.0 0 36 

10 Scriptcs v0.7.0 5 109 55 v0.8.0 0 10 

11 SignalR v1.0.0a2 17 377 423 v1.1.0beta 2 25 

12 SimpleData V1.0.0-beta3 9 285 68 v0.18.1 0 22 

13 SolrNet v0.2.3 6 166 191 v0.3.0b1 1 62 

 

As shown in Table 5.3, the dataset has thirteen data rows, and each data row is 
collected from a different C# OSS project. A data row in Table 5.3 includes two parts: 
the modularity metrics and (normalized) ANMCC. The former is calculated based on 
the source code of an early release (i.e., release 1 in Table 5.2), and the latter is 
calculated based on the commit records that occurred during the period between the 
early release and later one (i.e., release 2 in Table 5.2). 
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Table 5.3. Dataset of modularity metrics and ANMCC 

# Project IIPU IIPE IPCI IIPUD IIPED IPGF ANMCC 
Normalized 
ANMCC 

1 Cassette 0.7444 0.7128 0.8939 0.8676 0.9444 0.9379 1.8284 0.1524 

2 CastleCore 0.9837 0.9612 0.8667 0.9063 1.0000 0.9343 1.6136 0.2689 

3 CCNET 0.8032 0.9419 0.8214 0.763 0.9028 0.8473 1.1297 0.1412 

4 ILSpy 0.9017 0.9733 0.7500 0.7334 0.8311 0.7516 2.6983 0.3373 

5 MassTransit 0.7930 0.8991 0.9118 0.8333 0.9259 0.9527 3.7757 0.2098 

6 Nancy 0.7367 0.7755 0.9167 1.0000 1.0000 0.9355 1.6387 0.1366 

7 NSpec 0.4937 0.5923 0.8500 1.0000 1.0000 0.8952 1.4737 0.2947 

8 NUnit 0.5143 0.7593 0.9113 0.6640 0.8526 0.8563 2.6804 0.1218 

9 Rebus 0.7943 0.7213 0.9333 0.9346 1.0000 0.9501 1.7500 0.1094 

10 Scriptcs 0.3936 0.5882 0.6000 0.6493 0.8933 0.7804 2.1636 0.4327 

11 SignalR 0.8702 0.8015 0.9265 0.7658 0.8822 0.9093 2.0047 0.1179 

12 SimpleData 0.8043 0.7368 0.8333 0.7382 0.9306 0.8494 2.3529 0.2614 

13 SolrNet 0.7691 1.0000 0.8333 1.0000 1.0000 0.8927 1.8063 0.3011 

 

5.4.2 Correlation Coefficient Results 
As described in Section 5.3.5, we performed Shapiro-Wilk’s tests on the modularity 

metrics and the normalized ANMCC to check their normality. The results of the 
Shapiro-Wilk’s tests are shown in Table 5.4, where only the IPCI does not follow a 
normal distribution, with p-value <0.05 (the corresponding column is marked with 
gray background); the normalized ANMCC and other modularity metrics (i.e., IIPU, 
IIPE, IIPUD, IIPUE, and IPGF) follow normal distributions. Thus, we cannot use 
Pearson correlation test to calculate the correlation between the IPCI and normalized 
ANMCC. However, since we need to run the Hotelling-Williams’ test on the 
correlation coefficients between the modularity metrics and normalized ANMCC, the 
correlation coefficients should be calculated by the same test. In order to use a 
uniform test for all correlations, we selected to use the Spearman’s correlation test. 
As presented in the Introduction section, an increase of modularity indicates a 
decrease of ANMCC. This is a directional hypothesis for the correlation tests between 
the modularity metrics and normalized ANMCC, thus we use one-tailed test. In this 
Section, we answer the research questions stated in Section 5.3.1. 

Table 5.4. Results of Shapiro-Wilk Test 

 IIPU IIPE IPCI IIPUD IIPED IPGF Normalized 
ANMCC 

W 0.899 0.925 0.803 0.917 0.880 0.891 0.903 

p-value 0.096 0.296 0.007 0.231 0.072 0.101 0.145 
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RQ1: Are there modularity metrics that correlate with ANMCC? 

The results of Spearman’s correlation tests between the six modularity metrics and 
the normalized ANMCC are shown in Table 5.5. The second and third columns 
present the resulting correlation coefficient using Spearman’s rho test (shortly, rho) 
and its p-value, respectively. 

Table 5.5. Correlation coefficients between modularity metrics and normalized 
ANMCC 

 rho p-value 

IIPU -0.099 0.3741 
IIPE -0.104 0.3671 
IPCI -0.828 0.0001 
IIPUD -0.138 0.3261 
IIPED -0.028 0.4631 
IPGF -0.522 0.0341 

 

As shown in Table 5.5, concerning IPCI the Spearman’s rho is -0.828 with p-value 
0.0001 < α=0.05, which means the IPCI has a significant negative correlation with the 
normalized ANMCC. In addition, the IPGF also has a significant negative correlation 
with the normalized ANMCC, because the Spearman’s rho is -0.522, and its p-value is 
0.0341 (less than 0.05). 

The modularity metrics IIPU, IIPE, IIPUD, and IIPED, do not significantly 
correlate with the normalized ANMCC, since the value of the Spearman’s rho of each 
modularity metric is close to zero and the p-value is way bigger than 0.05. 

 

RQ2: Which modularity metrics have the most accurate correlation with ANMCC? 

We used the Hotelling-Williams test to explore the possible difference in the 
predictive ability of IPCI and IPGF. The test result shows that IPCI and ANMCC are 
more highly correlated than IPGF and ANMCC. To obtain this result, we first 
calculated the rho between IPCI and IPGF and the resulting rho is 0.831 with p-
value=0.0001 < α=0.05. Then, with the three rhos (i.e., the rho between IPCI and IPGF, 
rho between IPCI and ANMCC, and rho between IPGF and ANMCC), we conducted 
the Hotelling-Williams test, which is used to investigate if there is significant 
difference between two dependent correlations. We got t = -3.4838, p-value = 0.0059, 
i.e., |t| > 1.771 (α=0.05) => p-value < 0.05. Thus, we can reject the null hypothesis, i.e., 
equality between two dependent correlations, which means that there is significant 
difference between the rho values of IPCI and IPGF. In addition, the rho value of 
IPCI is greater than the rho value of IPGF, therefore, IPCI has a significantly stronger 
correlation with ANMCC than IPGF. That means IPCI is more accurate than IPGF as 
an alternative indicator of ANMCC. 
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5.5 Discussion 
In this section, we interpret the case study results and discuss their implications 

for researchers and practitioners in this section. 

5.5.1 Explanation of Obtained Results 
The results of the correlations between modularity metrics and ANMCC show that 

the modularity metrics IPCI and IPGF have a significant negative correlation with 
the normalized ANMCC, while the other modularity metrics (i.e., IIPU, IIPE, IIPUD, 
and IIPED) do not. Although the main objective of this chapter is not to investigate 
the casual relationship between modularity metrics and ANMCC, we still try to 
explore the potential reasons for the aforementioned correlation results. 

To understand the potential reasons for the significant negative correlation 
between IPCI, IPGF and ANMCC, we examined the definitions of IPCI and IPGF. 
First, according to (Abdeen, Ducasse, and Sahraoui, 2011), ICPI is defined as the 
percentage of the number of non-dependency component pairs against the number 
of all possible component pairs. This metric measures to what extent other 
components will not be impacted by changes to a specific component. Intuitively, a 
higher ICPI indicates a smaller change propagation influence. In other words, a 
higher ICPI indicates that a smaller number of components will be modified in each 
commit (which directly links to ANMCC). Second, IPGF is defined as the extent of 
the overlap between the different service sets provided by the same component to 
other different components in the software system. IPGF indicates to what extent the 
services of a specific component serve the same goal. A larger value of IPGF of a 
software system indicates that services of components focus more on the logical 
goals provided by the components. Thus, to a certain degree, each component is 
more stable and provides services to relatively fewer client components. Therefore, 
the components will undergo relatively fewer modifications, and the value of 
ANMCC of the software system will decrease. 

The results of the correlation analysis have also shown that the other four 
modularity metrics (i.e., IIPU, IIPE, IIPUD, and IIPED) do not have significant 
correlations with the ANMCC value. The potential reason for these insignificant 
correlations is that the calculation of the four modularity metrics does not take into 
account both Use and Extend dependencies at the same time. Thus, some of the 
dependencies are ignored in the calculation of these four modularity metrics. In these 
four modularity metrics, IIPU and IIPUD are defined based on the Use dependencies 
among classes, while IIPE and IIPED are defined based on the Extend dependencies 
(i.e., implementing an interface or inheriting from a class) among classes. In contrast, 
both Use and Extend dependencies are used in the calculation of the modularity 
metrics IPCI and IPGF which are in significant negative correlations with ANMCC. 
The ANMCC value of a software system is calculated based on all the commits 
occurring during the later release in the two selected releases, i.e., all the changes 
made during this release, and these changes can involve any one of the Use and 
Extend dependencies between classes. In this sense, the exclusion of either the Use or 
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Extend dependencies in the calculation of a modularity metric can lead to a weak and 
insignificant correlation between this metric and ANMCC.  

The result of the Hotelling-Williams test has shown that the modularity metric 
IPCI has a stronger correlation with the normalized ANMCC than the modularity 
metric IPGF. The potential reason leading to this fact is: the calculation of the ICPI 
metric takes into consideration the influence of all the types (e.g., interfaces) acting as 
services to the client components, while the calculation of the IPGF metric does not. 
A change to any service of a specific component may lead to the change(s) of its 
client component(s). When calculating the ICPI metric of a software system, the 
influence of all the services (e.g., interfaces) in every component on its client 
components has been taken into account. The IPGF metric calculates the average 
percentage of the overlap between the service (e.g., interface) sets that each 
component provides to its client components. Thus, the IPGF metric emphasizes the 
influence of part of the services in a component out of all services provided to its 
client components, i.e., the intersection of the service sets that the component 
provides to its client components. However, the changes of the rest services can also 
lead to the modifications of their client components, which is not taken into 
consideration in the calculation of the IPGF metric. Thus, the IPGF metric may lose 
some ability of correlating to the ANMCC, compared to the IPCI metric, i.e., the IPGF 
metric is less accurate than the IPCI metric in terms of substituting the ANMCC. 

5.5.2 Implications for Researchers 
The results of the case study imply that the modularity metrics defined purely 

based either on the Use dependencies or on the Extend dependencies among classes 
may not effectively reflect the complexity and difficulty of making changes to a 
software system (and thus potentially ATD). We should take into account both the 
Use and Extend dependencies (i.e., all kinds of dependencies in a software system) 
when considering modularity metrics in relation to ATD. 

The architecture of a software system is in a higher level and more abstract than 
the source code of the system, and consequently the architecture quality is harder to 
measure than source code. A feasible way to measure architecture quality is to relate 
architecture quality to software metrics based on source code; the architecture quality 
can then be estimated if the source code-based software metrics have a significant 
correlation with the architecture quality. In our case, modularity metrics are 
calculated based on the source code, but some of these metrics (e.g., IPCI and IPGF) 
can still indicate architecture-level phenomena such as ATD.  

5.5.3 Implications for Practitioners 
Based on the results of this study, we can conclude to a number of implications for 

practitioners. First, the modularity metrics IPCI and IPGF can be used to indicate 
ATD. We have provided evidence about the significant negative correlation between 
IPCI, IPGF and ANMCC, which means that a greater IPCI or IPGF is linked to a 
smaller ANMCC (indicator of the amount of ATD). Like ANMCC, IPCI and IPGF are 
also not absolute quantifiable measures of ATD, but they can be used to relatively 
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suggest whether one version of a software system has more or less ATD than another 
version. This way, architects and project managers can get informed about the 
potential ATD of the software system. Consequently, IPCI and IPGF can be 
considered as ATD indicators. A higher IPCI or IPGF indicate less ATD. 

Second, IPCI and IPGF can be used to estimate the needed effort for software 
development in the near future (e.g., next release). The ANMCC reflects the degree of 
the difficulty and complexity to maintain and evolve a project, thus, it can facilitate 
the estimation of the needed effort of software development in the near future. Due 
to the significant negative correlations between IPCI, IPGF and ANMCC, the values 
of IPCI and IPGF can also be used to estimate effort needed of software development. 
Furthermore, as presented in Section 0, IPCI has a significantly stronger negative 
correlation with ANMCC than IPGF, thus, IPCI is preferable than IPGF when both 
metrics can be calculated with similar effort. 

Third, modularity metrics can be calculated based on source code. Therefore, it is 
an opportunity for Integrated Development Environment (IDE) vendors to integrate 
such kind of ATD indicators (e.g., IPCI and IPGF) into IDE tools based on source 
code, which is directly available in IDE tools, for practical use. This can facilitate the 
ATD management in the daily work of architects and project managers as well as 
provide ATD indication information to developers, since they can measure and 
monitor ATD easily and take appropriate actions timely to prevent the situation 
when too much ATD is accumulated. 

5.6 Threats to Validity 
There are several threats to the validity of the study results. We discuss these 

threats according to the guidelines in (Runeson and Höst, 2009). We note that 
internal validity is not discussed, because we do not investigate causal relationships. 

5.6.1 Construct Validity 
Construct validity is related to whether we can correctly use modularity metrics as 

substitutes for ANMCC. Both ANMCC and modularity metrics of a software system 
will change due to the evolution of the system. The modularity metrics of a software 
system at some specific point of development time can only be used to substitute 
ANMCC in a relatively short period after that point of time (e.g., a release of a project 
in this chapter), in which not too many commits occur. If the period is too long and 
too many commits happen, and the software system evolves dramatically, the 
modularity metrics may not be appropriate to be used to substitute ANMCC. To 
mitigate this threat, we have proposed three rules for release selection for each OSS 
project in Section 5.3.3 to ensure that the software system did not dramatically 
change but still significantly changed, and to reduce the unevenness of changes over 
commits. 

5.6.2 External Validity 
External validity is concerned with the generalization of the case study results. 

This is related to the representativeness of the selected OSS projects used in the case 
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study. The rules for OSS project selection described in Section 5.3.3 may affect the 
representativeness of the selected projects. However, to a large extent, the project 
selection is random and representative. We searched OSS projects in GitHub, which 
is one of the largest OSS repositories. For each retrieved project, we checked if it 
meets all the project selection rules defined in Section 5.3.3. During the OSS searching 
and selecting process, we prevented introducing any personal preference or bias on 
the OSS selection. Furthermore, the selected OSS projects come from different 
application domains, and the projects have significantly different size and 
development duration. This also improves the representativeness of the selected OSS 
projects. 

In this case study, only C# OSS projects were selected and used to validate the 
correlation between modularity metrics and ANMCC. Consequently, the conclusion 
drawn is only valid for C# projects. There is a need of conducting more studies for 
the projects written in other object-oriented languages, such as Java. 

5.6.3 Conclusion Validity 
Conclusion validity concerns the statistical significance of the study. In the data 

analysis of the case study, we carefully checked if the variables meet the 
prerequisites of using different statistical tests and in order not to use the wrong tests. 
For example, when selecting the appropriate correlation test, we checked the 
normality of variables (V1-V7), and then we found the variable V3 is not normally 
distributed. Thus, we choose the Spearman analysis rather than Pearson analysis. 
When conducting the Hotelling-Williams test, we used the correlation coefficients 
calculated by the same correlation test, i.e., the Spearman’s rho test, as source data. 
To make sure the correctness of the statistical results, two authors separately used 
different tools (i.e., Matlab and SPSS) running the statistical tests and got the same 
results. We believe that the aforementioned actions mitigate the threats to conclusion 
validity. 

5.7 Conclusion and Future Work 
In this chapter, we provided evidence that the modularity metrics IPCI and IPGF 

have significant negative correlations with ANMCC – an ATD indicator. Therefore, 
we can consider the IPCI and IPGF metrics as alternative indicators of ATD. The 
advantage of using the modularity metrics IPCI and IPGF as ATD indicators is that 
these modularity metrics can be automatically calculated based on source code (i.e., 
the update-to-date and accurate structure data of a software system), while ANMCC 
should be calculated based on commit records that are not always available, and 
ANMCC calculation is hard to be performed automatically. Moreover, the 
modularity metric IPCI is more strongly correlated with ANMCC than IPGF, which 
means that IPCI is a more accurate substitute ATD indicator to ANMCC than IPGF. 

Based on the results and findings of the work in this chapter, we plan to do further 
research in the following directions. First, we intend to validate the correlation 
between modularity metrics and ANMCC with Java projects. Second, it will be 
interesting to define new system-wide modularity metrics or adapt existing 
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modularity metrics defined in other perspectives (e.g., complex networks (Newman, 
2003)), and investigate the correlation between the metrics and ATD indicators. We 
expect that the new modularity metrics can improve the accuracy or take less effort 
of predicting ANMCC. Third, it is practically valuable to develop plugins to calculate 
the modularity metrics IPCI and IPGF for IDE tools (e.g., in VS2012 or Eclipse). 

 

 

 

 





 

 

Chapter 6  Architecture Viewpoints for 
Documenting Architectural Technical Debt 

[Based on: Li, Z., Liang, P., & Avgeriou, P. (2015). Architecture viewpoints for 
documenting architectural technical debt. In I. Mistrik (Ed.), Software Quality 
Assurance in Large Scale and Complex Software-intensive Systems, Elsevier. Accepted.] 

Abstract 

Technical debt has attracted an increasing interest from researchers and 
practitioners in the software engineering domain. Currently, most 
approaches to managing technical debt focus on dealing with technical debt 
at source code level, while few methods deal with technical debt at 
architecture level. If architectural technical debt (ATD) is not effectively 
managed in the architecting process, the knowledge about ATD is not made 
available to involved stakeholders and the impact of ATD is not considered 
during architecture decision-making. Thus, the system’s maintainability and 
evolvability can be intentionally or unintentionally compromised. As a 
result, architectures are costly to maintain and new features are difficult to 
introduce. To facilitate the management of ATD, it needs to be documented 
so that it becomes explicit to stakeholders. To this end, we propose a set of 
architecture viewpoints related to ATD (ATD viewpoints in short). Each 
viewpoint frames a number of concerns related to ATD. These ATD 
viewpoints together help to get a comprehensive understanding of ATD in a 
software system, thereby providing support for architecture decision-
making. To evaluate the effectiveness of the ATD viewpoints in 
documenting ATD, we conducted a case study in a large 
telecommunications company. The results of this case study show that the 
documented ATD views can effectively facilitate the documentation of ATD. 
Specifically, the ATD viewpoints are relatively easy to understand; it takes 
an acceptable amount of effort to document ATD using the ATD viewpoints; 
and the documented ATD views are useful for stakeholders to understand 
the ATD in the software project. 

 

6.1 Introduction 
n recent years, as revealed in Chapter 2, there has been an increasing interest in 
technical debt (TD) in the software engineering community by both practitioners 
and researchers. TD is a metaphor, coined by Ward Cunningham in 1992 “for the 

tradeoff between writing clean code at higher cost and delayed delivery, and writing messy 
code cheap and fast at the cost of higher maintenance effort once it is shipped (Buschmann, 
2011; Cunningham, 1992)”. This metaphor was initially concerned with source code 
development. Currently, the concept of TD has been extended to the whole software 
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lifecycle, such as software architecture (SA), detailed design, and testing (Brown et al., 
2010; Ozkaya et al., 2011b). 

As Allman pointed out, “TD is inevitable since the team almost never has a full grasp of 
the totality of the problem when a project starts (Allman, 2012)”. Thus, it is more realistic 
to manage TD rather than try to eliminate it completely. Furthermore, in some cases, 
TD is intentionally incurred to achieve some business advantages by sacrificing 
certain technical aspects such as sound modularity and encapsulation. This way, TD 
is not necessarily a “bad thing” if we have full knowledge of the consequences of the 
TD. 

At the architectural level, as discussed in previous chapters, architectural technical 
debt (ATD) is caused by architecture decisions that consciously or unconsciously 
compromise system quality attributes (QAs), particularly maintainability and 
evolvability. Like all other types of TD, managing ATD is of great essence. Especially, 
given the fundamental influence of SA in software development, it is of paramount 
importance to manage ATD, in order to achieve a high-quality SA especially in terms 
of its maintainability and evolvability. 

To facilitate ATD management (ATDM), ATD needs to be documented, so that it 
becomes explicit and visible to involved stakeholders. If ATD is not documented, 
architecture decision making is very likely to ignore it and its impact on candidate 
decisions. Consequently, undocumented ATD items will keep collecting interest (i.e., 
effort required to fix the corresponding design issues), leading to a prohibitive cost in 
system maintenance and evolution. To the best of our knowledge, there are no 
approaches for systematically documenting ATD. 

To facilitate the documentation of ATD, we propose to adopt the architecture 
documentation approach mandated by ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 (ISO/IEC/IEEE, 2011), 
which is based on architecture viewpoints. ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 is an international 
standard, which defines requirements on the description of system, software and 
enterprise architectures. ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 suggests identifying the stakeholders 
of a system and subsequently eliciting their concerns, so that appropriate viewpoints 
can be found or constructed to frame those concerns. 

To define architecture viewpoints related to ATD (ATD viewpoints in short), we 
identified a number of stakeholders that are involved in ATDM and the typical 
concerns of those stakeholders. The identified stakeholders and their concerns were 
collected during our previous mapping study on TD (Chapter 2). Since the concerns 
are related to different aspects of ATD and cannot be framed by a single ATD 
viewpoint, we propose six ATD viewpoints, each of which frames a number of 
concerns related to ATD. This is in line with the guidelines of ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 
(ISO/IEC/IEEE, 2011). Note that, the verb frame used in this chapter has the same 
meaning as in ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 standard, where “frame is used in its ordinary 
language sense: to formulate or construct in a particular style or language; to enclose 
in or as if in a frame; to surround so as to create a sharp or attractive image 
(ISO/IEC/IEEE, 2011).” 

We briefly outline the six viewpoints. First, the ATD Detail viewpoint provides 
detailed information of ATD items that are incurred by architecture decisions that 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Requirement
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compromise system evolvability or maintainability. Second, the ATD Decision 
viewpoint deals with the relationship between architecture decisions and ATD items, 
showing which ATD items were incurred or repaid by which architecture decisions. 
Third, the ATD Stakeholder Involvement viewpoint addresses the responsibilities of 
stakeholders in ATDM during the architecting process, showing who took what 
actions on the ATD items during the current architecture iteration. Fourth, the ATD 
Distribution viewpoint deals with the distribution of the amount of the ATD over 
ATD items of a software system and the change of the ATD amount between 
milestones. Fifth, the ATD-related Component viewpoint deals with the relationship 
between system components and ATD items. Last, the ATD Chronological viewpoint 
addresses the evolution of ATD items across time. 

To validate the effectiveness of the proposed ATD viewpoints in a real-life 
environment, we carried out a case study in which the ATD viewpoints are used to 
document ATD in an industrial project. The case is an information system in a large 
telecommunications company. The system mainly analyzes test data in various 
formats of telecommunications equipment and generates test reports about the 
quality of the tested equipment. The results of this case study show that the 
documented ATD views can effectively facilitate the documentation of ATD.  
Specifically, the ATD viewpoints are relatively easy to understand; it takes an 
acceptable amount of effort to document ATD using the ATD viewpoints; and the 
documented ATD views are useful for stakeholders to understand the ATD in the 
software project. 

The main contributions of this chapter are threefold. First, we identified a set of 
stakeholders and their concerns on ATD, building on the results of our recent 
systematic mapping study. Second, six architecture viewpoints were proposed to 
address stakeholders’ concerns on ATD. Third, we provide evidence from an 
industrial case study regarding the effectiveness of the proposed ATD viewpoints in 
documenting TD. 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2 introduces the related 
work on TD documentation; Section 6.3 presents the typical stakeholders involved in 
the ATDM process and their concerns regarding ATD; Section 6.4 describes the 
proposed ATD viewpoints including an example view for each of the viewpoints; 
Section 6.5 presents a case study which evaluates the effectiveness of the proposed 
ATD viewpoints in an industrial software project; and Section 6.6 concludes this 
chapter with future research directions. 

6.2 Related work 
Not every type of TD needs to be documented. For instance, the code-level TD that 

can be automatically detected and measured by tools, does not necessarily have to be 
documented, since we can monitor the change of this type of TD by running the 
supporting tools. In contrast, the TD that cannot be automatically identified by tools 
needs to be systematically documented by other means; if not documented, this type 
of TD tends to be ignored by related stakeholders and, thus, it becomes invisible and 
cannot be managed. Most ATD is very difficult to identify and measure, as this 
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cannot be automated. Therefore, once identified, this kind of ATD should be 
documented for further management. 

There is little work on TD documentation. In our recent mapping study on TD that 
is reported in Chapter 2, we only found four studies ((Guo and Seaman, 2011; 
Holvitie and Leppӓnen, 2013; Seaman and Guo, 2011; Zazworka et al., 2013a)) that 
proposed to use TD items to represent and document TD. A TD item is a unit of TD 
in a software system. An example TD item is a “God” class with information about 
its location, estimated cost and benefit, responsible developer, intentionality, and TD 
type (design TD in this case). The TD in a software system is comprised of multiple 
TD items. The four aforementioned approaches ((Guo and Seaman, 2011; Holvitie 
and Leppӓnen, 2013; Seaman and Guo, 2011; Zazworka et al., 2013a)) provided their 
own templates to document single TD items. All four TD item templates contain the 
following common fields: ID, location, responsible developer, TD type, and 
description (see Section 2.4.5.2.4). Furthermore, each template also contains part of 
the following fields: principal, interest, interest probability, interest standard 
deviation, name, context, intentionality, correlation with other TD items, and 
propagation rules (see Section 2.4.5.2.4). The last two fields (correlations and 
propagation rules) deserve further attention as they are helpful in analyzing the 
impact of TD items. Guo and Seaman proposed to record the correlations between 
TD items, but they did not specify the kinds of correlations between two TD items (of 
the same type or different types) (Guo and Seaman, 2011). Holvitie and Leppӓnen 
proposed to document so-called “propagation rules”, which refer to implementation 
parts (e.g., packages, classes, and methods) that propagate TD (Holvitie and 
Leppӓnen, 2013). We consider that the propagation rules are important for managing 
TD since this information can be helpful in measuring TD and coming up with 
solutions to resolve TD. 

The approaches proposed in the four aforementioned studies fall short in a 
number of ways compared with the approach proposed in this chapter. First, none of 
those four studies systematically extracted stakeholders’ concerns on TD; therefore, 
there is no evidence that the documented TD items using those approaches (i.e., TD 
item templates) cover all necessary information interesting to related stakeholders. 
Second, all those approaches document individual TD items without showing the 
relationships between TD items, the holistic view of all TD items, and the evolution 
of the TD. Third, none of those TD item templates is dedicated to documenting TD at 
the architecture level (ATD). To the best of our knowledge, the only dedicated work 
on documenting ATD is the template for recording ATD items proposed in our 
previous work (see Section 3.3.2). This ATD item template was adapted in the ATD 
Detail viewpoint in this chapter (see Table 6.4). 

6.3 Typical stakeholders and concerns 
We provide definitions of four core concepts used in this chapter before going into 

the details of stakeholders and concerns for the ATD viewpoints. These definitions 
are adopted as is from ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 (ISO/IEC/IEEE, 2011): 
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 Stakeholder: “individual, team, organization, or classes thereof, having an 
interest in a system (ISO/IEC/IEEE, 2011).” 

 Concern: “interest in a system relevant to one or more of its stakeholders 
(ISO/IEC/IEEE, 2011).” 

 Architecture view: “work product expressing the architecture of a system 
from the perspective of specific system concerns (ISO/IEC/IEEE, 2011).”  

 Architecture viewpoint: “work product establishing the conventions for the 
construction, interpretation, and use of architecture views to frame specific 
system concerns (ISO/IEC/IEEE, 2011).” 

We identified a number of stakeholders that have interests in ATD and the typical 
concerns of those stakeholders. The identified stakeholders and their concerns were 
collected during our recent mapping study on TD (see Section 6.3.2), in which we 
analyzed all available peer-reviewed scientific papers on TD. These stakeholders and 
their concerns are described in Sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2, respectively. The ATD 
viewpoints are presented in Section 6.4. 

6.3.1 ATD stakeholders 
ATD stakeholders are those who perform ATDM activities, and who are directly 

affected by the consequences of ATD. The ATDM process includes five main 
activities: ATD identification, measurement, prioritization, monitoring, and 
repayment (see Section 3.4.1). Architects, the development team, and architecture 
evaluators perform ATDM activities, such as ATD identification and ATD repayment. 
Project managers, customers, the development team, and architects are directly 
influenced by the consequences of ATD. The ATD stakeholders are described in 
detail as follows: 

 Architects are concerned with all aspects of ATD incurred by architecture 
decisions. They are responsible to manage ATD explicitly and effectively to 
keep the architecture healthy enough. They perform all the five 
aforementioned ATDM activities in the ATDM process proposed in Chapter 
3. 

 Architecture evaluators take the ATD incurred by architecture decisions into 
account to assess the impact of the ATD on the quality of architecture. They 
can consider the known ATD as input and identify the existing but yet-
unknown ATD as part of output during architecture evaluation. They 
conduct the ATD identification, measurement, and prioritization in the 
ATDM process. 

 Project managers are mainly concerned with the consequences of the ATD 
which may cause a delayed release, changed release plan, or decreased 
quality of the product in the end. They are also concerned with assigning 
appropriate development team members to addressing different pieces of 
ATD. They are involved in ATD prioritization in the ATDM process. 

 Development team is concerned with the cost of ATD in terms of the 
maintenance and evolution effort to a project. Development team members 
mainly include requirements engineers, designers, developers, maintainers, 
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and testers. They are involved in ATD identification, measurement, and 
repayment. 

 Customers are concerned with the impact on software product quality, the 
total cost of repaying ATD, and the time to market of new releases. 

6.3.2 Concerns on ATD 
We came up with the concerns on ATD in the following two ways: (1) concerns 

derived or adapted from generic concerns on TD that were identified during our 
mapping study on TD, i.e., Chapter 2; (2) the concerns derived from the ATDM 
activities in the ATDM process proposed in Section 3.4.1. The ATD concerns are 
listed in Table 6.1. The details on how we came up with the ATD concerns are 
described in Appendix B.1. 

Table 6.1. Concerns related to ATD and their corresponding viewpoints 
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C1 What ATD items have been incurred? X      
C2 How much ATD does a software system have?    X   

C3 How much is the benefit of ATD item A? X   X   

C4 How much is the cost of ATD item A? X   X   

C5 How much is the interest of ATD item A? X      

C6 What is the priority of ATD item A to be repaid? X      

C7 What is the impact of ATD item A on software quality? X      

C8 Which stakeholders were involved in ATD item A? X    X  

C9 What ATD items affect stakeholder SH? X    X  

C10 Which elements in the architecture design does ATD item A 
relate to? 

X  X    

C11 What is the rationale for incurring ATD item A? X      

C12 What is the architecture decision that incurs ATD item A? X X     

C13 What architecture decision(s) are made to repay ATD item A? X X     
C14 When does ATD item A change? X     X 

C15 When should ATD item A be repaid? X      

C16 How fast is the total ATD benefit and cost of a software 
system changing? 

   X   

C17 How fast are the benefit and cost of ATD item A changing?    X  X 

C18 What ATD items have changed since Iteration I?    X   

C19 What change scenarios are impacted by ATD item A? X      

C20 How does an ATD item A propagate and accumulate in 
development? 

X   X   

C21 Is ATD in a software system under acceptable level?     X   

 

Most of the ATD concerns are self-explanatory and, thus, we only describe two 
concerns in more detail: The concerns C16 and C17 are about the change rates of 
ATD benefit and cost, which are defined as the increased or decreased ATD benefit 
and cost in current iteration compared with the previous iteration. The proposed 
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ATD viewpoints frame all the identified concerns. One concern can be framed by 
multiple ATD viewpoints, e.g., concerns C12 and C13 are framed by both the ATD 
Detail viewpoint and the ATD Decision viewpoint. The ATD viewpoints addressing 
each ATD concern are presented in Table 6.1. An “X” denotes that the viewpoint in 
the corresponding column addresses the concern in the corresponding row. 

We assign the ATD concerns to different types of stakeholders according to their 
roles. Table 6.2 shows the stakeholders of the ATD viewpoints and their concerns. 
Architects are concerned with all aspects of the ATD in a software system because 
architects need to have full knowledge of an architecture. Architecture evaluators are 
concerned with the aspects that are related to the architecture rationale, how the 
architecture satisfies the requirements of a project, and what the risks on the 
architecture quality are. Project managers are concerned with the aspects that are 
related to project management, such as cost of software maintenance and evolution, 
risks on software quality, and human resources management within the project. The 
development team pays more attention to the effort and cost of maintenance and 
evolution activities. The customers hold the concerns related to the cost, quality, and 
delivery time of products. 

Table 6.2. Stakeholders of ATD viewpoints and their concerns 

Stakeholders Concerns 

Architects C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8, C9, C10, C11, C12, C13, 
C14, C15, C16, C17, C18, C19, C20, C21 

Architecture evaluators C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C10, C11, C12, C13, C16, C17, 
C18, C20, C21 

Project managers C2, C6, C8, C9, C15, C16, C17, C18, C20, C21 
Development team C4, C5, C8, C9, C10 
Customers C2, C16 

6.4 ATD viewpoints 
We developed a set of ATD viewpoints, each framing part of the concerns listed in 

Table 6.1. Each ATD viewpoint frames one or more concerns and a concern can be 
framed by more than one ATD viewpoints. These ATD viewpoints were constructed 
in an iterative process driven by the stakeholder concerns on ATD. The construction 
of these viewpoints was also inspired by our previous work (van Heesch, Avgeriou, 
and Hilliard, 2012a), where we provide a set of architecture viewpoints for 
documenting architecture decisions. We describe the ATD viewpoints following the 
template for documenting architecture viewpoints provided by ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 
(ISO/IEC/IEEE, 2011). The template suggests to document an architecture viewpoint 
in multiple parts. We present the following parts for each ATD viewpoint in each 
subsection: the name, an overview, the typical stakeholders and their concerns, as 
well as an example view conforming to the ATD viewpoint. The model kinds and 
correspondence rules for the ATD viewpoints will be detailed in Appendix B.2 to 
ensure the readability of the current section. In Appendix B.2, the definition of each 
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ATD viewpoint is presented in a subsection; these definitions can act as guidelines to 
create views conforming to the viewpoint. 

6.4.1 ATD Detail viewpoint 
ATD Detail viewpoint presents the detailed information of individual ATD items 

in a software system. The stakeholders and concerns of this viewpoint are shown in 
Table 6.3. These concerns center mainly around the properties of ATD items, 
including the cost, benefit, rationale, related change scenarios, and so forth. 

Table 6.3. Typical stakeholders of the ATD Detail viewpoint and their concerns 

Stakeholders Concerns 

Architects C1, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8, C9, C10, C11,  
C12, C13, C14, C15, C19, C20 

Architecture evaluators C1, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C10, C11, C12, C13 
Project managers C6, C15 
Development team C4, C5, C9, C10 

 

We codify the details of an ATD item using a template (see Table 6.4), which is an 
adaptation based on the ATD item template proposed in Table 3.1. A view 
conforming to the ATD Detail viewpoint is comprised of multiple ATD items, and 
each is described using the template. Each element of an ATD item has an associated 
description as listed in Table 6.4. Compared with the ATD template used in Table 3.1, 
we add new elements “Priority”, “Intentionality” as well as “Repaid by”, refine the 
candidate status set of the “Status” element, and revise the element “History”. The 
status “unresolved” in the “Status” element in Table 3.1 is further refined to 
“identified”, “measured”, “re-measured”, and prioritized. The “History” element of 
an ATD item includes five sub-elements: a Stakeholder who performs an Action on 
this ATD item, causing it to have a specific Status, on a specific Date that is in the 
period of a certain development Iteration. The aforementioned ‘action’ can be identify, 
measure, re-measure, prioritize, and repay, and accordingly a ‘status’ can be identified, 
measured, re-measured, prioritized, and resolved. An example documented ATD item 
following the ATD Detail viewpoint is shown in Table 6.5. 
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Table 6.4. Template for documenting an ATD item (adapted from Table 3.1) 

ID A unique identification number of the ATD item that serves as a key in other 
views. 

Name A short name of this ATD item that indicates the essence of this ATD item. 

Version The current version number of the ATD item (e.g., 5). 

Date The date when this ATD item was identified or updated. 

Status The current status of the ATD item. The types of status are described in detail 
in Appendix B.2.5. 

Priority The priority of this ATD item to be repaid if this ATD item is unresolved. The 
priority is a positive natural number between 1 and 10. A larger number 
indicates a higher priority. 

Intentionality The ATD item can be incurred intentionally or unintentionally. 

Incurred by The architecture decision that incurs this ATD item. ATD can be incurred by 
architecture decisions made by architects, or by designers and developers not 
conforming to those architecture decisions. 

Repaid by The architecture decisions that repays this ATD item. 

Responsible The person or team who is responsible for managing this ATD item. 

Compromised 
QA 

The QA(s) that are compromised (modularity, reusability, analyzability, 
modifiability, testability, or evolvability). 

Rationale The reason why the ATD item was incurred 

Benefit The value gained if the ATD item remains unresolved. The benefit is 
comprised of two parts: (1) Measureable benefit that can be measured in 
development effort (e.g., person-days), and (2) QA benefit that cannot be 
transferred into effort. We can estimate the benefit level of each beneficiary 
QA. 

Cost The cost suffered by incurring this ATD item, which is the sum of principal 
and interest described below. 

Principal The cost if this ATD item is resolved at the time when the ATD item is 
identified. 

Interest The interest that this ATD item accumulates (the interest is calculated based 
on the predicted change scenarios described below). 

Change 
scenarios 

Calculation of the interest of this ATD item (total interest) = 
1

n

k kk
I P


  

# Scenario 
description 

Consequence Scenario 
interest 

Probability 

1 Scenario 1 consequence of 
scenario 1 

I1 P1 

2 Scenario 2 consequence of 
scenario 2 

I2 P2 

… … … … … 

n Scenario n consequence of 
scenario n 

In Pn 

Architecture 
diagram 

A diagram or model that illustrates the concerned part in the architecture 
design 

History Change history of this ATD item 

Stakeholder Action Status Iteration Date 

Name 
<Stakeholder 
role> 

Action that the 
stakeholder 
performed on 
the ATD item 

Status when 
the action 
was 
completed 

Iteration 
endpoint 
name  

When the 
action was 
performed 
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Table 6.5. Example ATD detail model of an ATD item 

ID ATD1 

Name Poor support for report format and style customization 

Version 4 

Date 30-09-2013 

Status Resolved 

Priority 9 (out of 10) 

Intentionality Intentional 

Incurred by Architecture decision 10 (AD10): using pre-defined Excel templates for 
product quality reports 

Repaid by Architecture decision 25 (AD25): replacing pre-defined Excel templates with 
Excel automation 

Responsible Hui 

Compromised 
QA 

Evolvability 

Rationale To speed up the implementation of the feature of product quality reports, we 
decided to use the pre-defined Excel templates instead of Excel automation to 
set the formats and styles of the report files, since we did not have experience 
in Excel automation development. We saved 15 person-days. 

Benefit 15 person-days  

Cost 32.8 person-days 

Principal 25 person-days 

Interest 7.8 person-days 

Change 
scenarios 

 

# Scenario description Consequence Scenario 
interest 

Prob. 

S10 Add a new report 
type for product line 
A 

Manually add a new type 
of report template and test 
it for product line A 

3 person-
day 

0.8 

S11 Add new a product 
model for product 
line B 

Manually update and test 
all the existing report 
templates 

1 person-
day 

0.9 

S13 Add new a product 
line 

Manually add and test all 
types of report templates 
for the new product line 

5 0.9 

Architecture 
diagram 

Excel

Handler

Fixed 

Report

Customized 

Report Component Provide 
service to

 
History 

Stakeholder Action Status Iteration Date 

Architect1 
<<Architect>> 

Developer5 
<<Developer>> 

Identify Identified Release 16.0 05-08-2014 

Architect1 
<<Architect>> 

Developer5 
<<Developer>> 

Measure Measured Release 16.1 22-08-2014 

Architect1 
<<Architect>> 

Prioritize Prioritized Release 16.1 22-08-2014 

Developer5 
<<Developer>> 

Repay Resolved Release 16.2 16-09-2014 
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6.4.2 ATD Decision viewpoint 
Architecture decisions are treated as first-class entities of architectures and play an 

essential role in architecture design (ISO/IEC/IEEE, 2011; Jansen and Bosch, 2005). 
ATD can be incurred by architects, designers, and developers, while all of them can 
do this intentionally or unintentionally. Architecture decisions made during 
architecting entail compromises and trade-offs made by architects, potentially 
together with involved stakeholders during architecture design. Architects usually 
have to make compromises on technical solutions to meet the business needs such as 
release deadline or saving short-term cost. ATD is part of the result of such 
compromises. In addition, new architecture decisions are continuously made to 
repay existing ATD. Therefore, ATD can be managed based on architecture decisions 
(see Chapter 3). 

The ATD Decision viewpoint describes which architecture decisions have incurred 
ATD items and which architecture decisions are made to repay ATD items. The 
typical stakeholders of ATD Decision viewpoint and their addressed concerns related 
to ATD are listed in Table 6.6. Figure 6.1 shows a fragment of an example ATD 
Decision view. 

Table 6.6. Typical stakeholders of the ATD Decision viewpoint and their concerns 

Stakeholders Concerns 

Architects C12, C13 
Architecture evaluators C12, C13 

 

AD16: Coarse-granularity 

DB execution return values

Architecture Decision

AD10: SQL Server 

2000

ATD8: Inproper Test 

sequence result 

classification

ATD5: Restricted 

memory extension

ATD item
incurs repays

ATD9: Manufacturing 

execution system 

dependence

AD17: Material codes 

management

ATD3: Company staff 

accounts dependence

AD4: Authentication 

services reuse

ATD4: Poor 

evolvability for load 

balance control

AD6: No application 

server

AD12: Windows 

Server 2003

ATD6: Poor 

maintainability on 

software hosting 

environment

ATD7: Poor 

controllability on 

report authorization 
AD9: Pre-defined Excel 

report templates
ATD1: Poor support 

for report format and 

style customization

AD18: Excel automation

ATD2: Restricted 

report detail levels 

AD19: 3-level product tree

AD20: 4-level product tree

ATD10: Nonsupport 

for advanced features 

of recent .NET 

versions

AD5: Supporting .NET2.0

 

Figure 6.1. Fragment of an example ATD Decision view 
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6.4.3 ATD-related Component viewpoint 
This viewpoint illustrates bi-directional relations between architecture components 

and unresolved ATD items. By “ATD item A relates to component Comp”, we mean 
that component Comp needs to be modified to repay ATD item A. Typical 
stakeholders of the ATD-related Component viewpoint and their concerns are 
depicted in Table 6.7. A fragment of an example ATD-related Component view is 
shown in Table 6.8, in which an “X” refers that the ATD item in the corresponding 
row relates to the component in the corresponding column. Note that, due to the 
limited space, we do not show the names of the ATD items, which practitioners 
should provide in real cases. The names of the ATD items can be found in the ATD 
Decision view shown in Figure 6.1. 

Table 6.7. Typical stakeholders of the ATD-related Component viewpoint and 
their concerns 

Stakeholders Concerns 

Architects C10 
Architecture evaluators C10 
Development team C10 

Table 6.8. Fragment of an example ATD-related Component view 
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ATD1     X X X        3 

ATD2 X X   X X  X       5 

ATD3    X         X  2 

ATD4 X X   X          3 

ATD5 X X   X X         4 

ATD6 X X             2 

ATD7  X   X X X        4 

ATD8 X X X   X X X       6 

ATD9   X            1 

ATD10  X X  X   X   X X   6 

#(ATD 
items) 

5 7 3 1 7 5 3 3 0 0 1 1 1 0  
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6.4.4 ATD Distribution viewpoint 
The ATD Distribution viewpoint shows how the amount of ATD cost and benefit 

(see ATD Detail viewpoint) distributes over each ATD item and how the amount of 
total ATD cost and benefit changes in a software system during development. With 
this viewpoint, we can easily understand the change of the accumulated ATD of a 
software system and the cost variation of each ATD item during two iterations. The 
typical stakeholders of this viewpoint and their concerns framed by this viewpoint 
are shown in Table 6.9. These concerns are mainly about the benefits, costs, and their 
changes of the ATD items in a software system.  Figure 6.2 shows a fragment of an 
example ATD Distribution view. The ATD items in Figure 6.2 are those from Figure 
6.1. In this example view, we can see that: ATD items ATD1 and ATD2 are 
completely repaid at Release V16.1; ATD item ATD10 is identified at Release V16.2; 
ATD item ATD4 has the highest amount of ATD cost in Release V16.1 and Release 
V16.2; and the amount of accumulated ATD of this project has decreased since 
Release V16.1. In an ATD Distribution view, only measurable benefit of each ATD 
item is shown, while the QA benefit is not. The threshold line in Figure 6.2 denotes 
how much ATD can be tolerated in a software system. The threshold is defined by 
the project manager and the customer, taking into account the project budget, release 
planning, labor, project size, and other related factors.  

Table 6.9. Typical stakeholders of the ATD Distribution viewpoint and their 
concerns 

Stakeholders Concerns 

Architects C2, C3, C4, C16, C17, C18, C20, C21 
Architecture evaluators C2, C3, C4, C16, C17, C18, C20, C21 
Project managers C2, C16, C17, C18, C20, C21 
Customers C2, C16 
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ATD item

Benefit of ATD item in Release V16.2

ATD1

ATD2

ATD3

ATD4

ATD5

ATD6

ATD7

ATD8

ATD9

ATD10

Cost of ATD item in Release V16.1

ATD cost amount (Person-day)

100200300

ATD benefit amount (Person-day)

100 300200

Total

Threshold

Benefit of ATD item in Release V16.1

Cost of ATD item in Release V16.2

 

Figure 6.2. Fragment of an example ATD Distribution view 

6.4.5 ATD Stakeholder Involvement viewpoint 
The ATD Stakeholder Involvement viewpoint describes the responsibilities of the 

involved stakeholders regarding the managed ATD items. Views governed by this 
viewpoint show ATD items, actions, and stakeholders involved in the ATDM process 
within one specific iteration. Table 6.10 shows the typical stakeholders of the ATD 
Stakeholder Involvement viewpoint and their concerns framed by it. The 
stakeholders of this viewpoint include technical ones (e.g., architects) that participate 
in the management of ATD, and project managers who are concerned with the 
human resources assigned to ATD items. Figure 6.3 depicts an example ATD 
Stakeholder Involvement view. 

Table 6.10. Typical stakeholders of the ATD Stakeholder Involvement viewpoint 
and their concerns 

Stakeholders Concerns 

Architects C8, C9 
Project manager C8, C9 
Development team C8, C9 
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Figure 6.3. Fragment of an example ATD Stakeholder Involvement view 

6.4.6 ATD Chronological viewpoint 
This viewpoint focuses on the change of the ATD items in a software system over 

time. From this viewpoint, we can see how ATD is managed along the timeline, i.e., 
what ATD items are dealt with in each iteration and how each ATD item is handled 
over time. This viewpoint also shows the benefit and cost of the measured ATD item, 
and the benefit delta and cost delta of the re-measured ATD item. Typical 
stakeholders of the ATD Chronological viewpoint and their concerns are shown in 
Table 6.11. A fragment of example ATD Chronological view is depicted in Figure 6.4.  

Table 6.11. Typical stakeholders of the ATD Chronological viewpoint and their 
concerns 

Stakeholders Concerns 

Architects C14, C17 
Project managers C17 
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Figure 6.4. Fragment of an example ATD Chronological view 

6.5 Case study 
To validate the effectiveness of the proposed ATD viewpoints in a real-life 

environment, we carried out a case study in which the ATD viewpoints were used to 
document ATD in an industrial project. We designed and reported the case study 
following the guidelines proposed by Runeson and Höst (Runeson and Höst, 2009). 
However, we have not included the section on data analysis suggested by the 
guidelines, since only descriptive statistics were used to analyze the data collected in 
the case study.  

6.5.1 Study objective and research questions 
The goal of this case study, described using the Goal-Question-Metric approach 

(Basili, 1992), is: to analyze ATD viewpoints for the purpose of evaluation with respect to 
their effectiveness in documenting ATD, from the point of view of ATD stakeholders in 
the context of industrial software development. 
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We define effectiveness in documenting ATD as being comprised of the following 
aspects: 

 Understandability of the ATD viewpoints. The understandability of the ATD 
viewpoints themselves (e.g., typical stakeholders and framed concerns, 
model kinds, and correspondence rules) reflects to what extent the 
stakeholders can generate the corresponding ATD views efficiently and 
correctly. If the ATD viewpoints cannot be easily understood, they are not 
likely to be adopted for ATDM. 

 Effort for collecting necessary data and further producing ATD views. How easy 
data collection is, affects the feasibility of using the ATD viewpoints in 
practice. If the data collection is too complicated and time-consuming, 
stakeholders would be reluctant to use the viewpoints. In addition, the effort 
it takes to document the ATD views with available information plays a major 
role in their adoption. 

 Usefulness in helping stakeholders to understand the ATD in software systems. This 
aspect is concerned with whether the views conforming to the ATD 
viewpoints can enhance stakeholders’ understanding on the current state of 
the ATD and is comprised of 3 parts: a) whether stakeholders perceive the 
actual health level of the SA compared to their pre-conception; b) which ATD 
views are useful to understand ATD; and c) which ATD views are promising 
to be adopted by the stakeholders both to produce and consume the views. 

Accordingly, we ask three research questions (RQs), each corresponding to one 
aspect of effectiveness of the ATD viewpoints, respectively: 

RQ1: How easy is it to understand the ATD viewpoints? 

RQ2: How easy is it to collect the required information for generating ATD views 
governed by the ATD viewpoints and to document ATD views with the gathered 
information? 

RQ3: Do ATD views effectively support stakeholders to understand the ATD? 

6.5.2 Study execution 
This case study was conducted to empirically evaluate how the proposed ATD 

viewpoints can effectively support stakeholders to document and understand ATD. 
This case study is evaluatory in nature since the case study aims at evaluating the 
effectiveness of the ATD viewpoints in an industrial environment. 

6.5.2.1 Case description 

The case is an information system in a large telecommunications company in 
China. The system analyzes the test data in various formats of telecommunications 
equipment and generates various types of reports about the quality of the tested 
telecommunications equipment. This system also provides the functionality of 
managing and controlling whether a piece of telecommunications equipment is 
allowed to proceed in tests. 

The software project team includes a project manager, two architects, and nine 
development team members. The project manager, two architects, and six 
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development team members participated in this case study; the remaining three 
developers were not available. The software system has a history of around seven 
years. Its size is about 760,000 lines of source code, and around 290 person-months 
(approximately 50,000 person-hours) has been invested in this project. 

6.5.2.2 Data collection 

6.5.2.2.1 Data to be collected 

To answer the research questions (RQs) defined in Section 6.5.1, we collected the 
data items listed in Table 6.12, where the target RQ for each data item is listed. We 
also collected the participants’ information on their experience in software industry 
(see Table 6.13) and the related information on the selected software project in this 
case study (see Table 6.14). 

 

Table 6.12. Data items to be collected 

# Data Item Range RQ 

D1 How easy it is for the participants to 
understand the ATD viewpoints 

Ten-point Likert scale. One 
for extremely hard, ten for 
extremely easy. 

RQ1 

D2 How easy it is for the participants to 
collect the required information for 
generating the ATD views 

Ten-point Likert scale. One 
for extremely hard, ten for 
extremely easy. 

RQ2 

D3 How much effort it needs to 
document the ATD views with 
gathered information 

Four-point Likert scale: 
little, not too much, a little 
bit too much but 
acceptable, unacceptably 
too much  

RQ2 

D4 How different it is between the 
actual health level of the architecture 
and the health level that the 
participants considered it to be  

Five-point Likert scale: 
much higher than, higher 
than, roughly equal to, 
lower than, and much 
lower than. 

RQ3 

D5 How useful each ATD viewpoint is 
in facilitating the understanding of 
ATD 

Five-point Likert scale: not 
useful, somewhat useful, 
moderately useful, very 
useful, not sure. 

RQ3 

D6 Which ATD views the participants 
are willing to use to document ATD 
(produce information), and which 
views to use to maintain their 
knowledge about ATD (consume 
information) and subsequently 
manage ATD 

n.a. RQ3 
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Table 6.13. Information related to the study participants 

# Participant data item 
Scale 
type Unit Range 

PD1 Time the participants have worked in 
software industry 

Ratio Years Positive natural 
numbers  

PD2 Time the participants have worked 
as developers  

Ratio Years Positive natural 
numbers  

PD3 Time the participants have worked in 
the company 

Ratio Years Positive natural 
numbers 

PD4 Time the participants have worked in 
the domain that the case belongs to 

Ratio Years Positive natural 
numbers 

PD5 Time the participants have worked in 
the current company 

Ratio Years Positive natural 
numbers 

PD6 Time the participants have been 
involved in the current project 

Ratio Years Positive natural 
numbers 

PD7 Received dedicated training in SA Nominal n.a. Yes or No 

PD8 Experience level of the participants 
in SA 

Ordinal n.a. Five-point 
Likert scale8 

Table 6.14. Information related to the selected case 

# Case data item 
Scale 
type Unit Range 

CD1 The number of the architecture 
decisions for analysis 

Ratio Decisions Positive natural 
numbers 

CD2 The number of ATD items 
documented in the software project 

Ratio ATD items Positive natural 
numbers 

CD3 The number of change scenarios used 
to calculate the cost and benefit of 
ATD items 

Ratio Change 
scenarios 

Positive natural 
numbers 

CD4 Duration of the selected project in this 
case study 

Ratio Months Positive natural 
numbers  

CD5 Project effort Ratio Person-
months 

Positive natural 
numbers 

CD6 Project size in lines of code Ratio Lines of 
code 

Positive natural 
numbers 

6.5.2.2.2 Data collection method 

Interviews were the main method to collect data in this case study. As suggested 
in (Runeson and Höst, 2009), interviews allow us to get in-depth knowledge about 
the topics of interest in the case study, by asking a series of questions about the 
interview topic to the participants of the case study. We used semi-structured 

                                                        
8 The five-point Likert scale: a) No knowledge on SA, b) Some knowledge on SA but 

never involved in architecting, c) Experience in architecting small software systems 
(<=50,000 lines of code), d) Experience in architecting big software systems (>50,000 lines 
of code), and e) Chief architect of big software systems. 
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interviews in this case study, which allowed us to adjust the order of the planned 
questions according to the development of the conversation between the researcher 
and the participants. In addition, semi-structured interviews allowed us to explore in 
more depth the interview topics by asking follow-up questions based on the 
participants’ answers. We interviewed all the nine participants with different sets of 
questions depending on each participant’s role in the selected software project.   

6.5.2.2.3 Data collection process 

In order to answer the RQs presented in Section 6.5.1, we divide the case study 
into three parts (preparation, workshop, and interview) which include seven tasks 
(Task1-Task7), as described below (also see Figure 6.5). 

 

Part 3: InterviewPart 1: Preparation Part 2: Workshop

Task1: 
Recall architecture 

decisions

Task4:
Identify and measure 

ATD based on 
architecture decisions 
and change scenarios

Start

End

Task7: Interview the 
participants

Task3:
Collect change scenarios

Task5:
Document the identified 

ATD items

Task2:
 Present ATD viewpoints 
and ATD identification 

and measurement 
approach

Task6:
Prioritize the identified 

ATD items

 

Figure 6.5. Procedure of the case study 

Part 1 - Preparation. 

Task1: Recall architecture decisions. The architects recalled the architecture decisions of 
the software system following the guidelines provided by the authors, and 
documented the architecture decisions using a template provided by the authors. 

Part 2 - Workshop.  

Task2: Present ATD viewpoints. The first author presented the schedule of the 
workshop, the ATD viewpoints, and the change scenario template to the participants 
(i.e., the architect, manager, and development team) 

Task3: Collect change scenarios. The project manager provided a list of change 
scenarios that may happen in the coming 3 months9. A change scenario describes a 
possible major change in a software system. Typical change scenarios include: (1) the 
unimplemented features that are planned in the roadmap of the software system, (2) 
the known but unresolved bugs, and (3) the maintenance tasks that improve certain 
QAs of the implemented architecture.  

                                                        
9 There are 3 builds every month, but whether a build will be released depends on the 
severity of the resolved bugs and the urgency of the new requirements. 
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Task4: Identify and measure ATD based on architecture decisions and change scenarios. We 
provided guidelines on how to perform the identification and measurement of the 
ATD. All participants worked together on this task following the guidelines. The 
chief architect documented the identified ATD items using the ATD item template 
(i.e., the ATD Detail viewpoint). 

Task5: Document ATD items. The chief architect documented the identified ATD 
items using the ATD Decision, ATD-related Component, and ATD Stakeholder 
Involvement viewpoints. He also improved the ATD Detail view created in Task4. 

Task6: Prioritize the identified ATD items. The participants read the ATD views 
generated in tasks 4 and 5, and then prioritized the ATD items based on their 
understanding and the results of their discussions on the documented ATD views. 

Part 3 - Interview. 

Task7: Interview the participants. We first asked the participants to fill in a 
questionnaire regarding their experience in software industry (Table 6.13). After that, 
one author interviewed the participants one by one using semi-structured questions.  

 

This workshop in Part 2 took around 4 hours. The schedule of the workshop is 
described in Table 6.15. Each interview in Part 3 lasted between 45 and 65 minutes. 

Table 6.15. Schedule of the workshop 

# Step Participants Time % 

1 Task2 All 40 minutes 18 
2 Task3  All 10 minutes 4 
3 Break All 10 minutes 4 
4 Task4 All 80 minutes 36 
5 Task5 The chief architect 40 minutes 18 
6 Task6 All 45 minutes 20 

Total time 225 minutes 100 

 

6.5.3 Results 
We first present the collected information about the participants and the selected 

case (i.e., the software project) in this case study, then answer each of the research 
questions defined in Section 6.5.1, in the following sub-sections. 
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Table 6.16. Participants’ experience information 
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PD8: Experience level in software SA 

Architect1 8 8 8 6 6 6 Y Chief architect of big software systems 

Architect2 9 6 9 2 5 2 Y Experience in architecting big software 
systems 

Manager1 10 5 13 7 7 7 Y Experience in architecting big software 
systems 

Developer1 7 7 7 5 5 5 N Some SA knowledge but never involved 
in architecting 

Developer2 8 8 5 3 7 3 N Experience in architecting small 
software systems 

Developer3 9 9 4 2 1 1 Y Experience in architecting small 
software systems 

Developer4 9 6 6 3 3 3 N Some SA knowledge but never involved 
in architecting 

Developer5 3.5 3.5 3.5 1.5 3.5 1.5 Y Experience in architecting big software 
systems 

Tester1 7 7 6 0.1 0.1 0.1 N Some SA knowledge but never involved 
in architecting 

 

Table 6.16 shows the information on the participants’ experience in software 
industry. All the participants have worked in IT industry for seven or more years 
except Developer5 who has 3.5-year experience in IT industry. Four participants 
have experience in architecting big software systems (which size is more than 50,000 
lines of code); two have experience in architecting small software systems (which size 
is less than 50,000 lines of code); while the rest three have no experience in 
architecting, but they have knowledge on SA. 

The selected software project in this case study is a relatively big project (see CD4, 
5 and 6 below). The information about the case is described below: 

 CD1, No. of the architecture decisions for analysis: 20. 

 CD2, No. of documented ATD items: 10. 

 CD3, No. of change scenarios used to calculate the cost and benefit of ATD 
items: 26. 

 CD4, Duration of the software project: seven years. 

 CD5, Project effort: around 290 person-months (about 50,000 person-hours). 

 CD6, Project size in lines of code: around 760,000 lines of code. 
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6.5.3.1 Understandability of ATD viewpoints (RQ1) 

The results of the understandability of the ATD viewpoints are described in Table 
6.17. All ATD viewpoints received an average score above eight, except for the ATD 
Detail viewpoint. This indicates that the ATD viewpoints are relatively easy to 
understand. The ATD Detail viewpoint received an average score of 6.8, which 
indicates some issues in understanding it. 

Table 6.17. Understandability of ATD viewpoints 
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ATD Detail viewpoint 8 6 6 5 6 5 7 9 9 6.8 6 

ATD Decision viewpoint 7 10 7 8 8 5 10 10 9 8.2 8 

ATD-related Component viewpoint 8 10 6 9 10 9 10 9 10 9.0 9 

ATD Distribution viewpoint 8 9 9 7 8 8 6 10 8 8.1 8 

ATD Stakeholder Involvement viewpoint 8 10 5 9 8 8 9 9 10 8.4 9 

ATD Chronological viewpoint 9 10 5 7 10 7 7 9 9 8.1 9 

6.5.3.2 Ease of collecting the required information and documenting 
ATD views (RQ2) 

The collection of required information was performed by all the participants in the 
workshop, while the documentation of ATD views was only performed by the chief 
architect. Table 6.18 shows the ease of collecting the needed information for creating 
the ATD views. A higher score (in the range between 1 and 10) means that the 
corresponding piece of information is easier to collect.  The benefit, principal, interest, 
and interest probability received scores lower than 7. The compromised QA and 
affected components received the highest scores. 

The ATD views were documented by the chief architect. The chief architect 
documented the ATD items using the ATD Detail viewpoint along the ATD 
identification and measurement (i.e., Task4) which took 80 minutes. In addition, 
there was 40 minutes (in Task5) dedicated to ATD documentation. Considering that 
the chief architect only spent around one fourth of the 80 minutes in documenting 
ten ATD items in Task4, the total time for ATD documentation was around one hour 
(80*1/4+40=60minutes) in this case study. During the interview with him, he argued 
that documenting the ATD views needs an acceptable amount of effort, but this 
amount of effort was a little bit more than expected (i.e., a little bit too much but 
acceptable). Specifically, documenting the ATD Detail view requires increased effort, 
while generating other ATD views was comparatively much easier. He suggested 
that a dedicated tool supporting them to generate ATD views would make ATD 
documentation much easier, since the information in the ATD Detail view can be 
used to automatically generate the rest of the views. 
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Table 6.18. Ease of collecting required information for ATD views 
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Architecture decision that incurs an 
ATD item 

5 9 5 5 6 5 9 8 8 6.7 6 

Architecture decision that repays an 
ATD item 

7 8 7 7 6 5 9 8 6 7.0 7 

Compromised QA 8 9 6 8 6 7 9 9 9 7.9 8 

Rationale 7 8 7 7 5 5 9 9 9 7.3 7 
Benefit 5 10 3 7 4 2 9 8 6 6.0 6 

Principal 5 7 4 3 4 3 8 7 6 5.2 5 

Change scenarios 6 9 7 3 8 4 9 8 9 7.0 8 

Consequence of a change scenario 5 9 7 3 7 6 9 8 9 7.0 7 

Potential interest incurred in a change 
scenario 

6 9 4 4 4 2 3 7 8 5.2 4 

Probability of the potential interest 
incurred in a change scenario 

6 5 4 8 4 8 5 9 8 6.3 6 

Affected components 6 9 5 8 8 6 10 9 9 7.8 8 

 

6.5.3.3 Usefulness in understanding ATD (RQ3) 

We investigated the usefulness in understanding ATD in the following three 
aspects: (1) the difference of the architecture health level of the current architecture 
compared with what they initially thought, (2) how useful the participants thought 
the ATD viewpoints to be in facilitating their understanding of ATD in the software 
system, and (3) ATD viewpoints that the participants are willing to use for managing 
ATD. 

 Architecture health level. In the interviews, we asked the participants to 
compare the architecture health level based on the documented ATD views, 
with their initial assessment of the health level. As shown in Table 6.19, six 
participants argued that the architecture health level is lower than that they 
thought to be; one considered that the former is much lower than the latter; 
and two believed that the former is roughly equal to the latter. 

Table 6.19. Architecture health level compared with the previously estimated 

Participant Architecture health level 

Architect1 lower than 
Architect2 much lower than 
Manager1 lower than 
Developer1 roughly equal to 
Developer2 lower than 
Developer3 lower than 
Developer4 lower than 
Developer5 lower than 
Tester1 roughly equal to 
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 Understanding ATD. In our interviews to the participants, we asked them 
about how useful they perceived the ATD views to be in understanding ATD 
in the system. Table 6.20 shows the answers to this question. There are five 
candidate answers: not useful, somewhat useful, moderately useful, very useful, 
and not sure. Most of the participants considered that the ATD Detail view, 
ATD Decision view, ATD-related Component view, and ATD distribution 
view are very useful in understanding ATD in this case study. 

Table 6.20. Usefulness of the ATD views in understanding ATD 

Participant ATD Detail 
view 

ATD 
Decision 
View 

ATD-
related 
Component 
View 

ATD 
Distribution 
View 

ATD 
Stakeholder 
Involvement 
View 

ATD 
Chronological 
View 

Architect1 Moderately 
useful 

Moderately 
useful 

Very useful Moderately 
useful 

Moderately 
useful 

Moderately 
useful 

Architect2 Very useful Very useful Very useful Very useful Moderately 
useful 

Very useful 

Manager1 Moderately 
useful 

Very useful Moderately 
useful 

Very useful Somewhat 
useful 

Moderately 
useful 

Developer1 Very useful Moderately 
useful 

Very useful Moderately 
useful 

Somewhat 
useful 

Moderately 
useful 

Developer2 Very useful Somewhat 
useful 

Somewhat 
useful 

Very useful Somewhat 
useful 

Somewhat 
useful 

Developer3 Very useful Very useful Very useful Very useful Somewhat 
useful 

Somewhat 
useful 

Developer4 Very useful Moderately 
useful 

Moderately 
useful 

Very useful Moderately 
useful 

Somewhat 
useful 

Developer5 Very useful Very useful Very useful Very useful Somewhat 
useful 

Moderately 
useful 

Tester1 Moderately 
useful 

Very useful Very useful Moderately 
useful 

Very useful Somewhat 
useful 

 

 Preferred ATD views. During the interviews, we asked the architects about 
which ATD views they are willing to use to document ATD in their future 
projects (produce ATD views). As shown in the “Willing to use” columns of 
Table 6.21, both architects are willing to use the ATD Detail view, ATD 
Decision view, ATD-related Component view, and ATD Distribution view to 
document ATD. We asked the other seven participants (i.e., the manager, 
developers, and tester) about which ATD views they are willing to get 
informed regarding the ATD in their projects (consume ATD views). As 
shown in the “Willing to get informed by” columns of  Table 6.21, most of the 
seven participants preferred the ATD Detail view, ATD-related Component 
view, and ATD Distribution view to keep up to date with ATD in the system 
and further manage it. In addition, three out of the seven participants 
preferred the ATD Decision view. The ATD Stakeholder Involvement view 
and ATD Chronological view were considered as the least useful ATD views.  
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Table 6.21. ATD views that the participant are willing to use or get informed by 

 Willing to use Willing to get informed by 
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ATD Detail view X X X X X X X X X 

ATD Decision view X X    X  X X 

ATD-related Component view X X  X  X X X X 

ATD Distribution view X X X  X  X X X 

ATD Stakeholder Involvement view          

ATD Chronological view        X  

6.5.4 Interpretation 
We discuss our interpretation of the case study results for the research questions as 

follows. 

6.5.4.1 Interpretation of the results regarding RQ1 

RQ1 is about the understandability of the ATD viewpoints. As shown in Table 6.17, 
the ATD Detail viewpoint received an average score of 6.8, while each of the other 
viewpoints received an average score above eight. These scores indicate good 
understandability of the ATD viewpoints, considering that the case study 
participants spent only 40 minutes (as described in Table 6.15) on learning the 
viewpoints. Among the six ATD viewpoints, the ATD-related Component viewpoint 
received the highest score, since (1) this viewpoint does not introduce new concepts, 
and (2) they are more interested in this viewpoint as components are more related to 
the daily work of most of the case study participants. The ATD Detail viewpoint 
received the lowest score, because some of the participants suggested that (1) this 
viewpoint introduces several new concepts, such as principal and interest; and (2) an 
ATD Detail view contains too much information and it takes time to understand and 
remember every element of the view (even though participants considered it to be 
rather comprehensive). 

6.5.4.2 Interpretation of the results regarding RQ2 

RQ2 is concerned with the ease of collecting the required information and 
subsequently creating the ATD views. As shown in Table 6.18, the case study 
participants gave relatively low scores to the elements that needed to be estimated, 
including benefit, principal, potential interest incurred in a change scenario, and 
probability of the potential interest incurred in a change scenario. When collecting 
these elements, participants were faced with the difficulties of measuring them for 
each ATD item. In practice, there lacks an effective approach to measure the elements 
aforementioned. We need such an ATD measurement approach that is efficient, easy 
to operate, and with acceptable accuracy. The architecture decisions that incur or 
repay ATD items also received relatively low scores. The ease of collecting these 
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architecture decisions reflects the ease of ATD identification, which requires 
significant effort. In addition, collecting architecture decisions that incur and repay 
ATD items received similar scores (i.e., 6.7 and 7.0, respectively), which indicates that 
collecting these two types of architecture decisions needs similar amount of effort. 
This is mostly because one can identify a specific architecture decision that incurs an 
ATD item only when he or she already comes up with a better solution to repay the 
ATD item. 

Creating the ATD views costs more effort than the chief architect expected. This 
was for two main reasons. First, creating the ATD Detail view manually is time-
consuming since there are many elements that need to be filled in for each ATD item. 
Second, there was no dedicated supporting tool for generating ATD views during the 
case study. Instead, we provided Excel templates to help with the ATD views 
generation. When generating the ATD views, the chief architect needed to read the 
required information from different Excel files or sheets of the same file, and checked 
the information in one ATD view with the other ATD views to maintain the 
consistency between all ATD views. 

Considering that the total time spent for ATD documentation in this case study 
was around one hour, we argue that the cost of ATD documentation was rather 
minimal. In practice, the effort needed in ATD documentation for a project, largely 
depends on the number of ATD items to be documented. Furthermore, the effort 
needed also depends on the number of ATD viewpoints chosen to document ATD. 
Practitioners do not necessarily have to choose all the viewpoints to document ATD 
in their projects. Instead, they can choose the ATD viewpoints that are most 
interesting and useful for their projects. In addition, practitioners may select part of 
the elements in the ATD Detail view that are most useful for their projects and that 
are required to create views conforming to other selected ATD viewpoints. In 
practice, the architect would be mainly responsible for ATD documentation. 
Developers may also be involved in ATD documentation, since their work may 
influence the ATD. For instance, when developers have resolved a specific ATD item, 
they can update the status and history of this ATD item in the ATD Detail view. 

6.5.4.3 Interpretation of the results regarding RQ3 

RQ3 focuses on the usefulness in facilitating stakeholders’ understanding on the 
ATD in the selected software project in the case study. As shown in Table 6.19, all 
participants considered that the health level of the SA is lower or roughly equal to 
what they thought before this case study. This indicates that the documented ATD 
views can help the participants to reach a consensus on the understanding of the 
architecture’s health. Especially, seven out of nine participants (including the two 
architects and the project manager) considered the architecture to be less healthy 
than what they expected before the case study. In the interviews with the architects 
and project manager, they suggested that they had never systematically collected and 
documented the data on the negative consequences caused by the compromises on 
the system’s maintainability and evolvability. 

Although documenting the ATD Detail view is time-consuming, all the 
participants were willing to use this view in managing ATD in the future. This is 
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mainly because this view contains rich information about ATD items and this 
information provides the basis to generate other ATD views. The ATD Decision view, 
ATD-related Component view, and ATD Distribution view were considered more 
useful than the ATD Stakeholder Involvement view and ATD Chronological view, 
and most participants were willing to use these three ATD views to manage ATD. 
This is mostly because these ATD views provide holistic views on all the 
documented ATD items. Stakeholders can find interesting and valuable information 
in these views without examining the detailed individual ATD items. The ATD 
Stakeholder Involvement view was regarded as the lease useful view, since this view 
is not relevant to the key properties (e.g., cost, benefit, related architecture decisions) 
of ATD items. 

6.5.5 Implications for research and practice 
The results of this case study have implications for both research and practice, as 

follows: 

Implications for research 

 Industry welcomes the introduction of the concept of ATD and considers that 
ATDM is important to keep the long-term health of the architecture. Thus, 
there is momentum to perform ATD research involving the participation of 
industry. 

 ATD documentation approaches should consider reusing existing artifacts 
(e.g., documented architecture decisions and change scenarios), so that the 
effort needed to apply ATD documentation approaches can be reduced. Thus, 
researchers are encouraged to devise approaches that make as much reuse as 
possible; this would increase their adoption rate in industry. 

 Tool support for ATD documentation approaches is essential for practical use 
of the approaches in industry. Researchers are encouraged to develop 
prototype tools that provide such support, and further improve the tools 
with industrial evaluation. 

Implications for practice 

 Critical ATD analysis and systematic ATD documentation can help the 
project team to get an in-depth understanding of the health level of the 
current architecture.  

 Practitioners can choose to document ATD using those ATD viewpoints that 
are most interesting and useful for their projects and can be afforded in 
terms of required effort. They do not necessarily have to use all the ATD 
viewpoint in their projects.  

6.5.6 Threats to validity 
We discuss the threats to validity according to different types of validity suggested 

in the guidelines of reporting case study research (Runeson and Höst, 2009). Internal 
validity is not discussed since we do not investigate causal relationships but only 
evaluate the ATD viewpoints that we proposed. 
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Construct validity reflects “to what extent the studied operational measures really 
represent what the researcher have in mind and what is investigated according to the 
research questions (Runeson and Höst, 2009)”. A potential threat in case studies is 
that operational measures are not clearly defined so that the collected data cannot be 
used to effectively answer research questions. To mitigate this threat, before this case 
study was performed, we clearly defined the research questions, and the data items 
that need to be collected for answering each research question. All these data items 
were collected during the interviews with the participants. Another potential threat 
is that the participants may have different understandings on the interview questions 
from the researchers, so that the collected data are not what the researchers expect. In 
order to alleviate this threat, before the case study, we invited an architect from 
another company to do a pilot case study. We revised and improved the interview 
questions according to the feedback from the invited architect. We believe that the 
threats to construct validity were significantly reduced by the two measures taken 
above. 

External validity is concerned with the generalizability of the case study results 
(Runeson and Höst, 2009). In case studies, there is always a threat to external validity, 
since only one or several cases are studied, which makes statistical generalization 
impossible. In (Seddon and Scheepers, 2012), Seddon and Scheepers suggest to 
generalize the results of a single study using analytic generalization: “arguing, based on 
similarities between relevant attributes of things in a sample and things in other settings, that 
knowledge claims based on the sample are also likely to hold true in those other settings 
(Seddon and Scheepers, 2012).” According to the theory of analytic generalization, 
we believe that the study results are valid for those software projects with similar 
project and team sizes as well as application domains. In addition, although the case 
study only took place in a company in China and the cultural context may have 
played a role in the results, we believe that the study results hold true in similar 
culture backgrounds. To confirm the aforementioned generalization claims, 
replication of the study with different project and team sizes in other countries 
would be desirable. 

Reliability is concerned with to what extent the data and the analysis are 
dependent on the specific researchers (Runeson and Höst, 2009). To make the case 
study replicable, before we performed the case study, we defined a protocol for this 
case study in which we clearly defined the research questions, data items to be 
collected for each research question, interview questions to collect the needed data 
items, concrete operation steps, and required resources for each step. However, 
different people may have different understandings on the protocol. To validate the 
protocol, we invited an architect from another company to carry out a pilot study 
following the protocol, as already mentioned in ‘construct validity’. We revised the 
protocol according to the feedback received as follows: (1) we improved the Excel 
templates for producing ATD views; (2) we fine-tuned the timeline of the workshop; 
(3) we reordered a few interview questions; (4) we provided candidate answers for 
those interview questions that the participants felt difficult to answer; (5) we 
reformulated several interview questions that partially overlapped with other 
questions; and (6) we also reformulated those interview questions containing new 
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concepts that were not introduced in our tutorial. This pilot study effectively 
improved the data collection procedure and the understandability of the interview 
questions. Note that we did not include the data collected in the pilot study in the 
data analysis. 

6.6 Conclusions and future work 
ATD has important influence on the long-term health of software architectures, 

especially on maintainability and evolvability. When left unmanaged, ATD may 
accumulate significantly, making maintenance and evolution tasks hard to complete. 
To facilitate ATDM, ATD needs to be recorded in a systematic manner to make it 
visible to stakeholders and thus facilitate ATD communication and understanding. 

To systematically document ATD, in this chapter, we proposed six architecture 
viewpoints for documenting ATD in software systems. Each ATD viewpoint 
addresses one or more stakeholders’ concerns on ATD, which were collected from 
literature on TD and derived from ATDM activities. The viewpoints are as follows: (1) 
The ATD Detail viewpoint is concerned with the detailed information of ATD items 
in a software system. (2) The ATD Decision viewpoint is concerned with the 
relationship between architecture decisions and ATD items. (3) The ATD Stakeholder 
Involvement viewpoint is concerned with the responsibilities of stakeholders in the 
process of ATDM. (4) The ATD Distribution viewpoint is concerned with the 
distribution of the amount of the ATD over ATD items and the change of the ATD 
amount between milestones. (5) The ATD-related Component viewpoint is 
concerned with the relationship between system components and ATD items. (6) The 
ATD Chronological viewpoint is concerned with the evolution of ATD items. 

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed ATD viewpoints in documenting 
ATD, we conducted a case study in an industrial project in a large 
telecommunications company. The results of the case study show that: (1) the ATD 
viewpoints are relatively easy to understand; (2) some of the data (including benefit, 
principal, interest, and interest probability) that need to be estimated require more 
effort to collect, compared with other data, such as the compromised QA and 
affected components; creating an ATD Detail view also requires relatively more 
effort while generating the other ATD views are much easier; acceptable effort is 
needed to generate views using the proposed ATD viewpoints; and (3) the ATD 
viewpoints are useful in understanding ATD. To summarize, this empirical 
evaluation shows that the ATD viewpoints can effectively help the documentation of 
ATD. 

The impact of this chapter is twofold: it contributes (1) to the domain of software 
architecture with a set of ATD viewpoints for architecture description, and (2) to 
empirical software engineering and the body of evidence regarding ATD 
management. 

As future work, first, we plan to replicate the case study in more industrial cases 
with different project and company sizes as well as culture contexts, and 
continuously revise the ATD viewpoints according to the feedback collected during 
the case studies. Second, since we received positive feedback from the empirical 
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evaluation on the proposed ATD viewpoints, the next step is to design and develop a 
dedicated tool to assist with the generation of architecture views conforming to the 
ATD viewpoints. The tool support can reduce the needed effort by reusing ATD 
description elements, keep the consistency between ATD views, and improve the 
traceability between different ATD views. 

 





 

 

Chapter 7 Application of Knowledge-based 
approaches in Software Architecture: A 
Systematic Mapping Study 

[Based on: Li, Z., Liang, P., & Avgeriou, P. (2013). Application of knowledge-based 
approaches in software architecture: A systematic mapping study. Information and 
Software Technology, 55(5), pp. 777-794.] 

Abstract 

Context: Knowledge management technologies have been employed across 
software engineering activities for more than two decades. Knowledge-
based approaches can be used to facilitate software architecting activities 
(e.g., architectural evaluation). However, there is no comprehensive 
understanding on how various knowledge-based approaches (e.g., 
knowledge reuse) are employed in software architecture. 

Objective: This work aims to collect studies on the application of 
knowledge-based approaches in software architecture and make a 
classification and thematic analysis on these studies, in order to identify the 
gaps in the existing application of knowledge-based approaches to various 
architecting activities, and promising research directions. 

Method: A systematic mapping study is conducted for identifying and 
analyzing the application of knowledge-based approaches in software 
architecture, covering publications between January 2000 and March 2011. 

Results: Fifty-five studies were selected and classified according to the 
architecting activities they contribute to and the knowledge-based 
approaches employed. Knowledge capture and representation (e.g., using an 
ontology to describe architectural elements and their relationships) is the 
most popular approach employed in architecting activities. Knowledge 
recovery (e.g., documenting past architectural design decisions) is an 
ignored approach that is seldom used in software architecture. Knowledge-
based approaches are mostly used in architectural evaluation, while receive 
the least attention in architecture impact analysis and architectural 
implementation.  

Conclusions: The study results show an increased interest in the application 
of knowledge-based approaches in software architecture in recent years. A 
number of knowledge-based approaches, including knowledge capture and 
representation, reuse, sharing, recovery, and reasoning, have been employed 
in a spectrum of architecting activities. Knowledge-based approaches have 
been applied to a wide range of application domains, among which 
“Embedded software” has received the most attention.  
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7.1 Introduction 
oftware architecture (SA) has emerged in the early 1990s as a distinct discipline 
within software engineering (SE) and entered its golden age a decade later 
(Kruchten, Obbink, and Stafford, 2006; Shaw and Clements, 2006). SA is defined 

in the ISO/IEC IEEE 42010 standard as the “fundamental concepts or properties of a 
system in its environment embodied in its elements, relationships, and in the 
principles of its design and evolution” (ISO/IEC/IEEE, 2011). We adopt this 
definition for the current study; we further discuss more details about the process of 
architecting in Section 7.2.1.1. 

Knowledge management (KM) technologies have been employed across the 
spectrum of SE activities for more than two decades (Bjørnson and Dingsøyr, 2008; 
Rus and Lindvall, 2002), for example in requirements elicitation (Hudlicka, 1996), 
architecture evaluation (Ovaska et al., 2010), software testing (Ong and Tang, 2007), 
and software documentation (Kiwelekar and Joshi, 2010). In recent years, the SA 
community has paid increasing attention to the application of KM in the architecting 
process (Lago and Avgeriou, 2006), establishing the field of architectural knowledge 
(AK). This has resulted in acknowledging that the most important types of AK, 
architectural design decisions (e.g., choosing a particular architectural pattern for a 
design issue) and design rationale should be treated as first-class entities in SA 
(Jansen and Bosch, 2005; Kruchten, Lago, and van Vliet, 2006).  

In the field of AK, a number of KM approaches and tools have been developed for 
efficiently and effectively improving the practice of software architecting (Liang and 
Avgeriou, 2009; Tang et al., 2010). Software architecting is essentially a knowledge-
intensive process that is composed of several activities, e.g., architectural analysis, 
synthesis, and evaluation (Hofmeister et al., 2007). Architecting activities are mainly 
conducted by an architect in collaboration with a set of stakeholders involved 
towards the construction of the architecture of a software-intensive system. 
Knowledge-based approaches, such as knowledge sharing and reuse, can be used to 
facilitate architecting activities. For instance, knowledge about the use of specific 
architectural patterns in a system development can be shared and reused during 
architectural synthesis of a similar system. In order to make systematic use of 
knowledge-based approaches to facilitate architecting activities and develop 
appropriate methods for using knowledge-based approaches in SA, it is necessary to 
have a clear understanding on the state of the art of the application of knowledge-
based approaches in software architecture. To the best of our knowledge, there is 
currently no study on what knowledge-based approaches have been employed in 
what architecting activities, and on the gaps in the existing application of these 
approaches to various architecting activities. Note that the “application” of 
knowledge-based approaches in this study does not limit to the practical application 
of knowledge-based approaches in architecting, but the use of knowledge-based 
approaches in architecting in both industry and research, for the purpose of a wide 
coverage of this study. In addition, the comprehensive understanding by this study 
can also identify the needs for applying specific knowledge-based approaches in 
architecting and which architecting activities require more exploration on the 
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application of knowledge-based approaches, thereby proposing promising research 
directions. 

To address this issue, we conducted a systematic mapping study (or shortly 
mapping study) on the application of knowledge-based approaches in SA. A 
systematic mapping study is a form of secondary study aimed at getting a 
comprehensive overview on a certain research topic, identifying research gaps, and 
collecting evidence in order to direct future research (Engström and Runeson, 2011; 
Kitchenham and Charters, 2007). It allows the studies in a domain to be plotted at a 
high level of granularity thereby answering broader research questions regarding the 
current state of the research on a topic (Kitchenham and Charters, 2007). Another 
form of secondary study is a systematic literature review (SLR), which targets to 
identify, evaluate, and interpret all available studies to answer particular research 
questions, which require more in-depth analysis (Kitchenham and Charters, 2007). 
We selected to perform a mapping study instead of a SLR since the involved 
domains, i.e., software architecture and knowledge-based approaches, are quite 
broad areas. Our focus is not on some particular aspects of the involved domains, but 
the combination of two domains.  

The outcomes of this mapping study are the identified studies with different levels 
of evidence and a classification and a thematic analysis of existing approaches on the 
application of knowledge-based approaches in SA. This will in turn identify the gaps 
in the existing application of knowledge-based approaches to various architecting 
activities. This mapping study was performed following the guidelines for 
performing SLRs in software engineering proposed in (Kitchenham and Charters, 
2007). Although these guidelines are dedicated to performing SLRs, they can also be 
used for conducting mapping studies if certain deviations are made. The most 
important difference between the process of this mapping study and the guidelines 
in (Kitchenham and Charters, 2007), is that study quality assessment was not used as 
a criterion for study selection. The reason is that study quality assessment is not 
essential in a systematic mapping study, but all papers related to the topic of the 
mapping study should be selected. We performed a simplified study quality 
assessment and considered it as a means of reducing conclusion validity of this 
mapping study.  

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the context, 
research questions, and execution steps of this mapping study. Section 3 presents the 
synthesis results of the extracted data from the selected studies and answers the 
research questions. Section 4 discusses the threats to validity of this mapping study. 
Section 5 comprises a discussion of the results and their implications, with 
conclusions in Section 6. 

7.2 Mapping study process 
The context of this study, including the involved domains (software architecture 

and knowledge management) and the research questions, is discussed in Section 
7.2.1. The detailed process of this mapping study is presented in Section 7.2.2. 
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7.2.1 Context and research questions 
To clarify the scope of this mapping study, several key concepts need to be 

explained before formulating the research questions. Architecting activities that 
comprise the architecting process and knowledge-based approaches in knowledge 
management are the core concepts of this mapping study. We first describe the 
architecting activities and knowledge-based approaches, and then define the research 
questions of this mapping study. 

7.2.1.1 Architecting activities 

    During the architecting process, architects perform various activities for different 
purposes towards the construction of the architecture of a software-intensive system. 
Hofmeister et al. defined a general model of architecture design including three 
activities, i.e., architectural analysis, architectural synthesis, and architectural 
evaluation (Hofmeister et al., 2007). The first one concerns the problem space of 
architecture design, while the second and third activities concern the solution space. 
The definitions of these architecting activities are presented below: 

 Architectural Analysis (AA): examining, filtering, and/or reformulating 
architectural concerns and context in order to come up with a set of 
architecturally significant requirements (ASRs) (Hofmeister et al., 2007). This 
activity aims to define the problems that an architecture needs to address. 

 Architectural Synthesis (AS): proposing a collection of architecture solutions to 
address the ASRs that are identified during AA (Hofmeister et al., 2007). This 
activity essentially links the problem to the solution space. 

 Architectural Evaluation (AE): evaluating the candidate architectural solutions 
that are proposed during AS against the ASRs (Hofmeister et al., 2007). This 
activity helps to detect potential drawbacks on candidate architectural solutions 
and selects appropriate solutions for ASRs by making decisions and tradeoffs. 

    Tang et al. extended this general model to five architecting activities in the 
architecture lifecycle with architectural implementation and architectural 
maintenance (Tang et al., 2010). The definitions of these two architecting activities 
are listed below: 

 Architectural Implementation (AI): refining architecture design into detailed 
design, and then implementing the design in code (Tang et al., 2010). This 
activity implements the software system according to the architecture design. 

 Architectural Maintenance & Evolution (AME): correcting faults, adapting to a 
changed or changing operational environment, and implementing new 
requirements in an architecture (IEEE, 2000; ISO, 2006). This activity ensures the 
consistency and integrity of the architecture during the next product releases. 

Please note that we have combined architectural maintenance and evolution in the 
same activity. We adopt the following definitions: architectural maintenance is about 
correcting faults and adapting to a changed or changing operational environment 
(ISO, 2006), while architectural evolution focuses on implementing new requirements 
(Aoyama, 2002; IEEE, 2000).  
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The five architectural activities mentioned above cover the entire architecture 
lifecycle. We call them specific architecting activities to distinguish them from 
general activities described later. General architecting activities can be performed 
across the architecting process to support architects in achieving the goals of specific 
architecting activities. We identified the following general architecting activities:  

 Architecture Recovery (AR): uncovering architecture design and related design 
decisions based on existing implementation and documentation of the system 
(Riva, 2000). This activity transforms existing architectures from implicit to 
explicit. 

 Architecture Description (ADp): documenting an architecture using a collection 
of elements, such as architecture views and models. This activity codifies 
architecture in a consistent way. The main goals of ADp are facilitating the 
expression and evolution of software systems, providing a blueprint for system 
development, and supporting the communication among stakeholders (IEEE, 
2000). 

 Architecture Understanding (AU): comprehending the elements of an 
architecture design and their relationships, as well as the corresponding design 
decisions (why the architecture is designed the way it is). This activity helps 
architects and concerned stakeholders to acquire thorough knowledge about an 
architecture. The difference between AR and AU, is that the information made 
explicit during AR is used as input to AU and gets transformed into knowledge. 

 Architecture Impact Analysis (AIA): identifying the architectural elements 
affected by a change scenario, including directly-affected and indirectly-
influenced parts of an architecture (Bengtsson et al., 2004). The outcome of this 
activity helps architects understand the dependencies between the changed parts 
and the affected parts of an architecture. 

 Architecture Reuse (ARu): using existing architectural assets, such as 
architectural design elements, decisions, patterns, and other assets, in the 
solutions addressing various architecting problems (IEEE, 2010). By performing 
this activity, architectures of better quality can be achieved at lower cost. 

Note that, as described in Section 7.2.2.1.2, we conducted a trial study search 
before the formal study search of this mapping study. These general architecting 
activities were identified according to the results of the trial study search. We started 
with this initial list, with the option of adding other general architecting activities 
identified during the search process. Eventually, we did not identify other general 
architecting activities during the formal study search. 

As mentioned before, the general architecting activities can be used to facilitate 
specific architecting activities during the architecting process. Based on our own 
understanding and experience on the architecting activities, we outline what the 
primary support that each general architecting activity can provide to a specific 
architecting activity in Table 7.1: AR can support evolving a legacy system or a 
system without a well-documented architecture during AME; ADp can be used to 
record the architecture design and related decisions with the rationale behind them 
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during AS; AU can help architects to get a fair understanding for analyzing, 
evaluating, implementing, maintaining, and further evolving a system (i.e., support 
for AA, AE, AI and AME); AIA can assist architects to identify affected architectural 
elements when a new design decision is added or an existing design decision is 
changed during AS and AME, and when analyzing if a new requirement is an ASR 
(i.e., support for AS, AME, and AA); and ARu is performed to use the existing 
architectural assets to address similar problems during AS. Note that other types of 
secondary support may exist from general to specific activities but are not discussed 
here. Our goal here is not to exhaust all possible types of support from general to 
specific architecting activities but to present and explain the potential support from 
general to specific architecting activities. 

Table 7.1. Primary support from general to specific architecting activities 

 Specific Architecting Activity 

AA AS AE AI AME 
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7.2.1.2 Knowledge-based approaches 

A knowledge-based approach in this study refers to any approach from KM that 
can directly contribute to the architecting process. We identified five such 
approaches, i.e., knowledge capture & representation, reuse, sharing, recovery, and 
reasoning, from two previous survey papers on AK (Liang and Avgeriou, 2009; Tang 
et al., 2010). These approaches are described below. 

 Knowledge Capture & Representation (KCR) extracts knowledge from diverse 
sources as well as its acquisition directly from the stakeholders, and expresses 
knowledge in certain forms so that the knowledge can be used for automatic or 
human reasoning. On one hand, knowledge representation accompanies 
knowledge capture since the knowledge should be represented in certain form 
when captured; on the other hand, knowledge capture may happen during 
knowledge representation. For instance, when one uses a conceptual model to 
transform (e.g., annotate) implicit knowledge to explicit knowledge, knowledge 
capture takes place at the same time. We thus consider knowledge capture and 
knowledge representation as a combined knowledge approach.  

 Knowledge Reuse (KR) applies existing knowledge (e.g., architectural patterns) 
in a particular context for various purposes (Merali and Davies, 2001).  

 Knowledge Sharing (KS) exchanges knowledge (e.g., skills or expertise) among 
individuals in a community or an organization.  

 Knowledge Recovery (KRv) recovers explicit knowledge from tacit knowledge, 
e.g., decision rationale that is not documented. In KM theory, knowledge is 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knowledge
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skills
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Expertise
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Community
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organization
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classified into two types: tacit knowledge which resides in people’s head, and 
explicit knowledge which is codified in a certain form (Ikujiro Nonaka and 
Takeuchi, 1995).  

 Knowledge Reasoning (KRs) draws conclusions and derives new knowledge 
from existing knowledge through inference. An example is reasoning based on 
the rationale knowledge of the existing architectural design decisions to make 
new decisions addressing new or modified design issues. 

 
The aforementioned knowledge-based approaches can be mapped on the 

knowledge activities in a KM framework proposed by Alavi et al. to analyze KM 
systems (Alavi and Leidner, 2001). This framework includes four basic knowledge 
activities: knowledge creation, knowledge storage/retrieval, knowledge transfer, and 
knowledge application. In this chapter, we do not consider knowledge retrieval, as it 
does not directly contribute to the architecting process: it concerns the methods of 
knowledge access and is thus a supporting activity for the other knowledge activities. 
The rest of the basic knowledge activities are regarded to make direct contribution to 
the architecting process. First, new knowledge is created when the architect devises 
solutions for architecture problems. Second, knowledge storage preserves various 
types of knowledge on architecture in a certain form. This facilitates the reasoning on 
existing knowledge to solve new architecture issues and supports the reuse of the 
existing knowledge to address similar issues. Third, knowledge transfer is a 
prerequisite for knowledge application. Existing knowledge (e.g., best practices) 
needs to be transferred to the architect in order to be applied to solve a problem. 
Finally, knowledge application is to (re)use the existing knowledge to tackle 
architecture issues. Each knowledge-based approach can be mapped on one of the 
basic knowledge activities in the KM framework in (Alavi and Leidner, 2001) 
according to its functionality (see Table 7.2). 

Table 7.2. Mapping from knowledge-based approaches to knowledge activities 

Knowledge-based approach 
Knowledge activity in the KM 
framework in (Alavi and Leidner, 2001) 

Knowledge Capture & Representation (KCR) Knowledge storage 

Knowledge Reuse (KR) Knowledge application 

Knowledge Sharing (KS) Knowledge transfer 

Knowledge Recovery (KRv) Knowledge creation 

Knowledge Reasoning (KRs) Knowledge creation 

     

7.2.1.3 Research questions 

The overall goal of this mapping study is to get an overview of existing research 
on the application of knowledge-based approaches introduced in Section 7.2.1.2 in 
architecting activities. To obtain a detailed and comprehensive view on this topic, 
this high-level goal is decomposed into four research questions (RQs):  

RQ1: Which knowledge-based approaches are applied in the architecting activities? 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knowledge
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Rationale: Architecting is a knowledge-intensive process, and different 
knowledge-based approaches have been used in this process. We want to know 
which knowledge-based approaches are used and how often each knowledge-based 
approach is used in the architecting activities. This information can help us to 
identify the gaps of the application of various knowledge-based approaches and the 
needs for applying specific knowledge-based approaches. 

RQ2: In which architecting activities have knowledge-based approaches been 
applied? 

Rationale: Various architecting activities may have specific needs on different 
knowledge-based approaches. We want to know in which architecting activities the 
knowledge-based approaches have been applied and how often the knowledge-
based approaches have been applied in each architecting activity. This information 
can help us to identify the gaps of the application of knowledge-based approaches 
over various architecting activities and to identify which architecting activities 
require more exploration on the application of knowledge-based approaches. The 
difference between RQ1 and RQ2 is that the former is centered around knowledge-
based approaches, while the latter is centered around architecting activities. 

RQ3: In which sources and in which years have the studies of the application of 
knowledge-based approaches in the architecting activities been published? 

Rationale: The topic of this mapping study is broad and there should be a number 
of venues to publish the related studies. In addition, the research on the study topic 
has been carried out for decades. We want to get an understanding on whether there 
are specific publication venues for these studies and when the effort regarding the 
study topic was made. This information can help us to identify the leading 
publication venues where the authors can better disseminate their research results 
and the trend of the number of published studies in this topic. 

RQ4: In which application domains have knowledge-based approaches been 
applied to architecting activities? 

Rationale: The use of knowledge-based approaches in architecting activities may 
take place in various application domains, such as embedded systems and financial 
software. By answering this question, we want to know what application domains 
the knowledge-based approaches have been applied to and how often the 
knowledge-based approaches have been applied to each domain. This information 
can help us to identify which application domains have gained more interest in 
applying knowledge-based approaches.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 

7.2.2 Mapping study execution 
This section describes the process of this mapping study, which is largely based on 

the guidelines for performing SLRs proposed in (Kitchenham and Charters, 2007), 
but with a deviation. As mentioned in the Introduction Section, the quality 
assessment of the selected studies was not used as a criterion for study selection.  
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This mapping study covered 5 main tasks across 4 phases as illustrated in Figure 
7.1. The task of study selection includes 3 sub-tasks, i.e., selection by title (the first 
round selection), selection by abstract (the second round selection), and selection by 
full text (the final round selection). The next round study selection refined the results 
of the previous round study selection. In phase 1, the study search was performed 
and, meanwhile, the study selection by title was conducted. In phase 2, we did the 
study selection by abstract based on the results of the study selection by title. In 
phase 3, we read the full text of all the papers filtered in the study selection by 
abstract. To make the review more efficient, we simultaneously conducted three 
(sub-) tasks: the study selection by full text, study quality assessment, and study data 
extraction. This means, when reading a paper, we made the final decision on whether 
a paper should be selected or not. If this paper was finally selected, we assessed its 
quality and extracted the data from it. In this way, we only needed to read the paper 
once for performing the three (sub-) tasks. We synthesized the extracted data in 
phase 4 to answer the research questions. The following subsections elaborate on the 
main tasks of this mapping study. 
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Figure 7.1. Design of the systematic mapping study 

7.2.2.1 Study search 

We employed two search methods: the automatic search and the manual search. 
With the automatic search method, we searched studies in an electronic database 
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(e.g., IEEEXplore) with search terms by the search engine provided by this database. 
The search engine checks the search terms against the metadata, including the title, 
abstract, and keywords, of each paper in the database. With the manual search 
method, we browsed all the papers within the time period specified in Section 
7.2.2.1.1 in target venues (i.e., the journals, conferences, and workshops listed in 
Table 7.4, Table 7.5, and Table 7.6, respectively) without using search terms but by 
using the names of the target venues. The use of an automatic search ensures a high 
coverage (i.e., retrieving studies in as many venues as possible) of potentially-
relevant studies by searching electronic databases using search terms. On the other 
hand, it may provide many irrelevant studies. Manual search aims at increasing the 
completeness (i.e., deriving as many studies as possible in target venues) of 
potentially-relevant studies in target journals, conferences, and workshops, which 
are of high relevance to the study topic. Although most of the target venues are 
indexed by the included databases, the manual search is complementary instead of 
repetitive to the automatic search: the relevant studies published in the target venues 
may be filtered out in the automatic search, but are likely to be found in the manual 
search. Moreover, some target venues (e.g., SEKE and IJSEKE) are not indexed in the 
included databases, and the manual search therefore may retrieve some relevant 
studies that the automatic search cannot find. The results of manual search are 
independent of the results of the automatic search, thus these two search methods 
can be performed in an arbitrary sequence in this mapping study. In the rest of this 
section, we first scope the time period and publication sources of the study search, 
and then present the search strategy used in this mapping study. 

7.2.2.1.1 Search scope 

    This subsection describes the search scope of this mapping study, including time 
period and search sources. We include a number of electronic databases (listed in 
Table 7.3), journals (listed in Table 7.4), conferences (listed in Table 7.5), and 
workshops (listed in Table 7.6) that are relevant to the study topic.  

 Time period 

We scope the time period of the related studies published from January 2000 to 
March 2011. March 2011 is the end time of the period since it was the time that we 
started this mapping study. According to the description in (Shaw and Clements, 
2006) by Shaw and Clements, software architecture started to become popular 
around the year 2000. Therefore, we chose January 2000 as the starting time of the 
period.  

 Electronic databases 

As shown in Table 7.3, six electronic databases were included in this mapping 
study. According to the results in (Chen, Ali Babar, and Zhang, 2010), these six 
databases are the most popular ones in computer science and engineering that ensure 
a high coverage of potentially-relevant studies. Even though EI Compendex is 
considered as a very important source, it was not included as it is not accessible in 
our universities. In addition, many venues indexed by EI Compendex are also 
indexed by other databases. We did not include Google Scholar since the search 
results of Google Scholar tend to be repetitive with the search results from the 
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included electronic databases, and its unique contribution to study search is unclear 
(Chen, Ali Babar, and Zhang, 2010).  

Table 7.3. Electronic databases included in the automatic search of the mapping 
study 

# Electronic database 

DB1 IEEE Xplore   

DB2 ACM Digital library    

DB3 Science Direct   

DB4 ISI Web of Science 

DB5 SpringerLink  

DB6 INSPEC 

 

 Journals, conferences, and workshops 

A set of journals (Table 7.4), conferences (Table 7.5), and workshops (Table 7.6) 
that are of high relevance with the study topic were included. Two criteria for 
selecting the publication venues are that (1) they should be highly relevant to SA or 
both SA and KM, and (2) they are leading journals, conferences, and workshops in 
the study area. Conferences such as C3, C4, and C5 and workshop W1 were 
reasonably chosen as the sources in this mapping study since they are top 
conferences and unique workshop on SA and knowledge-based SA. As SA is a 
significant sub-area of software engineering (SE), papers on SA are usually published 
in journals and conferences in SE. Therefore, the publication venues in SE or both SE 
and KM should be included. Such publication venues include journals J1, J2, J3, J4, J5, 
J6, J7, J8, J10, J11, and conferences C1 and C2. Workshop W2 was included because it 
is a workshop about requirements knowledge, which has a close relationship to 
architectural analysis, especially in terms of architecturally significant requirements. 
Conferences C6 and C7 were selected because studies on architectural maintenance 
and evolution can be published in these two conferences. In addition, journal J9 
focuses on software quality where research on knowledge-based approaches to 
improve architecture quality can be published. 
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Table 7.4. Journals included in the manual search of the mapping study 

# Journal 

J1 IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering (TSE) 

J2 Empirical Software Engineering (ESE) 

J3 IEEE Software (IEEE SW) 

J4 International Journal of Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering (IJSEKE) 

J5 Journal of Systems and Software (JSS) 

J6 Information and Software Technology (IST) 

J7 Software Process Improvement and Practice (SPIT) 

J8 Software and System Modeling (SoSyM) 

J9 Software Quality Journal (SQJ) 

J10 Automated Software Engineering (ASE) 

J11 Software: Practice and Experience (SPE) 

Table 7.5. Conferences included in the manual search of the mapping study 

# Conference 

C1 Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering (SEKE) 

C2 International Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE) 

C3 The Working IEEE/IFIP Conference on Software Architecture (WICSA) 

C4 European Conference on Software Architecture (ECSA) 

C5 International Conference on the Quality of Software Architectures (QoSA) 

C6 International Conference on Software Maintenance (ICSM) 

C7 European Conference on Software Maintenance and Reengineering (CSMR) 

Table 7.6. Workshops included in the manual search of the mapping study 

# Workshop 

W1 SHAring and Reusing architectural Knowledge (SHARK) 

W2 Managing Requirements Knowledge (MaRK) 

7.2.2.1.2 Search strategy 

Search strategy is important for a mapping study, since it affects the quality and 
completeness of retrieved studies and the effort we need to spend. The search 
strategy and steps in this mapping study are described below: 

Step 1: The preliminary search terms were identified according to the study topic 
and the research questions. The search terms used to retrieve relevant studies in the 
automatic search were formed in Step 1 and 2. Similar in (Kitchenham, Mendes, and 
Travassos, 2007), we adopted the PICO (Population, Intervention, Comparison, 
Outcomes) criteria to formulate the search terms. Population includes the terms 
about architecture; intervention includes knowledge-related terms; and outcomes 
include the terms relevant to architecting activities. The comparison part is not 
applicable in this mapping study because this mapping study does not involve the 
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comparison of the knowledge-based approaches and other types of approaches 
(Kitchenham and Charters, 2007).  

Step 2: Trial searches using various combinations of search terms were performed. 
The search terms were improved according to the results of the trial searches. The 
trial results inspired us to come up with some missing terms and synonyms of 
existing terms. Both types of terms were added when performing formal searches. 
We got the terms included in the three parts listed below: 

Population: architecture, architectural, architecting. 

Intervention: knowledge, semantic, rationale, reasoning, decision, information. 

Outcomes: architecture design, architectural design,  architecture analysis, 
architectural analysis, architecture synthesis, architectural synthesis,  architecture 
evaluation, architectural evaluation, architecture maintenance, architectural 
maintenance,  architecture implementation, architectural implementation,  
architecture recovery, architectural recovery, architecture documentation, 
architectural documentation, architecting process, architectural preservation, 
architecture preservation, architectural variability, architecture variability,  
architecture description, architectural description,  architecture understanding, 
architectural understanding, impact analysis,  architecture evolution, architectural 
evolution. 

We used Boolean operator OR to join alternate words and synonyms in each part (i.e., 
population, intervention, outcomes), and used Boolean operator AND to join the 
terms from the three parts respectively. The full search string is like this: 

(architecture OR architectural OR architecting) AND (knowledge OR semantic OR 
rationale OR reasoning OR decision OR information) AND (“architecture design” 
OR “architectural design” OR …[each term in the Outcomes]) 

To explain the use of the terms and Boolean operators in actual searches, we take the 
advanced search in IEEEXplore database as an example. We fill in the first field (i.e., 
the first textbox) in the IEEEXplore search interface with the string “architecture OR 
architectural OR architecting” and the second field with the string “knowledge OR 
semantic OR rationale OR reasoning OR decision OR information”. We divide the terms 
in Outcomes into small groups with two terms each and fill in the third field with 
one group at a time. The terms in a group are joined by the Boolean operator OR. The 
three fields are joined by AND. The reason we partition the Outcome terms into 
small groups is that there are many terms in Outcomes, and the returned results will 
be too many to judge in a reasonable length of time if we fill in the third field with 
the long string covering all the terms in Outcomes. In other words, a search in 
IEEEXplore database is composed of a number of small searches. Note that, generally, 
a search field in the search interface of a specific database has a limitation on the 
string length or the number of search terms. Thus, a search is often divided into a 
number of small searches. 

Step 3: Formal searches, including automatic and manual searches, were conducted. 
Meanwhile, the first round study selection was performed accompanying the study 
searches. The study selection criteria are specified in Section 7.2.2.2.1. The results of 
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the first round selection of the two types of searches were recorded, and then were 
merged after removal of duplicated selection results as the input for the second 
round study selection. 

7.2.2.2 Study selection 

To make the study selection results objective, we defined selection criteria that 
were employed in the study selection process. In addition, in the second and final 
round study selections, two reviewers conducted the selection in parallel and 
harmonized their selection results to mitigate the personal bias in selection results 
caused by individual reviewers. 

7.2.2.2.1 Selection criteria 

The inclusion and exclusion criteria are used in the three rounds of study 
selections to decide whether a study should be included or not.  

Inclusion criteria 
I1. The paper is about architectures of software-intensive systems rather than 

hardware or building architecture. (Some papers on hardware or building 
architecture may be retrieved in the results of automatic searches.) 

I2. The paper employs at least one knowledge-based approach to address the 
problems in architecting activities. 

Exclusion criteria 
E1. The paper, in which none of knowledge-based approach is applied or 

software architecting is not the focus, is excluded. 
E2. The paper that is published in the form of abstract, tutorial, or talk is 

excluded.  

    Before the study selection, we conducted a pilot selection to ensure that all the 
reviewers had a consensus on the understanding of these selection criteria. The 
inclusion criterion I1 is applied in the first and second rounds of study selection but 
not in the final round since the abstract of a paper has provided enough information 
to judge whether the paper is really about software architecture or not. The exclusion 
criterion E2 is not applicable in the first round of study selection as we cannot know 
the publication type of a paper, i.e., published as a full paper, abstract, tutorial, or 
talk, by reading its title. The inclusion criterion I2 and exclusion criterion E1 are 
applicable and used in all the three rounds of study selection. 

7.2.2.2.2 First round study selection 

As illustrated in Figure 7.1, study selection is divided into 3 sub-tasks and each 
sub-task was performed in different phases. As mentioned in the second paragraph 
of Section 7.2.2, we performed the first round study selection along with study search. 
We checked the title of each paper against the inclusion criteria I1 and I2, and the 
exclusion criterion E1. If there was any doubt whether a paper was relevant or not, it 
was included for the next round selection.  

7.2.2.2.3 Second round study selection 

We read the abstracts of the papers that were left after the first round selection and 
checked them against the inclusion criteria I1 and I2, and the exclusion criteria E1 
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and E2. Selection results were verified by two reviewers and any disagreements 
among the reviewers were discussed and resolved. If a resolution of the 
disagreement is impossible to achieve at this stage, the paper was included. If it is 
difficult to judge whether a paper should be included or not, the paper was included 
for the next round selection.  

7.2.2.2.4 Final round study selection 

We read the full text of the papers left by the second round selection and 
employed the inclusion criterion I2 and the exclusion criteria E1 and E2 to decide 
whether the papers will be finally included. In this round of study selection, we also 
checked whether multiple selected papers published the same study. If two papers 
publish the same study in different venues (e.g., in a conference and a journal, 
respectively), the mature one gets selected, and the less mature one (i.e., the one 
published in a conference) is excluded. Again, we discussed any disagreements on 
selection results and achieved consensus on the final selection results.  

7.2.2.3 Study quality assessment 

Quality assessment of all selected studies is important for the quality of data 
extraction and synthesis of the mapping study results. All the finally-selected studies 
underwent such an assessment against a set of questions regarding the evidence level 
of the study and the quality of the data items to be extracted. Table 7.7 presents the 
quality assessment questions used in this mapping study. Question Q1 evaluates the 
evidence level of the proposed method of the selected study. We adopted the 
evidence hierarchy proposed in (Alves et al., 2010). More specifically, the evidence 
hierarchy is defined as follows (from weakest to strongest): 

1. No evidence. 
2. Evidence obtained from demonstration or working out toy examples. 
3. Evidence obtained from expert opinions or observations. 
4. Evidence obtained from academic studies, e.g., controlled lab experiments. 
5. Evidence obtained from industrial studies, e.g., causal case studies. 
6. Evidence obtained from industrial practice. 

Q2 and Q5 are adopted from  (Dybå and Dingsøyr, 2008) and (Ali et al., 2010) 
while Q3 and Q4 are formulated according to our study topic and RQs. Similar to 
(Ali et al., 2010), we adopted and adjusted the quality assessment instrument used by 
Dybå and Dingsøyr (Dybå and Dingsøyr, 2008). This instrument, i.e., the grading 
rules for the quality assessment questions of a study, uses a three-point scale to 
answer each of the last four questions, i.e., “yes”, “to some extend”, and “no”. Each 
quality assessment question was further quantified by assigning a numerical value to 
each answer (“yes” = 1, “to some extend” = 0.5, and “no” = 0). For question Q1, a six-
point scale is used to grade the six evidence levels (from weakest to strongest 
evidence, the score of the evidence level of each selected study can be 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 
0.8, or 1.0). Then, a quality assessment score can be given to a study by summing up 
the scores to all the questions for a study. 
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Table 7.7. Questions on study quality assessment 

# Questions 

Q1 How much evidence of the proposed method is available? 

Q2 Is there a clear statement of the aims of the research? 

Q3 Is there a clear statement of what the knowledge-based approach is? 

Q4 Is there an adequate description of what architecting activity the knowledge-based 
approach is applied to? 

Q5 Are the limitations of the study discussed explicitly? 

 

7.2.2.4 Data extraction 

To answer the RQs defined in Section 7.2.1.3, we extracted specific data from the 
selected studies. Table 7.8 describes the data items to be extracted in this mapping 
study. The first five data items (D1 to D5) and the data item D7 directly contribute to 
the answers of the RQs. The data item D6 supports the explanation of the results of 
this mapping study in Sections 7.3.2 and 7.3.3. To make sure the data extraction 
results less biased, two reviewers performed the data extraction independently, and 
then each reviewer checked the data extraction results by the other reviewer, and 
finally two reviewers achieved a consensus on the data extraction results. 

Table 7.8. Extracted data items 

# Item Name Description Relevant 
RQ 

D1 Source In which venue was the study published? RQ3 

D2 Publication type In which publication type was the study published? RQ3 

D3 Publication year In which year was the study published? RQ3 

D4 Architecting  

activity/activities 

Which architecting activity/activities (i.e., the 
activities introduced in Section 7.2.1.1) does the 
proposed approach in the study try to improve by 
knowledge-based approach(es)? 

RQ2 

D5 Knowledge-
based 
approach(es) 

Which knowledge-based approach(es) (i.e., the 
approaches introduced in Section 7.2.1.2) are 
employed in the study to address the problem(s) in 
architecting activity/activities? 

RQ1 

D6 Problem(s)  

addressed 

What problem(s) (e.g., poor effectiveness of AIA) in 
the architecting activity/activities does the study try 
to address by the application of knowledge-based 
approach(es)? 

RQ1 

RQ2 

D7 Application 
domain 

What application domain (e.g., embedded software) is 
the knowledge-based approach(es) applied to in this 
study? 

RQ4 

7.2.2.5 Data synthesis 

Data synthesis targets to synthesize the extracted data to answer the RQs. This task 
will be detailed in Section 7.3. 
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7.3 Study results 
We performed the mapping study according to the steps described in Section 7.2.2. 

We first present an overview of the study results, and then analyze the results of this 
mapping study to answer the RQs defined in Section 7.2.1.3. 

7.3.1 Overview of results 
The study search and selection results, and the study results distribution are 

presented in this section. 

7.3.1.1 Search and selection results 

Figure 7.2 presents the study search and selection results in the three rounds of 
selection. In the search phase, we retrieved 16,144 papers, including 3,036 papers 
from the automatic searches in electronic databases and 13,108 papers from the 
manual searches in target journals, conferences, and workshops (i.e., all the papers 
published in the target sources between 2000 and 2011). 409 studies were left after the 
first round study selection. 296 studies were excluded in the second round study 
selection and 113 studies were left for the final round study selection. Finally, we got 
55 studies selected. 
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Figure 7.2. Study search and selection results in three rounds of selection 

7.3.1.2 Study results distribution 

By analyzing the data extracted from the 55 selected studies, we get an overview of 
the study results distribution. As shown in Figure 7.3, a map is used to present the 
results distribution on the study topic “Application of Knowledge-based Approaches 
in Software Architecture (AKASA)” over the range of architecting activities, 
knowledge-based approaches, and time period. In the left part of Figure 7.3, a bubble 
represents one study or several studies on an architecting activity published in a 
certain year. In the right part of Figure 7.3, a bubble denotes one study or several 
studies applying a certain knowledge-based approach in an architecting activity. The 
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numbers in a bubble are the identification numbers of the corresponding studies in 
the 55 selected studies as listed in Section Appendix C.1. For instance, the left-top 
bubble in the right part of Figure 7.3 denotes that the 6th, 40th, and 48th studies are 
about the application of knowledge reuse in the architecture reuse activity. In the rest 
of the paper, study Sn denotes the nth study in the 55 selected studies. The detailed 
analysis of this map (Figure 7.3) is presented in the rest of this section. 
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Figure 7.3. Studies distribution of AKASA over the range of architecting activities, 
knowledge-based approaches, and time period 

7.3.2 Knowledge-based approaches in architecting activities 
This subsection gives the answer about which knowledge-based approaches are 

applied in various architecting activities. 

Looking at the map (Figure 7.3) from the perspective of knowledge-based 
approach dimension, we get the distribution of selected studies over knowledge-
based approaches in Figure 7.4. This figure shows that knowledge-based approaches 
KCR, KR, KS, KRs, and KRv are all used in architecting activities, but there is a 
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significant difference in terms of the popularity of these knowledge-based 
approaches.  

Knowledge capture & representation (KCR) is most frequently used in architecting 
activities among the five knowledge-based approaches. KCR is used in 42 studies out 
of total 55, which means 76.4% of the total studies employ this knowledge-based 
approach in various architecting activities. Knowledge recovery (KRv) and 
knowledge sharing (KS) are seldom used. More specifically, KRv is employed in only 
3 studies out of total 55 (i.e., 5.5%), and KS is used in 5 studies out of total 55 (i.e., 
9.1%). Knowledge reuse (KR) and knowledge reasoning (KRs) rank second and third 
respectively among the knowledge-based approaches in terms of the popularity. 
Comparing with KCR, these two approaches are merely employed in a small number 
of studies, but these two approaches are used more than twice as much as KS and 
KRv.  

Knowledge sharing is seldom employed in architecting activities. In the study 
selection process, we did retrieve a number of papers that mentioned knowledge 
sharing, but most of them are about AK sharing tools (such as(Farenhorst et al., 2008), 
(Henttonen and Matinlassi, 2009), and (Farenhorst, Lago, and van Vliet, 2007)), how 
to better share knowledge for certain purposes (e.g., (Farenhorst and Vliet, 2009)), or 
using various knowledge sharing models (e.g., (Liang, Jansen, and Avgeriou, 2008) 
and (Liang et al., 2011)), instead of how to improve architecting activities with 
knowledge sharing.  

There are only three selected studies using knowledge recovery to support 
architecting activities. To be specific, S1 uses semantic annotation, which is a method 
of knowledge recovery, to facilitate refactoring architecture artifacts for maintaining 
the system quality during AME; S15 proposes Architectural Design Decision 
Recovery Approach (ADDRA) to recover architectural design decisions for the 
purpose of improving architecture documentation (note that ADDRA is also a 
method for architecture recovery); S39 presents an approach to recover implicit 
assumptions in architecture design to support AME.  

 

 

Figure 7.4. Distribution of selected studies over knowledge-based approaches 
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Figure 7.5 shows the distribution of the selected studies using KCR over 
architecting activities. KCR is widely employed in all architecting activities within 
the scope of this mapping study. We are not surprised by this result because the 
output of KCR provides the basis for using other knowledge-based approaches in 
architecting activities. For example, one of the prerequisites of using knowledge 
sharing, reasoning, and reuse is the existence of captured knowledge that is 
represented in certain forms. However, there are significant differences in the 
popularity of the KCR application in various architecting activities. Specifically, KCR 
is more popular in AE, AS, ADp, and AU, but is seldom employed in AIA and AA. 
This is partly because KCR is frequently used to capture and represent architectural 
knowledge for various purposes in AE, AS, ADp, and AU. Another reason is that 
ADp and AU require the architecture to be represented in a certain form for better 
description and further easier understanding. Finally, AIA and AA have received 
little attention in using knowledge-based approaches, thus KCR is seldom employed 
in these two architecting activities. 

 

Figure 7.5. Distribution of selected studies using KCR over architecting activities 
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architecting activities) employ knowledge-based approaches. However, significant 
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Knowledge-based approaches are mostly used in AE with eighteen selected studies. 
In contrast, only two studies address the problems in AIA. 
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Figure 7.6. Distribution of selected studies over architecting activities 

 As revealed in Figure 7.6, AIA is not a well-explored research area in architecting 
activities in terms of the application of knowledge-based approaches. S4 proposes a 
meta-model of architectural design decisions to make the design decision knowledge 
explicit (a method of KCR), based on which an algorithm for AIA is designed to 
automatically identify all the architectural elements affected by a changed 
architectural design decision; S17 employs KCR and KR to make explicit the 
architectural design decisions and their relationships, based on which the results of 
AIA are more reliable. These two studies both consider architectural design decisions 
as first-class architecture elements and perform AIA from the perspective of 
changing architectural design decisions. We argue that KS and KR should receive 
more attention in AIA, as the knowledge about AIA of existing architectures can 
facilitate the AIA of similar architectures (e.g., the architecture of software product 
lines). Consider a product line and concrete Products A and B. Performing AIA 
based on a requirement change in Product A can benefit from reusing AIA 
knowledge from Product B, and vice versa.  

Architectural implementation (AI) also receives little attention on using 
knowledge-based approaches. There are only three studies in this area. Two (S24 and 
S41) of them focus on object-oriented design and the third one (S48) concentrates on 
service-oriented architecture. To improve object-oriented design (i.e., architecture 
implementation in object-oriented design) using the accumulated knowledge 
systematically and effectively, S24 proposed a method based on a defined rules 
catalog (that unifies various knowledge such as heuristics, principles, and bad smells) 
and the relationships between rules and patterns. S41 represents the successful 
design experience in cases (a method of KCR) and employs Case-Based Reasoning 
approach to implement architectures in object-oriented design by reusing the cases. 
S48 introduces an AK base on wireless services, as a means of sharing and reusing 
existing AK, to improve the quality of service-oriented architecture (SOA) 
implementation and speed up the SOA development with decreased cost. In the area 
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of AI, the design and development communities have gained much experience on 
how to implement various architectures. Knowledge-based approaches can help 
designers and developers to capture, represent, share, and reuse their experiences on 
AI. For example, with knowledge-based approaches, designers are able to extract 
architecture patterns and pattern using context in the form of knowledge from past 
designs to facilitate the understanding and implementation of composing solutions 
(e.g., combination of patterns) that achieving specific quality attributes.  

Researchers and practitioners have put most effort on AE and AS using 
knowledge-based approaches, with eighteen and fifteen selected studies, respectively. 
As mentioned in Section 7.2.1.1, AA, AS, and AE are the three main architecting 
activities in the model of architecture design proposed by Hofmeister et al. 
(Hofmeister et al., 2007). AS aims to propose architecture design alternatives for 
ASRs. AE makes sure that the selected architecture design is an appropriate one. 
These two architecting activities are essential to construct the final architecture. AA 
aims at defining the problems that an architecture should address with a special 
focus on identifying ASRs. However, AA received relatively less attention on using 
knowledge-based approaches with only five selected studies. This situation implies 
that knowledge-based approaches are considered important and useful to improve 
the practices in the solution space (i.e., AE and AS), but are not well-explored in 
terms of their application in the problem space (i.e., AA) of architecture design.  

7.3.4 Study classifications by publication venue and year 
This subsection gives details about which sources and in which years the selected 

studies of this mapping study have been published. 

Table 7.9. Distribution of selected studies over publication types 

Publication Type No.  % 

Conference 25 45.45 

Journal 17 30.91 

Workshop 12 21.82 

Book Chapter 1 1.82 

Total 55 100.00 

 

7.3.4.1 Classification by publication type and source 

The selected studies were published in four publication types: Conference, Journal, 
Workshop, and Book Chapter. Table 7.9 shows the distribution of selected studies 
over publication types. Conference, Journal, and Workshop are three main 
publication types and they are with 45.45% (25 studies), 30.91% (17 studies), and 
21.82% (12 studies) of the selected studies, respectively. Only one study was 
published as a Book Chapter. Table 7.10 presents the publication sources of all the 
selected studies, their types, number of studies, and their corresponding proportion 
against the total number of selected studies. Overall, 30 publication sources are 
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identified which means this study topic has received wide attention in the SA 
research community. One observation is that there are one leading Workshop 
(SHARK), Conference (WICSA), and Journal (JSS) respectively as the publication 
venues for this study topic. 

Table 7.10. Distribution of selected studies over publication sources 

Publication Source Type No. % 

SHAring and Reusing architectural Knowledge Workshop 8 14.55 

The Working IEEE/IFIP Conference on Software Architecture Conference 7 12.73 

Journal of Systems and Software Journal 5 9.09 

European Conference on Software Architecture Conference 3 5.45 

International Conference on the Quality of Software Architectures Conference 3 5.45 

European Conference on Software Maintenance and Reengineering Conference 2 3.64 

IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering Journal 2 3.64 

IEEE Software Journal 2 3.64 

International Journal of Software Engineering and Knowledge 
Engineering 

Journal 2 3.64 

International Conference on Software Reuse Conference 1 1.82 

IEEE International Conference on Engineering of Complex Computer 
Systems 

Conference 1 1.82 

International conference on Advanced Communication Technology Conference 1 1.82 

European Conference on Model-Driven Architecture - Foundations 
and Applications 

Conference 1 1.82 

International Conference and Workshops on the Engineering of 
Computer-Based Systems 

Conference 1 1.82 

International Conference on Automated Software Engineering Conference 1 1.82 

Asia Pacific Software Engineering Conference Conference 1 1.82 

EUROMICRO Conference on Software Engineering and Advanced 
Applications 

Conference 1 1.82 

IEEE International Symposium on Web Site Evolution Conference 1 1.82 

International Conference on Product Focused Software Process 
Improvement 

Conference 1 1.82 

IBM Systems Journal Journal 1 1.82 

ACM SIGSOFT Software Engineering Notes Journal 1 1.82 

IEE Proceedings – Software Journal 1 1.82 

Information and Software Technology Journal 1 1.82 

Information Sciences Journal 1 1.82 

Software Quality Journal Journal 1 1.82 

ER workshops AOIS, BP-UML, CoMoGIS, eCOMO, and QoIS Workshop 1 1.82 

Managing Requirements Knowledge Workshop 1 1.82 

International Workshop on Software and Performance Workshop 1 1.82 

IEEE International Workshop on Program Comprehension Workshop 1 1.82 

Collaborative Software Engineering 
Book 
Chapter 

1 1.82 

Total  55 100.00 
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7.3.4.2 Classification by publication year 

Figure 7.7 presents the distribution of selected studies published from year 2000 to 
2010. We did not plot the data of year 2011 in this figure because the data of 2011 is 
incomplete (covering only the studies of the first quarter). This distribution figure 
provides the SA community a clear message on the trend of the number of the 
published studies on knowledge-based approaches in SA. Overall, the number of 
selected studies in this topic has been increasing with little fluctuation from 2000 to 
2010. This trend shows that the application of knowledge-based approaches is 
receiving increasing attention in SA community. Except year 2001, at least one study 
was published during the other years. Since 2004, there were at least four studies 
published each year. One reason for this could be that the software architecture 
community started a paradigm shift the year 2004 towards addressing architectural 
design decisions as first class entities in architecture design with their associated 
architectural knowledge (e.g., design rationale) (Bosch, 2004; Kruchten, 2004). 

 

 

Figure 7.7. Distribution of selected studies over time period 

7.3.5 Application domains 
This subsection presents the application domains where knowledge-based 

approaches have been applied to, with a special focus on the studies with industrial 
evidence, i.e., the evidence obtained from industrial practice or industrial cases.  

As shown in Table 7.11, 18 studies did not specify explicitly the application 
domains and the rest of the studies are classified into 13 application domains. Note 
that, if a study does not provide related information about its application domain, we 
classify this study into the domain “not specified”. The application domain 
“Embedded software” has received the most attention in applying knowledge-based 
approaches in SA. For instance, S27 proposed a knowledge-based quality-driven 
architecture design and evaluation approach, which was validated in the architecture 
design and evaluation of a secure middleware for embedded peer-to-peer systems. 
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Table 7.11. Distribution of application domains of the selected studies 

Application Domain No. of studies Studies 

Not specified 18 S5, S6, S19, S20, S21, S22, S24, S25, S28, 
S29, S32, S33, S34, S35, S38, S47, S53, 
S55 

Embedded software 7 S14, S27, S30, S37, S41, S51, S54 

E-commerce system 4 S2, S9, S18, S39 

Information management system 3 S1, S26, S36 

Financial software 3 S3, S44, S52 

Aerospace software 3 S8, S11, S49 

Astronomy software 3 S12, S17, S42 

Automatic control software 3 S7, S13, S31 

Web server software 2 S4, S23 

Distributed system 2 S10, S50 

Education software 2 S15, S43 

Image processing software 2 S40, S46 

Mobile software 2 S45, S48 

Database management system 1 S16 

Total 55  

 

To investigate industrial relevance, we further looked into which of the studies 
were industrial. We identified that 15 selected studies reach the evidence level 5 (i.e., 
evidence obtained from industrial studies) or above (i.e., the studies with score 0.8 
and 1.0 in Q1 of Table 7.13). The application domain distribution of these studies is 
presented in Table 7.12. Studies with industrial evidence were conducted in 8 
application domains. The domain “Financial software” has received the most 
attention in applying knowledge-based approaches in industry. However, each 
domain has only few studies (i.e., no more than three). 

Table 7.12. Distribution of application domains of the studies with industrial 
evidence 

Application Domain No. of studies Studies 

Financial software 3 S3, S44, S52 

Embedded software 2 S27, S51 

E-commerce system 2 S9, S39 

Astronomy software 2 S17, S42 

Automatic control software 2 S7, S13 

Mobile software 2 S45, S48 

Information management system 1 S26 

Aerospace software 1 S11 

Total 15  
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7.4 Threats to validity 
The results of this systematic mapping study may be influenced by the coverage of 

study search, bias on study selection, and inaccuracy in study data extraction. 
Therefore, four types of threats to the validity of the study results are discussed in 
the following subsections. 

7.4.1 Conclusion validity 
Conclusion validity (a.k.a. reliability) is concerned with whether the mapping 

study can be repeated by other researchers and get the same results (Easterbrook et 
al., 2008). To make the results of this mapping study reproducible, the search terms 
used in automatic search and the search sources for both automatic and manual 
searches are presented. Moreover, inclusion and exclusion criteria for study selection 
are also defined. However, different researchers tend to have different 
understandings on these criteria, thus the results of study selection performed by 
various researchers are likely to be varied. To reduce the bias on study selection 
results, a pilot selection was performed to ensure that the reviewers reached a 
consensus on understanding the criteria. Also, the study protocol was discussed 
among researchers to ensure a common understanding on study selection. 
Furthermore, in the second and final round study selections, two reviewers 
conducted the selection process in parallel and independently, and then harmonized 
their selection results to mitigate the personal bias in study selection caused by 
individual reviewers.  

The inaccuracy of the data extraction results may negatively affect the 
classification results of the selected studies. The quality assessment on the selected 
studies helps to increase the accuracy of the data extraction results. The quality 
assessment results of the selected studies are shown in Table 7.13 according to the 
assessment questions listed in Table 7.7. The mean score of all the selected studies is 
3.47. With that score, we can conclude that the overall quality of the selected studies 
is acceptable. The mean score of Q1 is 0.44, which results from 5 studies with score 
0.0 (no evidence) and 22 studies with score 0.2 (evidence obtained from 
demonstration or working out toy examples). In other words, almost half of the 
selected studies have very low level of evidence. All the studies got full scores on 
question Q2. We paid special attention to question Q3 and Q4 since their scores can 
reflect the accuracy of the data extraction results. The higher score of the study, the 
more accurate the data extraction results will be. Thus, the score provides a clue 
about whether the data extraction results of a study need to be checked more 
carefully. Each reviewer checked extracted data of all selected studies with special 
attention to the ones with low scores in Q3 and Q4, and reached a consensus when 
disagreement exists about the extracted data. Interestingly, the average score of Q5 is 
very low since 69.1% (i.e., 38 out of 55) of selected studies do not mention the 
limitations or drawbacks of their work.  
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Table 7.13. Quality assessment results of selected studies 

Paper 
index 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 
Total 
Score 

Paper 
index 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 
Total 
Score 

S1 0.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 3.2 S29 0.2 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 2.2 

S2 0.2 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.0 2.7 S30 0.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 4.1 

S3 0.8 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 3.3 S31 0.2 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.0 2.2 

S4 0.2 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 2.2 S32 0.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 3.2 

S5 0.2 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 2.7 S33 0.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 3.2 

S6 0.2 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.0 2.7 S34 0.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 2.5 

S7 0.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 4.8 S35 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 4.0 

S8 0.6 1.0 0.5 1.0 1.0 4.1 S36 0.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 3.6 

S9 0.8 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.0 2.8 S37 0.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 3.2 

S10 0.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 4.6 S38 0.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 4.6 

S11 0.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 3.8 S39 0.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 4.3 

S12 0.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 3.2 S40 0.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 4.2 

S13 0.8 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 2.8 S41 0.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 4.1 

S14 0.2 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.0 2.7 S42 0.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 3.8 

S15 0.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 4.1 S43 0.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 3.2 

S16 0.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 3.6 S44 0.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 4.3 

S17 0.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 4.8 S45 0.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 3.8 

S18 0.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 4.2 S46 0.4 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 3.4 

S19 0.2 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 2.7 S47 0.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 3.2 

S20 0.2 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 2.7 S48 0.8 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 3.8 

S21 0.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 3.2 S49 0.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 4.1 

S22 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 3.0 S50 0.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 3.6 

S23 0.2 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 2.7 S51 0.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 3.8 

S24 0.6 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.0 3.1 S52 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 4.0 

S25 0.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 4.2 S53 0.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 2.5 

S26 0.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 3.8 S54 0.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 4.1 

S27 0.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 3.8 S55 0.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 3.2 

S28 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 3.0        

 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Total 

Mean Score 0.44 1.00 0.85 0.94 0.24 3.47 

7.4.2 Construct validity 
Construct validity is concerned with whether the concepts being studied are 

interpreted correctly and whether the relevant studies can be collected completely 
(Easterbrook et al., 2008). In this mapping study, the architecting activities and 
knowledge-based approaches are the key concepts under consideration. To ensure 
the correct interpretation of these key concepts, we checked the definitions of the 
concepts with related literature and discussed these definitions among the authors to 
reach a consensus on the understanding of them. The correct interpretation of the 
concepts helps to extract the data precisely from the selected studies. In order to 
ensure the completeness of study search, we design a search strategy that employs a 
combination method of automatic search and manual search. Furthermore, to make 
sure the high coverage of potentially relevant studies in automatic search, we 
improved the search terms according to the results of the trial search before the 
formal search is performed. However, the refined list of search terms might not be 
comprehensive, some relevant papers, therefore, might be missing. To address this 
issue, manual search is used as complementary search to automatic search. We 
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checked all the papers published in relevant journals, conferences, and workshops so 
that the potentially relevant studies published in these venues are included. 

7.4.3 Internal validity 
Internal validity focuses on the analysis of the extracted data (Easterbrook et al., 

2008). Since the data analysis in this systematic mapping study only uses descriptive 
statistics, the threats to internal validity are minimal.  

7.4.4 External validity 
External validity is concerned with the representativeness of the selected studies 

regarding the overall goal of the mapping study (Easterbrook et al., 2008). The results 
of this mapping study were considered regarding the knowledge-based approaches 
in the SA domain. Therefore, the presented classification and systematic map of the 
selected studies and the conclusions drawn are only valid in the study topic. The 
predefined protocol is helpful to obtain a representative collection of studies in the 
given study topic. The representative venues for manual search also contribute to 
improving the representativeness of the selected studies. We did not include studies 
published before 2000, which does not affect the representativeness of the selected 
studies. This decision is supported by a systematic literature review on KM in SE 
showing that few related studies were published before 2000, and none of them 
focused on applying knowledge-based approaches in software architecting (Bjørnson 
and Dingsøyr, 2008). 

7.5 Discussion 
In this section, we first interpret the results of this mapping study, then outline the 

implications on future research based on the study results, and finally discuss the 
potential application of knowledge-based approaches in architectural technical debt 
(ATD) management.  

7.5.1 Interpretation of the results 
This mapping study indicates that the application of knowledge-based approaches 

in SA is a quite immature area in both research and practice. First, more than two 
thirds of the selected studies (37 studies out of 55) are published in conferences and 
workshops, and only 30.9% (17 out of 55) of the selected studies have reached the 
maturity of a journal publication. Furthermore, only 27.3% (i.e., 15 out of 55) of the 
selected studies reach the evidence level 5 (i.e., evidence obtained from industrial 
studies) or above. In particular, only one study (S52) provides evidence obtained 
from industrial practice (i.e., the evidence level 6). Finally, almost half (49.1%, 27 out 
of 55) of the selected studies fall into the evidence level 2 (i.e., evidence obtained 
from demonstration or working out toy examples) or below. Especially, five selected 
studies do not provide any evidence. 

The increasing number of selected studies over the last decade shows that the 
application of knowledge-based approaches is receiving increasing attention from 
the SA research community. The selected studies are published in 30 different venues, 
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indicating that extensive attention on this study topic is being paid from researchers 
with a broad range of different research interests in SA. These two facts indicate that 
this study topic is likely to remain attractive. However we would urge the research 
community to strive for high-level evidence in future studies. 

7.5.2 Implications 
The results of this systematic mapping study also point out a number of 

implications for further research in SA:  
(1) The results of this mapping study call for more investigation on improving AIA 
with knowledge-based approaches. AIA is an architecting activity that is frequently 
performed to determine which architecture elements are affected when a change 
scenario happens. The associated architectural knowledge on this change scenario, 
such as related design decisions and dependencies to these decisions, should be 
considered and employed to improve AIA.  
(2) This mapping study also shows that the application of knowledge recovery 
approach in various forms needs to be explored seriously. In many architecting cases, 
architects need to recover the knowledge about architecture design, especially when 
maintaining or evolving the architecture that is not well described and documented. 
But little work has been done on the application of knowledge recovery in 
architecting activities. 
(3) As discussed in Section 7.3.3, AI can benefit from knowledge-based approaches, 
e.g., knowledge sharing. However, little effort has been made in this area. AI is a 
knowledge-intensive activity, in which one architecture design can be implemented 
in a variety of detailed designs by different designers. Knowledge-based approaches 
can be used to capture the knowledge in various designs, share them with other 
designers, and reuse them according to different contexts. This research area has a 
clear need for more investigation. 
(4) Little work has been done to provide automatic and semi-automatic knowledge 
reasoning to support architecting activities. Knowledge reasoning plays an important 
role in architecting activities, for example, it can be used to justify if a design decision 
is an appropriate one to address an ASR (Tang, Han, and Vasa, 2009). However, 
knowledge reasoning usually requires considerable upfront effort to formally 
represent the knowledge, which is a prerequisite for automatic and semi-automatic 
knowledge reasoning. When knowledge reasoning can be (semi)-automated in 
architecting activities, the efficiency of architecture design, maintenance, and 
evolution will be significantly improved. 
(5) More high level evidence-based research using knowledge-based approaches in 
architecting activities is needed. The overall evidence level of all the selected studies 
is relatively low, i.e., only 15 out of the total 55 selected studies reach the evidence 
level 5 (i.e., evidence obtained from industrial studies) or above. Although the 
research community is increasingly aware of the benefits of using knowledge-based 
approaches in software architecture, low-evidence-level studies cannot provide 
architects sufficient confidence to have a try. Therefore, there is an urgent need of 
high-evidence-level studies showing the real benefits that architect practitioners can 
get from knowledge-based approaches. 
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(6) Although knowledge-based approaches have been applied to the architectures of 
a wide range of application domains, there are still some application domains in 
which knowledge-based approaches are not or seldom employed so far (at least 
according to the results of this mapping study), e.g., telecommunications software, 
healthcare software, and cloud software. The software systems of such domains are 
often large-scale and complex. For instance, in the telecommunications domain, the 
software system of a typical wireless base station has millions of lines of source code 
and dozens of subsystems. Knowledge-based approaches, such as knowledge 
sharing and reuse, can facilitate conveying architectural knowledge to stakeholders 
and the reuse of the existing architectural knowledge of a specific domain. 

7.5.3 Knowledge-based approaches for ATD management 
activities 

In this section, we explore the potential application of knowledge-based 
approaches in ATD management, under the premise that ATD is an important type 
of AK. In the Chapters 4, 5, and 6, we proposed approaches for ATD identification, 
measurement, and documentation, respectively. These approaches have their 
limitations and could potentially benefit from knowledge-based theory and 
techniques. Furthermore, considering the ATD management process proposed in 
Chapter 3, we still lack approaches for ATD prioritization, repayment, and 
monitoring. In the following, we first discuss the possible application of knowledge-
based approaches in ATD identification, measurement, and documentation, to enrich 
and improve the approaches for these ATD management activities; subsequently we 
explore the potential application of knowledge-based approaches in ATD 
prioritization, repayment, and monitoring. Table 7.14 shows a mapping between 
knowledge-based approaches and ATD management activities, that will be 
elaborated in the following paragraphs. 

Application in ATD identification. First, KS can support ATD identification. For 
example, sharing a catalog of architecture smells (e.g., violating the strict layered 
architecture pattern) through a knowledge base, can help stakeholders look for the 
ATD caused by those architecture smells. Second, KR can support ATD identification. 
For instance, in Chapter 4 we showed how a list of change scenarios from the project 
change tracking system can be reused to identify ATD items as presented. We can 
also identify ATD items by checking against a list of typical predefined ATD 
scenarios in which ATD is incurred. An example of such scenario is reluctance of the 
development team to change a component, which indicates possible structural issues 
within that component. Such scenarios can be domain-specific or domain-
independent and can be reused among different projects. Third, KRv can also 
support ATD identification. For instance, ATD identification can be based on 
examining whether architecture decisions incur ATD (intentionally or 
unintentionally). Dedicated KRv approaches, taking architecture documentation or 
other sources as input, can be developed to recover architecture decisions so that 
they can be used as input in ATD identification. Finally, KRs and KCR can support 
ATD identification as well. Considering a software architecture with related AK that 
is represented using a specific architecture description language or a conceptual 
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model (a form of KCR), KRs approaches based on this language or model can 
identify certain types of ATD in the architecture, such as violations of architecture 
patterns and architecture nonconformance. 

Application in ATD measurement. KCR and KRs can be used together to support 
ATD measurement. In Chapter 5, we provided evidence that the two modularity 
metrics (i.e., IPCI and IPGF) can be used to indicate the amount of the total ATD in a 
software system. But we still lack a sophisticated approach to measure single ATD 
items. Ideally, measuring an ATD item should take into account the artifacts affected 
by this ATD item, and its influence on other ATD items. KRs based on a formal 
representation (e.g., ontology) of ATD items (a form of KCR) can be used to analyze 
and detect automatically the affected artifacts by a specific ATD item and the mutual 
influences between ATD items, which act as inputs for ATD measurement. 

Application in ATD documentation. KCR and KR can be applied in ATD 
documentation. In Chapter 6, ATD is documented using architecture viewpoints, 
which is a viewpoint-based KCR approach. In this approach, various architecture 
views are used to describe ATD from different perspectives; this helps to organize 
ATD documentation, which further supports different stakeholders to understand 
the ATD. A possible improvement to this kind of ATD documentation is to reuse the 
documentation of AK (e.g., architecture decisions, rationale, and models). This way, 
the effort for ATD documentation can be reduced, and the traceability between ATD 
items and architecture artifacts can be established with reduced effort. 

Table 7.14 Potential application of knowledge-based approaches in ATD 
management 
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Knowledge capture & representation (KCR) X X X X  X 

Knowledge sharing (KS) X   X X X 

Knowledge reuse (KR) X  X  X  

Knowledge recovery (KRv) X      

Knowledge reasoning (KRs) X X  X  X 

 
Application in ATD prioritization. First, KS can support ATD prioritization. The 

sharing of knowledge regarding ATD (e.g., in ATD documentation) and other types 
of AK (e.g., mutual impact between architecture decisions, rationale of architecture 
decisions, etc.) enables related stakeholders to comprehensively assess the impact of 
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ATD items; subsequently more comprehensive assessment of the impact of ATD 
items may lead to more reasonable ATD prioritization. Furthermore, knowledge on 
how to prioritize ATD in similar software systems can serve as reference for the 
prioritization of ATD in the current software system. Second, KCR and KRs can be 
used for ATD prioritization. ATD prioritization depends to some extent on the 
relationship between ATD items. For example, consider a relationship between two 
ATD items A and B, where there is overlap between the components affected by 
them; consequently the repayment of A can lead to a significant reduced effort to 
repay B; thus the ATD item A could be repaid before B. KRs, based on a formal 
representation (a form of KCR) of ATD items and their relationships, can be used to 
reason and detect such relationships automatically, to subsequently support ATD 
prioritization. 

Application in ATD repayment. First, KS can support ATD repayment. For 
example, a knowledge base of architecture refactorings in a specific domain can be 
shared among technical stakeholders on ATD. This knowledge base can facilitate the 
technical stakeholders’ understanding repayment solutions for different ATD items, 
for example by linking architecture smells to architecture refactorings. In addition, 
KR can also support ATD repayment. Drawing on the previous example, we can 
reuse a concrete architecture refactoring to repay an ATD item suffering from a 
related architecture smell.  

Application in ATD monitoring. First, KCR and KRs can support ATD 
monitoring. KRs can be used to automate the analysis of the propagation effect of the 
change of a specific ATD item, in order to identify all ATD items affected by that 
item. To develop this automation, we first need to employ a formal representation (a 
form of KCR) to specify the relationships between ATD items and the relationships 
between an ATD item and artifacts (e.g., components); then we can define a set of 
reasoning rules based on the formal representation of ATD items and related artifacts 
as well as their relationships; and finally KRs based on the formal representation of 
ATD items can be used to detect all ATD items affected. Second, KS can also support 
ATD monitoring. The sharing of existing ATD management data regarding similar 
software systems can facilitate defining a reasonable ATD threshold ― the maximum 
ATD that is allowed in the software system. 

7.6 Conclusions 
We got 16,144 papers returned from the literature searches including the papers 

from both manual and automatic search, of which 55 were finally selected for data 
extraction. Based on the extracted data, we get an overview on what knowledge-
based approaches are currently employed in which architecting activities and on the 
popularity of various knowledge-based approaches used in general and specific 
architecting activities. We draw conclusions around four main points: 
(1) Knowledge capture & representation (KCR), knowledge reuse (KR), knowledge 
sharing (KS), knowledge reasoning (KRs), and knowledge recovery (KRv) are all 
used in the architecting activities, but there are significant differences on the 
popularity of these knowledge-based approaches. KCR is the most popular approach 
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that is widely used in all the architecting activities. KRv is almost ignored as it is 
seldom employed in the architecting activities. More investigation needs to be 
performed to improve architecting activities using KRv.  
(2) Knowledge-based approaches are used in all ten architecting activities. However, 
the study distribution is highly uneven over the ten activities. Comparing with other 
architecting activities, AIA receives the least attention on using knowledge-based 
approaches. This research area needs to be further explored. Also, AI using 
knowledge-based approaches is a promising research area and requires more 
research effort.  
(3) 30 publication sources from journals, conferences, and workshops are identified, 
which means the study topic, application of knowledge-based approaches in SA, has 
received wide attention from the SA community. In addition, there are one leading 
Workshop (SHARK), Conference (WICSA), and Journal (JSS) respectively as the 
publication venues for this study topic. The trend on the number of published 
studies in each year indicates that researchers have made increasingly effort in this 
topic during the last decade. 
(4) Knowledge-based approaches are applied to the software architecture of a wide 
range of application domains, and the domain “embedded software” has received 
the most attention. Industrial application and cases were conducted in eight 
application domains, but each domain has only few (no more than three) studies. 

With the implications discussed in Section 7.5, we encourage the researchers and 
practitioners in SA community to carry out more empirical studies with high-level 
evidence on applying various knowledge-based approaches in the architecting 
process, in order to build a solid foundation for improving architecting activities 
with the support of knowledge-based approaches. 





 

 

Chapter 8  Conclusions and Future Work 

This chapter concludes this thesis by providing answers to the research questions 
and discusses promising directions for future research in ATD management. 

8.1 Answers to Research Questions and Contributions 
In Section 1.2, we stated the main research problem, which formed the basis for the 

work presented in this thesis: 

    We lack an overall process for systematically managing ATD, as well as approaches for 
concrete ATD management activities, particularly for ATD identification, measurement, 
and documentation. 

Table 8.1 Contributions 

Research question Chapter  Contribution 

RQ-1: What is the state of 
the art of TD research? 

Chapter 2 Overview of current understanding on the 
concept of TD and of existing support for 
managing TD. 

RQ-2: How to manage 
ATD? 

Chapter 3 A conceptual model of ATD; 
An ATD management process. 

RQ-3: How to identify 
ATD? 

Chapter 4 An ATD identification approach based on 
architecture decisions and change scenarios; 
A case study providing evidence on the 
effectiveness and usability of this ATD 
identification approach. 

RQ-4: Can modularity 
metrics be used to 
indicate the amount of 
ATD? 

Chapter 5 Evidence that two system modularity metrics 
(IPCI and IPGF) can be used to indicate the 
amount of ATD; IPCI is a better ATD indicator 
than IPGF. 

RQ-5: How to document 
ATD? 

Chapter 6 An ATD documentation framework that is 
comprised of six architecture viewpoints 
addressing different stakeholders’ concerns on 
ATD;  
A case study providing evidence on the 
effectiveness of this ATD documentation 
framework. 

RQ-6: How can 
knowledge-based 
approaches be used in 
ATD management? 

Chapter 7 Overview of knowledge-based approaches in 
software architecture and promising directions 
to facilitate ATD management activities. 

 

Six main research questions were derived from this research problem in Section 
1.3.2, and they were addressed in Chapters 2 to 7. Table 8.1 summarizes the research 
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questions, the chapters in which these questions were addressed, and the main 
contributions made regarding the research questions. Each research question is 
revisited and briefly answered in the following. 

 

RQ-1: What is the state of the art of TD research? 

Before investigating the key problems in ATD management, we first needed to 
obtain a comprehensive understanding on the concept of TD and the current state of 
the research of TD management (RQ-1). This could help us to build a solid 
understanding on ATD and inspire us to come up with appropriate approaches for 
ATD management. To answer RQ-1, we conducted a systematic mapping study on 
TD and its management.  

The main results of this mapping study are summarized as follows. (1) Both 
academia and industry paid significant attention to research on TD. (2) TD is 
classified into ten types according to the stages of the software development lifecycle; 
among these ten TD types, code TD was the most studied. (3) Interest, principal, and 
risk are the most frequently-used notions to describe and explain the concept of TD. 
(4) Most studies argue that TD negatively affects the maintainability of the software 
system (Note, studies about evolvability were combined with those of 
maintainability). (5) Eight TD management activities were identified; among the 
activities, TD identification, measurement, and repayment received the most 
attention, while TD representation/documentation received the least. (6) Among the 
29 tools used for managing TD, only four are dedicated tools for managing TD while 
the rest are borrowed from other fields of software development; most tools only 
support managing code and design TD, few tools support the management of other 
types of TD, such as ATD. 

 

RQ-2: How to manage ATD? 

After having gained an understanding on the state of the art of TD research, we 
tried to explore how to manage TD at the architecture level. However, there was no 
accepted definition of ATD and no existing process for how ATD should be managed. 
To address these issues, first we proposed a conceptual model of ATD, accompanied 
by an ATD item template conforming to this model; the model was based on the 
understanding on TD in RQ-1. Then we developed an ATD management process that 
integrates this conceptual model, in order to facilitate the decision-making and 
decision-evaluation processes in a value-oriented perspective in architecture design. 
The ATD management process is comprised of five major activities: ATD 
identification, measurement, prioritization, repayment, and monitoring. An 
industrial example was used to illustrate the use of the ATD management process in 
architecture synthesis and evaluation. The proposed ATD management process 
strives for a controllable and predictable balance between the value and cost of 
architecture design in the long term. 
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RQ-3: How to identify ATD? 

In an ATD management process, the first step is to identify ATD. Existing ATD 
identification approaches are mainly based on source code analysis and thus suffer 
from certain shortcomings: (1) they can only identify issues at the system 
implementation; (2) they can only be employed after the systems is implemented in 
code; and (3) they lack a mechanism to confirm whether the identified ATD is real 
ATD or not.  

To address these issues, we proposed an ATD identification approach based on 
architecture decisions and change scenarios. We evaluated the effectiveness and 
usability of this approach, through an industrial case study in a large 
telecommunications company. The results show that the proposed approach is useful 
and easy to use, and it supports release planning and ATD interest measurement. 
Specifically, the ATD viewpoints are relatively easy to understand; it takes an 
acceptable amount of effort to document ATD using the ATD viewpoints; and the 
documented ATD views are useful for stakeholders to understand the ATD in their 
software project. 

 

RQ-4: Can modularity metrics be used to indicate the amount of ATD? 

ATD cannot be precisely measured, but it makes sense to indicate the amount of 
the total ATD in a software system. ATD indicators can show the change direction of 
the ATD in sequential versions of the software system. One indicator of ATD, is the 
average number of modified components per commit (ANMCC): a higher ANMCC 
indicates more ATD in a software system. However, it is difficult and sometimes 
impossible to calculate ANMCC, because the data (i.e., the log of commits) are not 
always available.  

We proposed to use software modularity metrics, which can be directly calculated 
based on source code, as a substitute of ANMCC to indicate ATD.  We validated the 
correlation between ANMCC and modularity metrics through a holistic multiple 
case study on thirteen open source software projects. The results of this study 
suggested that two modularity metrics, namely Index of Package Changing Impact 
(IPCI) and Index of Package Goal Focus (IPGF), have significant correlation with 
ANMCC, and therefore can be used as alternative ATD indicators. 

 

RQ-5: How to document ATD? 

After ATD is identified and measured, the knowledge about ATD needs to be 
explicitly documented thereby facilitating the other activities in ATD management. 
Currently, existing work on ATD documentation is rather limited and it cannot 
address all stakeholders’ concerns on ATD.  

We proposed six architecture viewpoints related to ATD (ATD viewpoints in 
short). Each viewpoint frames a number of concerns on ATD. All these concerns 
were systematically extracted from literature in our systematic mapping study on TD. 
The six ATD viewpoints together help to get a comprehensive understanding of ATD 
in a software system, thereby providing support for architecture decision-making. To 
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evaluate the effectiveness of the ATD viewpoints in documenting ATD, we 
conducted a case study in a large telecommunications company. The case study 
results showed that the documented ATD views can effectively facilitate the 
documentation of ATD.  

 

RQ-6: How can knowledge-based approaches be used in ATD management? 

The approaches proposed in the previous RQs have their limitations while they do 
not cover all the activities in ATD management. We seek to apply knowledge-based 
approaches to improve and enrich existing approaches in ATD identification, 
measurement, and documentation. In addition, we also explore applying knowledge-
based approaches in ATD prioritization, repayment, and monitoring. 

The most promising directions for applying knowledge-based approaches in ATD 
management are summarized as follows: (1) the representation of both ATD and the 
rest of the architecture knowledge in a formal form and subsequently applying 
reasoning techniques based on these formal representations can support ATD 
identification, measurement, prioritization, and monitoring; (2) the sharing and reuse 
of the knowledge on ATD and related architectural knowledge can support ATD 
identification, documentation, prioritization, repayment, and monitoring. 

8.2 Future Research Directions 
The work described in this thesis, serves as a starting point for ATD management. 

In the future, we plan to improve our current work and expand it in a number of 
directions. First, in direction (1), we plan to investigate in depth the impact of ATD 
by distinguishing between different ATD types. Second, in directions (2) – (4), we 
plan to improve and enrich the approaches described in this thesis for the three ATD 
management activities (i.e., identification, measurement, and documentation). Third, 
in directions (5) – (7), we plan to propose new approaches for the other three ATD 
management activities (i.e., prioritization, repayment, and monitoring) that are not 
covered by the work in this thesis. Finally, in direction (8), we plan to integrate our 
ATD management process in specific architecting processes. 

(1) The impact of ATD. ATD has negative impact on the long-term maintainability 
and evolvability of the software system. Intuitively, not all ATD items have the 
same level of negative impact on the software system. However, it is not clear 
which types of ATD in general tend to have more interest and which less. By an 
ATD type, we mean the sub-types of ATD shown in Figure 2.8. We plan to 
investigate the impact of various types of ATD through a survey based on 
practitioners’ perceptions. The objective of this survey is to obtain a list of ATD 
types that have more profound impact on the software system. 

(2) ATD identification. More empirical studies are needed for validating our ATD 
identification approach in Chapter 5 in more industrial projects with different 
sizes and from various domains. We also plan to simplify the approach and make 
it suitable in an agile context. We plan to develop appropriate tool support for 
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the ATD identification approach, for example, in collecting change scenarios and 
architecture decisions. 

(3) ATD measurement. Based on the results and findings in Chapter 5, we plan to 
do further research in the following paths. First, we intend to validate the 
correlation between modularity metrics and ANMCC with projects written in 
Java. Second, it will be interesting to define new system-wide modularity metrics 
or adapt existing modularity metrics defined in other perspectives (e.g., complex 
networks (Newman, 2003)), and investigate the correlation between the metrics 
and ATD indicators. We expect that the new modularity metrics can improve the 
accuracy or take less effort of predicting ANMCC (the indicator of ATD). Third, 
it is practically valuable to develop plugins for IDE tools to calculate and show 
the modularity metrics IPCI and IPGF (e.g., as a dashboard in Visual Studio or 
Eclipse) so that developers can be aware of the amount of ATD in development. 

It makes sense to develop a dedicated approach to measure ATD items 
identified by the ATD identification approach based on architecture decisions 
and change scenarios proposed in Chapter 4. This ATD measurement approach 
should provide practical guidelines on: (a) how to assess the impact of a specific 
ATD item based on the related architecture decisions and change scenarios; and 
(b) how to estimate the principal of an ATD item, the interest and interest 
probability of each change scenario impacted by the ATD item. 

In addition, it would add value to measure in a certain way the benefit that 
cannot be quantified in effort (e.g., in person-days). For instance, the adoption of 
the relaxed layered architecture pattern brings positive impact on system 
performance, but hurts system maintainability and evolvability, i.e., incurring 
ATD. This positive impact on system performance (an external quality attribute) 
will last until the system is retired. It is hard to measure this long-term positive 
impact in person-days. As a consequence, it is difficult to make a decision on 
whether this ATD should be repaid using the strict layered architecture pattern, 
by comparing the benefit and cost of this ATD item. 

(4) ATD documentation. First, we plan to replicate the case study reported in 
Chapter 6 in more industrial cases with different project and company sizes as 
well as culture contexts, and continuously revise the ATD viewpoints according 
to the feedback collected during the case studies. Second, since we received 
positive feedback from the empirical evaluation in an industrial project on the 
proposed ATD viewpoints, the next step is to design and develop a dedicated 
tool to assist with the generation of architecture views conforming to the ATD 
viewpoints. The tool support can reduce the needed effort by reusing ATD 
description elements, keep the consistency between ATD views, and improve the 
traceability between different ATD views. 

(5) ATD prioritization. We did not develop dedicated approaches for this ATD 
management activity in this thesis. In the future, we plan to propose an ATD 
prioritization approach that takes into account the following factors: (a) the costs 
and benefits of ATD items, (b) the cost/benefit ratio of ATD items, (c) the interest 
rates of ATD items, (d) the interest growth of ATD items, and (e) mutual 
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influence between ATD items. The execution of the ATD prioritization approach 
should be (semi-) automated based on measured and documented ATD items 
with the involvement of experts (e.g., architects and domain engineers). In 
addition, tool support is desirable for such an approach. 

(6) ATD repayment. We plan to concentrate on the reuse of existing best practices in 
architecting to facilitate ATD repayment. Considering that best architecture 
practice is a broad concept, we restrict our first attempt to the reuse of 
architecture patterns in a specific domain to support ATD repayment in this 
domain. To achieve this, a knowledge base of architecture patterns in the domain 
needs to be constructed.  

(7) ATD monitoring. This ATD management activity watches the change of ATD 
during the architecting process. We plan to model the relationships between 
ATD items, so that the ripple effect of ATD change can be automatically detected. 
Knowledge reasoning can be potentially used to support this automation. A 
formal representation can be developed and used to specify the relationships 
between ATD items and the relationships between an ATD item and artifacts 
(e.g., components); and then a set of reasoning rules can be defined based on the 
formal representation of ATD items and related artifacts, to detect the change of 
the ATD items under monitoring. 

(8) ATD management process customization. As discussed in Chapter 3, the ATD 
management process can be integrated into a general architecting process. 
However, it is still unclear how the ATD management process could be 
integrated with concrete architecting processes, in order to obtain optimal benefit 
from ATD management. We are partially interested in the following research 
questions concerning the application of ATD management process in agile 
development: How could the ATD management process integrate with an agile 
development process (e.g., Scrum)? How often should the ATD management 
iteration be executed during agile development? 
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A.2. Distribution of selected studies over publication 
sources 

# Publication source Type No. % 

1 Managing Technical Debt Workshop Workshop 31 33 

2 IEEE Software Journal 10 11 

3 Cutter IT Journal  Journal 7 7 

4 Agile Conference Conference 4 4 

5 International Conference on Software Engineering Conference 3 3 

6 Computer Journal 2 2 

7 SIGSOFT Software Engineering Notes Journal 2 2 

8 Agile Product & Project Management Journal 2 2 

9 International Symposium on Empirical Software Engineering and Measurement Conference 1 1 

10 Ada-Europe Conference 1 1 

11 Advances in Computers Book chapter 1 1 

12 Australian Software Engineering Conference Conference 1 1 

13 C* Conference on Computer Science & Software Engineering Conference 1 1 

14 Communications of the ACM Journal 1 1 

15 Embedded Systems Conference Silicon Valley Conference 1 1 

16 Euromicro Conference Conference 1 1 

17 Euromicro Conference on Software Engineering and Advanced Applications  Conference 1 1 

18 FSE/SDP workshop on Future of Software Engineering Research Workshop 1 1 

19 Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences Conference 1 1 

20 IBM Journal of Research and Development  Journal 1 1 

21 
IEEE International Conference and Workshops on Engineering of Computer Based 
Systems 

Conference 1 1 

22 International Conference on Software Maintenance Conference 1 1 

23 International Conference on Software Testing, Verification and Validation Conference 1 1 

24 International ACM Sigsoft Conference on the Quality of Software Architectures Conference 1 1 

25 Agile Processes in Software Engineering and Extreme Programming Conference 1 1 

26 International Conference on Building and Exploring Web Based Environments Conference 1 1 

27 International Conference on Evaluation and Assessment in Software Engineering Conference 1 1 

28 International Conference on Information Science and Applications Conference 1 1 

29 International Conference on Software Engineering Advances Conference 1 1 

30 
International Conference on Software Engineering and Mobile Application 
Modelling and Development  

Conference 1 1 

31 International Doctoral Symposium on Empirical Software Engineering Conference 1 1 

32 International Journal of Advancements in Computing Technology Journal 1 1 

33 IT Professional  Journal 1 1 

34 
Joint Working IEEE/IFIP Conference on Software Architecture and European 
Conference on Software Architecture 

Conference 1 1 

35 Journal of GXP Compliance Journal 1 1 

36 Managing Software Debt - Building for Inevitable Change Book chapter 1 1 

37 Object oriented programming systems, languages, and applications Conference 1 1 

38 Perspectives on the Future of Software Engineering Book chapter 1 1 

39 Procedia Computer Science Journal 1 1 

40 Software Quality Journal Journal 1 1 

41 Solid State Technology Journal 1 1 

 Total   94 100 
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A.3. Quality assessment results of the selected 
primary studies 

Study Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Sum Study Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Sum 

S1 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 3.00 S48 0.40 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 3.40 

S2 0.20 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 3.20 S49 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 3.00 

S3 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 3.00 S50 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.50 3.50 

S4 0.40 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 2.40 S51 0.20 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 3.20 

S5 0.80 1.00 1.00 0.50 0.00 3.30 S52 0.80 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 3.80 

S6 0.40 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.40 S53 0.80 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 2.80 

S7 0.80 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 2.80 S54 0.80 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.80 

S8 0.60 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 3.60 S55 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 4.80 

S9 0.40 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 3.40 S56 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 3.00 

S10 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 S57 0.20 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 3.20 

S11 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 S58 0.60 1.00 0.50 1.00 0.00 3.10 

S12 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 4.80 S59 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 4.00 

S13 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 S60 0.60 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 3.60 

S14 0.20 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 2.20 S61 0.20 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 4.20 

S15 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 4.00 S62 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 4.80 

S16 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 3.80 S63 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 2.00 

S17 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 3.80 S64 0.20 1.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 1.70 

S18 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 2.50 S65 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 3.00 

S19 1.00 1.00 0.50 1.00 0.50 4.00 S66 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.50 0.00 2.50 

S20 0.80 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 3.80 S67 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 3.00 

S21 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 S68 0.60 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 3.60 

S22 0.20 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.50 3.70 S69 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 3.80 

S23 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 4.00 S70 0.20 1.00 0.50 1.00 0.00 2.70 

S24 0.40 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 3.40 S71 0.00 1.00 0.50 0.50 0.00 2.00 

S25 0.60 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 2.60 S72 0.20 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 3.20 

S26 0.20 1.00 0.50 1.00 0.00 2.70 S73 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 

S27 0.80 1.00 0.50 1.00 0.00 3.30 S74 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 3.00 

S28 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 S75 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 3.00 

S29 0.80 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 2.80 S76 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 3.00 

S30 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 S77 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 3.00 

S31 0.80 1.00 0.50 1.00 0.00 3.30 S78 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 4.00 

S32 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 3.00 S79 0.20 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.20 

S33 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 4.00 S80 0.80 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 3.80 

S34 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.50 3.50 S81 0.60 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 3.60 

S35 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 4.80 S82 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 3.00 

S36 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 4.80 S83 0.20 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 3.20 

S37 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 3.00 S84 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 4.00 

S38 0.80 1.00 0.50 1.00 0.00 3.30 S85 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 3.00 

S39 0.00 1.00 0.50 1.00 1.00 3.50 S86 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 2.00 

S40 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 S87 0.60 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 3.60 

S41 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 2.00 S88 0.60 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 2.60 

S42 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.50 4.30 S89 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 3.80 

S43 0.20 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 3.20 S90 0.60 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 4.60 

S44 0.40 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 3.40 S91 0.20 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 3.20 

S45 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 S92 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 4.80 

S46 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 4.00 S93 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 4.80 

S47 0.40 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 2.40 S94 0.60 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 4.60 

 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Sum 

Mean score 0.40 1.00 0.77 0.79 0.21 3.17 

The study quality assessment questions are as follows: 

Q1: How much evidence supports the claims related to TD in the study? 

Q2: Is there a clear statement of the aims of the research? 

Q3: Is there a clear statement of the definition of TD? 

Q4: Is there a clear statement of which types of TD the paper focuses on? 

Q5: Are the limitations of the study discussed explicitly? 
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B.1. ATD concerns 
We came up with the concerns on ATD according to two sources: (1) concerns 

adapted or derived from the concerns on TD in general (TD concerns) collected 
during our mapping study on TD, i.e., the work reported in Chapter 2; (2) concerns 
derived from the five main ATD management (ATDM) activities in the ATDM 
process proposed in Chapter 4 (ATDM activities). From the first source (mapping 
study), we extracted TD concerns from the primary studies through: (1) the problems 
addressed by the primary studies; and (2) the problems expected to be solved in 
future work of the primary studies. We subsequently derived ATD concerns from the 
identified TD concerns, based on the following criteria: (1) if a TD concern is directly 
related to the architecture (i.e., not the system details), then the concern is considered 
as an ATD concern; OR (2) if a TD concern is not about architecture but makes sense 
to ATD stakeholders, then this concern is regarded as an ATD concern.  

Table B.1. ATD Concerns and their sources  

Description of source Derived 
concerns 

Concern 
source 

How can I efficiently measure how much debt I already have? 
(Eisenberg, 2012) 
How large is my technical debt? (Nugroho, Visser, and Kuipers, 
2011) 

C2 TD 
concern 

How much interest am I paying on the debt? (Nugroho, Visser, and 
Kuipers, 2011) 

C5 TD 
concern 

What is the consequence of holding onto a debt for future 
maintenance? (Nugroho, Visser, and Kuipers, 2011) 

C19, C20 TD 
concern 

Is the debt growing, and how fast? (Nugroho, Visser, and Kuipers, 
2011) 

C16, C17 TD 
concern 

Technical debt can be considered as a particular type of risk in 
software maintenance and the problem of managing technical debt 
boils down to managing risk and making informed decisions on 
what tasks can be delayed and when they need to be paid back. 
(Guo and Seaman, 2011) 

C6, C15 
 

TD 
concern 

The analysis and measurement of TD-Principal can guide critical 
management decisions about how to allocate resources for reducing 
business risk and IT cost. (Curtis, Sappidi, and Szynkarski, 2012b) 

C4, C6 TD 
concern 

A technical debt “SWAT” team, led by one of the company’s most 
senior architects, tasked with learning how to reduce the technical 
debt and then rolling that knowledge out to the rest of the 
development staff, should be established. (Gat and Heintz, 2011) 

C13 TD 
concern 

Which delayed (maintenance) tasks [a type of TD] need to be 
accomplished, and when. (Seaman and Guo, 2011) 

C6, C15 TD 
concern 

The proposed approach to technical debt management centers 
around a “technical debt list.” The list contains technical debt 
“items,” each of which represents a task that was left undone, but 

C1 TD 
concern 
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that runs a risk of causing future problems if not completed. 
(Seaman and Guo, 2011) 

Overall, it is important for a project team to understand (1) where 
TD exists in a system so that it can be tagged for eventual removal, 
(2) the cost of removing TD (i.e., Principal) and (3) the consequences 
of not removing TD (i.e., Interest). (Falessi et al., 2013) 

C4, C5, 
C10 

TD 
concern 

The person who takes on technical debt is not necessarily the one 
who has to pay it off. (Allman, 2012) 

C8  

Is technical debt increasing or decreasing for a system or for a 
component? (Seaman and Guo, 2011) 

C18 TD 
concern 

How much debt is “too much” (i.e. high interest) versus 
manageable (i.e., low interest)? (Eisenberg, 2012) 

C21 TD 
concern 

Developers tend to vote for investments into internal quality but 
managers often tend to question these investments’ values and, 
therefore, tend to decline to approve them. (Bohnet and Döllner, 
2011) 

C7 TD 
concern 

Our questions focus on how technical debt is propagated along 
those dependencies and how technical debt accumulates at various 
points in the chain. (McGregor, Monteith, and Jie, 2012) 

C20 TD 
concern 

It enables taking into account not only the sunk cost of 
development but also the cost yet to be paid to reduce the amount 
of technical debt. (Gat, 2012) 

C4 TD 
concern 

Practices related to identification provide the developer ways to 
identify Technical Debt in the code whereas classification helps to 
categorize them in order to understand the reason. (Krishna and 
Basu, 2012) 

C11 TD 
concern 

After acquiring the source implementation components for 
technical debt, the DebtFlag mechanism completes the projection by 
propagating technical debt through dependencies while following a 
possible rule set. (Holvitie and Leppӓnen, 2013) 

C10, C20 TD 
concern 

ATD identification detects ATD items during or after the 
architecting process. An ATD item is incurred by an architecture 
decision; thus, one can investigate an architecture decision and its 
rationale to identify an ATD item by considering whether the 
maintainability or evolvability of the software architecture is 
compromised. (See Section 3.4.1) 

C1, C7, 
C11, C12 

ATDM 
activity 

ATD measurement analyzes the cost and benefit associated with an 
ATD item and estimates them, including the prediction of change 
scenarios influencing this ATD item for interest measurement. (See 
Section 3.4.1) 

C2, C3, 
C4, C5 

ATDM 
activity 

ATD prioritization sorts all the identified ATD items in a software 
system using a number of criteria. The aim of this activity is to 
identify which ATD items should be resolved first and which can 
be resolved later depending on the system’s business goals and 
preferences.  (See Section 3.4.1) 

C6 ATDM 
activity 

ATD monitoring watches the changes of the costs and benefits of 
unresolved ATD items over time.  (See Section 3.4.1) 

C9, C14, 
C16, C17, 
C18, C19, 
C21 

ATDM 
activity 

ATD repayment concerns making new or changing existing 
architecture decisions in order to eliminate or mitigate the negative 
influences of an ATD item.  (See Section 3.4.1) 

C13, C15,  ATDM 
activity 
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From the second source (ATDM activities presented in Section 3.4.1), we derived 
ATD concerns based on the concrete tasks performed in each ATDM activity and the 
intents of the tasks. For instance, in the ATDM activity ATD measurement, the 
involved tasks are to estimate the benefit, interest, and cost of each ATD item, thus, 
we got the ATD concerns on the quantities of these properties of ATD items. As a 
result, we derived the ATD concerns C2, C3, C4, and C5. All the resulting ATD 
concerns and their detailed sources are shown in Table B.1. 

B.2. Viewpoint definitions and correspondence rules 
In this section, we first propose a shared metamodel of the six ATD viewpoints, 

then give each ATD viewpoint a detailed definition that can act as guidelines to 
generate ATD views governed by the ATD viewpoint, and finally define the 
correspondence rules for the ATD viewpoints. 
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Figure B.1. Metamodel of the ATD viewpoints 

 

B.2.1 Metamodel of ATD viewpoints 
To facilitate the generation of ATD views that are governed by the proposed ATD 

viewpoints, we constructed a common metamodel that integrates all the elements of 
the ATD viewpoints. The metamodel also serves to maintain traceability and 
consistency between different ATD views. Figure B.1 shows the metamodel of the 
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ATD viewpoints. The elements in the dark part of Figure B.1 are concepts adopted 
from ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 (ISO/IEC/IEEE, 2011). An architecture decision can 
incur ATD item(s), which is adopted from Table 3.1 and shown in detail in Table 6.4. 
An ATD item relates to one or more components, which are influenced by one or 
more architecture decisions. One or more architecture decisions can be made to repay 
ATD item(s). An ATD item has a specific status. An ATD item has some cost to the 
future maintenance and evolution of a software system, which is the reason why the 
ATD item should be managed. The cost of an ATD item has a principal and interest. 
The interest of an ATD item is comprised of one or more scenario interests, each 
corresponding to a change scenario impacted by the ATD item. A change scenario 
has an associated probability, indicating the possibility that the change scenario will 
happen. An ATD item has some benefit(s) which is the reason why the ATD item is 
incurred. An ATD item has a compromised quality attribute, i.e., one of the six QAs 
mentioned in Table 6.4. An ATD item can raise new system concern(s) when the 
ATD item has significant impact on the system under consideration. For instance, if 
the ATD item is possible to negatively influence over certain functionality of the 
system, a new system concern is raised to eliminate or mitigate the negative 
influence. An ATD rationale, which considers the benefit and cost of the 
corresponding ATD item, tells why the ATD item is incurred. A stakeholder 
performs an action on an ATD item, for which the status of the ATD item is changed. 
An ATD item corresponds to an intentionality, indicating that it was incurred 
intentionally or unintentionally. An ATD item may be changed in an iteration that 
has one iteration endpoint.  

B.2.2 ATD Decision viewpoint 
The ATD Decision viewpoint shows the relationships between ATD items and 

architecture decisions of a software system. A view conforming to the ATD Decision 
viewpoint shows all ATD items, which were incurred from the beginning of the 
ATDM process till the current iteration in a software system, and their relationships 
with related architecture decisions. 

B.2.2.1 Model kind 

The metamodel of the ATD Decision viewpoint is shown in Figure B.2. This 
metamodel documents the model kind, which describes the conceptual elements for 
architectural models that conform to the ATD Decision viewpoint. The notation of 
UML class diagrams is used to describe this metamodel.  
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Figure B.2. Metamodel of ATD Decision viewpoint 
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The constraints listed below apply to the elements within this model kind: 

 Every ATD item has a unique ID and name. 

 Every architecture decision has a unique ID and name. 

 An ATD item is incurred by one architecture decision. 

 An ATD item is repaid by one or more architecture decisions. 

 An architecture decision can incur or repay zero or more ATD items.  
 

B.2.3 ATD-related Component viewpoint 
The ATD-related Component viewpoint shows the components that are related to 

ATD items. The number of the related components to a specific ATD item may vary 
in different versions over time, but, in a view conforming to the ATD-related 
Component viewpoint, it only shows the ATD items and their related components in 
the latest versions. 

B.2.3.1 Model kind 

The metamodel of the ATD-related Component viewpoint is shown in Figure B.3. 
This metamodel documents the model kind, which describes the conceptual elements 
for architectural models that conform to the ATD-related Component viewpoint. The 
notation of UML class diagrams is used to describe this metamodel. 

The constraints listed below apply to the elements within this model kind: 

 Every ATD item has a unique ID and name. 

 Every component has a unique ID and name. 

 An ATD item relates to one or more components. 

 A component is related to zero or more ATD items. 
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Figure B.3. Metamodel of ATD-related Component viewpoint 

B.2.4 ATD Distribution viewpoint 
The ATD Distribution viewpoint shows the costs and benefits of all ATD items in 

two neighboring iterations. 
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B.2.4.1 Model kind 

The metamodel of the ATD Distribution viewpoint is shown in Figure B.4. This 
metamodel documents the model kind, which presents the conceptual elements for 
architectural models that conform to the ATD Distribution viewpoint. The notation 
of UML class diagrams is used to describe this metamodel. An iteration endpoint has 
a date and a type that can be chosen from the following: 

 Milestone: “A version of the architecture that has reached a stable state (or 
an intermediate stable state) (van Heesch, Avgeriou, and Hilliard, 2012a).” 

 Release: “A version of the architecture that is delivered to a customer of 
made available to the public for use (van Heesch, Avgeriou, and Hilliard, 
2012a).” 

    The constraints listed below apply to the elements within this model kind: 

 Every ATD item has a unique ID and name. 

 Every iteration has exactly one endpoint with a unique name. 

 An ATD item has one or more benefits. A benefit can be technical benefit (e.g., 
quality attribute benefit) or non-technical benefit (e.g., business benefit). Only 
the measurable benefit is shown in the ATD Distribution viewpoint. 

 An ATD item has one cost. The cost is the sum of principal and interest of the 
ATD item. 

 An ATD item (its benefit and cost) can change in one or more iterations. 

 In each iteration, zero or more ATD items (their costs and benefits) change. 
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Figure B.4. Metamodel of ATD Distribution viewpoint 

B.2.5 ATD Stakeholder Involvement viewpoint 
The ATD Stakeholder Involvement viewpoint shows the responsibilities of 

relevant stakeholders in the ATDM process. A view conforming to the ATD 
Stakeholder Involvement viewpoint presents the activities performed by the 
involved stakeholders on ATD items in the current iteration and their statuses. 

B.2.5.1 Model kind 

The metamodel of the ATD Stakeholder Involvement viewpoint is shown in 
Figure B.5. This metamodel documents the model kind, which describes the 
conceptual elements for architectural models that conform to the ATD Stakeholder 
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Involvement viewpoint. The notation of UML class diagrams is used to describe this 
metamodel.  

A Stakeholder conducts an Action on an ATD item in a specific development 
iteration, the Status of this ATD item changes accordingly. A stakeholder can be any 
of the defined stakeholders in Section 6.3.1. We defined the following types of actions 
in the ATDM process according to the main ATDM activities that are defined in 
Section 3.4.1: 

 Identify: stakeholders find out the location of the ATD item. 

 Measure: stakeholders estimate the benefit and cost of the ATD item. 

 Re-measure: stakeholders estimate the benefit and cost of an ATD item that 
was measured in previous iterations. 

 Prioritize: stakeholders assign a priority to be resolved to the ATD item based 
on available information related to this ATD item, such as interest. 

 Repay: stakeholders resolve the ATD item by making new or modifying 
existing architecture decisions. 

Accordingly, the status of an ATD item can be Identified, Measured, Re-measured, 
Prioritized, and Resolved. 
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Figure B.5. Metamodel of ATD Stakeholder Involvement viewpoint 

    The constraints listed below apply to the elements within this model kind: 

 Every ATD item has a unique ID and name. 

 Every iteration has an iteration endpoint with a unique name. 

 All ATD items that changed in one iteration are shown. 

 Every stakeholder shown performed at least one action. 

 Every stakeholder has a unique name and at least one role. 

 Every action points to an ATD item or an iteration endpoint. If the target is 
an iteration endpoint, the corresponding action is performed for all ATD 
items changed in that iteration. 

 

B.2.6 ATD Chronological viewpoint 
The ATD Chronological viewpoint shows how the ATD items in a software system 

evolved over time and how they were managed in the ATDM process.  
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B.2.6.1 Model kind 

The metamodel of the ATD Chronological viewpoint is shown in Figure B.6. This 
metamodel documents the model kind, which describes the conceptual elements for 
architectural models that conform to the ATD Chronological viewpoint. Again, the 
notation of UML class diagrams is used to describe this metamodel. 
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Figure B.6. Metamodel of ATD Chronological viewpoint 

 

    The constraints listed below apply to the elements within this mode kind: 

 Every ATD item has a unique ID and name. 

 Every ATD item has exactly one status at a time. 

 Every iteration has exactly one endpoint with a unique name. 

 Every ATD item shown is changed in one or more iterations.  

 Only an ATD item with the status ‘measured’ shows its benefit and cost. 

 Only an ATD item with the status ‘re-measured’ shows its benefit delta and 
cost delta compared with the previously measured benefit and cost, 
respectively. 

 

B.2.7 ATD Detail viewpoint 
The ATD Detail viewpoint provides a comprehensive textual description of each 

ATD item documented in a software project. A view conforming to the ATD Detail 
viewpoint is comprised of multiple models, each used to describe a single ATD item. 

B.2.7.1 Model kind 

The metamodel for the ATD Detail viewpoint is identical to the common 
metamodel for all the ATD viewpoint as shown in Figure B.1.  
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B.2.8 Correspondences between viewpoints 
We have proposed six ATD viewpoints to document ATD. We use multiple views 

governed by these ATD viewpoints to document the ATD of a software system. Each 
ATD view is comprised of one or more models. Because the same subject is 
represented in multiple models, there is a risk of inconsistency between different 
models. Therefore, there is a need to establish rules to express and maintain the 
consistency of cross-model relationships between ATD description elements. Cross-
model relations can be expressed by correspondences, which are introduced in 
ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 (ISO/IEC/IEEE, 2011) to express relations between 
architecture description elements. This international standard further introduces 
correspondence rules to govern correspondences. 

We define a set of correspondence rules in the following to keep the consistency 
between ATD views: 

 An ATD Decision model must contain all ATD items that have ever appeared 
in the ATD Detail views. 

 An ATD-related Component model must exist for every iteration shown in the 
ATD Chronological model. Every ATD-related Component model contain the 
ATD items which latest versions are in the status of ‘identified’, ‘measured’, 
‘re-measured’, and ‘prioritized’. 

 An ATD Distribution model must exist for every iteration shown in the ATD 
Chronological model. Every ATD Distribution model must contain the existing 
ATD items that are not in the status of ‘resolved’ in the earlier iteration, and 
the newly identified ATD items in the later iteration. 

 An ATD Stakeholder Involvement model must exist for every iteration shown 
in the ATD Chronological model. Every stakeholder involvement model must 
contain the involved stakeholders and their actions in the versions of ATD 
items belonging to the respective iteration. 

 An ATD Chronological model must contains all ATD items that have ever 
appeared in the ATD Detail views. 

 The status of an ATD item in the ATD Detail model must correspond to the 
status of the latest occurrence of the ATD item in the ATD Chronological 
model. 

 The history of an ATD item represented in the ATD Detail model must contain 
all actions that are performed by the related stakeholders on that ATD item 
shown in all ATD Stakeholder Involvement models. 
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